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PREFACE 

The Second Hero Congress wts attended by 393 people fron 64 govern- 
ment agencies and 120 industrial organisations. Tne Congress was sponsored 
by the U. S. Naval Weapons Laboratory, Dahlgren, Virginia for the \J,  S. Bureau 
of Naval Weapons. It was the purpose of this Congress to bring together for 
mutual benefit the various people working with, or interestfid in, the hazards 
of radio frequency electromagnetic radiation to ordnance sj-stems and com- 
ponents. 

The suoaess of the Congress was due in large measure to the authors 
and to the chairmen of the several sessions who kept natters going smoothly 
and on sohedul«. Not to be forgotten are those who, in a less conspicuous 
role, increased the value of formal presentations by participating in dis- 
oussionü. Their comments together with the formal papers are recorded in these 
Proceedings, We hope that our editorial condensation has left the meaning of 
the discussions intact. 

Forty papers were presented to the aBBombln|!p»and 12 additional 
papers are included%iir Hli MWüWlUigfcÄlthough shortage of time prevented 
verbal presentations. J) 

Please note that the, Proceedings are issued this time under two 
covers, this being the genetfSl volume. Ten classified papers are contained 
in the supplement. 

For additional copies of these Proceedings, the request should be 
sent to the Defense^pocumentation Center, Arlington Hall Station, Arlington 
Iki, Virginia, Copieit of the Proceedings of the first HEED Congress may also 
be obtained from DDC UD 326 263), 

It would not be practical to list individually all those staff 
members of The Franklin Institute who contributed to organizing and arrang- 
ing the Congreus. Mr. E, £. Hannum, Manager of The Applied Physios Laboratory, 
served as general manager. Sharing the responsibility for the tschniesl 
program and arrangement details w«re Paul F. Mohrbach and Günther Cohn. 
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ABSTRACTS - SESSION I 

Wglcomg. 

Introduction of Keynote Speaker 

!• Keynote Address (U) 

2. The Mayy HERO Progryn 

J. G. R. Heckscher 

Capt. R. P. Sellars 

P.. Adm. Kleber S. Masterson 

C. M. Cormaok, Jr. 

This paper describes significant changes and accomplishments of the BuWeps 
HERO Program since the first HERO Congress in 1961. The basic policy documents 
are cited and a brief explanation of their application is included. 

3- AFSWC Approach to the EMR Hazard Problem 2At. Raymond J. Hengel 

The AFSWC is a late entry into the study of EMR problems. Thus, a great 
deal of data is available for use in making a preliminary evaluation. Full 
use of data and corollary situations are used in making an EMR determination 
of a new system to cut to a minimum the actual test requirements. 

4. The Army's Nuclear Munitions RF Vulnerability Program (U) G. M. Rosenberg 

The vulnerability program has advanced greatly since the last HERO Congress. 
Consideration is given to the various stages of assembly of munitions of 
which EED's are components, and also the probable worst RF environments 
to which the stages are subjected. New facilities» well organized, have 
been put into operation. A Radio Frequency Rfdiation Effects (Joanittee, 
established within Array Materiel Command, aids in information' exchange 
and in planning. 

5. The Achilles' Heel of Modem Weapons (ü) Film 

Missile failures may be due to the reaction of electromagnetic radiation on 
electroexplosive devices. Research carried on and sponsored by Picatinny 
Arsenal offers one solution to the problem in the form of solid state 
«ttftnuators. Having the capability of broad band RF protection, the attenuators 
replace insulator plugs in electric initiators. 
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Welcoming Remarks 

J, G. Richard Heckscher 
Executive ?ice President, The Franklin Institute 

On behalf of Dr. LePage, President, I extend to all of you a 

cordial welcome to The Franklin Institute. It is a source of considerable 

satisfaction to us that, under the sponsorship of the Naval Weapons 

Laboratory, you have selected this institution for the HERO Congress. 

We are honored that so many of you have traveled from every section of 

the United States, from Canada, from Australia, from the United Kingdcar., 

and from other parts of the world to attend these proceedings in Phila- 

delphia. 

Let me in a few words tell you what is going on right around 

you in The Franklin Institute. In this building is the Franklin Memorial 

and the great Science Museum) adjacent to the lobby is the most up-to-date 

Planetarium in the world; on the second floor an unusually fine Library 

specializing in the physical sciences at th'j graduate level; on the ground 

floor a fully equipped Univac data center; on the third floor the editorial 

offices of the Journal of The Franklin Institute, published continuously 

for 137 years. I extend you a cordial invitation to visit any of theoe 

whenever you wish. 

In this building and in several locations in the immediate 

neighborhood is The Franklin Institute Laboratories for Research and 

Development, host to the Second HERO Gongresu. Growing from Ordnar.j 

•••'ork done by the Institute during World War II, The Franklin Institute 

Laboratories wore establishbd in 1946 to scrv« industry and government 

in a rapidly developing technological era. With a staff of more than 330 

top caliber professionals, the Laboratories continues the Institute's 

proud tradition established nearly 150 years ago; here was conducted the 

first U. S. Government-sponsored research contract in 1832. Today, under 

the direction of Francis L. Jackson, comprehensive scientific and engineering 

services are provided in many areas; solid state physics, chemi-try, nuclear 
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engineering, applied mechanics, instrumentation and controls, data processing, 

communication, power equipment, operations research and, of course, the 

very special problem area which brings you together this morning. Our 

Applied Physios Laboratory is one of the most active in studiea of hazards 

of electromagnetic radiation to ordnance. 

Over 100,000 square feet of floor space house is complex of 

research activities. Next year will see a new Laboratories building rise 

across the street with 150,000 square feet to aooommodat« our expanding 

activities here in one of the most accessible locations in Philadelphia, 

and with all-weather access to the excellent library and computing facilities 

in this building. But the principal asset of a research orgar.ization is 

its staff, and in this The Franklin Institute Laboratories is unusually 

well endowed. Laboratories* scientists enjoy stature both as individual 

investigators and as members of interdisciplinary project teams. This 

is exemplified in the team that is participating with ycu in an effort 

to solve the problems connected with the hazards of electromagnetic radiation. 

Another activity of The Franklin Institute is the Bartol Foundation, 

a leader in cosmic radiation, and low energy nuclear physics research, 

located on the campus of Swarthmore College in suburban Philadelphia. 

You will find it well worth your time to visit ease of these 

research activities, for I feel certain that we have here kindred spirits 

who are probing some of the same areas as each of you. 

We hope you enjoy your visit, and that you will return soon 

and often. Toward this end we have tried to plan for your comfort and 

convenience, as well as for free exchange of technical information. If 

we hav* overlooked something, please bring it to our attention. Günther Cohn 

of our Applied Physios Laboratory is on hand for this purpose. The 

Franklin Institute staff members are wearing white badges so you may spot 

them easily if you need their help. 

Again, we bid you welcome and wish you a pleasant and rewarding 

meeting. 
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Introduction of Keynota Speaker 
Capt. R. F. Seilars, USN 

Comraandei', U.S. Naval Weapons Laboratory 

I am very happy to be here and to see so many people concerned 

with the HERO problem. As you know, The U.S. Naval Weapons Laboratory 

has been assigned the direction of the HERO project and I think that 

we are succeeding well in coordinating the research efforts. However, 

I will be the first to admit that we dcn't as yet know all there is to 

know about electromagnetic radiation and particularly we don't knnw the 

effects of outer space environment but we are working hard on the 

problem. 

To keep pace with the ever increasing problems, we have to 

speed our work considerably. We hope to obtain two additional ground 

planes, more RF anechoic rooms, and more laboratories located either 

at our facility or at the Naval Air Test Center in ftittiKsnt. This 

increase will probably start next year. We now have a staff of about 

a hundred at Dahlgren working on the HERO program. This effort is 

complemented at other organizations such as KOTS, NASA, BuWeps itnelf, 

the other Armed Services, The Franklin Institute, and »any of you in 

Industry. In this connection, I might also mention the contribution 

of the British Royal Air Force in the person of Wirtg Cmdr. Gray, stationed 

at Dahlgren, who has given substantial assistance to our efforts. 

The U.S. Naval Weapons Laberatory has been concerned with 

HERO for a number of years, but it was not until about a year ago that 

our influence in this area became markedly significant. The operating 

forces are, of course, the ones most vitally concerned with tne solution 

to this problem. The areas of safety, possible dudding, and radio 

frequency compatibility have assumed such proportions that our Naval 

fighting forces have been handicapped in the performance of their 

mission. I am sure that you are fairly familiar with these problems. 
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If not, you certainly will be by the time this Congress is completed. 

Exchange of ideas is the purpose of this Congress. If we can maintain 

adequate communications with each other, I'm sure wi'll make great 

strides in finding the necessary fixes. 

Our keynote speaker today is a Naval Officer and a gentleman 

whose friendship I have valued over the many years I have known him. 

Ks is most familiar with the HERO problems, hs is a «ucsile expert, and 

he has contributed in the field of ordnance. As a foundation for his 

qualifications in technical management, he has served in aircraft 

carriers, destroyers, and battleships: and after receiving a valuable 

post-graduate degree in ordnance, he served hia apprenticeship in the 

former Bureau of Ordnance, With these years of experience behind him, 

he enjoyed such tours as Destroyer Division Comniander, Deep Draft 

Command during the Korean War, Commanding Officer tf the ÜSS Boston, 

our second guided missll« firing ship, and after becoming Admiral, 

Commander of Cruiser Division ONE. Then, with further experience gained 

at the Naval War College, in the Armed Forces Special Weapons Project, 

and in the Office of Naval Operations on shore duty, he was a most 

appropriate choice for the Chief of the Bureau of Naval Weapons. 

It is ray great pleasure to introduce to you as our keynote 

speaker today Rear Admiral Kleber S. Maeterson, U.S. Navy, Chief of 

the Bureau of Naval Weapons. 

Keynote Address is in Supplement, Section 1. 
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2. THE NAVY HERO PROGRAM 

by 
Charles M. Cormack, Jr. 

U.S. Bureau of Naval Weapons 

The first HERO Congress served to point up the growing 

importance of the service generated electromagnetic environment and the 

need for its consideration in the design of modern weapons. The Bureau 

of Naval Weapons, having recognized the potential problems which can be 

generated by this environment, provided for a significant effort in both 

dollars and man-power to determine its effect on all in-service weapons 

and to devise means for ndnimizing these effects. 

A large backlog of testing developed when it was established 

that all in-service weapons and relfcted equipments utilizing EED's be 

certified for use in the service generated IM fields. To expedite the 

effort testing was placed on a three shift schedule. While this was 

successful to an extent the difficulties of testing at night, particularly 

out of doors and in the winter months, clearly indicated that a better 

approach was needed. The additional facilities mentioned by the Keynote 

Speaker were conceived for this purpose and essentially consist of 

laboratory spaces including shielded rooms and two additional ground 

plane test facilities. Completion of these facilities is anticipated 

i" th* late fall of 1963, Transmitting equipment is being obtained and 

mounted in trailers for transfer from one facility to another as needed. 

The new test facilities will expedite the test program in 

several mys, first, the present capacity will be tripled, second, one 

of the new facilities will be located at an air station where high 

performance Jet aircraft will be readily available. The present need 

for these aircraft can only be met by barging them to and from the test 

facility. Occasionally an aircraft is "stricken" or removed from service 

for any of a number of reasons, and it has been possible to obtain 
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permanent custody of it for use in HERO tests. Unfortunately for the 

HERO program this occurs all too seldom, for to date the HERO "Air Force" 

consists of only four aircraft; an A4B (A^D), F-8 {Fi»D)t A-l (AD4) and 

EA1E (AD5W). Three of these are operational type aircraft at the 

present time, however, one is phasing out, and another is an early 

warning aircraft with no armament capability. The latter is used as 

a signal generator since it contains high powered radar equipment. 

In addition to the above aircraft eight different types have 

beer, employed in testing various weapons} f8fF8U). A".A (AID). 32 (52F). 

SH34H (HSS-1), F3B (FIH). UH2A (Hu2K), E2A (W2F), and E1B (WF2), Three 

of these aircraft (underlined) required barging and of these three two 

have required second or third test periods. 

Although the majority of our teat effort is directed towards 

air launched weapon systems we have many surface launched weapons and 

their complex mobile launching platforms, namely the cruisers and 

destroyers. HERO tests have been conducted on at least one ship of each 

of the major typos such as Destroyers (DDfs), Escort Vessels (DE's), 

Guided Missile Destroyers (DDG's), Frigates (DL's), Guided Missile 

Frigates (DLG's), Guided Missile Heavy Cruisers (CAG's), Guided Missile 

Cruisers (CG), Guided Missile Light Cruisers (CLG). Within these types 

are a number of classes involving different weapon systems and electronic 

equipments. As technology advances and as systems dictate, weapons 

are improved} new versions are introduced into ships and the fire control 

and search radars replaced with more efficient and higher powered models. 

Communications equipment and their antennas are also being Improved ard 

antennas relocated aboard ship for more efflciont use, hence the re- 

quirement for reevaluating a system which has be-n previously tested. 

(The Bureau policy regarding requireasnts for the testing of weapon 

systems is described in BuWeps Instruction 5101.2A of April 1962; see 

attachment). 
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When an in-service weapon is tested and found to be susceptible 

to EMR, operational restrictions are issued to the Fleet and the 

development of a fix is undertaken. While the "fix" is being developed 

rf tests are conducted to determine its effects on adjacent circuits and 

components. This is necessary because any of several mschanisms may be 

involved in the coupling of rf energy into a weapon and most oftsn more 

than one EED is utilized in a wwapon. 

Ft. all new weapons the designer must make certain that premature 

actuation of any EED will result only In a reliability type failure and 

further that adequate precautions are taken to minimise the probability 

of this occurrence. 

Naval Weapons Requirement, WR-27, a "Design Guide to Preclude 

the Hazards from Environmental Electromagnetic Fields" has been issued 

with the above objectives in mind. This document is our first approach 

to provide inforaation and techniques for minimizing the effects of rf 

on weapons containing EED's but can only be used effectively if it is 

taken into consideration early enough inthe design phase of a weapon. 

A Handbook is under preparation which will describe in detail 

such techniques as proper rf shield termination, the advantages and 

trade-offs of some rf insensitive devices and methods for their employment 

in advanced weapon designs. 

Th« general terms "service generated EMR fields" or "Shipboard 

Electromagnetic Radiation Environment" used above defies a simple 

definition since the equipments which generate this environment vaiy 

from ship to ship within a given class and beyond this from ship type to 

ship type depending on mission, armament, etc. 
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It should be recognized that the Navy must be quite flexible 

in the use of radio frequencies. Figure (l) shows the frequency bands 

to which the Navy has access. This frequency spectrum is required to 

provide for any changes in a shijfe mission and any changes in t ahLtfa 

electronic suit. Therefore we must be prepared to encounter any 

frequency within this spectrum on any ship. Along with the changes in 

frequency assigmuarts our weapons must also be prepared to accept limits 

in field strengths which are representative of the present state-of-the- 

art for transmitters. Considering these facts along with the confining 

dimensions of a shipfe deck it should be apparent that the Navy HERO 

problem is quite complex and severe. For emphasis I would like to point 

out that our largest shijfe deck is smaller than the average single 

airfield landing strip. 

The values in Figure {z) were predicted from a study of the 

maximum field intensities anticipated Is a given frequency band. 

While Figures (l) and (a) indicate the magnitude of the rf 

fields one can anticipate aboard ship they do not correlate this data 

with weapon susceptibility data. We define a potentially haiardous field 

intensity to ordnance as an rf field which exceeds the valuta shown in 

Figures (3) and (4). These values apply primarily to disassenbled 

electrically initiated ordnance, exposure of internal wires, testing 

involving additional electrical connections to weapons, handling bare 

squibs, primers, blasting caps or other EED's having lead wires. 

Similarly Figures (5) and (6) show numerical definitions of 

the rf fields considered haiardous to fully assembled weapons. 
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The need for aore effort on the theoretical aspects of the 

HERO problem has long been recognized but, as stated above, we have 

been faced with the urgent requirement of proving out weapons in their 

anticipated shipboard E-IR environments and providing interim guide lines 

for Fleet Operation. However, some studies have been initiated, and 

much useful information has been obtained in the areas of predicting 

the EMR environment adjacent to deck edge antennas, determining aircraft 

armament circuits response in high intensity EMR fields and the coupling 

of rf energy into weapon circuits. The latter has been the most difficult 

area because of the numerous system variables encountered in handling 

weapons aboard ship and the statistical probabilities involved in both 

EED sensitivity and El© environment. 

A significant effort has also been directed towards the 

development of "generic fixes", (items or techniques which will be 

generally applicable in reducing the effects of EMR on ordnance). 

Another phase of the HERO Program involve« a study of the 

effects of the rapidly changing electromagnetie fields encountered by 

weapons and associated equipment in ships during depersdng operations. 

These operations occur after and occasionally between each yard period 

depending on the permanent magnetism built up in the ship. This "P*ra" 

is measured on a degaussing range and when it exceeds a given level the 

deperming operation is required. This operation consists of creating 

a «riant solenoid by wrapping the entire ship in a coil of wire then 

applying approximately 3000 anderes de to this coil for short periods 

of time. The polarity of the current is reversed during sueetssiv« 

applications. This results in removing or satisfactorily reducing the 

permanent longitudinal and athwartship magretisation. 
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A requirement to off load electrically initiated ordnance 

prior to depentdng was established because of anticipated hazards from 

the depermlng fields. 

The magnitude of the fields and the rates of change of these 

fields during depenrdng "shots" have been measured on several types of 

ships and at various locations such as missile ready service magatiines 

and checkout areas, inside above deck launchers, etc. 

Fields of similar or greater magnitudes have been generated in 

a laboratory facility with instrumented weapons and the effects measured. 

To date none of the weapons tested revealed any deleterious 

effects due to deperming and they have been removed from the lint of 

weapons requiring off loading. This is gratifying sine« the impact has 

been to remove existing restrictions at a considerable saving in labor 

costs and time. 

The overall level of effort cf the HERO Program has doubled 

since the first HERO Congress and, in addition to the in-house effort 

contracts have been issued to various research and development 

establishments. 
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3. THE MFSWC APPROACH TO THE EMR HAZARD PROBUM 

Lt Raymond J. Hengel 

AFSWC, Kirtland AFB, Albuquerque, N.M. 

Since AFSWC is a late entry into the study of EMR problems, a great 

deal of data is available for making a preliminary survey. Full use is 

made of existing data and corollary situations in making an EMR evaluation 

of a new system, in order to minimize the actual test requirements. We 

presently have no facility and must therefore drew on other agencies, 

such as NWL for some ttst support, to run complete tests. However, we 

have conducted tests associated with the on-boerd radiators for the 

B-52 and B-58. 

One technique for analyzing the EMR hazard problem of an existing 

location is to use a layout of the area of interest, listing of associated 

weapons, and a knowledge of the power, frequency end antenna characterIttIcs 

and location of the radiating equipment. When aircraft are involved, 

knowledge of the un-board RF equipment, to include: frequency, power, 

mode of operation end antenna details, such as type, location and gain. 

Is used In making the analysis. This information Is then applied to the 

weapons in their various configurations. From this we determine If: 

A. No hazard exists 

B. The expected levels fall in a region where the expected response is 

uncertain. 

C. A hazard is a likelihood. 
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The action to A. is obvious. Based on the particular situation associated 

with B £ C, you can either establish restrictions on use of the 

offending equipment, or conduct tests to answer the uncertainties. 

A report that has been of considerable use to us Is "EMR 

Environmental Measurement Requirements for Nuclear Weapons". This 

is the result of a study conducted under the auspices of the "Ad Hoc 

Group on Weapon Susceptibility to EMR". We have repeatedly used the 

"upper limit" values of electromagnetic field for safe assembly and 

dis-assembly operations as our conservative estimate to evaluate a 

given situation. (Fig. I) In many cases, even assuming the worst 

possible conditions, the field strength values fall well below even this 

coniervative curve, which is based on matched dipole conditions connected 

to unprotected squibs. This has proved most valuable, however, this 

approach cannot be either the final or most accurate method of 

determining EMR hazards. This is an extremely conservative criteria, 

and if these levels could not be met, we have to request that the 

environmsntal conditions be better defined. Where no directly related 

data Is available, as in the case of the MK-'t F.V, end exposure was a 
test 

reality we establlshed/requirements, which, in this Instance, were run 

for us by NUL. 
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As an example of a situation involving an external environment, 

the Sandia Corporation assisted us in conducting an analysis of the 

EMR hazard at two overseas locations. All of the KF data from the 

sites was compared with the RF field levels that are considered "non 

damaging levels" for performing bomb assembly, dis-assembly and test 

operations, as well as loading and unloading. In all cases the 

existing RF field never exceeded the allowable level. Since all 

frequencies were found to be non-damaging by this 'Worst condition" 

method, it was reasonable to assume that no hazard existed, and the 

situation could be certified without the necessity of conducting 

tests. 

All on-base KF equipment having a power of 50 watts or greater 

were considered as being a potential hazard. Th« locations where 

field strengths were caiculatod were selected to b« points in the 

loading, storage and transportation routes where the highest field 

strength would likely be experienced. Certain assumptions were made 

as follows: 

(1) For communication systems, antennas were assumed to be of 

the half-wave dipole type, vertically oriented. 

(2) The gain used was assumed to be with reference to an 

Isotropie radiator. 

(3) Existing structures between the RF emitters end the weapon 

storage or loading areas were assumed to not shadow or reduce the 

field strength at all. 
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(k)    The far zone of the radiated field was assumed to begin 

one wave length from the antenna. 

(3) Since the thermal time constants of the weapon's EED's are 

considerably longer than radar pulses, the average radiated power from 

radars is used. 

(6) For positions having more than one transmitter, (i.e. control 

towers) that can radiate simultaneously, the combined power output of ell 

transmitters operating simultaneously is used in calculating the effective 

field strength. We realize this is a highly improbable situation, but 

yet this is the worst possible condition that could occur. 

(7) The calculated fielä strengths are compared to non-damaging 

levels for EED's, having 100% no fire current of 100 ma. 

The resultant calculated field strengths were plotted on the curve 

of field strength limits during assembly - dis-assembly of weapon system, 

and it was found that ali fell well below the allowable values, «s a 

function of frequency. 

The previous example was one entirely concerned with the external 

environment. We also have situations involving the on-board RF equipment. 

The RF-10! aircraft and it» associated armament Is an example of this 

situation. 

In response to a query concerning the adequacy of safety In the RF-10! 

system, AFSWC requested identification to Include power, frequencies, 

antenna type and location for all RF sources of the RF-iOl system. 
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The following list was furnished: 

(a) RT-263/ARC-34 frequency range is 225.0 to 399.9 HC, one blade 

antenna on split vertical camera door and one fin cap on the tail 

section, 9 to 20 watts output. 

(b) RT-220/ARN-21 range 962 to 1213 MC, blade antenna center 

fuselage door 106, 2.5 W output. 

(c) RT-279/APX-25 range 1030 to 1090 MC, blade antenna nose 

section door I02L and R, 60 watts naxiiman output. 

(d) RT-lSO/APN-22 frequency i»00 «C, 115 volts, AC and 28 volts DC, 

flush mounted antenna nose section door 101, 1.5 watts output. 

(e) RT-395/AHH02 8800 MC, flush mounted antenna forward fuselage 

peak 500 watts average, 10 watts output. 

Based on this Information, in the manner detailed earlier, we were 

able to state that there should be no weapon Em hazard associated with 

the listed mi-board equipment, even If the equipment should be operated 

during the loading process. This is readily apparent, using our previous 

curve, (Hg. #1) at the high powered transmitters are all in the 1000 MC 

range, high on the curve and the lower frequency transmitters, in the 

susceptible region, are low power. 

in many Instances, sufficient data has been gathered so that we 

can draw correlations between systems. However, there are certain 

precautions that must be taken. For example, we must make sure that we 

are correlating between similar systems: e.g. fighter systems and their 
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on-board equipment cannot be used in determining hazardous conditions 

involving bomber systems with entirely different on-board equipment and 

locations, it is well established that the particular geometry of a 

system is important. 

Thus, in the two cases cited, toth for on-board equipment and for 

external environment, without performing any tests, but using only readily 

available data, determinations of the EMR hazard problems were mad«, it 

was established, in both cases cited, that no hazard existed, therefore, 

saving the time and expense of running tests. We do not mean to imply 

that tests are not meaningful, but this method as a preliminary evaluation 

can determine if they are necessary. 

We plan to have at the Air Force Weapons Laboratory «n EHR mobil« 

facility designed to b« used to evaluate the effect of EMR «nv!ronments 

on components, sub-systems and complete systems in use or planned for us« 

by the USAF, This will b« used «ither when our method of preliminary analysis 

det«rmines that tasting is necessary, or when no directly related data Is 

available. r-i—r-r —i—rrr 
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ABSTRACTS - SESSION II 

6' Variablea Involved in HERO Teatine L. J. Lysher 

The amount of energy tranaferred from a transmitting antenna to an electro- 
explosive device in a weapon is dependent upon many variables. This paper 
discusses some of the known variables that must be considered in evaluating 
the electromagnetic radiation susceptability of a weapon. The variables are 
considered to exist in three major areas} weapon configuration, •invironaent 
and handling operations. 

7. RF Susceptibility Testa of TVM 19 Spotting Device (U) Richard J. Aaron 

Tests were conducted to determine the RF susceptibility of the type 19 
Spotting Device to dudding and/or initiation under field conditions. The 
sensitivity of the detonator used in this device to RF and DC was detendned 
in the laboratory while instruwmted devices capable of detecting the relative 
temperature of the bridgewire were constructed. These were subjected to 
various RF environments after assembly to the missile. Teat results are given. 

3. MamhUAk 9f .fcha &> El«etrie Blasting Cae to Miiwile Theodore Warshall 

Laboratory and field tests are described which were conducted to determine 
if the M6 Electiic Blasting Cap is vulnerable to the radars of a missile system. 
The results of the tests are sumariaed. 

9. Pieatirmv ArMntl Thearetie«! Analvi« of RF Vulnerability of Richard G. Sats 
UMffigB SatifflB CU) 

A theoretical analysis of typical missile antenna configurations will be 
discussed with respect to: antenna characteristicst extracted power! skin 
effect, loads,etc., including formulas, definitions of terms, references and 
assumptions. An RF safety probability analysis of warheads will be discussed. 
Philosophy of these analyses will be discussed with respect to usefulness, 
present and future, in evaluating the susceptibility of a weapon to EMR. 

10. Misaile with Attached thibilieal C«ble M a Raeeiving  Charles W. Harrison, Jr. 
Antenna 

In this paper principles of antenna analysis are applied to estimate the 
magnitude of un&isired radio-frequency current along the skin of a rocket on 
the launching pad, with umbilical cable attiehed, due to a plans wave incident 
field. In the ready state, such systems are only partially shielded fron the 
electromagnetic field environment, and form effective receiving antennas. 
Radio-frequency energy may be fed to sensitive eleetrotacplosive initiating 
devices, resulting in spurious operation, or malfunctioning. 
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11. Radio-Frequency Leakage Into Masllea Charles W. Harrison, Jr. 

Summary: This paper treats the idealized problem of RF energy leakage through 
a slot in an infinite cylinder as a perturbation on the scattering problem for 
the same object with no slot. It is shown that interior response depends on 
three factors: the exterior skin current density from the scattering problem, 
the transmitting admittance of the slot, and an eigenfunction uxpansion of the 
interior field when unit voltage is impressed across the slot. It is then 
proposed that the form of this solution may be applicable and conceptually 
useful in treating other problems either theoretically or ea^rioentally. 

13. Analvais of Raaponae of Thermocouple Inatruaantwd Devices to Short- 
Pulse Transients Riehard K. F17 

D. 60yd Efcrker 

With the assumption that the bridgewire, thermocouple and recording 
instrument behave as successively-coupled, linear aysteas, their response to 
short pulses of energy into the bridgewire was detenained. This model and 
its verification make possible the calibration of instrumented devices to 
recover pulse energies and/or bridgewire temperatures from the output of the 
recorder. 

14. Method« of Meamirln» HF Pawar at a Given feint in a   Norman P. Faune«, 
High Losa System Piul F. Nohrbach 

George H. McKay 
Robert W. Wood 

When losses in an RF transmission line are high, and especially when inpodaneee 
are widely adsmatehed, it is difficult to determine power at a particular point. 
Three methods are outlined, to do this. (A) Voltage-Inpedaneoi BF voltage 
and complex impedance are determined at the desired pointj from these, power 
can be computed. (B) Differential Power*. Directional couplers are used in 
measuring power toward and away fro« the load} the difference is the net power 
transmitted. (C) Voltage Max-Hln: Standing voltage waves are measured{ knowing 
load resistance, power can be computed. 

15. DetewdHation of Basaonae of RF Inaenaltiv Device«   Norman ?. Paunc«, 
fml F. Mohrbach 
George H. McKay, 
Robert W. «Pood 

Usually, each class of RF "fix" requires a new testing procedure, and new 
evaluation teehniqiMb. This paper discusses sums of the «pedal probt «as. 
One problem, in particular, is the determination of true attenuation, by 
dissipation of power, as distinguished from insertion loss, or reflection of 
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6.   BJBO YamMM tnd Teit Itallltlef 

L. J. Lgrther 

SsblgnD, Virginia 

an eltctrots^lotlfe device (BSD) in a veapoB is 

varlatl««.   SteM Tarlabl«» anst l« ttentifltd, 

in «be evaluation of wea»» tjrsteB BvaeeptibiUtjr to 

HKUatioe.   'rae nuriber of variables it «lite last*« «ly «wee «anal- 

tent« met uvortant «ill be «ieeaaee« tan.   Q» varUUea aay be 

dividea into thzee Mjor grot^ei (l) «eapm eaBficamtian, (8) taadlin 

cfeatloM anA (3) «wl«w«enfc. 

wtfot caawamm 
The aaouat of anergjr «xanaftrre« to aa BB> is tepenient «oon the 

ebaxaetertatiea of «be «ea^pon ia irttlch it la M^egraA) «&• «MM« «f 

MVQB etanetmlatioe iaelute etroiitiy, 

i, ate.   In BSS« eases i« is no« pfaetieal 'so 

900 type to another beeaosa naU SiffemuMs : 

la «he «* tmam of the «raapen.   Ia ^aet, mm watt be 

type beeauec of pnAetetion diffennees betveea wita (iae>« 

of wins in a bundle with teapeet to each other).   Inelada« as a part 
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of tin vwpoB ayitoi 1B tlw Iwadiio« v^ielt; i.e., airenft, 

lanaeber, etc. 

13M «fiftict <rf « gUmn l*wl of «ae^r In «a ■!> eiretUt is 

(ferloualjr dqpodnt up«» tls« flrlBi «BSKKT itUrmiintt ef Ito 

SMrtieolsr BBD.   WtOt it ia tnw ttet • 1al& tmxQf SB ngr as* 

*• «fteetai u mdt M a lev mtrggr on« ty » tpwiglta tnawfe «f 

•Mrur, iapMia&e* dMutfta «oat t* eonsiaMMA.   UM «Miar totew* 

In tb« hlch anaqar ■& nar *• giMttr «MB in tte lair «Bazar «M 

teewtt« of «t tavtteic« dMag». 

«»» «n augr tarteblM «teid» an no« MMeiatoA with «itbur 

Ite inasoB eoBfi«n«610B (M tefliMft), or tht «wriio—w^, tut MM 

eoeetflMd wltfe optatieiw «ia^b an fntoaad «pen tte WWJOB. 

iBolMda tauffort, laaaiiat, ttttinf, loaüag «OwazA ainnaft, at«* 

AU penibla optntioiw mmefc te mrastiiKtaif Itwwwf, «Horn «kick 

an lilHljr to aeewr awt te iavwtiiptad.   Ite MM l^wrtwife et 

tlMW vül new %t eoBsümi inOiTSAnUy. 

tatting, all q/moiMm* tlMt an »oaBUy; 

eptntiaBaL eealttioM «ten tiM mavee is la aa alactrt—#iilte fiaU 

shoiaU te votoom* w sladatat.   Alao^ aftmtim» ttet an not nor- 

aOljr infonsi tet «hidi an yossttla (fw «»Wte, eonstias M 

uAiUoal osbla tefon nckiag, if tte aemmX innflsn is to mat 

teftea eoMMstlag) steoU te t&xtatmA tarisc taste,   fte aociaMi 

a11iiin1>1<i aastgy fte steswal Ajpntloas ispsais ayn tte jrriteMllty 

test tte «vsatiae in «Mstioa aitfrt te 
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Variation of Induced Carreat Unfler MteBtlcal Te»t Cendltlon« 

It has been found that if an operation such «a connecting an 

umbilical cable is repeated under identical conditions of rf source 

frequency and power, distance, weapon orientation, etc., a set of 

data, rather than a single value of induced current is obtained. 

This characteristic is present in all eases wherein the induced 

current is of short tins duration and wtexe contact is nde or breiten 

soaevhere in the weapon system. In sons eases a en&i of the distri- 

bution of the induced current approaches that of a nonal distribution 

curve; hcwever, in other cases the distributions ratios from slightly 

skewed to aultlnodal. 

TriB»ait'!»r to wwaon/aircraft Distance 

UM transmitter to weapon distance affects fte induced cuzxcnt, but 

not in a simple »Xatlonship. In the "far field" the field, and beaet 

the induced current, varies invartely aa the distaae« few the «tteaaai 

in the "near field", and near diseontisuitiM sudi a« a deek edt>, this 

rule does not hold tmw; as large a fteld My *• fzsrA 100 ft frwi the 

antenna as tet ft fro« the antenna. If a unifoa field «data aiwind tba 

test öbjact, the tost results aay be «artrtsolated to any glv«» field strngth, 

and any convenient "far" distance can be UMA for the test« (wittda ti» llaite 

of detection sensitivity). This extiafolation is net correct in the cue of 

weapons vary near eoHunieatians anteanas. ttader this eonditioe tte test 

abject is net I'mrsed in a unifoa ti»HLi  In fact, the efftet of the («• 

dlated field aay be seeondaxy to ttet of the IndaetloD field. In erAer to 

Mi» statnents repodln« the suaoeptiblllty of a weavcn loeatad very mar 

an aatenBa actual tests must thtrefon be eoedneted at such dlataaeet. 
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Weapon/aircraft Orientation 

The orientation of the weapon/aircraft conMimtiOD with respect to 

the transmitting antenna is very important, particularly at wave lengths 

ccoparable to or smaller than the naxlnua dimensions of the aircraft. 

This orientation sensitivity is discussed in BWL Beport Ho. IT&f,   She 

Antenna Characteristics of an A415-2 Aircraft (Q) tsy Hurry P. Bird. It 

Is therefore essential when conducting tests adequately to investigate 

sufficient orientations to assure that no oaxlmn points have been 

omitted. At fre^wncles below 26 Mc, incvmente of 90* rotation, and 

above 200 Mc inowaents of 15*, are ordinarily adequate to detenaine 

trends in the induced current versus orientation function; such snaller 

incmsents are retired unless only trend infonaatlon rather than aagni- 

tuds of oaxlaa is required. 

Grounding 

It is not possible to ground an dbjeet at rf fre^isncies in the 

sans sense as a ground can be provided at de: homver, it is possible 

to provide a low lapedssoe path for rf eunent at sou freqamelm. 

For coRvenlenee, however, I will speak of grounding in the sense of 

siaply Joining two points with a Mtallie conductor. 

Grounding the Aircraft and grounding the weapon nut be conslderad 

separately. Grounding of the aircraft to the deck noznaUy does not 

increase the hasardj however, it My cause a shift in the frtqptney at 

which current is induecd in an W), thereby rsdueing the htiazd at sens 

freqjjsncies sad InersMiBg it at others. In the ease of the weapon 

this is not necessarily trass 1» «M»y Instances one side of the firing 
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circuit is connectcf'. to the weapon skin, and «ten the «Mpon ie groundsd 

a cocvenlent pe.tft Is provided for tie return of the rf current to the 

deck. In loading the waapon on an aircraft it Is possible that the 

weapon m? tje grounded to the deck either intentionally or inadvertestljr, 

for exea^le, hy a bomb truck or persoiäiel touching the wapoci hence, it 

is necessary to conduct tests with the weapon grotisded and ungrounded. 

AuaJllary PCTfar supply 

Auxiliary power sources (external to the aircraft) are used for 

aircraf* starting and check-out fcmctlona. With th-j pcmr source eotaeeted 

to the aircraft, the rf configuration of the aircraft is changed; conse- 

quently, th« rf susceptibility of a weapon loaded or being loaded on the 

aircraft is changed. 

EBWagJISJiH! 

The test environnsnts must be either the actual environment to which 

the weapon will be exposed, or one thai can be extnpolated to that 

envlroawnt, since it is the weapon's perfonnnee In the actual ewlron- 

asnt that auat bo evaluated. The Saportant envlrenaental variables will 

new be considered individually. 

Transaltter Jawer 

The current induced in an EBB is proportional to the s«iart root of 

the aiitenna power if all other variables an constant. Any convenient 

power level can be used and the results extrapolated to my other power. 

A critical factor is the threitUold of detection of the device used to 

neasure the Induced current. The inatruMntation presently being OMA 

by IWL has a threshold of approxiaately 5 percent of UM BS MXIWB 
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no-Cxe current; if the trmnsaitter pamr used does not produce a current 

greater than this anoont, extrapolation la Mt poaalhle.   In practical 

usage, it is heat to uae rf powers that keep the aaximm Induced eurrent 

Just bei« the upper Halt of the detection syateK.   To deteattn« if th« 

weapon can be handled with lapunity ahoard ship, the teat nsolts mat toe 

extrapolated to pcwera or fields expected aboard ship.   If field etiength 

values are to he extrapolated, the uupertaAed teat tit« field, (that la 

the field without the weapon and alrenft) should he Muoitd.   With Vbu 

test site field» and the fialda existing m hoax« ship amlUbla, the 

■agcituda of induced currents to he expected in ordoanee ahcazd ship can 

he readily ecaled for a given set of teat eosditioBt. 

Transaltter fgecBteney 

There are several variahlea that are fUBctiona of fN^WBcjrj these 

include weapon lapatenee, anteiaa ehancterlstlos of the aircraft and 

weapon, and coupling hetveea (wiring) circuits of weapon and alwxaft. 

For this reason the cptlaoa teat would he to scan the eeaplate fNtnaaey 

spectra«.   Since tests at tha hitfier rf powers aust ha eondoeted at dis- 

crete frequencies, the weapon can he evaluated at only a finite sioftcr 

of frequencies.   Because of the freqiency dapendaBoo of aany of the 

weapon/aircraft variahles, ourxant asjr he indoead onljr ever a certain 

frequency hmtd or hands.   Taa susceptlhill^r haadaidth or Q of a vaapon 

systea will dictate the else of test fraqaeacy incraaante.   Vhaa fraqwacy 

allocations prehlhlt seleetian of optiaualy spaced test fxaqosBelas, the 

test results aost he eomotcd hy weltfilng   the data relative to the wea- 

pon Q.   It aay also he neoMsazy to sutBlaaant an aasuid Q by tasts to 

detezalae where response peaks lie in the fxeqaaney speetrua. 
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ReflactlonB 

Electromagnetic energy is »fleeted by wtallie objtcts; hence reflec- 

tions oust be considered when conducting tests «nd establishing acceptable 

induced current levels.   Beflections should be avoided or at least not 

pemtted to becoos OB» of tha unknown varlableB.   ShoaM testfuetive 

interference between the incident end reflected wwres occur, the resul- 

tant field at the site of the deviee under teat could M audb lower 

than the unperturbed field.   Wien establishing acceptable Indueed ear- 

itct levels, the opposite condition (i.e., enhaneaiBHit of the flald) 

■us>. be cmsidered since it is «site possible to find areas sboazd ship 

«here interference has doubled the UBpertuzfeaA field. 

ae gromd plane faellltjr pwrMae a Maas of oonduetlttg teats under 

eontrollei eoodltleBS and piwldes flexibllitr that eanaot be adilavad 

in field or shipboard tasting.   Xt lends itself to the slaulation of a 

wide rugs of service eondltloBs for the aeenvUAnnt of pnllaloazy 

«valuations and for vwrlous BA reseawh pvojeeta.   Xt also provltes a 

laborateir for researät OB antenna theoiy and field strangth ■sasuri—nts 

and distribution.   She turntable IneoiporataA is the grauad pUM Mkss 

it possible to nadUjr enalne the äfftet« at aslaath ehaagM la the 

weapon during 1 That nation bjr the xf sourees. 

She ground plane deck is eonstroetcd of lA Uwh steel plate, welted 

into a oontinuous sheet (ZkO ft by 100 ft) slanlatlag the tedc atxuetuM 

of a naval vessel.   It is capable of suüortiim leate «f up to 10 tons 

per sqpare foot.  *U. ground plane power e^blm «d coaxial eablea an 
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located underground. Tledewns and grounds «re provided for aizextaft. 

The eroiiKd plan« is grounded around the peri^ery to £ ft ground rode 

located at 20 ft intervals. 

The tumtabl* is a steel disc 1?   ft in diaaster located 50 ft 

fron one end of the ground plane.   It was constructed by inverting a 

5"/5^ gun aouat and has a load capacity of 15 tons.   It van rotate 

eootlnttottsly about an axis perpendicular to the ground plant in either 

direction at speeds froa 0 to ^ rm-   ^» tamtable is electrically 

üriven, end nay be operated fron controls located in a pit net« the 

ground plane or «Inilar controls located in an iidjaeent hangar. 

Transmitting etuipMnt ordinarily onployed In MBO testing at MUL 

includes e^iijoents operating in fxetMaey hands fraa 100 kc to 10,000 

Mc. 

Itaese evalpasnts an opemted at spot fretiieneies assisMd to ths 

Saval Meepons Libontozy toy the Chief of Kaval Opeiations for WXO 

testing at full poncr. 

Bf power density and field Intensity Masunasnts an eondiieteA 

during tests oe the ground plane fkellity to detenlm the mgnltadt 

of the eleotrosapetle fields.   Antemia ttftimm MMtanaMsts an 

■ade prior to testlag and an used In datendalag the radiated paver 

of the tnuEMdtter.   9» fl«U Infetwtlm Is «wed In eonjaaetlaa 

with test neoMs of Hb» instrannted IBBt «Ithln Vtm wpen In wmim- 

ting the tost nsalts.   NMsarlng e«il|WBt Is «vallahle for field 

Intensity and lapedanoe aoasunnonts thnu^wot the eo^ote fn«Meey 

to 10,000 He. 
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03» esparlanttftl deteiBlMtion of tba effects of tte varloua ttst 

variablem ra^tiras ttet tbe tuBount cf rf easrar induced is tiw EID t« 

oBMiued.   When installing tte InstnMDtatloB to nestun isdaead «Mxgjr, 

ev«ry effort is oaäe to avoid pertoixbiiig the it n^eese of tte «eapoB; 

particular care is toten to wold cresting new satte of «ntxy for rf 

energy.   It is not possible to install instrumtaticn vitteat aMng 

sane duagu in tte vmspaa', iki» fact mat be considered «tea analjfting 

test results. 

Sevexal types of BED siaulators teve been or are being usr.d to 

aeasure tte euzrent is&ieed in tte SKDs.   3te sianlator usei wet in 

SEEK) tests at ItoUgren Is tte ttezweoapla developed bjr tee Denver 

Beaeareh Institute.   Bils tostzuesntatlc» uses an acturj. MB base and 

bridge «ire asseribly without «iploslvM.   She ttezao'joi^le eltnent is 

located near, but not teuehing tte bfid«nrire.   S&le mit is ooevaet 

and can be aounted la alaost all «laees ia a wear/«« oeeusled Iqr real 

BBSs,   fte ou^ot ttm tte a«iib •ünlaten arr fed via eMelded leads 

into reeozden or direct reading Mtars Midi we eaUbnted tef era 

and after testa. 

Tte recorders which are used with tte sqalb slaolators include 

ccnventloDal oscillograph galvaiMaeter t*je reeerders, ^nlatnre, self- 

ooBtauwd tape reeotriers developed by Bdvatds ftiglneering Co., muH also 

a saall eyUndrieal oseiUognph rveordar developed at tte 8ml tfeapons 

Uboratoqr.   She ML recorder is an eight etemel recorder, ejrliadrieaUy 

shaped k l/a inches in diamter tqr 19 indwe long.   With battery pack 

it aeasores $ indws x I>1 inches long.   Vslng ISO ft of reoording paper 
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(at 0.33 inch per second), a xecording tine of about 90 alnutes ia 

obtained.   In those weapons which are too snail to aecoaodate recording 

etgiiEBent, a shielded dc ehosper-aa^lifier develsfed hy ML, IMilgnn 

for use in aaplifying themocouple output frcn sqiih Blnalato» is 

eiqployed.   U» Mflifier maaures I l/2 inches in dl^atar hy k 

inches long.   The oatput of the angplifier Hqr Xm nonitored hy eoenrwft« 

tional dc meters. 

COBCUBICB 

We ham now discussed sens of the variables that Influence the 

susceptibility of a weapon, and briefly, the oathoda and fheility used 

at Cahlgmn to datexnine the effects of these varlablm.   Xtas dbjeet 

of testing is to i&jattty those coabinatioB« of TariablM which xerali 

in a hazard.   Vpaa identifintion of those cenbinationt, the prdMbili^r 

of exceeding any stated value of eurxent cw bo tetenliied by tests. 

It should be noted, homver, that a prohibitftrely large aBoaat or data 

aay be realized to ade«)ntaly detendne this probability.   IBWB the 

extant of the hasard has been found under the dwtecBlaad sat at eeadi« 

tiooa, as a separata prtfclm, it is necessary to efetalB the fnMbiUty 

of oecumsee of such conditions.   SMs ^tibebililqr en be aetinatad fron 

epexatisnal eqanence or fron actual dbaarvation la the field «Iwm Htm 

weapon vUl be handled.   One epproach is to aasu» that those worst eon- 

ditlons have a probability of one of oeaummee, a:id to dataniBO the 

tine istaml in which these eeodltioDs an virtually certain to oeeor. 

Mill ia presently raided in ma latansiva propan to aetablieh procatoree 

to provide a sound nathenatical prcJbabillty stataaeat chant the saeeeyti- 

bility of a waapcB under opezatiaaal asa«e.   QBUI tte tine «tan a 

■atheaatical stateasnt can be aada after a pnetieal anoust teatia«, 

good engineartng judgaaaBi will etiU play an tvortant part la tetar- 

mniag if a weapon can be wplayad without untas fear of aeeitenta or 

aerioia depadation of reliability. 
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1«   MISSILE  WITH  ATTACHED  UMBILICAL  CABLE  AS  A  RECEIVING  ANTENNA 

by 

Charles W.   Harrison, Jr. 
Member of the Technical Staff, 

Sandia Corporation, Albuquerque, N. M. 

Introduction 

In this age of spate exploration it has become necessary to assess the receiving characteristics 

of rockets to unwanted radio signals because they are fired by electroexplosive devices (EEDa).   If the 

rocket on Its launching pad. with umbilical cable attached. Is unduly sensitive to the electromagnetic 

field environment, a premature launching might occur, or a degradation in performance result.   The 

unwanted radio-frequency field environment may be caused by the operation of one or more radio 

transmitters in the vicinity of the launching pad, by local thunderstorm activity, or by a nuclear 

detonation in the neighborhood.*"* 

A similar problem exists in the general field of ordnance.   Potter has written a good summary of 

the problem of radio-frequency hazards to ordnance.   He says, 

"The recent trend in radar and communications equipment toward greater effective 

radiated power has resulted in growing concern about RF hazards ....  The most serious 

hazards stem from the use of sensitive electrically-initiated explosive elements, known 

as electro-explosive devices (EEOs), which can be spuriously initiated by induced radio 

frequency energy.    EEDs are used extensively ... to activate control and arming devices 

and to initiate explosive trains,   Hasards Include both spurious functioning of the BED and 

degradation of the BED reliability or performance characteristics." 

Radio-frequency energy Is fed to the EEDs by the internal circuitry In the rocket.   The wiring 

U activated by radio-frequency leaks through access doors (slotit), anodlzei peripheral butts between 

sections, etc., and by direct connection (by way of the umbilical cable) to improperly shielded exter- 

nal circuitry. 

The basic problem of radio-frequency hazards to ordnance consists In evaluating the response 

of a dipole receiving antenna within an Imperfectly conducting cylinder of modewt wall thickness and 

of finite length,   Harrison and King  have demonstrated that for any conceivable field amplitude there 

is no hazards problem at low frequencies, where the length of the cylinder and radius are small In 

terms of the wavelength.   At higher frequencies skin effect affords sufficient protection.   The theory 

presupposes no breaks In the rocket skin and no attached umbilical cable.   However, King and 

Harrison* have shown that the pickup of a coaxial cable of sufficient length to approach resonance at 

low frequencies is surprisingly large. 

Harrison has discussed radio-frequency shielding of eabWs In a qualitative way* evaluated 

approximately the response of a loop antenna In a large imperfectly conducting cylinder, and deter- 

mined the shielding properties of a circular grating of finite length" Work is currently under way at 
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the Sandia Laboratory to evaluate theoretically the transmission of radio energy through arcess dcirs. 

Dickinson nas considered electromagnetic coupling to ordnance devices, and some 30 years ago Kin^ 

obtained the shielding efff ct of imperfectly conducting spherical and infinite cylindrical shells at low 

frequencies.   This work is now the classic in the field of electromagnetic shielding. 

Radio-frequency hasards to ordnance problems relate to partially shielded receiving antennas of 

very general configuration.   The solutions of thes'.- problems are often obtained by combining methods 

of antenna analysis with suitable arranged experiment«.   Thus theory complements experiment.   If a 

correlation has been obtained in the Laboratory between some easily measured current in the rocket 

and EED current, and the former current can te estimated theoretically for a new radio-frequency 

field environment, the problem is solved. 

In the present paper it is assumed that the relation between rocket EED current and total current 

in the shield of the umbilical cable at the point of attachment near the nose is known.   The theoretical 

problem Is that of estimating the umbilical cable current for a specified electromagnetic field in the 

vicinity.   The physical configuration of the rocket on its launching pad, and the umbilical caUe, 

resembles a folded monopole for reception.   This paper lays the foundatibi,* of » vary ganeral teeory 

of reception by folded dipoles.   The analysis hat many points in common with the earlier work of 

Harrison and King in which relations for mutual and scU-impedanea tor Identical folded antennas were 

determined, as well as the driving point impedance erf folded dipoles and loops eontatatng series imped- 

An area of electromagnetics research is unfolding where the objective is net the eahsneement of 

the transmitting or receiving qualities of a given antenna but the evelvment of ways and means of reduc- 

ing the signal pickup of extended circuits.   In future rocket and ordnance design, as rauch attention 

must be paid to the radio-frequency environmental problem as .s now given the effect« of altitude, 

shock, temperature, humidity, etc. 

Theoretical Considerations 

The receiving characteristics of a symmetrically loaded dlpola excited by plans waves may be 

deduced as follows:   The antenna is driven by a generator at it* center, and the current distribution 

i(z) found at all points along the dipole by solving the Integral equation for the current.   The current 

at the driving point Mo! deterirines the input admittance Ya.   The reciprocal of Ye is the driving 

point impedance Zs.  Knowledge of the current distribution also permits calculation of the radiation 

field pattern wU.ßh, *).   A« a consequence of the Raylelgh-Csrson reciprocity theorem, ßht («, Sh. j) ■ 
(f 9. 9i.f) lor a two-terminal radiator.   Here,   h fo,3h, y^ is the effoetlve haU-length, 0 it the 

radian wave number, h is the half-length of the structure, * is its radius, and 9 is the usual spherical 

coordinate angle measured from the axis of the dipole.   It E Is the incident electric field strength in 

the plane of the receiving dipole, the open-circuit voltage at t • 0 is VM • lhaE.  The current in the 

load impedance Z^ is L • 2htE/IZe+ ZL), and the current with load terminals short-circuited is 

Iie(o> • a^E/Z#. 
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It is appr.rent that if the receiving properties of an asymmetrically loaded dipole «re desired, it 

is necessary  o obtain a completely general expression for the current distribution for arbitrary 

generator ;"i3ition, so that the impedance and effective length of the structure may be obtained, 

referred tc the terminal location.   Evidentally, moving the generator alters both the current dist- 

ribution and field pattern.   While in principle the receiving properties of an antenna may be deduced 

from an accurate knowledge of the current distribution when the antenna Is used for transmission, the 

writer is of the opinion that in some cases, especially for asymmetrically loaded folded dipoles, it is 

easier to work directly with the integral equations that apply to the structure when excited by an inci- 

dent plane wave, than to determine the impedance and the effective length from the radiation field 

pattern utilising the reciprocity theorem. 

A folded receiving antenna consisting of two conductors of radii,  at and a^, and total length *, 

connected to equal impedances Z. at the ends, is shown in Figure 1.   The structure lies in the yt 

plane, and the wires are parallel to the s-axia.   The axis of conductor 1 (of radius »   > is located at 

x « o, y = T , and -h < s < h.   The axis of conductor 3 (of radius t^) is located at x • o, y • - « , 

and -h < x < h.   For simplicity it is assumed that the incident electric field is linearly polarised 

parallel to the z-axis and arrives .;rom the distant source at the azimuth angle A measured from the 

positive x-axis.   tt is further assumed that the structure is so proportioned that tha following inequal- 

ities apply: a. <<h,  Sj<<h, (a1+»^< b, (SW << 1, 

The circuit of Figure 1 approximates a rocket of height h and radius »|, with umbiiieal cable 

of length h and radius a} attached, over a Urge perfectly conducting plane.   It is assumed that there 

is a gap in the shield of the umbilical cable at the point of attachment to the rocket.   UM voltage 

developed across this gap by action of the incident field excites currents in the wires surrounded by 

the shield.   The "equivalent impetianre" of the Internal circuitry ia represented by the lumped loading 

impedance Z^, 

_. j»« 
The analysis begins with the equations 

JjU» + IjUlr,, + t,U»rk ' -J 7 £| «>« 3» + U,} (I) 

14U) + Ii(i)rt + tj(»>«,a" "J ¥ {clco8 8* * ü»} ,8> 

where (I) and (3) apply to conductors 1 and 2, respectively.   The definitions of terms follow. 

Ja(»>' j   IT(f»K4(s. s'Hs' (J> 

lT(s> • !,(<) * I}(s>: I^th) ' 0 (4) 

LU) and IjU) are the currents along conductor* 1 and 2, respectively. 

KJt, »'» • exp {.JffR^/R^ (S) 

Reference It, Equation It, p, 17«, 
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Rd=t(u. 2-)2+d' (6) 

rt2=   2 fni (8) 

rh=2<h| (9) 

C. and C. are constants of Integration 

i ^ »In» 
Uj ■ Ue (l0) 

-j & tin ♦ 
l^ •   Ue (U) 

Multiplying (3) by a parameter m. and adding it to U) gives 

\r . + mr."] fr. - r, + m(r , - r. I 

This expraision may be reduced to the integral equation tor the current along an unloaded «eUd 

conductor receiving dipole of length Sh and radirn d by setting öie eoettielenls of ^(s) and t} («I equal 

to aero. 

Thus, 

ral *""■»• 0 <14) 

rk" r«l * m<ra» ' %} ' 0 <,M 

It follows that   '.hat 

d • bV«.^»* »«> '>•,)• 

vhere 
a, \« 

P - ^—j^ un 
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 L 
ln-b_ 

1 

The antenna equation (13) now takes the form 

V^'-Jc Cd -oa 3s + V6 

(18) 

(19) 

where C   is evaluated from the boundary condition I,»±h) » 0, and the source function Ua it given by 

+ fa-H- 
,,   -j¥«U» 

In 
Vl 

(20) 

Because (3b) << 1, it is clear that U. » U • -%. 

Not; that (18) it valid only for an electric field directed tangential to the wires. 

!T (s)  is available from the work of King,1* aid is considered known for the pyrposes af this paper. 

If only the current I   to) is of interest, it may be obtained from the formula 

lT(0> • 
3htE 

(31) 

where the effective length 3IL is obtained (by application of the reciprocity theorem) from the radiation 

field pattern of a dipoie of length Ih and radius d, and Z   is the impedance of the same dipole. 

The transmission line equation 

1,(1) • lt(i) 

fcrt 

Inji 
- -^-kw   «as it * JJU sin |*   sin ♦ } (23) 

is obtained. fundamemsUy, by subtracting (3) from (I).   Here JS, is the characteristic impedance of the 

structure, givm by 

. 2 

* V2 (23) 
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and 

Alternative forms of (30) are 

■ l(h, =  20 stB(f sln*)}^_1li^__^irl m 

Il(H, =  320 Sin(f Si„ t)j_T1-ii^rgir[ (33) 

Clearly from (32) ij(fc) = 0 when |h = t, Z^i 0.   Also, when /3h = |, 

T   ,,,     2U   .    /iSb   .   .\  _    Eb sin» ,,,» 

c e 

From (33) it is seen that whenever 

Z   tan (3h »|RI+ jXLi OS) 

(34) holds. 

Readers arc reminded that in the development of these equations radiation from the structure (in 

the transmission line mode) is ignored, transmission line losses are neglected, and no ancount is taken 

of proximity effect. 

As a numerical illustration, let the current input to the nose of a rocket from a shielded umbilical 

cable be estimated under the conditions stated below.   The structural dimensions are: 

aj = 1.219 m 

Sj = 0.143 m 

b • 3. S39 m 

h •  16.76m 

The incident plane wave E is vertioaliy polarized and has a magnitude of 3 volts/m.   The frequency is 

f • 1.85 nic/sec, or * •  162,2 m.   The shield it continuous, so that Z. ::0.   It is assumed that this 

systcn can be represented satisfactorily by t two-conductor folded monopole over a perfectly conducting 

earth. 

The characteristic impedance is 

.1 
Z   =  60 In g-2^-» 160.9 ohms 

* J   I 
Since 3h = p h " 0.6492, tan dh ■ 0."58«.   It follows that Zc tan (Vh » zJ Since Z^ is assumed tu be small. 

Hence the formula 
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is applicable.   Substituting numbers in this formula gives 

if ♦ = | radians. 

If laboratory experirnents reveal that considerably more than 100-ma nose current is required at 

1.85 mc/sec before the most sensitive EED current exceeds the safe le^el, one may conclude in this 

instance that no hazards problem exists.   As mentioned before, the firing circuits are energized by 

radio-frequency leaks in ihe umbilical cable shield and in the rocket skin when Z  = 0. L 

It is to be emphasized that the solution of this problem is only approximate.   The raaius of the 

"equivalent" dipole Is d =   1. 904 m, so that fl » 2 A>hr)s 5,736,   Accuracy may be obtained from 

existing methods of cylindrical antenna analysis for n 2 ?• 

If a break exists in the umbilical cable shield at the point it enters the missile, Zt i 0,   This 

impedance, which appears across the gap in the shields, is a manifestation of the loading eifeet of the 

wires entering the missile from the umbilical cable,   Z, may be determined as follows:   Measure the 

gap impedance Ze (shield-to-shield).   This impedance is the parallel combination of ZL and Zy  Z. is the 

impedance of a transmission line of length h and characteristic impedance Z   (given by (23)) termi- 

nated in a short circuit (the ground plane).   Then, 

\   zT. zo- 

The true current on the shield of the umbilical cable at the point of attachment to the missile is then 

computed from (30) using (36), 

It is important to observe that a laboratory-determined relation between nose-cone input current 

and EED current (when the umbilical cable is disconnected) is no longer valid when Z.  ^ 0, because the 

circuits in the missile are excited by the gap voltage.   Ordinarily the currents flowing in the internal 

wiring induce larger current* in the firing circuits than the missile skin current, even when there are 

open access doors and anodized peripheral butts between sections,   indeed, it is possible that more 

correct results may be obtained by disregarding the shields and treating the internal wiring as a Uta 

cable, in the form of a folded monopole.   The total cable current is obtained theoretically for the spec- 

ified RF environment.   The RF hazards to ordnance problem is solved if the relation between the most 

sensitive EED current and total cable current has been obtained experimentally. 

Discussion 

A few remarks might be made relating in the use of (31) in solving conventional two-conductor 

folded receiving antenna problems.   If conductor 1 is broken at point z s f, a voltage V^ • Iu(f)Z(l) 

will appear across the break.   Here I     ({) is the short circuit current, and may be obtained from (31) 
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with z = 1 and ^ = 0.   Z(l) is the driving point impedance of the structure, looking in at the break. 

For a two-conductor antenna, Z(l) may be obtained easily by superposition;   if the number of conduct ;-s 

N>2, more advanced techniques must be employed, as a general rule.   Z(l) depends on the impedan e 

of an asymmetrical dipole and of two transmission-line sections in series with short-circuited terr i- 

nations.   The sections of the equivalent dipole are of radius d, and the transmission lines are of Isngth 

h + f and h - I. 

The equivalent circuit of the receiving antenna consists of V     driving Z<f)  connected in series 

with the load impedance Z   used. 

When the electric field is directed tangential to the wires of the folded antenna only currents of 

even symmetry are excited.   When the field is tilted with respect to the axes of the conductors, currents 

of even and odd symmetry row.   If the load Is located In the middle of one of the conductors, the volt- 

age drop across the load impedance Is due only to current of even symmetry.   (Note that this current 

is a function of the angle of wave tilt,) For a displaced load, 1. e., an asymmetrically loaded struc- 

ture (assuming nonparallel incidence of the field), currents of both symmetries flow In the load. 

These currents may be found Individually by applying the Integral equation technique.   The total currants 

is then obtained by superposition. 

Conclusions 

Antenna theory Is useful for solving problems relating to radio-frequency haxards to ordnance. 

In this paper a theory of folded conductor structures, as receiving antennas. Is developed and applied 

to estimate the current in the shield of an umbilical cable at the point of attachment to a rocket on the 

launching pad.  An experimentally obtained correlation between Input current to the rocket and electro- 

explosive current permits solution of this RF hazards problem. 
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11   RADIO-FREQUENCY   LEAKAGE  INTO  MISSILES 

by 

C. W. Harrison, Jr. 
R   H. Duncan Member of the Technical Staff 

Research Center, New Mexico State University      and Sandia Corporation 
University Park, New Mexico Albuquerque, New Mexico 

1. Introduction 

There are at least three mechanisms by which electromagnetic radiation can leak Into region» sur- 

rounded by metallic shields    At low frequencies an imperfectly conducing «Weld may fail to Isolate the 

shielded region from an externally applied field.   King and Harrison (1961) have considered this case in 

some detail.   A second possibility is that the shield may be Incomplete.   For example, there i.; a functional 

requirement for openings (such as access doors) in the outer shell of a missile.   If the missile is exposed 

to the fieid of a nearby radar or communications antenna, the resulting level of Interference with missile 

circuitry may be objectionable.   The circuitry may be that associated with sensitive electroexplosive de- 

vices used to initiate missile responses upon command.   It is obvious that inadvertent interference with 

these circuits may affect ordnance reliability.  However, many of our comments are applicable to other 

problems in radio-frequency interference and to equipment other than missiles.   A third possibility Is that 

radio-frequency energy will be carried into the missile along umbilical cables.   This case is not being 

considered In this paper. 

It must be taken for granted that efforts toward better design of potentially unreliable circuits will 

conti'.ie.   Radio-frequency filters, sealed components, coded input schemes, and other techniques will all 

..doub»edly pity a larger role in future design.   However, at any given time It will be necessary to ade- 

quately assess the level of interference and to know the margin of safety.   Designs which are presently 

adequate may become inadequate if radar power continues to increase. 

It is also Important to make the point that the art of predicting induced currents must be refined and 

made accurate.   Underestimation of danger leads to a false sense of security.   Overestimatlon may lead to 

ridiculous precautionary procedures.   One occasionally observes "Turn Off Two-Way Radio" signs in the 

vicinity of highway or industrial projects In which explosives are used.   If the same policy were Invoked at 

Cape Canaveral, the countdown procedure for lavnehing a rocket could not begin until alt nearby sources 

of radio frequency were turned off.   Excessive caution can be a source of patty annoyance, or it can inter- 

fere with the operation of a complicated system. 

At first glance the complexity of the problem seems overwhelming.   Exact analysis of the environ- 

ment and internal details of a missile from the point of view of electromagnetic theory Is certainly im- 

possible.   If one shuns analysis and electrical measurements entirely, the only kind of testing possible is 

to illuminate the missile with electromagnetic energy and simply observe whether or not the electro- 

explosive device« (hereafter referred to by the short and popular name, squibs) are affected,   The test 

should be performed in a realistic environment with the illumination being provided by the actual sources 

which may be suspect.   (Of course, one must alter Internal details in such a way that an exploding squib 

does not actually initiate action by the missile,)  This test is simple ««id meaningful if a few squibs are 

actually exploded,   "hen one know» that certain circuits must be redesigned, or that the use of lers 
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sensitive squibs is indicated.    The problem it considerably magnified if the firing of a squib is a rare 

event.   The probability of the type of accident being considered here may be small but nevertheless intoler- 

able.    To clearly establish a probability, p,   by experimental means requires more than  p"' tests.    We 

are lead to reject the purely probabilistic model because it requires an excessive amount of testing which 

should be repeated for a large variety of missile environments.   A last point against this approach is that 

it provides no knowledge regarding the margin of safety.   It may be practically impossible to accidentally 

fire the squibs in a presently existing design which will be quite unacceptable in the near future. 

The next step fi evolving a model is to consider the measurement of the currents induced in the squib 

circuits.   Separate bench tests of the squibs can be made.   It is a simple matter now to guarantee that all 

squibs in a given sample are fired and to estimate the mean, variance, and probability distribution of the 

required firing current.   Conclusions are then reached by comparing these data with the currents induced 

in the missile circuits with the missile in a realistic environment. 

We shall not dwell on the details of setting confidence limits and the somewhat subjective problem of 

safr-iy recommendations as we intend to concentrate on deterministic models for describing the induced 

currents.   The reader should be warned that another important aspect of the problem will not be treated 

here.   We have not made any distinction between transient and steady-state situations.   It is well known 

that a squib can be suKjccted to a large current for a short period of time without firing.   However, the 

construction of a theoretical model for the steady-state case is a necessary prelude to the transient solu- 

tion.   Finally, it may seem that we have relegated statistical aspects of the problem to consideration of 

quality-control data on squibs.   We are not ruling out error and variance analysis of the field measure- 

ments of induced currents.   It should be obvious that these measurements can be carried out on a sample 

of several missiles and it would be prolix to dwell on this point. 

Leaving experimental refinements aside, further development of a meaningful test program must lead 

toward an understanding of the induced currents in terms of the interaction of the missile with its electro- 
magnetic environment.   This part of the problem is the most difficult because of the infinite variety of 

possible complictttd situations.   However, in spite of the complications, a great deal of conceptually 

useful information can be gleaned from careful application of physical principles.   The next section of this 

paper provides a brief review and critique of various attempts to organize indueeo squib current data. 

Then we turn attention to the solution of a representative idealized boundary value problem.   Idealized 

problems have certain features which would survive in complicated problems if they could be explicitly 

solved.   Realizing this, we propose a rather general semiempirical approach to the problem in the final 

part of the paper, 

2,  Review of Prevlou» Work 

In this section we shall attempt to present a brief review of those Ideas and experiments which have 

been used in attempts to obtain a satisfactory model for explaining Induced squib currents.   Many technical 

detail» are omitted.   In some cases, variations or refinements of the methods exist and we have taken the 

liberty of giving only bare essentials.   We have included a few general «tttements regarding experimental 

data.   Actual data have been omitted since most of it Is too particular to be relevant to a general discussion. 
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The approach which we recommend in a later section of this paper has not yet been subjected to experi- 

mental tests.   The names of the methods In the following outline were coined by the authors for their own 

convenience, 

a.    Mutual Impedance Method.   This method is based on the well-known fact that the electromagnetic 

field equations for linear homogeneous media can be manipulated to provide an equivalent circuit descrip- 

tion 01 the interaction between sources and sinks of electromagnetic energy.   As a simple example, let the 

current and voltage at the terminals of an antenna be  Ij,   Vj,   respectively.   Denote similar quantities at 

Then, 

(2.1) 

If the squib impedance is   Z^, 

YUVl 
1-^Z (2.2) 

a   t. 

The attractive simplicity of (2. 2) leads to the deception that progress can be made by measuring the admit- 

tance coefficient YJJ.   (The diagonal elements,  yll and YJJ , are not difficult to measure,) Admittances 

are dependent on position and environmental detail«.   Off diagonal terms In an admittance matrix are 

notoriously difficult to estimate theoretically in all but the simplest problems.   One would be just as well 

off to move the missile about and directly catalog squib current as a function of position and orientation of 

the missile.   Either procedure is likely to generate coffers of unexplained data.   There may be special 

situations or aspects of the problem in which mutual impedance concepts can be used to advantage.   How- 

ever, we do not favor this method as the basis for an over-all attack. 

o.   Transfer Function Method,   The method consists of taking data on squib current and field inten- 
sity to define a transfer function 

■ft) 
Y(f).lirJ . (2.3) 

■tiure* 

where f is the frequency of the illuminating Held, and  E 1* the field intensity for a given polarization. 

Measurements of £ are usually made at • single point in the Held with the missile removed.   It is then 

supposed that if the missile is immersed in a field of different magnitude the squtb current will be 

I, - Y(f)E.    The method has both a fallacy and a correct limit.   The ftllacy is that a point measurement 

of E  is not always adequate.   Rather, the distribution of E determines the interior response of an object 

placed in the field.   However, except in the immediate vicinity of sharp points and edges in the environ- 

ment, an eleetrcmagnetle field  (E, H) does not vary much over distances short compared to a wavelength. 

Heurktically, the method should provide an adequate description of the Interior response of objects which 

are uniformly illiminated.  If sharp ooints and edge« are an appreciable fraction of a wavelength away from 

the object. y(f) should be insensitive to environmental detail«. 
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c. Ra<ii?tion Pattern Method.     This method is based on the realization that if radiation can leak 

into a   "Issue it can also certainly leak out.   The squib is removed and a transmitter is attached to the 

circuit te»-. lir.als.   The resulting radiation pattern, G(9, ^), is then measured.   (Absolute field Intensity 

measurements must be made; the usual relative pattern will not serve.)  Now the reciprocity theorem can 

be invoked to calculate squib current for the case of plane-wave illumination.   Omitting Impedance mis- 

match factors which are required in practice and assuming an Incident plane wave of intensity S, the 

absorbed power is given by 

p, * SA(e, *), 

where 

A(9. *) • —0(9. *). (2.4) 

The relation between A($, *) and 0(6, 4) shown in (2.4) is establiahed in many texts for efftciert antennas. 

It can also be shown to hold for inefficient antennas (Appendix A).   It is necessary to make tUs poiit since 

much of the energy injected into the squib circuit in the transmitting mode may be absorbed inside the 
missile. 

Difficulties with the model can be attributed to the fact that In a complicated environment, the ex- 

ternal transmitted field car. not be interpreted as a radiation far field and th« illuminating Held will rarely 

be a plane wave.   From a fundamental point of view, improvement of the approach will have to Involve a 

study of the interaction of antennas with near flelH« and curfae« waves, the Utter because many of the 

measurements must, of necessity, be carried out ovwr a partially conducting ground.   Finally, the model 

is undoubtedly valid for application to iafJigt* inUrferaaes with circuits inside missiles and aircraft, 

d. Antenna Equivalent Circuit Msthod.*   This method is distinct from those discussed above in that 

it is entirel} theoretical; no measurements are involved,   K is also the mest diffieuit to discuss briefly, 

involving, as it does, several intricate papara dealing with explicit problema.   Basically, the approach is 

to find the parameters for the Thevenln äquivalent circuit for a receiving antenna, namely: VM , the open 

circuit voltage, and Zp the transmitting impedance   If these parameters are known and a load impedance 

is presumed to be part of a khnpie circuit connected across the leak (antenna terminals), th« load current 
can be readily calculated.   Th« procedure is likely te overestimate the current delivered to aqulba in 

practical «ituationa.   Practical circuits are often located at a conaiderable distance from th« actual leak; 

interfering energy propagates in some complicated way from th« leak to the circuit location.   This process 

inevitably involves some attenuation.   Focusing «ffeets in the interior are not anticipated in the wavelength 

region of interest. 

Theory of this typ« has been successful in order-of-magnitude calculations. It provides nominal 

agreement with the slope of some experimental curves of squib current versus frequency. Both linear 

antenna theory and slot antenna theory have hvvn used in particular situations.   In one application folded 

G, E, Galos (Ordnanre Mission, While Sands Missile Range), unpublished Information. 

C, W. Harrison, Jr., (Sandia Corporation)   unpublished information. 
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dipole theory is used to estimate the change in the squib current caused by attaching a control cable to a 

missile, assuming that the interior response of the missile without the cable is known. 

This approach can be shown to be an approximation to the more general method to be described later 

in the paper. 

3,   Scattering by Slotted Cylinders 

It has been pointed out that radio-frequency interference problems are too complicated to allow de- 

tailed theoretical solutions.   Tte role of theory in this case is to provide organizing concepts at a basis 

for economical and meaningful experimentation. 

The main problem we wish to present is that of scattering of a cylindrical wave by an infinite slotted 

cylinder of infinit« conductivity.   Coordinates for the problem are the conventional 0», *, z) circular 

cylinder coordinates.   The slot is totally circumferential in the region | z | < w at p • a. the radius of 

the cylinder.   The choice of an infinite cylinder need not be a source of concern since it can be shown that 

the effective length and, hence, the open circuit voltage, of an infinite cylindrical receiving antenna is 

finite (Appendix  B).   Also, we will discuss modification of the treatment to obtain an approximate solution 

for a finite cylinder.   Cylindrical wave excitation enables us to avoid the compUeationa of asymmetry in 

the azimuthal coordinate during a preliminary investigation of the problem.   TMs feature of the idealised 

problem can also be revised.   In what follows, those symbols which are used without explicit definition are 

conventional in the literature of electromagnetic theory. 

We assume, for simplicity, that the electric vector of the incoming field it parallel to the cylinder 

axis,   Tim« dependence of exp (jut) it attumed, but tupprcased.   Consistent with tldt latter assumption, 

Hi   (kp) and Hi  (kp) are chosen to represent the incoming and reflected wavet, retpeetively.   In addi- 

tion to these waves, there will be a diffracted wave because of the tlo*.   The electric field in the slot will 

be an unknown function, tM.   It is convenient to redefine this function at  Vf (i)  where f.d) it normal- 

ized to unity on the interval {z{ < w.   The elrctrk field vanishes at the surface of the cylinder everywhere 

outside the slot.   Wr also normalize the incident field to E.  volts par meter at the surface of the cylinder. 

If F.d») is the Fourier transform of f.(z). 

Ej(p, Z) •  Ee 

Hil>(kp)    HI'W» 

Hpka)     H^ptka) ♦I 
H1,>W -les 
-L  F>)e 'do (3,1) 
H(

9
,J(3a)     0 

represents the field outside the cylinder and satisfies the boundary conditions at p • a (Stratton, 1841). 

Similarly 

represents the field Insiiie the cylinder and satisfies the boundary conditions at  p • a. 
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In the above expressions we have defined  ß   as follows: 

32   =  kJ - «2 ; 

ph/3  =  0. |oi < k: (3.3) 

ph/3 « -"12, |o|  > k. 

The contour of integration is along the real  a axis wiih downward and upward indentations at  o « —k  and 

a * +k, respectively. 

Expressions (3.1) and (3.2) are tautologically eqval. at p >■ a. A second condition is required If the 

solution is to yield any information. We require continuity of Hi through the slot. Modes of the magnetic 

field can be found by applying the operator 

,,_J 
(3.4) 

^(k2-«2)8" 

to each mode of E    with the ur.d »rstanding that a ■ 0 for the incident and reflected Hankel function».  The 

continuity condition on  H^ results in 

where we have abbreviated by letting 

ka • K, Z0 • ^ST?, 

IXK» • 4(K) + Yo(Ki. 

l!<«>'?-|    l^nä^  FoW«''" **. X <3.6) 
K j   R^Cfl.) .B, 

K f jj^«) 
«'»■5-I     T^TSn   ^•**"*>. (3.7) 

Equation (3, S) is an integral equation on the Interval  |s| <  w for the function  f-W.   The first term Is the 

surface current density on a cylinder in a scattering problem for a cylinder with no »lot.   I M and Id) 

are the total outer and inner currents on a transmitting antenna with unit voltage impressed »cross the 

slot (Duncan, 1962)"   by means of i'n idealised generator.   In the »lot these quantities are not actually 

currents but no ambiguity result» from using the same functional notation on the entire   t  domain. 

A riffrrnrc manual of data for the infinite cylindrical aittrnna is in preparation, 
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We shall not attempt a rigorous snlution of the integral equation.   A convenient procedure is to as- 

sume a form for f,(z), require that (3.5) be satisfied at  z = 0, and solve for the parameter  V.   We 

obtain 
8V i 

Vi;
ZoKD<K)   ,0(0) + Il(0)- <3-8' 

A convenient choice for  f^z)  is 

f0(z) = 2W'  I*'  < *' 
(3.9) 

• 0, otherwise: 

with 
Fpd») •  sin aw/«w. 

A somewhat better choice (Wait, 195S) which satisfies «pprtqjrlate edge concUUons near z • tw is 

t0W ■    -=—    ^ . |x| < w 

'>'w  "* (S.10) 

■ 0, otherwise; 

with 

F0(a) • J0<ew>. 

Final numerical results are not very sensitive to the choice of t.Mi w« use U, 8) in the analysia. 

We now turn attention to the evaluation of ^(O),   If we set F0(e) ■ t  in (3.6) we obtain 

the outer current on a i -gap transmitting antenna tor which the boundary value ef E, la given by 

Et ■ -»(«).   From the form of (3.6), 

ilM I°(»0)«I - «0>d«0. (3.11) 

Since all of the function« involved are even and fjs.) vanithec for s > w. 

fm • 2["iJ( (s0)f(«0)«ll9. (3.13) 

Thus, the net effect of the window function Is to reqiiire a smoothed version of the current distribution for 

a i -gap model.   The Utter has a short-range logarithmic singularity at the origin.   If w exeseda the 

range of the singularity, t ,   and la not too large, the value of l°(»} is not very sensitive to the choice 
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of f0(z),   it being understood, of tourse, that  !9{z) must be an integrable function.   Since  f0(z) is not 

actually known in the present problem we shall obtain I (0)  by the graphical smoothing procedure which 

also serves to define   zt.   Letting  Y,  represent the admittance corresponding to the smoothed   i-gap 

current function. 

V i 
8E.a 0 

Z0KD(K) 
1 

y +il(o) 
,   z, < w « X. (3.14) 

This approximation Is Incorrect in the limit of very narrow slot».   If w < a,, the logarithmic nature of 

Is(z)  must be taken Into account i xplicitly.   It is known that for »mall z 

!jU) + 1^) -j £■ /n ki, 
^0 

(3. IS) 

Wrien this is averaged over the window function, 

l'(0) + 1^(0) % -J ^-  I« lw.  w < it. (3.16) 

Preliminary to evaluating I (0) consider the interior current for the  i-gap model, 

l|<«) • f (3.17) 

The integrand of (3, IT) is contimious across the branch cut.   Pole« of the integrand are st ß^t • {,, 

where (f „) are the ordered i«ros of i^{%).   It the tube Is below cutoff, alt poles are on the imaginarjr 

axis at 

■*i^ K* * t 
i\ a.m 

If K is greater than some L, there wilt be pn^scaUai modes correspondtaf to poles alonf the real axis 

in the Interval -k < « < *k.   We define downward indentatiOM «I the poles in the interval -k < a < 0, 

upward indentations for those in the imerva! 0 < e < k.   The contour may be closed in the lower or upper 

half-planes corresponding to a > 0 and a < 0, respectively.   The result is 

*-.-^|#^ «. 19) 

From (S.T) and (3, ID we have 

I>) ■  2 |   ^«„»«.„»da,, . (3. 30) 
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From (3.19) and (3. 20), ^(0)  is give» by 

i...       . ZtKs XT    1 - e (3.21) 

The rate of convergence of (3, 21) can be improved.    First use tho Feurier inversion theorem to obtain 

2n Wf^ÄT ' 2T hfj ■(Oe^'dz. (3. 22) 

Then »et  o « 0  in <3,22) to obtain 

Igdkl« 

and use (3,19) to calculate the right-hand side of <S. 23).   The result is the useful identity 

J,(K) 

^(»r? 5- 
This m^- be combined with (3.21) to give 

I0(0) IJK« 

IT  "   1 

(3.23) 

<». 24) 

<3. JS) 

The series in (S, 2S> is now rapidly eonvergom and eonveittent for eonqMitational purposes except near 

resonenc«.   II K i« nearty equal to some ^^   It is only neeessaiy to h««p the dominant terra in 43.21). 

Th« evponantial em also be expanded tu low order to give 

i 
(S.2S) 

_.,   jw,   jp^ii   «^^   .«P- «•-• 
^tswipeneut« of the inlemr fteld can be eompu^k» t; »he residue theorem from S3,1).   The presence 

of F.ie) will cause Ins integral to divrrgc on the infinite are used to close tn« contour unless  |«| ^ w 

no matter which window itotien la used.   If fStW components are desired in the region   js| < w,   they 

can be eomptrted bw cenvoiutian of the window function and the reaidue series for Held ewnponents in the 

i-gap problem just a« in the above trej<ment of 1(0).   The ««suits for   |«j > w  are: 

site,«) . i"^T -e VoCal)^.» .jtl 
« (3.2TJ 
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H^tP, z) 
v J

AT)W   AM 

n«l 1   n    N n 

(3. 28) 

Ej(p, z) =   (±) ;2L (5   f)F
n<Q > \ n a/   0    n 

J,(?- 
(3.29) 

As a criterion of interior response we calculate the interior skin curreni Jc-sity, rfW, from (3. J8) 

by evaluating   Hi(a, ?.).    Then, 

^0 

>J«I 
(3.30) 

The interior response is finite at resonance in spite of the appearance of (3. 30).    At resonance,   I (0),   as 

given by (3. 26), is much larger than Y,.   The result is that  V approaches lero in just the right way to 

maintain finite fields in the interior.   With either window function,   F0(a ) becomes unity for the resonant 

term.   Keeping only the dominant resonant terms in the expressions for  V and <fM give» 

4E 

W' - T7.0KDfK)  •     K ' ?r 
(3.31) 

Note that ^W doe» not contain  z   since  exp I-  I become» unity at resonance.   At low frequency the 

damping factor» in»iire that the field do«» not penetrate far into the tube.   If the frequency 1» above the first 

ronnnant frequency, there will be at least one mode which propagates unattenuated in the   i  direction. 

Combination of these notions leads to the suggestive »ketch »hown in Figure 1 in which the envelope of 

resonant response» is given by (3. 31).   Comparison with (3.5) »hows that (3.31) is just the outer »kin cur- 

rent density in the scattering problem for an object with no »lot. 

ENVEtOPE Of RESONANT RESPONSES 

IWi 
OBJECT: INFINITE CYLMOER 
IWUMHNATION: CYLINDRICAL WAVE 

K-» 

Fig.  1   -- Sketch of inttrlor response versu»  K 
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The intimate connection between interioi- response and the scattering problem for an object with no 

leaks is a quite general result.    Consider the solution of any problem similar to the one above in which an 

object with a leak is illuminated by a field in which   E   is parallel to the longitudinal axis of the object.   Let 

the distribution of the incident field be entirely arbitrary.   Introduce th<" interior and exterior diffrccted 

fields as perturbations on thi scattering problem for the object with no leak, as we have done above.   If the 

leak is small with respect to a wavelength, the phase of the window field is not expected to change appreci- 

ably over the windov,'.   Introduce an approximate window function,   Vf0(z, 0),   Choose a reasonable form for 

f0(z, if)  and solve for the parameter   V, obtaining the analog of (3.14) which contains a factor depending on 

the scattering problem and a second factor which depends on the interior and exterior admittances when the 

leak is driven by unit voltage in the transmitting mode.   The interior admittance is just the interior skin 

current density function evaluated at the slot position.   Hence, these quantities depend on the interior 

eigenfunctions and resonant frequencies in precisely the same way.   If the problem is not a^imuthally 

symmetric and the object is of finite length, three parameters, one for each dimensiua, will be required 

to label the interior eigenfunctions.   If the interior is complicated it will not be feasible to iind these 

eigenfunctions explicitly.   However, it is sufficient for our purposes to know that they exist in principle. 

Whatever tne nature of the complications, near resonance the terms with resonant denominators dominate 

the equations analogous to (3. 31) and (3. 28).   If only dominant terms are retained, the resonant denomi- 

nators cancel, leaving the factor which depends only on the incident and reflected fields evaluated at the 

slot position. 

w / inc        rtf\ 
(H*     + H*   ) (3.32) 

Using these ideas we can now sketch the kind of behaviour to be expected of the interior response of a 

missile.   For the infinite cylinder, (3,31) is monotonic.   However, for a finite object, we can expect that 

(3, 32) will exhibit resonances associated with the length of the object, as shown in Figure 2,   The internal 

resonances exist in principle; in practice they would have to be located experimentally.   An interesting 

possibility is that of accidental coincidence of Internal and external resonances leading to an unusually large 

interior response.   Heretofore, unexplained peaks have occurred in experimental data taken on missiles. 

ENVELOPE OF RESONANT RESPONSES 

Fig, 2 -- Sketch of interior response of a finite object 
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An approximate formula accounting for the coupling to a simple circuit inside a cylinder is not diffi- 

cult to derive.    Consider th.-; simple circuit of Figure 3. 

a 4 *i n » 
'       -»| 2w I«- -»jl  /    |«- 

Fi'j.  3 -- Simple circuit inside slotted cylinder 

It will be assumed that the voltage induced in the circuit is given simply by 

Vl  "(DE- ds  =  -juti | H- nda. (3.33) 

and that the unperturbed fields (for the cylinder with no circuit) can be used in the computation.   At reso- 

nance, (3.14), (3. 26), (3. 28), (3. 33), and Ohm's law for the circuit combine to give, for the current in the 

circuit. 

tg 
4E0 

irZ0KD(K) ^w*r- l3'm 

i 
Y  + Y, . • I. 

F(r', Zc, f. L. a). (3.35» 

Away from resonance,  Y    must be retained In (3.14) and the Integration must include all the modes of 

(3.28).   At high frequencies,  C    will be one of the large roots of J0(x>.   and  J0 (l-^-j will contain several 

nodes.   One can choose  p'   such that (3. 34) Is identically zero and then obtain an appreciable nonzero 

result hy changing p'   only slightly.   This rather unphysical ambiguity is the price one pays for the 

simplification achieved by neglecting the higher order interactions between the circuit and the field and 

treating the circuit as a wire of zero diameter.   The formula may, however, be useful at low frequency. 

In all of the theory derived so far we have assumed a lossless interior.    Under this assumption reso- 

nant terms dominate in various expressions so that a great deal of simplification is posulble at the resonant 

frequencies.   In problems involving complicated lossy interiors, arbitrary illumination, and finite objects 

wc postulate that 

nnc + <] 
In (3.35)  P  is th« leak location, P'    is the clri-ulc location, L  and  a  are the length and radius of the 

object, and  f  is the applied frequency.   F(P', Z , f, L, a)  is some complicated (and underlvable) func- 

tion characteristic of the interior of the object.   In a truly complicated situation all that Is left Is a way of 

thinking about the problem which may be useful to the experimentalist.    An obvious objection to (3. 35) is 

that it is suggested by a particular case in which there is only a TM field.   However, it is known experi- 

mentally that the component of the illumination which is polarized in the direction of the longitudinal axis 

of a missile Is the most effective in producing unwanted currents in ilreuita inside the missile.   Also, 

gross approximations are permissible.   Any 'i<"«cribing function which proved to be useful and reliable to 

within, say, t5 db would represent an improvement ovfr other attt-nvpts to construct a theoretical model. 
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It should be clear by now that this approach is a generalization of the earlier approach by Harrison 

which was discussed briefly in the introduction.   The factor I H^    + H^   J (times 2ira) can be regarded 

as a constant current generator feeding admittances associated with the slot and the interior of the object. 

Return to the earlier theory involves regarding the illumination as a plane wave and tne object as a linear 

antenna, connecting the load circuit across the slot, neglect of the interior fields, and, finally, the 

tranKfyrmation from an equivalent circuit representation involving a constant current generator to one 

involving a voltage generator whose open circuit voltage is given by linear antenna theory. 

4.     Conclusions 

We have demonstrated tne intimate connection between the interior response of a leaky ohlect illumi- 

nated by electromagnetic erergy and the scattering solution for a congruent object with no leaks.   This part 

of the paper will be devoted to pointing out some implications of the results for those concerned with 

electromagnetic interference with ordnance or other industrial problems of radio-frequency interference. 

The work is applicable in those situations where the location of the leak is known.   Access ports on rockets 

and missiles provide an example. 

It has been shown that interior response breaks rather neatly into three factors: the current density 

for a scattering problem, a factor depending on the slot admittance in the transmitting mode, and the 

interior response-per-unit voltage.   The theory suggests an alternative to present experimental techniques 

which Involve radiating the object and measuring the interior response.   Instead It may be advantageous to 

study the Interior response directly by attaching a feeding transmission line to the leak and normalizing the 

results to unit applied voltage.   Measurements of this type can be carefully performed in a laboratory.  Slot 

admittance could be measured in a realistic environment.   No other measurements would be required in 

any situation which allowed even an approximate treatment of the scattering factor,   linear antenna theory 

may serve well in this regard at low frequency. 

Factorization of the interior response is conceptually useful in another way.   Suppose that empirical 

changes are made in the internal layout of a missile which reduce the levels of currents in hazardous 

circuits.   Factorization allows the conclusion that a design improvement for one type of illumination is, 

in fact, an improvement for any assumed distribution of illumination. 

Although we have emphasized the importance of the scattering solution, not much help can be obtained 

from the literature of scattering thein-y.   Most of existing theory is concerned with far field expressions; 

current density on the scattering object is the quantity needed here.   Although linear antenna theory may 

be used at low frequencies much of the scattering theory relevant to the hazards-to-ordnanee problem is 

yet to be developed.   Thick cylinder theory, both in the traitsinttting and scattering modes, could make a 

considerable contribution to the hazards problem.   Another fruitful field of research would be the Inter- 

action of classical objects with illuminating fields other than plane wave.   In particular, the interaction of 

realistic antennas with s irfaee wavts is a much-needed study.   It is hoped that these remarks will help 

ordnance engineers to identify relevant literature should it become available in the future. 
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In closing, we should not leave the impression that the problem of electromagnetic leakage into 

missiles can be "solved" in the same sense that a well-defined problem can be solved.    One only needs 

to glance at the complicated interior ot a missile and then to imagine an exterior problem containinj an 

electromagnetic jungle called a gantry crane to be convinced of the difficulties.    Fortunately, not all 

situations are that co-nplicated.   In any case, the most that can be achieved is an engineering solution 

involving an intuitive synthesis of theory, experience, and engineering ^udgment. 
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A.'PENDIX  A 

RECEIVING   CROSS  SECTION   OF  INEFFICIENT   ANTENNAS 

Several texts establisii the formula 

A(9, i) = |j 0(6, *) (A-l) 

relating the receiving cross section and gain function of an efficient anteiu.a.   Slight modification of a typical 

derivation (Silver, 1949) suffices to demonstrate that (A-l) is also true for lossy antennas.   We define the 

gain function as 

G(e•*, '^' (A-2) 

where P(8, i) is the actual radiated power per unit solid angle and P_ is the total power injected into the 

antenna terminals. The ratio of fp(8, i)cBMo P is the trarsmitting efficiency, o. The ■.•eceiving cross 

section is defined by 

pie, *) « A(e, *)s. (A-3) 

where S is the intensity of an incident plane wave and p(9, 4) is the power delivered to a load. From the 

reciprocity theorem for antenna patterns, 

MJl . 9^1. (A.4) 

In (A-4) the factors   A    and  G„  serve to normalize the receiving and gain patterns.   Denoting the average 
MM 

of  A(9, i) by   A, it is now easy to show that 

A(e, *) ^ A G(9, *). (A-5) 

Now consider two antennas, a  and  b,   with a transmitting energy to  b.   Under matched conditions, 

G G.Ä.        16^r2RR. |i.P 
_i_L± =  *   b ' '     . (A-«) 

where   r  is the distance between  a  and  b,   R    and   R.   are the antenna resistances, i.  and  V.   are the 

terminal current and voltage, respectively, of antenna  a.   Revti sing the roles of the antennas as trans- 

mitter and receiver provides another equation which is derivable from (A-6) merely by interchanging the 

Indices   a  and  b.   The ratio of these expressions, together with the relation  i Vh   ■  '..V^ from the 

reciprocity theorem, (jives 

Ä Ä, 
■—■-—. (A-o 
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Average receiving cross section divided by transmitting efflciency is a universal constant for all antennas. 

Choose the constant as \ /4^ in the usual way by considering an efftcient short dipole. It is now apparent 

that (A-l) is true for lossy antennas. 

APPENDIX   B 

EFFECTIVE   LENGTH   OF   AN   INFINITE   CYLINDRICAL   ANTENNA 

The basic definition of the effective length (Schelkunoff, Friis,  ? 952) of an antenna of length  2h  is 

.♦h 

'«« —äör~" • <B"1, 

v here  l(z)  is the transmitting current distribution along the antenna and  1(0)  is the input current at the 

antenna terminals.   It is customary in antenna theory to introduce an idealized driving generator such that 

the electric field in a narrow gap in the antenna surface at  z = 0  is given by   —V6(z).   The result of this 

idealization is a short-range singularity in  I(z).   Strictly speaking, (B-l) 1» identically zero for the 6-gap 

theoretical model.   The significance of the singularity and means for removing it have been discussed 

previously (Duncan,  1962).    We shall replace (B-l) by 

Ltl-^-l    Uz)äz. (B-2) '»ff 4-\   KzW*. 
s •'-» 

where  Y    is defined by a procedure which smooths out the singularity inherent in the   6 -gap model.   Values 

of Y     corresponding to several values of  K  are given in the reference.    A'ith  (3,11) and the Fourier 

inversion theorem one obtains 

H,((3a) 
Jl   iL'^l.  . i-|*"I(l)e*»dz, (3-3) 
Z0    »1$®' 

From (B-3) it follows by setting o " 0  that 

Now (B-4) can be combined with numerical data for  Y    according to (B-2) to give the effective length of an 

infinite cylindrical antenna.   Curiously, it turns out that   \t •• I —   */<■ 
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13.  ANALYSIS OP BESPOHSE OF THERMDCOUPIE IBSTRUMBKnED 

D2VICIS TO SHOBT-PU1SE TaAHSKST1 

Richard K. Fry 
D. Boyd Barker 

University of Denver 
Denver, Colorado 

With the assumption that the bridgmlre, thenecouple and re- 

cording instrument behave as successively-coupled, linear system, 

an analysis «as performed to determine the response of the several 

components of the system to short pulses of electrical energy Into 

the brldgewire. Both qualitatively and quantitatively the natbe- 

natlcal model so devised agrees with the experimentally determined 

behavior of the physical system, nils sndel «ad Its verification 

make possible the calibration of Inatruaanted devices to recover 

pulse energies and/ or bridgeuire temperature from the output of 

the recorder. Table 1 lists all the symbols used. 

•mm -1 

T, - temperature of brldgewire above ambient, *C 

TJI - temperature of thermocouple above ambient, *C 

r, - dissipation constant of brldgewire, watts/ "c 

t - time constant of brldgewire, msec 

r, - time constant of thermocouple in instrumented ED, msec 

aj - rise time of thermocouple for short pulse into brldgewire, msec 

T4 - time constant of recorder, msec 

1. This work was supported by Sandia Corporation. The complete 

analysis and experimental results may be found in reference 6. 
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C, - heat capacity of bridgewire, Joules/ 'c 

P - power delivered to bridgewire, mwatts 

"• - voltage output of thermocouple, ^ volts 

9 - deflection of recorder, cm 

C - steady-state ratio of P to v, nwstts/yw volts 

C - steady-state ratio of P to 6, nwatts/cm 

D - steady-state ratio of T to v, 0C/ fj. volt 

D' - steady-state ratio of T to 9, *C/cm 

E - energy of short pulse, /-i Joules 

KESPOHSE OF THE SYSTEM TO SHOOT-PULSES OP ETERGY 

The analysis of the effect of short pulses of power upon bridge- 

vire temperature has shown that for a pulse «bose duration is short 

compared to the bridgewire time constant,' the temperature approxi- 

mates a step discontinuity which is proportional to the pulse energy 

and inversely proportional to the heat capacity of the bridgewire, i.e. 

T • E/C,. After the step discontinuity at the tine of the pulse, the 

bridgewire's temperature decoys exponentially with the bridgewire'* 

characteristic tlue constant (Figure 2). 

77^)= ■§■ t*P i-t/r.) (1) 

2. A short pulse cs used here is one whose duration is on the order 

of 1)1 or less of the bridgewire'« tine constant although the con- 

clusion« bold to a fair approslMtion for pulse« whose duntion 

is a« high as 10# of the bridgewire'« tine constant. 
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The analysis has also shown that for short pulses of power into 

the bridgewira, the output of the thennocouple exhibit* a step disconti- 

nuity in its tine derivative at the time of the puls«. The discontinuity 

in the time derivative is proportional to the pulse energy (Figure* 1 

and 2). 

c 
v it*) •■*■(*-) + TTT- 

CX'1 (2) 

After a characteristic time which depends upon the theraocouple and 

bridg«wlre 

r. -^- in i&\ 
(3) 

the 'Ufferenee between the themocoupl« output and «hat it would have 

been were there no pulse, achieve* a aaxliiuBU Use maxlnum differ* 

ence i* proportional to the energy of the pulse (Figure* 1 and 2.) 

^.." -h {\) " CO 
Figure 1 1* • graph of theraocouple output for a abort puls« of eaargy 

into the bridgewlrc a« calculated fron 

*• cfer f w ('*/T*)" **? {'*/v'}}       es) 
by MsuDing a ten Billisecond bridgewire tiae constant and a bo ■1111- 

•econd tbemccouple time constant. (Figure $ Is a typical experlMBtal 

record.) It 1* worth aottng that the area under the curve is also 

proportional to the pulse energy. 

/ vd* • e/c (6) 
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To illustrate the theory, Figure 2 is a graph of tiridgwire 

temperature and thermocouple output as a function of time as predicted 

by this analysis when the power input into the brldgevire is short 

pulses. Calculations for this graph were nwde from the appropriate 

equations. The two time constants r and 2] wars chosen to be 10 

milliseconds and SO milliseconds respectively. This gives the char- 

acteristic time ( ^) of 13.9 milliseconds after a pulse itr*  the thenoo- 

couple outpjt achieves a maximum over what it would have been were 

there no pulse. (Note that the ahape of the curves would be different 

for a different pair of time constants.) Calculations for the graph were 

based upon the initial conditions of ambient temperature and Mro thermo- 

couple output. Pulses of energy, E,, E2 and Ej, vhoae duration« are 100 

^seconds or less, strike the bridgewire at t«0, t«20 and t»50 milli- 

seconds respectively. The relative ratios of the 3 pulaa energie«, S,; 

Eji E,, are k; l:  S. Since the pulse duration Is 100/Maeeonda or less, 

it is Justiriable to graph the brideewire taaparatur« as • »tap diaeontinu- 

ity at the tine of the pulse when actually the bridgevira'a taBpantura 

riaes continuously during the pulaa duration. The saa« arguaant hold« 

for the discontinuity in the slope of the theroocouple voltage. 

On the graph, J la the proportionality constant batwean the naxl« 

mm) effect of a given pnlae on thermoeoupl« voltage and th« pulse anargy, 

and rt is the 13.9 BllllaeeoRd eharactarlatte tis« UM for the syatasi 

of a 10 Billisecond bridgawira and a 20 allllateoad thanaoeoupla. Rotiea 

that thia riaa tiaa ia tht tine after tba puls« that th« thtraoeoupl« 

voltage achieves a ■aiciiw«! above «bat It would have baaa wart tbera no 

pulse, nils dots not naaa that the voltay lUalf naeaaaarlly acMave» 
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a maximum value 13.^f9 millisecondE after the time of the pulse. (In- 

spection of the graph indicatas this.) Also notice that the peak voltage 

when multiplied by the steady state calibration gives the temperature of 

the bridgewire at the time when the peak voltage oeeurrad but this tem- 

perature is markedly less than the peak bridgewire temperature which 

occurred previous to the recording of a ■axlaum voltage. In fact, 

the highest peaks of voltage do not neeessarily eorrespond to the highest 

temperatures achieved by the bridgewire: the voltage peaks due to 

pulses 1 and 2 are about the sane height, yat the taaperature achieved 

by the bridgewire is three tines as hltft for pulse 1 as for pulse 2. For 

the voltage peaks due to pulse 2 and 3, the higher voltage corresponds 

to the lower maximum temperature. These eonaidarMtlons indieate 

that some care nust be used la Interpreting the voltage output of a 

thermocouple which Is lastnaentiBg an BD. 

Another conclusion can ba dmm tram tha «aalysis eoaaemiag 

the thermocouplej if tha thenoeoupla's haat capacity Is teereased, 

e. g., by using a thinner substrata, thereby daeraaslag the thanoeouplt 

tiM eonatant, than tha voltage of the thanioeoupla will achieve • higtiar 

aaxlmia above what it would tevo bean wart thara no pulse (aq. k). 

Figure 3 i* • graph of the voltage output, for thanoeouples with various 

tine constants (in adUlaaeoada), all other coadltioni being idantieal, 

an* for a bridgewire UM constant of tan iiUllaaeonda, for abort pulaa 

inputs into tha bridgewire. An instantly raspoadlng themosoupla'a 

output replicates tha brldgawlra tavpantura. For slower raapoadlag 

tbentoeouplea (with the saaa de sensitivity) the peak la delayed and 

lowered. It is interesting to note that tha ana under each of these 

curves is the saaa, and that tha ratio of pulse encrsr to area under 

the curve dapanto upon the steady state ratio of voltage output 

of thcrnoeouple to input power into bridgewire {«%. 6). 
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When the voltage of the thermocouple is used to drive a record- 

ipg instrument, the recorder's time rebponse, unless instantaneous, 

distorts the transient response to short pulse« in three significant 

ways; although the voltage of th« thenocouple suffers a step dis- 

continuity in its time derivative at the tine of the pulse, the output 

of the recorder is continuous in its tine derivative. The other two 

distortions caused hy the recorder are that the recorded peak is both 

lowered and delayed in tin» from that of an Instantly responding raeorto 

(which replicates the thensoeouple voltage). Figure 1» is a graph cal- 

culated to show the effect of the recorder's tin« constant upon the 

response to short pulses. 

^•cfräfÄ^^-Ä^^-^^^^)]  (8) 

The recorders art aasuaed to have the ama de ealibratloa. An in- 

stantly resooBding raeordar and thanocoupl« rapUeatas the bridgawira 

ttoparatur«. Aa Instantly raapondlag rteorder rtplicafcae the tbano- 

eoupla output. For otbar than Instant raspansa tba affacts wmtienad 

above art avidant. It will bt aottd that tte areas uster tktst eurvas, 

too, are th« satw and depand only on the pulse «Barer «ad tiM ataaly 

stat« ratio of raeordtr output to power Into th« bridfawlr«. Hi« 

MXIH» recorder ladieatloe is proportional to tit« pule« enatur. Sow- 

ever, «a «xprassloe for the pmk halght is not as «aaily obtained aa 

for aa instantly («spoadlng recorder («4. k),   It» naiclin valtw of 

•fuatioa 8 as a fuaction of th« UM eeastants auat b« evaluated by 

mw«rl«8l methods. 
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METHODS FOR RBCOVEKÖIG PÜI£B MEBCSf AWD 

BEmOBfiOT TEMnOUTURE 

Th« theoretical «aalyslf suggests two mtbods tor recovering the 

pulse energies froo the recorder's output, and two Mthods for reeoTerlng 

bridgawlre transient tenperatures. 

Since the peak of the recorder output Is proportional to the pulse 

energy (eq. 8), the pulse energy en he Inferred fro* the peak height 

and a knowledge of the proportionality eonstaat. A direct eallhratloa 

seens most easily achieved and accurate. Pulses of kaem energy caa he 

introduced into the hridgewire hy discharging a capacitor, the eapacitor 

value is chosen to give the pulse a sufflei^Qtly short duration, the 

ratio between this known energy and the «sasurad peak recorder ladioaUae 

provide a Mans of dateninlng unknowa pulse wergles f roa the height of 

the recorder Indieatlon. 

Since the area under the galvoaoMter record is also proportional 

to energy, the pulse energy can he calculated fron the area tinder the 

curve and a kuewledge of the proportionality constant C. 

£' C j 
* " (9) 

Ihls netbod is applieahle for other than pulse Inputs into the bridgawlre 

and such an integral «111 result In the total energy suppUaft to the hrldgs- 

wire for a given period of tine If the Units of intagzntlon are hetwaen 

quiescent values of recorder output. 

On* nethod of tanperature recovery Is applleahle only to short 

pulse inputs. It is based upon the faat that the hrldgewire peak tanpara- 

tura due to a ahort pulse Is proportional to the polao energy aad lavanaly 

pr^ortieaal to the heat capacity of the hrldcwlr«. This result la Inda* 

pendent of whether the sqttib is loaded or instiunantad provKM the 
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pulse duration is short compared to the brldgewire's tiae constant in 

the given dermal environment. Thus for short pulses of energy 

^««x ' £"/c, (10) 

The pulse energy, E.. can be found from either of the two described 

methods and a knowledge of C,, the bridgewlre heat capacity, can be de- 

duced from the product of the brlflgewire's tiae constant, ^ , and the 

bridgewire's dissipation constant, t, , both of which can be measured. 

A second method of temperature recovery iu of more general applica- 

bility; the equation relating recorder output to bridgewlre tmperature 

is: 

ru) * D' {e + (t^ + rje + ^v^e } 

where D1 is the steady state ratio between brldgiwire teaparatur« and 

recorder indication. If the time constant of th« recorder, ^ , Is 

negligible compared to the tine constant of the thanocoupl«, tt,  then 

Tn) • D' {e + rte/ (18) 

It has been suggested (refs. £,3} that a eoaputer be used to rtcorer 

the bridgewlre teoparature from the thetweoupl« output throu^i 

equation 12. An analysis of the computer rtqtulrMmts for stability 

ami. drift haa bean carried out (rcf. k).   Baeauat of tbat« ra^tlf ante, 

it was suggaatad that a laboratory coaputar with adjustable paraaatera 

D* and Tt would ba the Boat feasible for data ra&ietloB. The axpanaa 

and canplejdty of eomputers for each lastruMantad BED would ba pro- 

hibitive. (See reference 8, 3 and k for a More ecaplata dlaeuaaiaa.) 
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It should be noted here that the recorder of the thermocouple output should 

have a response time ouch faster than the thermocouple and should have 

an output easily transformed Into a voltage In order that such a dat« re- 

duction system he meaningfully utilized. If a computer Is not used, the 

data could be manually reduced for selected points by a measure of v 

and dv/dt from a graph and using the constants to calcultate the tempera- 

ture of the bridgewire. With only a little experience the person reducing 

the date would be able to recognize the points corresponding to high 

brl^cwirc temperature and calculate only these. 
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FigMre 2.     Bridgewire temperature and thermocouple voltage at a function of time for »hort 
pulses of energy into bridgewire. 
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Figure I.     Thermocouple voltage due to a short puife of energy into the bridgewire. 
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13. DISCUSSION 

Kr. Davey of The Franklin Institute commented that one can 

conduct a DC Bruoeton sensitivity test of the explosive device,and the 

instrumented device can be calibrated under the same input conditions. 

Good agreement has been found between instrumented EKD readings and firing 

sensitivity. This has been done primarily for relatively long-duration 

(10 second) pulses, 

A representative of NWL commented that in his experience a 

correction was found necessary for this to be aocompliahsd. 

Another person commented that his organization experimented with 

platinum wire thermometers as a means of measuring bridgewira temperature. 

This technique can permit the device to remain loaded with some inert 

material or with the explosive itself. 

A comment was made that measuring bridgewire resistance using 

conventional means of doing this (Wheatstone Bridges and similar devices) 

would cause an entire]^ different RF picture by creating different imped- 

ances and coupling. 
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U. METHODS OF MEASURING RADIO FREQUENCY 
POWER AT A GIVEN POINT IN A 

HIGH LOSS SYSTEM 

By 

G. H. McKay, K. P. Faunce, R. F. Wood, P. F. Mohrbach 
The Franklin Institute 

1. INTRODUCTION 

One of the major problems that has always existed in tha field 

of radio frequency measurements has been the accurate determination of 

RF power. In recent years, measuring equipment has been refined so that 

accurate measurements of this power can be made at any point where it is 

possible to introduce measuring equipment. If the system being used 

can be assumed lossless, then the power determination one might make 

from the port of a directional coupler placed in the system can be expected 

to be a reasonable representation of ths power passing some other point 

in the system. Today, standard line components placed in a system with 

a very low voltage standing wave are good approximations of lossless 

systems. 

In the evaluation of the behavior of electroexplosive devices 

when exposed to RF we rarely are fortunate enough to have small standing - 

waves. Most standard laboratory equipment has a characteristic impedance 

of 50 ohms and most EED's have an impedance differing greatly from this. 

When it is necessary to couple the power from a 50-ohm system into an 

EED by an impedance matching device, the resulting standing waves between 

the matching device and the EED may become quite l»rge, so that the 

system components begin to cause losses comparable to the losses in the 

EED itself. Under such conditions it is obviously inaccurate to assume 

that all of the power matched from the generator into the system is 

arriving at the EED. While it would be advantageous to have RF systems 

In which the system impedance was the svnc as the termination, at the 
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present time this would be too vast a problem for the large variety of 

impedances represented by the many kinds of EED's. The alternative, 

then, is to determine either the losses in the measuring system or the 

amount of power actually arriving at the EED. 

While there are probably many ingenious ways of approaching 

this problem, we are at present investigating three, and two of these 

are actually in operation. We will refer to these techniques as the 

differential power technique, the voltage-impedance technique, and the 

voltage-min-max technique. 

2. THE DIFFERENTIAL POWER TECHNIQUE 

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the components necessary for 

the differential power measuring system. Superficially, the concept is 

relatively simple. Using directional couplers, we are able to measure 

the incident and the reflected powers in a transmission line. The 

difference between these quantities is the net power flow, and if the 

couplers can be located close to the load one has a good approximation 

of the power arriving at the load. If most of the power is being 

reflected from the load then the difference between the incident power 

and the reflected power becomes very small and the errors can be such 

that the method can become practically useless. The cumulative errors 

involved in this approach can be somewhat minimized by using one meter 

for both the incident and the reflected power determination. In this 

case, the meter can be adjusted for zero reading when the line is 

terminated in a short circuit, that is when the incident power equals 

the reflected power. If the detectors are properly selected and 

carefully calibrated, the major errors of this technique are related 

to the reflection coefficient of the termination, and the diractivity 

of the coaplors used. 
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The error equations are: 

r±^pd pe     2 
% arror = 100   -■'*• |  - P * 

I 1-P2    d w    e 

(1) 

where pd "   *nt±log'(D/20) 

D = directivity of couplers (db) 

a   = reflection coefficisnt. e 

The curve of these results is plotted in Figure 2. From it, one can see 

that the possible error becomes quite l«rge as the reflection coefficient 

approaches 1. The greater the directivity of the couplers, the more 

reliable the results become, but even then the maximum error approaches 

one per cent for a reflection coefficient of 0.55 and 10 per cent for 

reflection coefficients of approximately 0.92. It should be noted that 

this analysis is based on maximum error. Directivity error occurs 

because directional separation is not perfect, so that part of the 

reflected power is measured with the incident power and vice versa; the 

error may be reduced by use of phase shifting techniques. In the 

development of the error equation it was assumed that the desired and 

undeslred voltages add at the coupler auxiliary ports, in the phase 

relationship that produces maximum error. Adjustment of this phase 

relationship could greatly minimize the directivity error. 

This technique would seem to be capable of good precision with 

suitable refinements. However, for our specific needs at the moment it 

was decided that other techniques could be brought to a usable stage 

more quickly. Additional refinement was therefore teiqsorarily suspended. 
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3. THE YOLTAGE-IMPEDAMCE TECHNIQUE 

The net power passing a point on an arbitrarily terminated 

transmission line can be calculated by measuring the RMS voltage and 

the input impedance ef the line at the same point. Figure 3 shows a 

diagram of the transmission line and its equivalent circuit. The input 

impedance, Z , is measured looking into the load fron a point at a 
s 

distance s from the load. Since the voltmeter input impedance parallels 

Zs, it will not affect the measurement of load power, although to 

the generator it appears as an additional load. The power dissipated 

beyond the voltmeter junction can be expressed by 

^et-V^V^sV™") (2) 

where 

P , = power dissipated beyond point 8 

Va = magnitude of RMS voltage measured at point e s 

Y = input admittance of traiisnisaion line at point s s 

Re = real part of 

Im = imaginary part of 

G = real part of Y , 
S 8 

This can be reduced to 

2 
V R P

net = 2 5 «a« (3) net  RZ + X-? 

where 

R « 9Ml part of Zm the input impedance 8 

X = imaginMy part of Z . s 
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If the section of transmission line between the voltmeter and 

load is lossless then the net power is equal to the power dissipated 

by the load. 

The accuracy of the power determination depends on the 

accuracies of the voltage and impedance measurements. The voltage 

measurement accuracy is generally good {+5% or better) at frequencies 

up to about 500 Mc. Above this, special calibrating methods must be 

used. One such method involving a calorimetric power meter is shown 

in Figure 4- The power meter terminates the transmission line in a 

matched impedance (50 ohms); hence the magnitude of the rras voltage 

(V) at any point on the line equals the incident voltage to the 

calorimeter. This voltage is 

where 

P - power measured by calorimeter 

R  = characteristic impedance of the transmission line. 

The voltmeter is connected at any point on the line and 

calibrated against the calorimeter reading, which is accurate to better 

than +5%,    Since our calorimeters are good up to 100 watts, a maximum 

of about 70 volt? rms can be calibrated directly. 

Impedance measurements are made with several instruments, the 

choice depending on the frequency. Accurary generally falls off for 

low impedance mea3M.",''«nts, however, which is unfortunate since most 

of our terminations n< ve impedances of about one ohm. 

The overall accuracy oi the voltage impedance method of measuring 

net power can be computed for various magnitudes of load impedance 

end frequencies, given the individual accuracies of the system components. 
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4. THE VOLTäGL; KDI-MAX TECHmQUE 

The net power through an arbitrarily terminated transmission 

line can be expressed in terms of the voltage standing wave maximum and 

minimum by 

V   V . 
n   max nan / 4., \ s, \ p„ = 5  (watts) (4) 

where 

n    R o 

P = net power (watts) 

V = RMS magnitude of line voltage at a voltage 
maximum (volts) 

V . = EMS magnitude of line voltage at a voltage 
nu.n   • •   / Ti \ minimum (volts) 

R = char?.cteristi': impedance of transmission 
line (ohms) 

In actual practice, if one places a slotted line with a probe between 

the matching section and the termination, the proper readings can be 

taken to show the power passing this point. 

While in principle this is simple, there are several special 

questions which one must consider. First, is it possible to use the 

concept with waveguide, since it is difficult to define characteristic 

impedance with waveguide? Fortunately, the answer appears to be yes, 

if we make use of a quantity,. D , the scale indication in arbitrary 

units of the galvanometer used with the probe. 

Then,        V2 

^ = f(D ) (watts) (5) 
Ro     x 
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V in this expression is the voltage appearing at the probe when the 

line is terminated in a power meter with a characteristic impedance 

equal to that of the system. V is also given by 

where 

Vx = «7 PL Ro'    (v0lts) (6) 

FT is the power measured by the power met^r 
as a load. 

where 

This being accepted, we can calibrate the crystal detectors of the probe 

in terms of D . If this calibration and all subsequent calibrations 

are carried out within the square law response of the crystal detectors 

then it can be shown that 

Pn = «Ornax Dmin] ^   ^tts) (7) 

PL 
K = ip (watt/volt) 

x 

Vhis expression can be used directly with waveguide systems and wave- 

guide slotted sections. 

Since the measurement requires two voltage readings physically 

separated by a quarter wave length, one might also raise the question 

at which point in the line is the power really being determined. An 

analysis of the problem with the assun^tlon that the losses per unit 

length of line are very small leads to the expression 

(s2 - 1) 
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This gives the distance, expressed in wavelengths, from the position 

at which S, the standing wave ratio is strictly correct, to the position 

where V . is measured. It is apparent from this expression that S 

need not become very large before the point of power measurement is 

located very close to the V. position. Figure 5 is a plot of equation 8, 

It can be seen frcm this that by the time the 7SWR has reached a value 

of 7 the distance fron the V . position is extremely small. As S becomas 

small, the location of S moves away from V .^ but likewise the line 

losses become very small. 

One other point should be made regarding this approach. When 

the wave length is short enough, several. V- - V . values can b« found, 

and determination of tne actual losses along the line can be made. The 

data can then be extrapolated down to the base of the test device. We 

are presently making use of this system in the 1 Go to 10 Go frequency 

range. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Three methods for detewdning the actual RF power passing a 

given point in a lossy system have been described. All three of these 

systems have been actually assembled and used and two, the voltage- 

impedance and voltage ain-max techniques,are in cotnon use in our firing 

systems at the present time* In general, we have found the voltage- 

impedance system effective and the more easily used system at frequencies 

up to 500 Me,and the voltage nin-aax system more effective fron 1 Go 

to 10 Gc. From 500 He to 1 Go either system is used. These techniques 

have gone a long way toward solving the problem of determining the 

actual RF power dissipated in electroexplosive devices. However, 

considerable refinement is still neeessary. Furthermore, alternative 

solutions must be kept in mind, tor the field of RF measurements is 

surely not a static one at the present time. While little is certain 

in this field, the regions of doubt are growing ever smaller. 
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15. DETERMINATION OF RESPONSE OF RF 
INSENSITIVE DEVICES 

by 
N. P. Faunce, G. H. McKay, R. R. Raksnis, R. F. Wood, P. F. Mohrbach 

The Franklin Institute 

I. INTRODUCTTON 

All radio frequency fixes are compromises. Some choice of 

balance must be made between producing minimum effect on the normal 

firing signals and maximum effect on any other electrical signal. Fixes 

must be particularly effective in high intensity RF environments. 

Within this area there are a great number of possible approaches to the 

problem, and each one poses its own special set of obstacles when it is 

necessary to evaluate their effectiveness. 

In the general class of RF-insensitive devices one could 

include dissipative filters, inherently insensitive eleotroexplosive 

devices EED's containing integral attenuators, lossy transmission lines, 

shielded transformers, special relays, and many others. In avalmting 

the many types, it is useful to break them into two broad oatBgoriass 

First, those that are integral parts of the EED so that they are 

virtually inseparable; and second, those that can either be easily 

separated from the EED or are already separated and are to be addtd 

as circuit components at the discretion of the designer. While eac'1 

of these has special problems of its own, there are certain general 

requirements for tests that can be set down for all types. A brief 

list of such requirements might include the following? 

a. netermine the sensitivity of the devices to dc 

stimuli, or the degree of alteration of de stimuli 

by the device under test. 
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b. Determine the degree of RF rejection over the 

frequency range of 20 Kc to 10 Gc. This should 

be detenained under worst-case conditions whenever 

possible. 

c. Determine the ability to withstand substantial 

power absorption without marked degradation. 

d. Determine the degree of temperature rise produced 

in the test device by absorbed power. 

e. Determine the behavior of the device at temperature 

and humidity extremes. 

Having set forth these general requirements, we can now turn 

our attention to some of the specific evaluation problems. 

2. immm vw mtwsm 
The devices in this category represent a wide variety of types. 

They are characterised by the fact that attachments can be made both 

to their input and to their output, although the design can call for 

a specific output impedance. The fixes in this group include electric 

wave filters which depend primarily on reflections fro» discontinuities 

and are characterized by the classical L-C filter, dissipative filters 

such as the solid state attenuating materials, which actually convert 

electromagnetic energy into other forms (usually heat), arming systems 

such as the solenoid relay, which depend on shielding of the electro- 

explosive device, and composite filters which make use of combinations 

of all these techniques, such as the RIG (radiation interference guard). 

The most, important consideration is the amount of RF 

protection provided. For devices which are not designed for a specific 

terminating impedance, the characteristic of prims interest is its 

worst-case attenuation. This is the least attenuation afforded under 
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any conditions of source and terminating impedances. At the present 

state of the art in the laboratory we determine this attenuation by 

two methods. 

Figure 1 is a block diagram of a measuremsnt system using 

matching networks. In this system a lossless piece of transmission 

line is inserted between the supposedly lossless matching systems,and 

the systems are adjusted until maxiiaum power is indicated on the power 

indicating termination, and recorded. At this point the reflected 

power indicator will read zero. The device to be tested is now placed 

between the matching systems, which are adjusted so that again the 

reflected power reads zero and the power indicator reads a amxlaum. 

The attenuation in decibels is ten times the logarithm of the ratio 

of the two powers. To the extent that the lossless matching systems 

are perfect (i.e., are capable of transforming any impedance into any 

other Impedance) this procedure gives the worst-cas« attenuation. This 

is so, because the matching process eliminates reflection of power, 

and the remaining attenuation is inherent, being true dissipation of 

energy. At the present time, one can obtain relatively efficient and 

lossless matching devices In the frequency range from approximately 

40 Mc to 10 Gc and conceivably to even higher frequencies if desired. 

At the present time, however, the lower frequencies are, in 

ganaral, taken care of by lumped component matching systems which tend 

to be Inherently lossy and limited in their range of matching ability. 

Because of the problems inherent in this approach at low frequencies 

another system has been worked out which makes use of a unique 

dissynmetrical-T network model determined from impedance aeaeurensnts 

of the test device. A full discussion of this procedure is presented 

in a separate paper in the minutes of this meeting. 
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This measurement is shown diagramatically in Figure 2. 

Briefly, the real network is first described as an equivalent 

dissymmetrical-T, This is done by operating on input/output impedance 

measurements made on the network. From the knowledge of the model's 

components we next calculate the termination (Z ) which will absorb 

maximam power. Finally, we evaluate the ratio of the input power to 

the power dissipated in the worst-case termination. The attenuation 

in decibels, db ,is ten times the logarithm of this ratio. Because wc 
of the complexity of these calculations we avail ourselves of & 

digital computer. The system is limited primarily by the accuracy of 

the impedance measurements and at the present tin® we are limited to 

a maximum of 30 db for accurate results. The technique is effective 

over the frequency range of 20 Kc to 100 Mc. 

Figure 3 presents data for two typical devices subjected to 

these measurements. 

While there are special evaluation problems(for example, 

devices with very low impedances make matching and accurate impedance 

measurements very difficult), these attenuation measurement techniques 

are applicable to just about every insertion type device. However, 

there are some devices, that have been designed to operate with 

specific terminations. In this case, the worst-case attenuation value 

would not be entirely fair. For this type of device we evaluate the 

"terminated powei loss" (TPL). 

Many different arrangements are used to make this determination, 

but basically the method consists of mounting a bridgewire of the 

proper terminating impedance at the output of the device. Power 

dissipated in this bridgewire is then determined. In one method of 

doing this, an infrared detector, situated over the bridgewire, is 

calibrated in terms of bridgewire heating for a given power dissipation. 
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On the input end of the device it is necessary to determine the «mount 

of power entering the unit. One coamonly used system particularly at 

the lower frequencies is to determine the voltage and the impedance 

at a point close to the input interface of the device. With this 

information, the power passing this point can be determined. The 

terminated power loss in db is then computed from the ratio of the 

input power and the power dissipated in the termination. Figure 4 shows 

a block diagram of such a system, with a plot of tue data from a 

shielded transformer device terminated in a one-ohm load. 

If the device successfully passes these tests then we can 

proceed to Investigate its effect upon de firing pulsas, its ability 

to dissipate adequate amounts of input powtr, and the amount and effect 

of temperature rise on the device when exposed to large input powers. 

These tests are either straightforward or depend on the same techniques 

already developed for the attenuation measurements. 

3.    miWM & »P momSCISD EED's 

When the RF protection is an integral part of an elbctro- 

explosive device, the problem facing the evaluator is considerably 

different. In the ease where the explosive material can be removed. 

and the investigator can get to thu bridgewire or even remove the 

bridgewirs he has essentially reduced the problem to the earns as that 

of the insertion unit type Just discussed and he can treat it accordingly. 

When this is not possible or when one wants only a final proof test 

on the coiaplste item without removing any effects of the explosive 

charges, then the Investigator has no control over the output end of 

the device insofar as the amount of power arriving there. It is 

necessary, therefore, to devise systems which can tell one precisely 

how much power is passing through the interface on the input side of 

the device. Once this is accomplished, one can devise statistical 
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programs based on the percentage of fires or non-fires for a given 

jower input which will accurately define the sensitivity of the electro- 

explosive devices to whatever input stimulus is being applied. These 

techniques are the sama as those already developed for evaluation with 

dc inputs and add no complication beyond the standard statistical 

evaluation of the sensitivity of explosive components. 

Figure 5 shows a block diagram of a typical firing system. 

In theory, all of the power from the generator is tr&usferred into 

the system beyond the matching section. The magnitude of the power is 

measured at the directional coupler. If the system beyond the matching 

system was relatively lossless, as is often assumed, or» could then 

state that this measured power was delivered to the EBD, Unfortunately, 

because of the mismatch between the impedance of the line and that of 

the termination much power is reflected, so that the portion of the 

system between the matching arrangement and the termination absorbs 

much of the power. It is therefore necessaiy to determine either the 

losses in the system or the amount of power delivered directly to tin 

EED, and this must be done for each and eveiy type of de/ice. Several 

techniques are available for determining power passing specific points 

in the line, and while none are without their complications they can 

be used under certain circumstances. These techniques are fully discussed 

in another paper. The firing techniques are applicable to both protected 

and standard eieotroexplosive devices. 

Figure 6 shows a plot of data obtained on two devices, the 

MARK 1 MOD 0 squib and the MARK 2 MOD 0 Ignition Element. It can be 

««en from the data that after correcting for system losses a substanticaHy 

flat curve was obtained for firing sensitivity versus frequency up to 

1000 Me. Furthermore, calculations indicate that the level obtained 

is «bout the same as the sensitivity to long-time de constant currant 

pulses. Many hot wire devices show this behavior. However, «me cannot 
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state this as an absolute rule and separate consideration msist be given 

each device. Above 1000 Mc large variations in behavior have been 

observed; and while instrumentation problems become increasingly difficult 

at these higher frequencies there is considerable evidence that these 

variations are a function of the electroexplosive devices themselves. 

Figure ? shows a plot of the data obtained for another hot- 

wire device. In this particular case the item appeared to oecome less 

sensitive as the frequency increased up to about 3 Gc* Beyond this 

point there was evidence that the sensitivity increased until at 10 Oc 

it was the same as at the very low frequencies. 

All of the data shown on the last two figures wer« for CW 

sources. When the stimulus is delivered in repetitive pulses, severe 

changes in sensitivity are often noted. However, the problem of 

predicting behavior for any pulse width or repetition rate hue not yet 

been completely solved. 

Numerous probleoa still «seist. The wide variation in types 

of EED'a continually present new problem. For «xaaple, exploding 

bridgewire types which wake use of a seri«« gap present v«iy large 

reactive impedances while matching, but if the gap is broken down 

during the test the iaipedase« suddenly beeoass veiy small. Interpretation 

of such condition« can be wry difficult. Many kinds of devicM tend 

to arc at the higher frequ«nei«t and und«r pulsed power input, and 

occasionally the arc occur« at place« other than between the lead«. 

Son» device« appear nor« senaitiv« whan th« power i« applied between 

lead« and case. The design of mount« streng enough to withstand many 

detonation« and yet properly designed fro« an RP standpoint i« «otastiaas 

very difficult. But while many problems «till remain, enoraou« «tride« 

have been aade. 
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4. CONCLUSION 

We have attempted to give a very brief idea of the techniques 

now being employed to evaluate RF fixes. In theory and, tu a large 

extent, in practice, techniques are now available to evaluate properly 

the RF characteristics of any RF fix over the frequency range from 20 

Kc to 10 Gc and conceivably to even higher frequencies. It must be 

kept in mind, however, that each device may present new problems and 

may demand some modification of the basic testing procedures. Furthermore, 

each technique has its limits either in frequency, magnitude, or impedance- 

handling abilities; further refinement and study is required before 

completely routine procedures can be specified. At the present time, 

interpretation is difficult in some special cases and an investigator 

must continually question his procedures and his results to be absolutely 

certain that he has determined that parameter at which he originally 

aimed. However the basic concepts have been laid out and the path along 

which one can proceed is much clearer than it was three years ago. 

While there is still much to be done it is now possible to establish 

relatively precise relationship between RF stimuli and the fixes and 

electroexplosive devices, and through calculation to relate this to 

actual behavior under field conditions. 
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ABSTRACTS - SESSION III 

16. Regent HERO R^^r^  Pr(?Kresg P. S. Altmn 

New techniques for initiator b.ridgc;dre instrumentation, including a 
variation of the Golay cell and an infrared sensing head, are discussed briefly. 
Three new devices utilizing a metallic shielding effect for the prevention of 
electromagnetic hazards are de?cribed. A method for non-destrucvlve testing 
of initiators for determination of sensitivity is presented. 

17. Some Design Considerations for RF Insensitive D.A. Schlachter 

An RF insensitive device is defined and considerations for applying RF 
attenuating materials in the design of such devices are given. Emphasis is 
given to the nature and amount of compromise which must be made with conflicting 
requirements. Results of current work on special ferrites «r? »Iso presented. 

18. Lag PiW Sgftsj&i BalaZ Raymond W. Hoidom 
George V. Zimerman 

A low pass coaxial relay has been designed and prototyped which provides 
virtually complete RF isolation for an electroexplosive device without inter- 
fering with the efficiency of the firing circuit. It employs novel and 
unusual features to provide fast operation, small site, and high temperature 
accommodations. 

19. Low Band Paaa Tranafomar Aaron Gordon 

Radio frequency electromagnetic radiation from eonmunication and radar 
transmitters has been shown to cause accidental firing of electrically 
initiated explosive devices. An «ufective solution to protect such davices 
has been conceived and developed in a form of a small transformer. The 
transforaer utilises a non-ferrous shield between the primary and secondary 
winding» causing a miuction of the power transmitted in the stop band of 
frequencies and yet permits the operation of the transformer in the pass band. 
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20. Radio Frequency Interference "uard Karl Kraus 

The paper describes the radio interference guard, DC and AC operation, the 
novel design, the analytical approach of DC parameters, the DC and RF test 
evaluation and the power dissipation measurements. Th« radio interference 
guard is a new approach to protecting clectroexplosive devices against radio 
frequency interferences. Attenuation of radio interference guard is 
accomplished by propagation through solid metal. 

21. RADHAZ Proof Magnetic Coupling Edward A. White, Jr. 

The RADHAZ problem with aircraft delivered weapons is attacked by completely 
shielding the weapon with a conducting material. A method of communication 
between the plane and weapon is proposed in which low frequency magnetic fields 
are propagated through the shield. It is shown both theoretically and 
experimentally that electromagnetic radiation above 10 KC will be attenuated 
to a negligible value for reasonable shield thicknesses and for adequate 
communication bit rates. 

2;i. A Mechanical Pulse Transfora.er Roland W. Schlie 

Prevention of RF inputs to a bomb fuze could be accomplished by using a 
shielded transformer. With the primary excited by the aircraft "intent-to- 
drop" signal, mechanical-electrical energy transformation produces a secondary 
output when the transformer is partitioned during the drop. Thus, neither 
electrical energy or bomb release occurring separately could cause fuze 
initiation. 

23. RF Senaitivitv of Controlled Rectifiers Richard J. Sanford 

The RF sensitivity of the silicon controlled rectirier is described, as 
are ways of decreasing this sensitivity. These principles are applied in 
a circuit which protects electroexplosive devices against low frequency 
radio signals but presents negligible resistance to the DC firing signal. 
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16. RECSar RESEARCH PKOGRESS 

Peter Altman 

U. S. Naval Weapons Laboratory 

IKTRCOTCTICM 

This paper presents some of the develosBients we have observed In 

the HERO research program. Theraal parameters of wire bridge initiators 

were described by the Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak, Maryland, 

at the last HERO Congress, and continued study of these effects has 

yielded sooe new guides for the prediction of firing sensitivity. A 

pneumatic system for rf hazards neasurement using the initiator brldgevire 

as a heat source .will be illustrated, and an infrared detector contained 

within a sqpib envelope will also be shown. Rev HERO fixes which are 

completely adequate for the prevention of rf hasarda, «ben used in 

conjunction with suitably designed, conventional initiators will be 

described briefly. 

BiEawL tmrnm FOR mam saBmvm PMBICTIOW 

The equation P (t) ■ C f| * 7° Aescribea approxlBately the ttemal 

relationship that exist in a conventional bridgawirc initiator. Here C 

is the heat capacity of the wire bridge, r ia the themal energy Iocs 

"constant", 9 ia the tanperature rise above «blent, wad P (t) is the 

tisM dependent power function. An additional function T ■ C_/y can be 

specified aa the cooling tiae constant In coajtuetlon with the equation 

9 - 00 <" MCjf) t, y^ ti|M eonttent T ia the tiae interval In which 

the temperature falls fire« ita naximuB value 0o, to QQ/C during cooling. 
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So we have: 

Thermal equation with power input. 

P (t) - cp f + re; 
Cooling equation with power off 

a = e0 € - ^1%) * 
e 

yielding for the time to 8 = — 

T = Cp/7 

Typical vsilues of these parameters for the Mk 1 Mod 0 sqjilb are: 

C» = Z.k microwatt seconds/0C 

y   = 600 microwatts/'C 

T 
c 1*000 microseconds 

Short stimulus times with t « T are associated with a firing sensitivity 

which Is primarily energy dependent. With a firing temperature of VfO'C 

above ambient the amount of energy required for firing Is then (470) 

(2.4 x lo" ) - 1130 x 10' watt seconds or approximately 11,000 ergs. 

This value agrees well with values obtained experimentally. 

By an extension of this technique a number of new non-destructive 

tests on wire bridge initiators should be possible. Fear example, 

initiator assembly procedures could be checked. The correct application 

of the primary explosive, or of the brldgewlre to the base plug, could 

be verified. Also, safe ewrent levels for Initiator testing can be 

predicted. 

Taking a conservative value for maxtawu teaperatvure, say the l65*F 

specified in Military Standard 304, and a low value for thermal energy 

loss "eonstarit", say 200 microwatts per degree C, we have 50 x 200 x IC"* • 

10 milliwatts, or the power produced by 0.1 ampere flowing In a 1.0 oho 

bsldgewlre. 
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/ third application of therrael paremeters is for pn.-dictiug the 

response of initiators to pulses of different lengths. The parameters 

C and/ vary fron, one initiator to enother. The Navel Ordnance Laboratory, 

Whiie Obk.,  Maryläüu, lifts found Cp to vary from 3-1 to h.Ö mlcrovatt 

seconds per degree centigrade and / to vary from 250 to $60 Microwatts 

per degree centigrade in a single lot of 200 Wc 1 squibs. We expect 

that it will be possible through non-destructive testing to isolate from a 

production lot of initiators some which are sensitive to short pulses 

with lower than average energy, and others which will require more than 

the average current level of "constant current" power for firing. These 

groups would consist of initistors with low values of C and high values of 

/ respectively. 

A study program to verify this postulate is now underway at NOL/WO. 

The general applicability of these concepts to initiators has not yet 

been shown. Thermal pareaeters would not, of course, be expected to apply 

directly to carbon bridge, conductive mix or exploding wire initiators 

because their mechanism of firing is different from the conventional 

wire brläge initiator. We anticipate that thermal paraaeters wili 

furnish a powerful tool for better understanding and improved quality 

control of conventional wire bridge electric initiators. 

IMSTRUMEWrmON 

The 'torcel Oolay cell (Fißure 1.) is a thermal radiation sensor 

which uses a cm.  thermometer optlcolly coupled to an electronic readout. 

/■. flexible reflective diBphrBgin respondc to the pneumatic pressure by 

physical displacement cad so changes the light path in an optical system. 

The particular confiuuration developed by Randolph Kacon College, Ashland, 

Virgiuift, (set- Figure ?.) for HIHO instmroentatloa uses optical fibers 
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for the optical-electronic coupling. Thi-ough a suitable arrangement of 

the glass fiber input and output bundles, the photoelectric system 

produces an output signal when the bridgewire is heated by electrical 

energy. This technique makes it possible to place the thermal sensing 

head (built into a Mk 1 squib case) some distance from the electronic 

readout system. It also eliminates the perturbation of the rf fields 

around the instrumented squib which would ordinarily result from the 

presence of lead wires. This system is capable of measuring the heating 

produced by 100 microwatts in the Mk 1 squib. 

A second technqiuc for rf hazards measurement consists of a complete 

Infrared sensing system using optical chopping and a photocooductlve 

detector all contained within a Mk 1 squib cose (Figure 3). This system 

was developed to provide fast response to bridgewire heating through the 

use of a l600 cycle per second optical chopping rate. It is presently 

undergoing evaluation tests at Dahlgren. 

FPfflB 

Here is shown « solution tu the HBtO problem (Figure h.).    It consists 

of a metallic case which completely surrounds the initiator while also 

shunting the firing leads. As an electromagnetic shield it is svscessful, 

but it introduces a new problem. The Initiator is greatly desensitized 

because the firing current flows around the initiator and through the shield. 

This problem can be alleviated by changing the physical configuration of 

ths shielding enclosure so as to increase the resistance shunting the firing 
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signal. The resulting Increase in do shield resistance mates it possible 

to fire the initiator with a reasonable fixing current. (See Figure 5.) 

Wing Cowmander Gray of the H.A.y. has developed an adaptation of this 

approach vhich converts the shielded volume Into a small coaxial line 

wiL.h an iron or steel shell. This device is called the radio Interference 

guard or KIG. It will he described in more detail after the coffee break 

by Mr. Kraus of Beudlx-ScintiUa. 

A second device developed by Wing Coamanaer Gray and using the "total 

shielding" approach is the lov-band pass transfonnsr. (figure 6.) 

This device works by coupling low-frequenoy fIxlag sigaala through the 

rf shield in a transfomar coupling mode^ while inhibiting higher 

frequency coupling. These traasfomers arc now being taade with firing 

signal Insertion loss of less than 3 decibels« They will be described 

In detail later this morning by a representative of aaystra», Incorporated. 

ihese "total rf shield" studies at Dahlgren have also produced a 

third device of this kind« a "nonnally shielded" coaxial relay system, 

which will be described by an Elgin National Watch Company representative 

In a few minutes. 
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SUMlAKi' 

This paper has presented some of the recent developnents of the 

HERO research program. These developments include three new fixes; 

the low pass coaxial relay, the low band-pass trains former, and the 

radio interference guard, or MG, all invented by Wing Commander 

R. I. Gray of the R.A.F. and developed at Cahlgren. Two new types 

of HERO instrumentation which are presently being developed were also 

described, the pneumatic fiber optic system, and the miniaturized infrared 

detection system. Also, applications of conventional wire bridge 

thermal parameters to ordnance development were discussed briefly. 
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16. DISCUSSION 

Mr. Kelly of The Franklin Institute aaked if the heat capacity 

and thermal time constant were also detemined non-destruotively. 

Mr. Altaian answered that these were detemined by the application of low" 

energy pulses by a technique that was presented at the last iSRO Congress. 

A Beotoan and Whitlsy representative asked to what extent the 

miniature infrared detector was developed. Mr. Altaian answered that they 

have an operating unit with smpltflers, chopper, oscillator and power 

supplies. Two sensors are built into the case. Soae preliminary checking 

has been coapleted on this systm but won is required. 

It was asked if this unit will be available to industry. 

Mr. Altsan, mentioned that Measurement Systems Inc. oamfactured the unit. 

Mr. Anicone, of The Franklin Institute eanaented that this non- 

destructive test method «AS not only feasible but also practicable. He 

said that The Franklin Institute has been able to apply this technique to 

individual initiators. Not all types have been examined at this tame, but 

it appears that it can be applied to mtsy different types. 

A person asked «hat the pressure equivalent of 100 microwatts 

was behind the diaphrapi in the Ctelay sensor. Mr. Altaaa replied that 

Golay found it had two properties (I) a very high sensitivity and (2) a 

good frequency response. He had further details for interested persons. 
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D. A. Schlächter 

IT. S. Naval Weapons laboratory 

iHraorocnoif 

The tens "rf insensitive device", for the purposes of this paper, 

will define an explosive device initiated by the passage of electrical 

current through a resistance wire, and having a bias against rf current. 

This bias will be aceonplished by an attenuator designed to dissipate rf 

energy at some place other than the resistance wire. Further we will 

confine the discussion to attenuators which lend tbawelves to traasmission 

line analysis, that Is having two good conductors, such as copper wire, 

separated and surrounded by aaterial s- iified in terns of c (pensittivity), 

H (permeability) and 9 (conductivity). These three paraneters will be 

confined to real »»Bibers so that the problaa can be foraulated la the sioplest 

possible ten». Another slaplifleatiOB we caa sake requires sens caution; 

it aaounts to assuaing perfect conductivity in the conductors. More will 

be said of this later, but for now we make this assvnptlon so that we can 

use the plane wave solution for eleetroBagnetic waves propagating in the 

attenuating aaterial. Thus the conductors serve only as guides for the wave, 

and do not enter into the solution provided they are reasonably straight. 

Without going into the details of this solution (see for iastaaee J. A. 

Stratton, Heetrosiagaetic Theory) we note that, for a aediua in which the 

conduction current greatly exceeds the displaecMent eurreat, the 

function reduces to: 

r-a+jg  - (l* i){^ Uttfttioa (I) 
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where u is the angular freqv'ency. In the ccBDOnly used engineering 

terminology^ the real part, a, measures the attenuation of the wave. 

Since this is a function of frecpency, we can us» it to hiss the 

explosive device against rf pow-. 

To make this bias large, we obviously need high penwaMllty «ad 

high conductivity, for the attenuation varies as the sfiutr« root of teeth 

these quantities. But with a conducting material we will redue« even 

the dc power reaching the resistance wire, this forces us to «a 

important conclusion! to bias an electroegploslve dsviec «gainst rf 

with this type of attenuator, we must sacrifice some of the avaiUblc de 

firing power. This is a bitter pill to swallow but it offers a awe for 

of our rf ailments. 

Tim first gaestieo is: hew aneh of owr do power «tot we saeriflemf 

The easwer is of course another fwstioa: haw weh rf attcaattlOB do «• 

watt To kam thij we need to be able to auM« the extant of the rf 

I, a big problem in itself, so let's set that faestlne «sue and 

we have a length of two eontimetors la which to instoU an 

attenuator, «a», further that we have available a ftwrlte material, meatly 

developed for the Wniä. Weapowi Laboratory by the Xryttioftl Oorperatlea.^ 

This material has a relative penMabillty of arouBft 2000 wd a eoafttettvlty 

variable in the rant* from 0.<^ to 0.$ mho per ceoUmster. Usiag 

HCryeUnel CcrporatloB, Port Ctester, I. f. with 
nusMag, I. T.j 0. S. iaval Utapoas laboratory, Contract n 
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equation (l) ve find that this stuff can have an attenuation aa high as 5^ 

decibels per centimeter at 1 aegacycle per seeooft, or 5.k db at 10 

kilocycles, or 0 db at dc.   Does this aean that ve hsv« no attennation at 

dc?   No, «fuatioH (1) gives this ridlculoos result beesase we have assumd 

perfect conductors,   ftm easiest my to find As attenuation is to us« 

ordinary circuit analysis; ve just have to be careful aUmt the rangt 

of validity of the result.   Also we have to speelfy the reslstenee wirei 

let's say it is one oha, siaee that is a fairly reiaresentative value. 

So, w« have two resistors in parallel, the oa« ekm rasieteaee wire 

«d the fnnt« attrntoator with a rasittane« ^at wa oaa control to SQM 

H» de attmuatlcn is 

2 - 10 log    g  fa Bfttatiea (t) rr    ra 
ft is the power la the retistane« wte«, fft is the power to the 

rf aaA X it the aaoriflea in »  . «la.   m* fenada «e^wlly 

•fMaey hwfe la üffieidt to anOy «tea 

the alMteleti. Hmg&i of the afetesuatw heeoM« a slfalfleMii part of cnt 

«awelaagth ^ the ap^teA tnqmmfi tat the eat« «6 hast, 1000 oyelM 

per seeonA la a hca^erllaa iltvafeloa.   AIM, now t!»t we have apeelftai 

a d^^lta raalslwwa wir«, «fnation {%) hM llrttatlom, whleh irtJl ha 

ahlo 1. 

«Mai 

»two 

Si*») ir      .    g ix m) 
i/fe® 

14k 
e A 
3 «b 

.06 wtrnfm 38 m 

.12 sue/« |% «h 

.3  a»»/« 83«. 

.5  wtofm 108 «b 
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Hote thfct by sacrificing a mere 3 db (one-half the firing power) ve 

can get over 100 db attenuation at one megacycle.   Perhaps ve should 

stop for a minute to coulter «hat 100 db Mans.   It Maas that, to get 

erne microwatt in the resistance wire, we must apply 10 kilowatts to the 

attenuator.   11» first exploaioa «t bear «lU be the attenuator, not the 

black powder.   This is an unrealistic exsaflc, out u etojrhasltes that 100 

db is more than saple rf protection for all ordinary tleetroexploalv« 

devices.   Table I also atom the eoBductivity that is refaired in the 

ferrite to give the Indiaated attenuation.   Up to the präsent tim, 

.3 «ho/«» 1« M hl# as we have been able to go in a hitfi penwability 

ferrite, bat work is eontinaiag since Uämt eonSuetivity is desirable 

it is the subject of tte next aectioo. 

Zt gee« «ithottt sa^ng tlwt, far a gLvm 

haw« deeded tint we em afford to aaenfice 1 db ^ ttw firing 

for tMe given aaerinee, dooa it a»lre angr diffnane« how long the 

la?  «tet*8 rim» i* «wtaialy deM.   m eot« ^at in ««laUon (l) 

uandoaostb 

de attenaatiflia. It la tu* total eeeteetlvi^r 

the lonfier mi* of laagtb «a us«, Vtm fraakar paraaaiiiMty pw mit 

eae be iMd with a glvm mtvlal, and the «TMfeor tte rf 

Sinaa rf asttamatloa variaa m the aenara root of 
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words, once we have decided how much dc we can sacrifice, we make the 

attenuator as long as possible. The only restrictions, besides the space 

available, are the range of couductivlty of the attenuating material and 

the nature of the firing signal. This last restriction is difficult 

to handle analytically since it is determined by the freqtaency response 

of the attenuator-resistance wire network near the «£•» of the pass bend 

where response Is a coorplicated function of frequenaar. It appears that 

the best procedure is to define the pass band arbitrarily as the band 

from dc to that frequency at Which the attenuation cenpited fron equation (1) 

eqpals the dc attenuation. 

For example, suppose the firing signal is a rectangular pulse one 

millisecond in duration, then the pass band should extend to at least 

one kilocycle. The attenuation of fireqiaeney component« above 1 ke 

will round off the comers of the puls« and introdac« some time delay 

in the explosive rsspans«. The exbeirc and •cceptabillty of this time 

delay are best determined experimentally siaee, as we said before, the 

analytieal problem are all but insunountable. A good rule of thumb 

is to take the reciprocal of the desired response tine as the upper 

frequency limit of the pass band. 

T4bl« 2 shows bow attenuation varies with length for the fcrrite having 

relative peneabllity of 2000. Ws have taken the de attenuation as fixed 

at 1.8 db and varied the laagth of the attenuator. 
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Table 2 

Effect of Attenuator Length for a Given dc Attenuation 

Length a a (l Me) 

1 cm 0.5 mho/em •jk db 
2 cm 0.25 mho/cm 76A db 
3 cm 0.166 mho/cm 93-5 db 
k en 0.125 mho/cm 108 db 

The rf attenuation a is again computed at one megacycle anü the conductivity 

is determined by the given dc attenuation (1.8 db). 

Now let's look at the question of length in a slightly different 

vay. Suppose that ve have decided that ve want the rf attenuation 

to be 108 db at one megacycle. Table 3 shows SODS of the many 

combinations that will yield this figure for a material with relative 

penneabllity of 2000. 

Tfcble 3 

Sane Panmeter Combinations that Hill Yield 108 db at 1 Nc 

length g X (dc) . 

h cm      0.125 mho/cn 1.8 db 
2 cm      0.5 mho/cm 3 db 
1 ca      2.0 mho/en k.B  db 
0.005 em 100,000 öho/cm 26.5 db 

The first two entries in Table 3 were presented before In Tables 1 and 2 

The third entry describes a material that we have not as yet been able 

to fabricate, as we said before, 0.5 mho/cm is »s high as we've been a'ile 

to go with the high permeability fwrites. The fourth «ad final entry 

represents pure iron. We see that it is very thin, «ad that it sacrifices 

a very large proportion of the firing power. The iron also pats us on 

shaky ground in regard to the approximation we made that our condnctore 
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were essentially perfect conductors. The conductivity of Iron is 

uncomfortably close to that of copper, so It is no longer valid to say 

that the wave is guided by the copper wires. Hcwever, this is of no 

consequence, since it is doubtful that we will be required to confine the 

attenuator to such small dinensions as 50 microns. Unless we can find 

a way to control the conductivity of iron, we hävs ns choice but to use 

ferrites. 

THE QUESTIOH OF KIHIMG TIME 

Any chemical reaction, including an explosion, requires a finite tine 

for its consunnatlon, so there Is a time delay Inherent in any explosive 

device. But we are concernad hare with electrical delay which will 

certainly be significant if we insist on high levels of attenuation at 

the lew radio ftreqpencles. For inataace our 106 db attenuator will have 

3^ db at 100 ktlocyelM and 3.4 db «t 1000 cyctf-«*. The effect of all 

this attenuation oa the firing aieaal is best illustrated by «qperimental 

Beaauraatnta. Figure (l) ahem oaelllogrH» of a 1 millisecond pulse 

applied to a 108 db attenuator that we constructed In the laboratory. The 

first trace shows the input pulse, the second the output pulse, and the 

third the difference between the two. Hot« that the output pulse Is 

rounded off at its leading edge and, f?« the difference trace, that 

there is a delay of about $0 sLcroMCocds. 

Firing tine la intlaataly coaaaeted with the prdUaa that we skipped 

over in the previous section. Wwn «a «pacify the rasistanc« wire, we 

also specify the response of the davtee to the high frefMney ecoponents 
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of the firing signal. If there is a serious Impedance mismatch between 

the resistance wire and the attenuator, most of the higher frequency 

power will he reflected and lost, resulting In a greater time delay. 

When we speak of the Impedance of the attenuator we mean of course 

its characteristic impedance, which is a function of frequency, permeability, 

and conductivity. More precisely: 

Z -y Jffi Equatlon (3) 

In some cases It may be necessary to strike a coBsprooise between 

matching the resistance wire to the attenuator and matching the attenuator 

to the source of firing power. For instance, if the source is a 

discharging capacitor, a condition of series resonance could be produced 

at any given frequency. 

OEDSAB>«DB 

The discussion of Batching the iapcdaaec of tbs attenuator to the 

source of firing power leads to an interestiag attettioa, that is, can 

we be makiog the situation wore« for ourselves by unkBowlngLy aatehiog 

to the source of unwanted rf power! I say yes aad I'll tell you wir/. 

If we assuse that it stakes no difference what iapedne« the attenuator 

presents to the rf source, then we oust eoneluoe that all rt source 

inpedaoce are equally probable. Ubie eoeelusien aay be seoaibl« for a 

universe of raodoaly oriented substaaees with raadoi eleetroawcnetle 

properties, but we are concerned with a fairly definite amagsnsnt of 

specific matter: steel ship« with antennas in air, rf generators with 

known output iapedaaees, all floating (hopefoUy) la • Ma of salt water. 
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Scale: 1 centimeter = 0,2 millisecond 

FIGURE 1 

Input Pulse, Output Pulse, and Difference 

between Input and Output for an Attenuator 

with 108 db at 1 Megacycle 
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In other worda, we have taken a biased sampling of the universe, and 

a series of impedance measurements ror this sample should likewise be 

biased. All we need now is an enterprising genius to figure out which 

impedances are least probable so that we can design our attenuators 

to reflect as well as absorb the dangerous rf energy. Reflection is 

much to be preferred over absorption, since there is then no problem 

with heat dissipation. But so far we have had to insist on absorption 

In the absence of any knowledge about rf source impedances. The attenuators 

described in this paper are of course absorbers and are in the final 

analysis limited in their protective ability by the «mount of thermal 

energy that they are able to divert flrooi the resistance wire. This 

means that a heat sink'is required and that the thermal conductivity 

of the attenuator is an important factor. However, our primary concern 

here is the electrical coDductivity and its relation to the dielectric 

coefficient. 

In the beginning we justified equation (l) by saying that the eooduction 

current in the attenuator greatly exceeds the displaesawnt (eapaeltive) 

current. This Is not true of all ferrltas, but Is reasonably aceurat« 

for the highly conductive types we have used in our examples, notwithttaading 

the remarkably high dielectric coefficients normally encountered In +>*s« 

materials. However, as the frequency is increased indefinitely, the 

situation reverses and displacement current exceeds conduction current. 

In this situation the attenuation becomes indapendent of frequency and, la 

the cases cited here, is extremely high. 
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There are other, perhaps more Important, difficulties with ferrites. 

They are bard and brittle, and lose their high penoeabillty above certain 

temperatures and fregoencies. Making good electrical contact to them 

has been another problem, but the electroplating process appears to be 

a good solution. Ferrites plated vlth copper will take solder nicely 

so that conductors can be Installed in and around tham. It is, by the way, 

imperatlT« that intimate contact be made between the conductors and the 

attenuator. If there is not an Intimate contact, much of the rf attenuation 

will be lost. What happens if an insulating layer is interposed between 

the cooduetors and the attenuator is discussed by others here at the Congress. 

There may be some question about the interchangeabillty of the 

conductivity parameter and the conductance actually measured between 

the wires or conductors of the device, nils is determined by the geometry. 

In a parallel wire system for instance, they are interchangeable if 

the distance between the wires is about ten times their diameter. As a 

general rule, however, we want to keep the contact surface area between 

conductors and attenuator at a minimum so as to minimise dc attenuation. 

Finally, it has been assumed throughout that the only path for rf 

to the resistance wire is through the attenuator. This is not the case 

for "open" systems such as parallel wires, and provisions must be made 

to shield the output from the input. The shield must necessarily be 

metal, and can serve also as a heat sink or radiator for the attenuator. 

Coaxial systems are of course self shielding. 
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COBCLUSION 

To conclude we will enumerate the design guides that we have discussed 

for the hot wire type electroexploslve devices. 

1. For the attenuator select a material with high permeability and 

conductivity controllable in the range from about 10 mho/cm to 10 mllllnbo/ca. 

Ferrltes are in this category. 

2. Sacrifice as much of the firing power as the system will allow. 

3. Mske the attenuator as long as possible. 

k.   Check to see if firing time is short enough. If It is not, 

ccnproalses must be made with length, or firing power, or rf attenuation. 

3, Make certain that all conductors are in electrically intimate 

contact with the attenuator and, for electrically "open" arrangenents 

such as parallel wires, isolate the input side of the device fron the 

resistance wire side with a metal shield which can also sarve aa a heat sink. 
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17. DISCUSSION 

A person asked for a qualitative curve of attenuation vs. 

frequency for this material. Mr, Schlacter replied that The Franklin 

Institute has such a curve. He explained that attenuation increases with 

frequency until a couple of hundred megacycles is reached and then flattens. 

A questioner expressed surprise at the magnitud« of attenuation 

available. Mr. Schlacter explained that contact problems had earlier plagv.ed 

the measurements. Electroplating seems to work better than silver-loaded 

epoxies for obtaining good contact. 

A questioner asked oonoeming vhat was available for comaerclal 

firms to use. The answer was that a «gall firm named Meadow-Vao developed 

them for NWL. 

A question arose concerning the frequency at which penaeability 

drops off. It was explained that this was not measured directly. Atten- 

uation was measured, but loss of permeability is the suspected reason for 

flattening of the attenuation curve. 

A comment was made that aspenneability drops oflj the loss tangent 

Increases. Therefore at hlgjaer frequencies there is little need to wcrry 

about permeability decreasing. The Increased loss tangent ccnpensates for 

this. Mr. Schlaohter expressed agreement. 

A questioner from Douglas Aircraft asked if there is a problen 

with continued application of high frequency voltage and also if there was 

a voltage breakdown phenotMncnto be considered. 

Mr. Schlacter confirmed that with all the attenuation there is 

going to be heat generated that must be dissipated. The material would 

otherwise crack or be advtrsaly affected by aocunulated heat. He said 

that voltage breakdown is hard to visuaUie in tills situation because the 

material is shunted by a bridgeware with • rnsistanee of around 1 ohn. 

The same questioner asked about the iapedanc« of the device. Mr. Schlacter 
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said that characteristic impedance vdll be low at low frequencies and as 

frequency increases the naterial begins to look like a metal. 

Mr. Steinmark of Pioatinny Arsenal asked if powdered iron or 

ferrites offered an advantage from a technical point of view and in 

manufacturing. In addition he as" d if ail research and development is 

pointed to metallurgical techniques. In ansver. It was stated that iron 

experiences great attenuation in the microwave bands and not much in the 

coamunication band where current Navy interest exists. Ferrites offer a 

reasonable cb'Uice of success in the 1 to 30 Mc region. Ferrlte develop- 

ments are in eariy stages and no squibs or detonators have been built 

containing them. Powdered iron, or the other hand, has been incorporated 

into the Amor's T24E1. This material is available right now. 

In the matter of non-metals, we are faced with the problem of 

obtaining high permeability which limits the choice. Iron, properly 

controlled, would be easier to fabricate and much better than ferrites 

margr respects. 

Mr. Steinmark asked about polymers as attenuators. Mr. Sshlacter 

answered that an attenuating cable study is being conducted and that consid- 

erable attenuation can be had with a cable of these materials, but consid- 

erable length and volume are required. 

Mr. Sowlakis questioned the use of solder to bond these materials 

to a conductor. Mr. Sulilacter answered that the ferrites were first electro- 

plated with copper and then soldering ia relatively easy. Mr. Sowl&Wa asked 

if the soldering technique did not dislodge the bridgewire. Mr. Schlaeter 

said that operations we sequenoed ws that the ferrites are soldered first, 

followed by bridgewire operation:. He added that nr BED has been built 

using this technique to the best of his knoMledge. 

A person from HOL Vhite Oak cosnented that sone real systems 

problems that required retrofit fixes were studied about two years ago. He 

asked if we have fixes available now. Mr. Sehl&cter answer«! no. 
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18.    LCW PASS COAXIAL RSLAY 

Raymond W, Holdorn and Qoorge V* Ziüsnftrsi&n 
3UiIK HATIOHAL WATCB COMPAKZ 

Research and Develojasent Division 
1200 Hicks Road 

Rolling Msadows, Illinois 

MEassasE 

As a result of studies made under the HERO Program, a coaxial relay of 

novel design has been conceived, this coaxial relay will provide virtually 

complete Radio Frequency Isolation up to the instant of operation. It Mill 

also prevent pranature functioning by Radio Frequency energy above it« puss 

band characteristics, Thfs novel desigr. is the invention of Reginald Qray, 

Ving Comander of the RAF. Figure 1 shows his coaxial relay. 

Figure Z shows the construction of this eoeaial relay. Tho operation 

is essentially that of a solenoid. It consists of an operating eeil weond 

on a brats bobbin. Inside th* bobbin is the oentact aysteir. which eomprlses a 

»«all iron poppet valve, the noving contact, siadlar in shape to those used 

in eonbustion ensines. The vilve seat is a brass block which is an integral 

part of tiiA TD of tho bobbin. The raovins contact is retained in contact with 

tha soat by a spring which also serves as a conductor between the noving oon- 

taot and thf coaxial input lead. The vilve st*m and spring are insulated fPow 

tho valvo hoasing. The fljeed contact is a soft iron rod which is positioned 

near the valve. It I» also insulated tram the boKilB. 

The operation is as folic »s (See Hgure 3, Sehemtio)t The ralay is ef- 

fectively a singl« pole dan&le thro» action. The relay is placed in the line 
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betveon thf> power cou-oe and the load, which in this ease Is the •lectro- 

«xplosive devieo (5KD) and would be located as near to the SED as prastieal 

for naximuw effeetivenass.   'flion tha esntacts are In the nomally closed 

position, the r^ is Isolated naoianioalTy by the plunser or inovlng contact 

being held a^aAnst tJie eortcav! seat or barrier.   This th*n has the positive 

effect of shorting the termi-wls of the ^t>. 

If fiM lln« to the relay »cnulr»»9 spurious hlsh fire^iMney «iMTgles above 

the pass band, this en9i'.jy will be disslimttd by the .««»etanoe of the relay 

at low freuendes and by the skin effect of the brass bobbin at the hlgbar 

frecjuenoies.   Thn attewaatlon of tee hiffher i'v^t^iAts therefore liMftaSAt 

by thfl square root of toe frequonsy or U ■ KV?, 

'(Jhan a pulse of direct current is passed ♦'-a-eush Ute coil vlth tttffleicRt 

wasnitud« and duration to cause the plunger to nave toward the fisted eoataeti 

the short aeross the 531) is reneved and direct ooatoet tern äs« SR5 to ttw» 

power ssuree is then \ 

the min effort of H^in was to earry ths dwelapwant of the «tginal 

relay as left by 'Am Gotwander >ay to a polst «rttere it is a praetietl pre» 

dactlon deviea. 

This wold necessarily inel-jde a stotäy of the theory ami Un&taUons of 

thn «odstlni» drrt-».   Other «cnsldectiiMS and areas of inveatleation wwe a« 

followst 

1. !'«t«rial eharactwristiea le attemiat« radio fPaqasRolex. 

2. Optiniae site rtlatlonaliif«» 

3. Soil wmdlng MUiods. 

*,   Flatias and dapoaitad eoatlngs. 

5. Qealtei snaturials. 

6. Spring aiatorlals. 
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Th» specifications In general ware as followsi 

i.  SatsaAajaaii 

Th« operate tima should be «M (1) nUllseeond so •• to be compatible 

with most ourrent ueapoDS« 

Ibis requirenrnt «ms neeessary M that the firing elroults weald not 

•see" the additional eowpojwat and Mold not «ffeet the nrln? of the 

3. mv 
The relay had to be as «Mil as praeUeal «iwe there are installations 

nher« spae« is at a 

0. 

ttm relay has to atteimate and distipato at least 10 watts of 

In the 

•Ot» raUy has to be able to dtUver to «M SD 100 «Mttt far one (1} 

.   (Gmttaot «wrreat »use will be tern 1.5 to 20.0 ^perM D.C.J 

«Iroraft paner ^eraUoB of 88 T SC. 

af^isa^e recp&remutt of MTUI-sm. 

f. 

8. Msutm* 
me mt9 is ««aoted to mtm • rAiäbla «leetrleal eentaet ft» one 

ttien at its Hwta» oastaot ratHi«. 
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9«    Cgiys, trillion! 

The rf;l»y will be hermetically sealtd wiüi a four W pin input eon- 

nsctor and a two (2) pin output oonneotor, Th« four pin eonMetor is to 

be used rathsr than a threo (3) pin so that ther« will be flwdbility in 

wiring Hie fix into th? olreuit. 

gSSIOtt APPRQIHg} 

Frow our ?»st eje^oriimo«, «* havj found that relays «sing a penstBant 

mat;n»t for biaslnr have » meh faster operat« tliw than thos« «sins a spring 

for blasinc.   Thar« ar« two naln rsssons toe this ftot«!» op«pat« tins.   One 

reason 1» th» prinoipl« that, like poles repel,   ft« second ie that the restrain- 

ing force is rwjwod is you awe away fror, the perraansnt sagnst.   Because of 

those principles, our first design eoneept ms a pennanent MftMt btajnd 

eeaslal relay.   Figure 4 shows this basle design.   l«.th the relay in the un- 

enereiwd position, the magnet is held against the ««at by the pmmaiw 

When the ooil is «nergised, its sw^wtio field oppose« the field of the 

nent msmi d-ivinj ths plunger forward as Is shemw in Ftgm* 5.   «»w is 

an additional el«etro<^azn«Ue attrwtio» at the oontaet fie«,   figure 6 

the eoa<Ul relay in the «nergistd :*«ltion.   Xt operated satlsftoterlly txoapt 

tut tt» plnnser *»ld stiok in thi energised poslUoB «VCB «Hen fJtm tail ma 

de-amrgised.   ^caMiaing the aagnetle etrewit, we ftoan>< that «m haS • low r*- 

l-jictano« aasneUe path «rewd tht coll tlawgh the tip and tmsk to the other 

aid« of the na^et aa ahem in Kgnro 7.   ttlth tide jaOi Vmr* «as too littl* 

permanent naßnet attftetl»« fore« at the seat to retern the plaager to it« 

original position.   To «linSnate this it ma dcoidad t« «UM two ii^topendsnt 

»aitneue eiraiits as sh^wn in figart 8.   This we«14 hmre tots rapoUing Ibroe 
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than the first design when the unit Is snergiaed, but the effect of the 

peded movement of the pXonger will still enhance the operate tt-ne. Figure 9 

shows the separate masnetic elreuits in the energized position. 

Concurrently, we carried • parallel developnent of a spring biased relay 

which was more similar in design to the original invention. Uses« were both 

to be brought up through the final testing so that in Uta event that the an. 

usual high frequency test reqairemsnts eaused a failwe, «• would have a baek- 

up. If both relays fared equally in a teehnioal sense, other oonsiderations 

such as relative cost, material availability, and ease of prodoetion will be 

evaluated. 

•Jith these design principles in mind, it was necessary to determine bow 

big tlte relay should be$ type of wagnetie materials to user type of insulation 

needed; and contact Material 

BMIf.MSyM 

Siset 

To detend.ne the sis« of the coaxial relay, w» had to consider two (2) 

innortant facts:   1 - Äe relay mnst be wmVL mm&   to be ns«] in soBwrtat 

limiUad space t   2 - It also mtst be large snea^i so that it can dissipate ten 

(10) watts of HF power.   Because of available «snneetors, it was decided to 

make tho relay one-half (|) ineh in diamter.   This, we fait, would handle the 

ten (10) watts of W fame.   The proportions of the «ml, that is, Ute ratio 

of coil lerirth to mean coil dianeter will affect to sane extent the effideney 

of th» elBetrw^gpst.   For a short «leotromgnet sudi as the ooaxlal relay, the 

optiimm proportion is obtained with a length of about one and one-half (1|} 
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tines the m-j-.n cilRr.ct-r,    Thus, it vras decided tliat the cell length should t« 

one-half (J) Ineh. 

Ihf-n.py.e liiterial; 

In the past, we havt oonduotccl extensive studiGB into different types of 

nrt-n-tio nivtArial.",    .-h have fcyr«-' tha* All-j-heny Relay Five Iron which is a 

silicon steel is one of the best natiriais to be used *" this type of applica- 

tion.    Relay Five Iron has very lew residual magnetism and a very high sstura- 

tion point.,   A nlo'el iron material such as '»750 h«.s a low saturation point, 

and -Tcrjlri tpnd to ~ive a nlw^er operat' tir».   Tests were conducted or. the 

relay tc cows^iv» 'd-O iron arid Rcliy Five Iron,   The r^stdts of these tests 

indicated tiv»1 of the trm, ^elay 7ivc Iren is the appropriate magnetic wa- 

terl^l to «f.e, 

Coalact ffiierial,! 

Tlie eentaetri en ths loajdal ^cl-ij; yvst be eaj:«v.l- of earryins high cur- 

rent, and also wet mintain lew resäst.nne«.   Sons oentaet mnteriale dtevel«fi 

hi";h resist-nee hr-sus« of th» forr.'.ien of lnc>rr;cnie films such a." OKädes, 

rulfiden an;' eart.oritT,   'Wie rvvtals in the plstimsw srouji develop hi^v 

reslst.nace frorr. o^ar;!" filT-r.,   Silver Is ruhjeet to Inoppanie fllM but not 

to or-snic fllss.   "old is nol TOVi'rct to «"anic or inorjanle flljne but tas 

r-orr wsr cJ.irs'TterJs'le»,   A eontaet. o' silver 'dth a ^old protective costini; 

Mill "Ave the relay M^h siirrrnt paprctiy ar/ -Ino nalntain Iw resintanor, 

laaslaiiau 
Meleetrlr rf^ulr^iienfs for *'.r relsy s,rr. sa& that it •^,11 i-lthsti»«! 

ICOf volt"! hetween ihs eell «r/ thr beT-Hn snd 50« voltp h^t.-.rer'« the eontnets 

(pl"jn.:'r an-' ''vr) »nd be>-Mn.   r-e? eur e^erlenee, 'r. hsvo found that s 

oo'tir.-' o'" T^^lor or the wall o.* tb" bo'Mn will »i *■.hs♦■^'>', v 1WW volt br«a!'- 

dwn tnit.   A? "''•f3«i is al^o a »"oo^ ^ea^•5n"; svrf^iee beoKUse of its \m eoef- 
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ficisnt of friction, we fait that it would be an exosllent material to uss on 

the plunjsr to insulate it from the bobbin. Peeause the plunger had to have 

some areas which had to be insulated and seme plated for good contact a better 

method of insulating had to be found. The snail sl«e of the bobbin made it 

impractical to try to insulate its ID with Teflos. It was felt that an almlnun 

bobbin instead of the brass bobbin would not change the attenuating character- 

istics of tho relay. Aluninum bobbins can be insulated by anodissing. 

It was found that standard anodizing procedures would not produce an 

insulation that would meet our dielectric requirements. A special hard coat 

anodized as done by Sanford Aluminum Processing Company of Chicago gave us the 

dielectric requirements necessary on the ID of toe bobbin but this was «sly 

after we changed materials. We started our investigation using • series 20 

aluminum which contains a high content of copper, this copper causes voids in 

anodising giving it a poor insulating quality. A pure alwdnum sueh as 1100 

does not have these voids and will give «teellent results but Is very peer tor 

naehlning. 60Q. aluRdnun which does not contain any copper and is not diffi- 

cult to machine em also be used. This gave us the 500 volt breakdown require- 

ment between the plunger and the bobbin but not the 1000 volt between the cell 

and the bobbin, so it was decided to Maintain a Teflon coating in the eoll «re« 

of the bobbin. 

Figure 10 is our original design for the pemanent nagnet eoa£Ul relay. 

It has the barrier across the output end ana the open centact inside the coll. 

The peraanent laagnet material for biasing the relay is Atole? 6. Alidoo 6 

was ptekad because Its fielJ strength can be adjusted easily and thereby adjust- 

ing the holding force em tho pitin^er. Reviewing the dsMenetlelng curve for 

Alnico 6,  it can be noted that Its Held strength can be reduced gradually as 
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relay with the brass bobbin cuts off at the lodest ft-eqnenoy. With an alimdnum 

bobbin, it cuts off at a slightly higher ft-equenoy, bat Vim spring typ« with 

a brass bobbin cuts off at a still higher frequency. In all three eases, this 

cutoff point is trail within the audio frequency rang» and «HI not decrease the 

effectiveness of the relay. 

Temperature cheeks were sade on the relays with 4 KC Impressed 

coll and it was found that with 10 watts the relay teiaperatare «me ar.proaching 

500° F. This lad to an Investigation of high tamperatare magnet wire. 

Cerauic insulated magnet wires were Investigated. They have tcMpwratore 

rating of 6500 to 1000° P. Otm disadvantage is that the eerasdc has poor »ölstwe 

resistance and the ceils weald have to be encapsulated. Another disadvantage 

is Its cost. Sven in large quantities the cost for the nagnet wire alone would 

be $5,00 per relay. 

We also Investigated the «»e of anodlsed altaiims» »«net wire. It has a 

teaperature rating of 1000° F. msadvsmtages of aeediaed alnds»» wire am 

that It require« epeeial soldering te«äirt.qi»s, hresks «wily and has hi ^1 re 

sletanee. Its cost per relsgr would be awsroKtaately $1.00. 

Seflon insulated nagnet wire has a tempwature rating of only 000° F and 

Its cost per relay would be approatiBately $.20. This cmH be used it the 

tesi|jerature of the relay la deerwis^ wh« the ease and eoaneetera are added 

but most aagtiet wire nsnufaetercrs do net reoesNwna its use. They reeorsmmd 

using JO. InmXfttcd magnet wire. ML Insulation is a polyinld resin that has 

the highest theraal eapaMlites ami AOBICEI stability of any available organla 

film insulation. Its tei^wature rating Is k$f t and its cost per relay 

would be less than $.05, unless the final tei^ierature of the relay is higher 

than antlelpated, ML Insulated «gnet wire will be used on the relay. 
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As the relay's m^dnvca tenpepat.ur^ 5.s approach!rw; the upper l.ivit of 

Teflon, it 'Wf necessary to l-nvesti^te other t;rr.es of insulatlnf; nnt.erlsls. 

Cne prcmisin» tnsulatin,'- material was Boryl.    ^Viis is a net-r ' r-orro.-.etting 

resin w.t'e by '.'ostin^hoiwe.   '.Ihile it is o'-nsidered i Class "K" material, the 

tests have proven that It is n'.eehanically stable up to $75   F ranre.    Other 

ad^'antajas of T)oryX are its hijh hording strenr-th and la-r cost,    "osts are 

beinr; conr'ueted to decide whether Doryl is equal or superior to Te 'Ion, 

Spriiyt; 

For the spHnr- 'iassd coa>lal relay it is ne-^rsary that the 3-.r^r» 

material maintain its fore« for axtended Intervals even «t hi;h t-Tipratares. 

BltUoy, a cobalt nickel alloy nanuftcfcursd by "ilcin Katlonal 'fatch Cmptxift 

can satisfy these roquiretnents.   Sljiloy i>ms develcr-ed by ^l;tn te solve the 

preblwr. of Mdnsprlng br«a!'a^e that plagued the wttefc industry,   Aft.er years 

of t'-stln^'ljilo;' <ras used for the orljjlnel "unbreakable nsinsprine".   Tests 

have proven that Slgiloy retains its power orer 275:1 longer than earbor. steel 

and even retains It nt ter.poratures «p to 1000 ?,   Tt is ^Iso T>et..m«tnetle 

and h?« eKcellent corrosion reslst'nao,   ft» to t.veae nrxollsnt proper Lies, 

21j^.l^y •411 vo ao->d as "är ■vA'ini; naterlsl, 

"be coa: iai r>?lay Is ^sp^t-J to ovor-iHa •«atisr-jotarlly in a^^s^tvi!-:; of 

Salt Spray, Hlsh Huiddity and Dust.   Therefore, Un r=!lay contacts should ba 

protTo!,.->- -rro-.". tills w/iroa-.-mt 'oy hernitle^ll,/ se-^llr^j»   "JO ■■c'-Uods are boi-!« 

eonsidBrinJ for s^alln;: tin soa.d-.l rs3tsy.    Tliey aro* floldarinn .••nd a Haatlsssa 

3*\i metlwd. 

Hje soliin'iRg «• bm.irtc nafuod o*1 mnllnt; thp ■•■fXwj is •'.«ille '"o.'.i-wn. 

It's dl «idv-mtv:: la ^Ua f'»et ttot »a^'j ar-1 «i-sjt-rd '•/ ti.-» '.n»'inv; ruv;  rill 

causo ■jOBti.Aaa'lon of tlje eoataats.   ""ris 1J-■;•.■ p.-oduotlsn j'iolJ .«nd nlio 
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redness the quality of the relay. In addition, such processing aethods involve 

extensive fixturing and time consuming operations to produce a good seal* 

The asELtless seal is a crteping method of sealing the unit «hich has 

been developed by Standard Steel Conpany for the use on transistors. This seal 

will meet and exceed Federal Specifications MIL.S?D~202B, Msthod 107a. Figure 

Ik  shows this method of sealing. "Ehe important element. In the heatlPss se?1 

is the unique configuration of the caps seal rings that first bottoms in the 

annular groove in the mounting base and then curled up under applied mechanic*! 

pressure as displaced base metal is pressed in over it. The seal Is enhanced 

by the spring-like seal ring's attempt under residual stress to return to its 

original form. This method of sealing will require extensive testing before 

we will consider using It cm the relay. While the first coaxial relay will be 

sealed by braslng, we feel confident that this seal can be developed and «111 

be later incorporated into the design of the coaxial relay. 

Figure 15 shows the latest design of the laasnetie biased coaxial relay. 

laa will note this design carries two independent magnetic drcnit« as dis- 

cussed previously. So as not to load the plunger and increase operate time 

a spring was used to connect the plunger to the connector. It has been so 

designed as to put minimum tension on the plunger and still be capable of 

carrying the «urrent necessary to detonate the weapon, 

ngare 16 shows the latest design of the spring biased coaxial relay, 

fh« spring ttsed on this relay is »ludlar to the «« used on the »agnetlc relay 

•xeept that it Is under tension to hold the plunger against the seat. 
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Rolays of both designs have been sent to Pranklis Institute for testing 

to Insure that the relay will attenuate the RF as so Intended. Figure 17 

shows a ccreplated Coaxial Relay. In conclusion I would like to say we be- 

lieve we have a coaxial relay which will provide you coniplet« RF Isolation up 

to the Instant of operation. It will also prevent premture ftinctlonliig by 

RF energy above the band pass characteristics. It Is small si» and should be 

easy to insert in any existing weapons or any nm design. It Is • sensitiv« 

unit and requires compar.'».ively little current so that If It Is inserted into 

the firing line of an existing weapon, it will not effect Its operation. Also 

it will not effect the operation because of Its fast operate tine. 

Figure 1.  Original Coaxial Relay 
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19.    LOW BAND PASS TRANSFORMER 

Amnon Gordon 

Weston Instrumonts and SUetroaies 

Division of Uaystrom laeorporatcd 

N^w&rk, New J«rg»y 

SUMMARY 

Radio frcqu«ney •l«ctrMa»gn.«tic sradiatioB from i 

tjf&asmitt«JT« ha« b««n »hown to eaoa« aceid«ittd £iriag of «loetricftUy In- 

itiated •isplsiiv« devieot. Aa «ffeetivo •alutioa to f»ot«rt iMlt dwrfeti 

and other «yal«!»« feu be«» «oneoivod and d*v«to^>d ia a form of a •mall 

traaalonnar. 

Tl» traaafomior utilisot a aoa-forroat matal ■Mold feotw««» primary and 

•«cendary wladinga which eaataa a rodwetien of tho power traaamittad ia 

th« it^p band of fro^iMaelaa.   Tha oporatie« «i tin« traaalownor ia the 

;«•• hand of fro^uaacias, hammv»*, U not I 

aaggygTioN 

Syatam« otiliaing Mgh powor r-f gaaorating «^tt^mai« ar« baiag iu«d ia 

•vor laereasiag mmihart.   Tho powar ^aaarattog aquipBMat« prataat a 

dittlcaU prohlim to tha woap^t daalgaai.   ft has tota aatabltalMd tkM a 

latmUeaal radiatioa from radio fraqtiaaey ( 
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actual ftring of electrically initiated explosive devices or damage their 

mechanism.   Protecting ordnaac« devices from these and other spurious 

energies is therefore of paramount importance.   The simplest and most 

direct solution to the r-£ basard problem is to shield the entire system. 

In most cases, however, this is highly impractical if not virtually impos- 

sible.   Another solution is to apply restriction at the sourc« (•! the «pari- 

ou8 energy.   This is undesirable because it might curtail the operation of 

the power source. 

Most electrically initiated explosive devices (ESB) and ether "loads" are 

conUiMä In metal east«, »ad, except for the r-£ lt«k where the leadt 

enter, provide their own shielding.   These leaks may be stopped by the 

use of suitable r-f rejection devices which out be tostrted Mo the line 

Just befora the SED and wMeh will reflect or abeorb most of the r-f «aergy. 

E)dstt»g devices of similar ftmetioas are limited to speeifSe 

only.  An ultimate device is one that can be used for gentf»! t 

and, heeee, becomes a standard Item for the weapea ieeigner.  A device 

ef Üds nature It the Low Band Ms« Traaafermer, wU«k has beta con- 

ceived, developed and sueeessluUy tested for the epecilic psrpoa« el pro- 

tecting electrically Initiated explosiv« device«. 

Under the U.S. Navy Hasard of Eleetremagnetle Radisttoa ta < 

Program, the Low Band Fas« Tranafermer wa« easeeived by Wiag Cem- 

Regtoald I. Gray of the Royal Air Fore«.   The invcattai ^ < 
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mimd«r Cray, a« 8tat«4 in U.S   Navy Cat« No. 33459, pertain« to * »maU 

power tran«£9rm«r designed to «Uanvate «-£ power without »fleeting t&e 

operation of the traneiormer in the paas band of frequeaciea. 

"The primary object for which it has been deiigned k to provide i 

protection in a-e firing eireuitt of weapon eleetroeiqAseive device« (E£D} 

again«« «porioas induced enerfic« from eleetr«aagn«tie M 

UMITAHON OP Kxmtma DEVICES 

The general «olutien to the Haaard «I Eleetromagiwlic Radiatt«» to < 

»equire« pr^eetion at all frwiuencie« above a neznleal frefuency la the re- 

glMt of 10 to ISO ke/s.  U 1« »l»e realised that the Impedasees of to« »pmei- 

mm electremagnMie geaenrtera may have any vtlse fria« • few tenths «f «a 

«ten to tnegoha« «nd will generally be eempien. ^elattag device« that may 

•xUbit eharaetorlitic« for toe protoctio» of «ysto 

gle« do aet «atiafy the above reftttremeato. Sem« ef Ö» devieee < 

Itoltatew arc luted below: 

Low PM« N«wf K»«igativ Electric Füt«r«t 

The«« lUter« genaraUy comprise a cemtitaMleB of coll« awl 

pertofiaaace ^ which depend« «pe» their ability to < 

pedutee mtomatcb batwaea generator« and load« of ■pecifled ; 

thereby reaiilttng to {mraly reflective «ttesnatioa.  They «re sHelMe to thto 

partkmlar fr^tieacto«. tep«t impedance of the fUtor am bt m^eted by tts 
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conjugate impedanc« and the filter become* a matching ■eetioa.   Sa thi* 

case, all the power will b« dissipated la the load.   Commercial practice 

is to use 50 ohms impedances in the measuring system for insertion lost. 

Hence, a filter with a high Insertion loss In a 50 ohm system might have 

practically no loss in a system of higher or lower Impedance. 

Low Pass Dissipative Electric Tütersi 

These filters are a combination of low pass non-dlssipative «leetrie filter* and 

attenuators.   They may be used under rlosely controlled eoaditloaa.   At 

some frequencies, the filter may exhibit band pass characteristics and 

may yield a net insertion gain if the reflective insertion gain is greater 

than the dissipative insertion loss.   Other band pass eharaeterlsties may 

result from changes in component impedance with variation of frequency. 

Capacitors may bseome inductive, inductances may be reduced by self» 

capacitance, and resistors may become reactive.   Furthermore, a filter 

that provides real attenuation at a particular inqprnaef, when using a low im« 

pedaacc load, may give a slpdfisaat gate wh«a s high impedaaee load Is 

used. 

Slectro-mechaBical Filtere» 

(e.g. Heae-eleetrk, meehaisieal vibrationdevieet, etc.).   Theta filters 

nauaEy have good law fircfoeaey band pus c&airaeteritttes, however, they 

do aat provide the retired atop band eharaetarlatl««. 

Broad Band Atteanator«» 

These devises are twalesa IMP M* applteaäaa toeawra äMy lash th« ro- 
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quired low pass characte.'Utic«. 

Conventional Tranaforwr»; 

Conventional transformer« deliver power over a wide rang» ol frequeaeiee. 

Their efficiency fall« off rapidly at high frequency becauee of iron and 

copper lo»»e».   Unfortunately! apaeitive eeupling between winding* eaueea 

power transfer at the higher frequencies, particularly in the •ymmatriCi 

co-axial mode in which the driving voltage appears between line and shield. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE LOW BAND PASS TRiNSrORMRR 

The low band pass transformer which was developed for the Naval Weapons 

Laboratory has been found to be as effective component to protect «leetrically 

initiated explosive devices from spurious energies. 

During the pass band mod« of operation. UM transformer fuaeUcms in a 

conventional manner with reduced efficiency due to the proximity of the 

windings and slae and composition of the ferromagnetic parts.  At higher 

frequencies, the shield attenuates the magnetic flux produced by the stop 

band signals, preventing any coupling between primary and secondary wind- 

ings.   The attenuation increases with frequency in aceerdaaee with the law 

of induction described below. 

The attenuation of the field of the primary winding in passing through a son- 

magnetic shield follows the well known law of propagation in metals.   The 

general theory deals with the propagation of the «lectro-magaetle wave in 
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a continuous medium. 

The electro-magnetic characteristics of the shield with various freqneneles 

follows the law of Induction of current passing through a medium at depth 

s.   This can be expressed as: 

l.U.-V^      e    ^-V^""») 

Equation 1 

Where: 

i > the currant just inside ths boundary 

u » permeability of the medium (henry/meter) 

w » 2 TT f (f»cps) 

c « conductivity of the medium (mho/meter) 

The second exponential term represents the periodic variation of the currents 

the second term in the bracket is the phase angle of the current at a depth 

a with respect to the surface current 10. 

The first exponential term indicates the damping or decrease in current 

amplitude with an increased depth a.   The damping wilt also increase with 

the frequency.   Since magnetic flux obeys the same equations as the currenti 

the induction inside a non-magnetic medium will also decrease as the fre- 

quency increases. 

The analysis above well demonstrates the theory behind the Low Band Pass 
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Transformer that is, for a certain shield thickness, the attenuation at 

low frequencies may be nil, but as the frequency increases, the attenu- 

ation will increase rapidly. 

Figure 1 illustrates the detail construction of the low band pass trans- 

former.   It is rated for continuous operation at 10 watts in the stop band 

of frequencies.   The transformer is hermetically sealed and measures 

1. 38 inches in diameter by 2.0 Inches long. 

The device comprises the following parts: 

Ferromagnetic Cere; 

The material and construction of the core must produce minimum eddy 

current losses during the pass band mode of operation.   A laminated con- 

struction would have resulted in high efficiency, but because of the lamin- 

ations, shielding the primary and secondary windings is not possible. 

A study of different core materials, such as Mu-metal, Supermalloy, 

Alnieot Silicene Steel, Hlperco, Cold-Rolled Steel, Iron, etc., indicated 

that the more ductile metaJsexhibit the best characteristics.   The sUe et 

the core has some affect on the performance of the transformer.   A 

shorter core provides a shorter path for the magnetic flux, thereby de- 

creasing the amount of losse» doe to eddy currents,   Slottixtg the core also 

reduces eddy current losses, however, the reduction was only slight, and 

did net warrant the increased expense involved.   2a addition, at same 

point along the core length, the slots will hav« to be discontinued to pro- 
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vide complete shielding between the windings. 

Non-ferromagnetic Metal Shield! 

The transformer core must not permit any flux established by the r-f stop 

band signals from leaking the secondary winding because of the attenuation 

and losses produced by eddy currents and magnetic hyrt^eeis.   The aon- 

ferr©magnetic shield must protect the secondary winding from the magnetic 

flux established by the stop band excitation.   The shield performs this 

function by attenuating the flux thus avoiding any coupling with the second- 

ary coil.   While protecting the secondary wiading from r»f signals, tiw» 

shield must permit the maximum magnetic flux to circulate between the 

windings is the pass band of frequencies.   It is of utmost importance that 

the shield be mechanically secured to the case and the core is order to 

provide complete shielding between the input and the output signals.  A 

non-ferromagnetic material must be used to avoid shortening the magnetic 

circuit between the windings.   From Equation 1, it is evident that the at- 

tenuation is a function of the permeability, conductivity, and tMckness of 

the shield.   Different shield materials will require different thlekaesses 

in crder to yield the same attenuation. The final selection of the shield de- 

pends largely on the feasibility from a metallurgleal and metal-workiag 

point of view. 

The importance of the non-ferrous «Held in the construction of the trans- 

former is well demonstrated by comparing the two curves in Figure 2. 

The transformer containing the aen-ferrou« shield exhibits similar char- 

acteristics in the pass band to the transformer eenstrueted withsut the shield. 
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In the stop band, the attsmsatlon of the transform<:r without the ghtald in- 

creases slightly and then starts to fall off, due to eapacitive coupling. 

The attenuation of the transformer containing the shield, however, in- 

creases steadily.   Figure 3 demonstrates the variation in the performance 

of the transformer for various shield material» having the stsie thicknesses. 

The material havingthe lowest conductivity exhibited the highest attenuation. 

This is expected since the conductivity is inversely proportic-aal to the Cepth 

of penetration, as sho^vn by Equation 1.   For all practical purposes, the 

permeability of these metals is 1.0. 

Case and Covers; 

The case and covers of the transformer prpvld» r-f shielding for the second- 

ary winding In the stop band of frequencies.   They also furniih a magnetic 

path for the üvac produced by the primary winding in (he pass band.   Although 

ductile metals, which were mentioned in the diseucsioa of th>» core, provides 

the necessary characteristics, the final selection of the material depends 

on how etutüy it can be assembled, formed, br4s<id, etc.   The same material 

was selected for the construction of the core ens« and covers, ta order to 

prdvida » homogenous path lor the magnetic flux. 

The surface el the t/aasformer must be suffieimtly large to conduct the 

heat produced by the losses. The overall else wca also a function of the 

coils dimeaaioas. 
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Primary and Secondary Coüs; 

The design of th« coils is mainly a function of the input and output require- 

ments.   The impedance of the primary windings determines th« amoast of 

power received from a fixed voltage source.   To obtain the maximum ef- 

ficiency, the impedance of the secondary winding must match the lead re- 

sistance.   The turns ratio between the primary and secant »sy ceils must 

yield th."- maxlm<jm transformation of power in the pass band.   The wire 

used to wind the coils was of a size to withstand the continuous current In 

the stop band, and contained the proper insulation to withstand continuously 

the temperature resulting from the losses as well as the ambient tempera- 

ture.   The efficiency of the transformer in the pass band depends largely 

upon the flua: linkage between the wtodings.   Unfortunately, it is Impractical 

to wind the coils concentrically and still maintain shielding between the 

windings.   The minimum clearance between windings will produce the 

greatest resultant efEeieney.   Within physical Umitatleas thlimar eAÜa 

having larger diameters produced better eoupUsg and higher effideaqr 

at the pass band el frequencies. 

Connectors! 

The device cannot be useable unless provisions are made to permit it to be 

easily connected to the system.   To accomplish these requiremoata, the 

transformer la terminated by two hermetically scaled glasa eoBneetors.   The 

input connecter la a atandard type which mates a standard eablt Jack.   The 

output connecter la a special r-f type which also mates a ataadard r-f cable 

jack.   The r-f eenneeter insures the complete shielding ef ihm system fresn 

r-f energy, providing proper «Melded cables aad emmeeters are used te 
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deliver the output signal to the load. 

Characterlgtica and Properties; 

Some characteristics of the transformer are tonoastrated In Figure 4 

and 5.   the power frequency characteristics of the low baud pass trans» 

former for 45 watts of input power are shown in Figure 4.   Hi« solid liae 

curves represents the total powe:- loss and the input and output power, 

while the dotted line curves represent the core losses and the copper 

(i^R) loss.   The copper loss is high at low frequencies, due to the high 

input current.   At high frequencies, the current Is reduced eesuiideraUy 

and with it the copper loss.   The core losses exhibit the opposit« «JMW- 

actaxiaties since they are a function of the frequency rather than ÜM eur- 

rent.   It can be seen that the minimum losses occur at 400 cps appraxi* 

matclyi the frequency at which minimum attenuation ia required. 

Referring to Figure S, it may he of interest to note that alia type of trans« 

icrmer has the inherent charaeteristies shows in the pass hand,   Thm 

frequency of minimum attemation may be varied slightly bstWMB 200 and 

1000 cps, but ate general shape of the curve will remain the Mm«. 

Density vs core loss characteristics and frequeaey vs cor« loaa rihftfMtov« 

isttes are shown in Figure 6 and 7.   These charactrrlette* d«m«B«ttr«t« 

the magnetic properties of the device.   At SO hUoUaes/ia^ wbO« tSw 

frequency increased five times, ft« core loss incMaaed by • iMfeof of ton. 

Another important aspect of the performanc« is the tompoyattaso vavtatkm. 
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The two curves in Figure 8 demonstrate the variation o£ temjerature rise 

and the maximum temperature with ambient temperature.   With an increase 

in ambient temperature, the temperature rise decreases and the maximum 

temperature increases.   The maximum temperature as a function of time is 

shown in Figure 9.   This temperature is well within the temperature limita- 

tion of all the individual parts. 

Performances: 

The Low Pass Band Transformer had been designed to have the following 

characteristics: 

1. With an input power of 45 watts at 28 vslte 400 cps, the 

transformer will deliver, to a one ohm resistive load, a 

minimum of 11.3 watts (6 db) for a period of 1.0 milli- 

second minimum. 

2. The transformer will withstand 100 waits of input power for 

a minimum of 1.0 millisecond ever the frequency range of 

100 cps to 10  ke /s   (pass band). 

3. The transformer will dissipate continuuunly 10 watts of 

incident power over the frequency range of 100 ke/s to 10 kme/s. 

The attenuation at these frequencies ■will be 40 db miaimam, 

ENVIRONMENT AL PEÄFOSMANCB 

To determine ».He envtrenmental performance of the low band pass trans- 

former, a group of prototype units were subjected to tests in accordance 

with applicable portions of specification MIL-STC-202B. 
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These tests Included:  vieual and mechanical examination, a dielectric 

withstanding voltage of 1000 V rms from terminals to case at 250C, in- 

sulation resistance, hermetic seal test, electrical performance, attenu- 

ation, vibration, shock, salt spray, temperature cycling, immersion 

cycling, moisture resistance aad life. 

None of the units subjected to above tests failed electrically or mecbanlc- 

ally.   It is safe to assume that the device can provide high rtliablUty 

performance. 

CONCLUSION 

Protection of weapons and other systems from spurious r-f energy may now 

be accomplished by using the low band pass transformer.   It has been demon- 

strated that this device will deliver the signals applied to it in the pass band 

of frequencies, while attenuating any r-f energy us the frequency Increase«. 

As the impedance of the generator is not a function in thft design of the trans- 

former, it can be used indescrimlnately with different power eoureee«   The 

reUabillty of performance has been •stablished i» addition t9 the fact that 

all parts used are "state of the art" material, which have been used la the 

past under similar conditions. 
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19. DISCUSSION 

Kr. Brown asked how far the transfomar could b« motmled tmm 

the EED and hew these black boms imposed between the firing switch and 

the EED would affect syatem checkout. Mr. Stegner said that the transformer 

was checked out against specifications and not against field conditions per 

se. As far as system checkout is eoncenad, he has no ansmer. 

Mr. Meyer of BJorkste Research eoomnted that credit for this 

device should go to EJorksen and specifically to Dale KoUhbeek t&o con- 

ceived the idea in 1961. This cosoent «as aade for the record. 

Consaander Gray, for the record, apologised for having conceived this in 

England in 1957. 

A question was than asked concerning dlaenalons of the device. 

Mr. Stegner said it was 1.28 inch«» in disaster by 2 inches long. There 

is no «atiaat« of what it would coat to mass produce this item at this 

titse. It was said that th« cost would hm dependent upon the cost of the 

relays and connecters, the device could conceivably be put into the fuse 

without connectors to save apace. 

Mr. C. Blank asked if these wits wer« subjected to vibration, 

drop or shock tests. The reply «as that the unit was subjected to 40 G of 

vibration at 2000 or 3000 cycles. So drop test to dates sam are planned. 

Mr. Blank cosamtted that he had a solenoid failure frost a 2 foot drop test. 

Wing Cffilr. Gray cemented that the E£® should be r«aoved fron 

any secondary heat source because of the danger of cook-off. 

Mr. Salisbury of Lawrence Radiation laboratory asked if a 

sagnetio material had been used for tits shielded transforaer. The answer 

was that the material served to short out sons of the flux. Cotedr. Gray 

added that of aaay saterials tried, the nwfWreus ones are the best 

canpraBise. The RF attenuation cm be obtained by incressliig permeability 

or deereaslng the thietoes» or vice versa. A eoasent was made that an 

efficient device had been developed using thin «agnstio films. 

Mr. Blank asked if aiqr thought had b««n given to protecting the 

EESD during servicing or replace««*. The answer was that there was not but 
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there is obviously a point to designing the BED lead with proper shielding 

to obviate RF pick up. 

It was stated that the most vulnerable time in margr missile 

applications occurs when the BED is taken from its safe container, the 

shunt removed and it is installed in the firing system while the missile 

is on the launching pad. 

It was agreed that this is a major problem and Cndr. Gray commented 

that not all of the problems would be solved today. 

A question was asked concerning the power requirments of the 

solenoid and the BED. The answer was that direct  current is used but the 

magnitude is determined for each specific application. The power sources 

for the solenoid and the squib could be different ones. The choice of the 

firing source is left to the user. It may oe a capacitor, battery or 

transformer. The main action here is in arming. 
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20.   RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE GUARD 

by Karl Kraus,  Chief Engineer of RF Connectors and Allied Products 

Scintilla Division,  The Bendix Corporation 

Introduction 

The need to develop a miniature low-pas» Radio Frequency Attenuator 

or RIG (Radio Interference Guard) stems from the necessity of adequately pro- 

tecting EED (electro-explosive devices) against spurious energies induced into 

their associated circuits by electromagnetic fields.   Generally, shipboard 

radar and communications equipment are the sources of these spurious energies. 

At the present time,  to prevent misfiring of these EED,  the use of equipment 

endangering ordnance operations must be restricted or the ordnance operations 

must be accomplished at a point remote from transmitting antennas.   As a 

result of studies under the U.S. Navy's HERO (Hazards of Electromagnetic 

Radiation to Ordnance) program, this RIG of novel design and capabilities has 

been conceived.   Patent application has been filed at the U.S. Patent Office 

under Navy Case No. 33,460, Patent Serial No. I6J162 by Wing Commander 

R. I. Gray. 

Basic Concept 

The design of the RIG device is based on the concept of enclosing an 

electrical load within a continuous electromagnetic shield of suitable metal and 

thickness, thereby providing adequate protection for the load against all radio 

frequency and electrostatic fields.   This concept is illustrated very simply in 

Figure 1. 
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BASIC CONCEPT OF A RADIO INTERFERENCE GUARD 
Figure 1 

The load is intentionally energized by application of a potential differ- 

ence between points A and B on the exterior of the metal box.    When steady 

state DC is used, an internal potential difference is set up between points C and 

D, which is almost equal to the external potential difference.    Low frequency 

excitation may also be used, and thus a DC step function will pass all except 

its'high frequency components with only little power attenuation.   Furthermore, 

frequencies such as 60 c/s and 400 c/a can be used without serious power loss. 

Design 

The RIG which Scintilla Division is developing consists of a coaxial 

transmission line the length of which can vary from 3 to 10 feet.   This line 

requires an outer conductor of high permeability and an inner conductor of low 

resistivity.   The inner conductor is soldered to the outer conductor on both 

ends of the coaxial line.    The mid-point of the outer conductor is soldered to 

a metallic wall as shown in Figure 2.   Figure 3 represents the DC equivalent 

circuit of the RIG. 
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Operation 

U » DC source is connected between terminals A and B, current flow« 

through the inner conductor.   The only attenuation which occurs results from 

the shunt losses in the outer conductor, which in Figure 3 i» represented by the 

two resistors Rj, and from the series loss of the inner conductor, represented 

by R^.   The mode of operation changes at higher frequencies.   The electro- 

magnetic wave, because it is restricted to the outer conductor surface, propa- 

gates along the outer surface of that conductor.   When the wave has built up a 

sufficient electromotive potential, it propagates from the outside surface 
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Ihruugh tue will towaid the center of the coaxial line.    (See Figure 4.)   In pass- 

in through the wall, the wave is attenuated according to the skin depth equation: 

8 = -L+jL esc ^i+n rz 
pa 

meter/neper or radian 

a =   attenuation function (nepers/meter) 

ß a   phase function (radian/meter) 

A ■   initial permeability (henry/meter) 

a »   conductivity (mho/meter) 

at «   2» x frequency in cycles per second 

This expression describes the distance at which both the electric field (E) and 

the magnetic field (H) are attenuated to e'l   of their respective magnitudes. 

This is also the disUnce at which the phase is retarded by one radian. 

/////./,////// 

^ir/-s 
SECTION I SECTION 11 

AC PROPAGATION 
Figure 4 

A new way« phenomenon is then excited along the inner surface of the 

outer conductor by the attenuated wave. This new wave propagates toward the 

second lection of the RIG where, upon penetration of ft« wall of the outer con- 

ductor from the inside, this wave also undergoes very strong attenuation. 
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The attenuation which takes place as the wave passes through the metal- 

lic barrier is governed by the real part o in accordance with this propagation 

function equation: 

y = a+)ßc~ (i+OpS 

It can be seen that the material which giveti the highest /i «r   product 

will giv.  the maximum attenuation per unit volume. 

The operation of the RIG may be described more simply as "attenuation is 

accomplished by propagation through solid metal". 

Advantages 

Unlike conventional dissipationless filters, the RIG does not rely on 

reflective attenuation for its low-pass performance characteristic and because 

it is a dissipative device, it cannot be rendered ineffective by inadvertent match- 

ing to a radio frequency generating source.   However, the RIG employs reflec- 

tive attenuation in the dissipative attenuation band with the result of increasing 

the probability of protecting itself against overheating by the radio frequency 

generating source. 

OC Analysis 

As was previously mentioned, the DC performance and attenuation is 

dependent on the resistance of the outer conductor (K« ohms/ft), the resistanct 

of the inner conductor (Ca ohms/ft), and the length of the conductors (n-ft). 

AAAAr- 
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V 
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Figure S 
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Expressions were derived by solving the DC network for the inout current 

(i, "amps) and output current (i^ = amps): 

(A) 

/R2(R]+RS) \ 
(  R^    +2RS + RJJ 

/R^! + 2RsRg + RgR2Rs + RSR2 + RgRi + RgRi + RZRA 

(B) i2 = 
RlEg 

/RgR^ZRsRg +RgR2Rg + RgRz + RgRz +RgRi +RERA 

Rl 

The analysis showed that all expressions for current are independent 

of each other and that each contain the variables of n, K. and C.    Thus ex- 

pressions (A) and (B) may be written in terms of these variables and rearranged 

to give the following expressions: 

s     .(Sf.(3 +2T) -"/(sfnCJ  + 2T)2 -4 (IiC] ( 1}>C] + R)T 
{})) 

CnC] < [nC]+R» 

For convenience and facility in obtaining maximum information, the 

quotient of the outer conductor K over the inner conductor C and the product 

of the length n times the inner conductor C were plotted on a single set of 

co-ordinate axes by assignment of a specific value of 0.7S ohm for the load 

resistance Rg.   (0.75 ohm is ths approximate DC resistance of the Mark I squib.) 

The generator voltage E„ is i8 volts and the generator resistance R. is 5 ohms. 

Data obtained from computer runs were used to arrive at the two families of 
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curves for a broad range of values for the input and output currents. (See 

Figure 6.) 

Because intermediate intersection points can always be interpolated, 

these curves give all possible solutions to the circuit.   However, additional 

conditions were imposed on the analysis in order to determine which portions of 

the curves were most suitable. 

One condition imposed was that of cable geometry.   Because RF atten- 

uation is a function of outer conductor thickness (^s inches), a relationship w»» 

derived between the lumped parameters-^jr the resistance per foot of the inner 

conductor C, and the thickness of the outer conductor t^. 

pww :i 

Figure 7 

(E) tcj = §f f M +l nrj 

a)    Mo,  tK(2t + ^c) b)    N = 4t   ^ »n2 

The units of resistivity fi »re ohins-inch«s2/ft. with the retult th»t 

the insolation thickness t and the thickness of the outer eondnctor tjj »r« thick- 

nesses In inches and C in ohms/ft.   Expression <E) makes it potaibt« to plot 

— as a fuactloa of C when the insolation t. the resistivity of «he «it«r coadoetor 
C 
p     and resistivity of the ianar conductor   p   art fixed. Savaral curvai, aae!» 
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for a different material,  of this function were plotted.    (See Figure 8.) 

The information obtained from these curves shows that, for increased 

RF attenuation,  it is better to work in the lower regions of the curve,    (See 

Figure 6.) 

DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR RIG 

Selection of Coaxial Cables 

The coaxial cable must have a sufficiently high shunt DC resistance to 

enable firing of an EED (electro-explosive device) with reasonable low currents. 

This can be achieved only by making the box (Figure 1) in the form of a thin tube. 

Because attenuation is proportional to the square root of the conductivity, use 

of a higher resistivity material to increase resistance would defeat the prime 

requirements for high attenuation and therefore is not permissible ,   Further- 

more, because direct current resistance is inversely proportional to wall 

thickness, whereas RF attenuation is an exponential function of the thickness 

(e'".i),   it is not permissible to obtain high resistance in a short length by 

decreasing the wall thickness.   The DC analysis permits the selection of coaxial 

cables according to information given by extreme points which appeared to be 

limits on the curves (Figures 6 and 6),   The analysis showed that the thickest 

possible wall of the outer conductor will give the maximum RF attenuation and 

the longest possible length of the coaxial cable will give the least DC attenuation. 

Because of design limitations of «ise. DC attenuation, and RF attenua- 

tion, compromise was necessary.   Six designs were selected which made it 

possible to investigate the affect of attenuation on the RIO device based on: 

a. mat^i-ial 

b. cable size 
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c. inner conductor size 

d. cable length 

e. DC resistance; of the outer conductor 

f. wall thickness o£ the outer conductor 

g. permeability of the outer conductor 

Three materials, 99% pure iron, 1010 steel, and Driver Co. 42 alloy, 

were chosen to compare theyutfr product resulting from vanatiuii in conductivity 

and initial permeability. Four coaxial cables with diameter sizes varying from 

0.012 to 0.025 inches, three inner conductors with diameter sizes varying from 

0.008 to 0.015 inches, five coaxial cables with lengths varying from 3 to 10 ft.. 

outer conductors with thickness varying from 0.0015 to 0.005 inches, and 

initial permeability varying from 200 to 30,000 wtre chosen. 

Construction and Size 

An analytical study of heat dissipation for the RIG was conducted in 

order to gain information necessary for •election of a proper sise.   The analysU 

was approximate and contained three variables:   the heat dissipated at the sur- 

face» of the bousing, by the connectors, «*«* Hy the leads. No attempt was made 

to study the temperature gradients inside the RIG itself. 

As a result of this study a small unit, 1. 500 inches long and 0. SS0 inches 

in diameter, and a large unit. 2,100 inches long and 0.750 inches in diameter, 

were selected.   The email unit had power dissipation capabilities of 7 watts and 

the Urge unit, of 10 watts.   Under the conditions of the analytical study these 

devices had surface temperature» of approximately 300eF. 

The construction of the coaxial version of th« RIG it depicted in Figure 

9. This version of the RIG employs a 6 foot long coaxial cable. This caW« hat 

a nominal outside diameter of 0. 018 inch, a nominal 0.003 inch wall, and uses 
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a O.ölu inch copper wire insulated with Silotex.    The exterior of this roaxial 

cable is coated with DuPont ML high temperature polyemide lacquer in order to 

provide the cable with insulation.   Half of the cable is wound in three layers 

onto a ceramic spool.    The two sections of this spool and a metallic disc at the 

mid-point of the spool are held tngether by a metallic rivet.    Thü mid-point of 

the outer conductor of the coaxial cable is soldered to the disc.    The remaining 

three feet of coaxial cable is wound in three layer* onto the second section of 

the spool.   The line is short-circuited at both ends and soldered to the end discs. 

Section I is placed into housing 1 and sealed with solder.   This operation ensures 

an electromagnetic shield between the two sections.   Housing 2 is placed over 

housing 1 and formed over at the end.   To ensure environmental sealing, the 

entire unit is impregnated with a potting compound.   In turn, the filling holes 

are sealed with solder in order to ensure proper shielding. 

RF Attenuation 

The value ft., or incremental permeability, is a function of the fre- 

quency and the applied field Intensity.   The formula for the propagation constant 

shows that the values for   ß   directly establish the magnitude for both the atten- 

uation constant a and the phase constant ß.   No accurate figures for /* versus 

frequency and field intensity, which would allow calculation of the attenuation, 

«re available for the materials used in the RIG .   Therefore, it was necessary 

to determine the attenuation vers^* frequency of the RIG experimentally. 

It 

///////////////// 

GROUND POTENTJAL 
Pi 

Attenuation « 10 log 10   * 

BUJCK DIAGRAM OF ATTENUATION TEST 
Figure 10 
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Figure 10 contains a general diagrammatic representation of the im- 

pedance and voltage measuretnents which have been used for obtaining an atten- 

uation or insertion loss in db. 
Pl 

Attenuation  =   10 log 10 "p—. db 

Pj is the total power absorbed by the RIG and the load (or, power in) and 

P, is the total power absorbed by the load (or, power out). 
it 

The devices were tested for power attenuation from DC to 1 megacycle 

and from 1 MC to 2000 MC. 

The curves in Figures 11 and 12 represent voltage and power measure- 

ments of the RIG taken from DC to I MC.   It was not necessary to employ match- 

ing techniques to obtain measurements in this range.   Information illustrated in 

Figures 11 and 12 indicates that the device is performing as expected and that 

attenuation increases with frequency.   Furthermore, it shows that 99% ircn has 

a higher/icr factor than 42 alloy or 1010 steel. 

An experiment was set up to prove:   (1) that the RIG is a dissipative 

device and that it cannot be rendered      ineffective by matching to an Rf power 

source and (2) that attenuation on the device increases with frequency. 

Power measurements, illustrated in Figure 13, were made at 10,  100, 

156,  1000, and 2000 MC under matched condition», by applying RF power of 

up to 15 watts.   No measurable output was detected with micro-watt detectors 

when the RIG was terminated in 0.75 and 50 ohm loads.   Rapid heating oi the 

RIG was noted.    This proves that the RIG is a riissipative device. 

One more test, to determine whether RF power is reflected when the 

device is not matched, was performed.    This test copsisted of placing the de- 

vice into a   50 ohm  line and terminating the RIG in 0.75 and 50 ohm loads. 

A Microwave Devices (formerly M, C. Jones) Type 703 RF power meter for 

measuring incident and reflected power was placed in front of the RIG.    RF 

power of up to 15 watts was applied at 5,  15,  30, 50,  100, and 150 MC.    The 
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power reading of the incident versus the reflected power was the same in all 

ca^es when the RIG was terminated in 0.75 and 50 ohm loads.    This proves 

that all RF power is reflected when the device is not matched. 

In conclusion, it can be said that the RIG is an effective device in 

protecting EED's from RF radiation.    When matched to an RF source, the 

RIG attenuates the RF power in a dissipative manner and can dissipate up to 

10 watts of RF power.    When it is not matched, it effectively employs reflective 

attenuation, which provides additional protection against overheating. 
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20. DISCUSSION 

Mr. Ädelman of Picatlnnjr Arsenal asked if aiqr estimte was Bade 

of the cost In laass production. Mr. Kraus and Wing Caidr. Gray declined to 

estimate the cost, 

A voice, ccMwnting on the film (presumably the'Rohilles HeU 

of Modern Weapons"), mentioned it was undesirable to go to insensitive EED's 

because of the increased power supply requiremeHts, A wtsslle nay have as 

nar^r as 200 EED's. With all of these protectiv« devices, 10 pounds of 

additional power supply may be required in addition to the weisht of the 

protective devices. 

CoJBuander Gray said that no additional power is required. TJiis 

design operates from a standard power supply as used with more sensitive 

EED's. The Input requirements will be the same as a Mark 1 Squib for 

example, 

A questioner asked how much one or two hundred of these devices 

would weigi^ Cosmnder Gray reoo|nized this as a good question and eowsfinted 

that some compromise is necessary to solve the problem aiequ&t9]y. 

Mr. Blank asked Ait temperatures wye developed. Mr. Kraus, said 

that the maximwri surface temperature for a mm.11 devise was 300oF. 

Mr. Kilpatrick of Ceneral Dyaamles asked what sjuroes of pow«r 

could pose a problai in light of the 20 watt dissipation emd the 25 db 

attenuation. My. Kraus ansviepsd that aaeh of the nonaal losses would be 

in reflection. It will afford 25 db of attenuation and at the samt time 

dlsslpat» 10 watts ot power. Thtae are limitations that can be used for 

calcilation In itMridml problem weas. 

Mr. BarMiaa of Lockheed asked if this device prevented electrical 

'/Ises from th-^ exploding BED from being fed back Into the firing line. 

Consnandw Gray said that this device is not auitätlc fcr hl^ iapedanse, 

it was deslfned for low impedances like 1 ohm bridgewlreB. He stated that 

we don't talk about EBWs since the last Congress. Mr. Kraus ooaanenttd 

"-nt it passes the high peak and therefore could not be used for an EEW 

■'.■vict;,, 
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Author:    Edvmrd A. "./hite,  Jr." 

11, 3. :iaval Ordnance Laboratory 

rfTRODUCTio:: 

The RiJ>':UiZ  problem for free fail weapons nas been attached 

fron various directions, where a multitude of partial soiutJons 

have brpn proposedt A complete solution to the problem is 

to completely encase the weapon in a conducting shield so 

that high frequency signals are not able to penetrate the 

skin. :;ow the problem arises ^s to how docs one communicate 

with the weapon. The following report deals with a method of 

communication by propagating low frequency eiectroEiagnetlc 

radiation through a eonducting mcdlun. The discussion is 

restricted to one uimensioiiai wagnelic field flow perpendicular 

to the conducting material. Essentially two cases are 

considered, a sinusoidal input and a step function input. It 

is shown theoretically and experimentally that energy from 

a low frequency magnetic field will penetrate the conductor 

and that energies from signals wlose frequencies are above 

10 uC will be attenuated to a nrgliclbie value, yieldlnc 

a device which Is a low frequency band pass filter. 

TmWRETIGAL STUDY 

The discussion in this section will be eoncerncü with 

the r.rnnsfcr of magnetic energy through various media and 
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boundariest The problem can be briefly pointed out In 

Figure i(a). A current 1-^ flows In windings 11^, producing 

a magnetic fiexd H-p which is propagated through a new 

medium (x) as ^ and into the secondary core as HU and produces 

the current i2 in the windings lij. The evaluation of these 

parameters and the'.r aependence upon the physics ^f the 

machine is best described through an interpretation of Maxwell's 

equations, i.e., 

? * 3 = 0 (1) 

7 • E = p/< (2) 

7 X H = I + € (SE/^t) (3) 

7 X E = -*B/ot (^) 

where 

B is the Eagnetlc flux 

H is the a*gaeti0 field 

I is the true current density 

E is the electro v. field Intensity 

p is the charge density 

t is the time 

The current density I = erE where a is the electrical 

conductivity tensor. If one takes the curl of equation (3) 

and {k)  and assumes that the aedlua is a good conductor, 
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so that v * 3 and 7 * E = 0, then a diffusion equation can 

bo written for the quantities H, E and 1, I.e., 

v2" = ah (öH/öt) (5) 

v2? = g,* (öEAt) (6) 

72l = .> (öi/dt) (7) 

where 

j. is the niscnet.lc permeability 

First let us CDiislder the case where the current flowing 

in windlnfis il^ and the nagnetio field produced by the current 

are sinusoidal as e^ . Equation (5)  then becomes 

72Ü = i.^l (8) 

'he case in general may be approxinated by Figure Kb), where 

the mannotie field II Is directed in the x direction only, 

produelnc a current 1 in the copper media In the z direction 

only. F.quntior. (7) is written as 

(9) 
dx2                   z ■\ 

ilv-rc 

T2   =   JW 9^ 

Irncc 

r = il * i) i*-^ -^ (10) 
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where 

V  WH? (11) 

Which is eaiied the skin depth, i.e., that penetration where 

the inducea current and associated magnetic field H^ is 

reduced to 1/e of its vaiue at the surface x » 0. 

Equation (8) in our case can be written in the same 

form as equation (9), i* e. 

—g-*^*^ U2) 

'ihen the appropriate boundary conditions are applied the 

solution of equation (12) is written as 

H - H -- (1 + j) X/4 \     V (13) 

where H0 is Uy, when x = 0. 

m.<sh describes the complex magnetic field in the conductor 

as is shown in Figure 2. 

By coupling equation (13) with Faraday's induction 

law, i.e. 
A 

V = ^ ^ K-dA (llf) 

The voltage developed in the seeoadary windings Hg is then 

Vg« jWMAHgV" {l*i)x/k (15) 
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whose absolute value in 

|V^ = w Äi|.H0e' •x/. 

(16) 

Äss'Tnüng at this point that H0 is constant with frequency 

than n nlot of V- versus w will show a peak nt 

x <i cr (17) 

as is shown in Figure 3 for various values of x. In 

practice however H0 is not a constant with j* since It is a 

direct function of 1^« At veiy low fraquencies 1^ Is not 

a severe function of M), but at freqaencies above IW cycles 

per second i^ la definitsxy affected by « since 

hs 
^ ♦ j a 

€Ut 

31 (18) 

where the equivalent circuit is shown In Figure V(a). 

The resistance R^ Is more than the dc resistance of the 

wlnäings Mj^ The conducting sheet {x)  acts as a single 

turn load to the primary ana is essentially resistive, 

although it is frequency aependedt Ifenoe at frequencies 

above about iuO cycles per second H0 is written as 

2irr % * i^si 
e^ (19) 
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where r is the radius or the solenoid• 

The magnitude of Vg in this case is th«i5 

where 

MjL:fyTfi
AVQ 

^ 2fr 

^ pepresehting the pen»al>ility of iron.   The maxiauis 

frequency here is gi?en toy 

8 
Wö' "XT "fa,B) (2^ 

where f CL,R) varies with the eore feowetry turns ratio 

and the material and tMctoess of the eonductini nateriai* 

To investigate energy transfer from a step input 

function we begin again with Figure k,   Mhen switch S 

is closed the current flowing in windings lip i® 

* 

h » i0 ^ " «"^V^i^ ) (22) 

where 10 « VQ/I^, and the associated »agneti« field 

produoed is 

f^ » yi - e'^^sl^) (23) 
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where 

A solution of equation (12) after applying the appropriate 

boundary condition, is in this case 

^ « H0e-
x/4s (1 - e' Ih^siK) {&) 

where 6
S Is 

8 ■ [l-.^''^ ■] (25) 

The skin depth   (&s) ttm a ttep input is therefore 
üüiJUiAäat on tiiaa as well «s tlw eleetrioal ooMaotivity 

91 the pemeafeility i» aM the eireait par^tters % and 

L8l.   The woltate Vg de^elopeä aeress i2 is th«s 

V2(t) « V   if!       H, ' dA 
(26) 

.J!i^-^e-^(.-^il)t+^) 

The «m^f (W) delivsreä to the loaS resistor B^ is five® 

hy (o.f. Fifore m>)> 

tf ■ ia2Ct) ^T t27> 
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where T = the duration of V-Ct) and 

- x/6 

. (t). JÄ*^ 
2       2irr    L 

!* e  s f-i. 
si  R2 + ^L l2»s 

(1 . / 
((R2 + h^^ 

w ^ RlLalL82 
) RL) " R1L52 

The energy delivered to a load is then dependent on the 

size, geometry and turns ratio of the transformer and 

highly dependent on the thickness and physical properties 

of the conducting shield. The dependence on Lgl and l,a2 

is in turn essentially constant with x,  as will be shown 

in the next section. 

PARAHETBR EFFECTS AND EXPERXMESrAL ffiSUWS 

In the preceding section we developed both *oltage and 

current equation», which describe the energy propagation 

process from one medium to another, when the input signal 

is sinusoidal and when it is a step function. In this 

section we hope to oonflzm these expressions, at least in 

part, by sane experimental results that have been obtained. 
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Let us take the sinusoidal case first where only a 

limited amount of experimental work was performed. In 

this case voltage measurements were mad« across a 

secondary load of 0.75 ohms as a function of the driving 

frequency w/2ff. A plot of the output to input voltage 

ratio versus the driving frequency (w/2ir) i^ given in 

Figure 6. The physical properties of the device are 

shown in the figure. Over the frequency range of 1 KC 

to 200 KC the variation of Vout/Vln ranges from lO"1  to 

2 x 10 -' indicating a very definite filtering action. 

The corresponding curves shown in Figure 3 show that the 

curve should have peaked at about 20 KC, but a closer 

look at the equation (22) indicates a term dependent 

upon the resistance and inductance of the circuit which 

is subtracted from the term 8/x2<icr, which compensates 

fci" the variation in the two curves. 

The bulk of the experimental work was performed where 

the input was a step function. The information desired 

was the energy transmitted through the conducting shield 

to the resistive load connected across the secondary 

windings. Figure 6 shows plots of the energy delivered to 

the resistive load R^ as a function of the shielding 

thickness x and the core area cross section. The physical 

parameters of the materials are given in the figure. The 

input voltage in all cases was 28 volts. The energies 

transferred range from 1000 tc 800,000 ergs, which are 
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adequate for firing electro-explosive or semiconductor devices. 

The theoretical curves and experimental data (points) on the 

curve fit very well. The values of the leakage inductance 

looking from the secondary Ls2 was constant with the turns 

ratio ii/'^l and both the  primary and secondary leakage 

inductances Lsl and L^ were constant with the shielding 

thickness x. 

Ali the discussions of this report have been restricted 

to electrical energy transfer. It is also possible to 

transmit electrical energy by doing mechanical work, such as 

separating two sections of a magnetic core. This type of 

investigation has been conducted at the Naval Ordnance 

Laboratory by Mr. Roland Schlie. 

Figures (8) and (9) are possible communication systems, 

using the aforementioned principles as the communication link. 

Figure (8) shows a system which uses a sinusoidal, input to 

drive different tuned circuits.  Each tuned circuit 

operating at a different frequency would be a selection for 

the pilot. Prior to separation or bomb release the core 

is energized with a dc current, and as the bomb Is released 

a signal on the secondary windings arms the weapon. 

Figure (9) shows a system which incorporates a series of 

step input voltages to select the arming and fuzing sequences 

desired. The second transformer is energized prior to 

separation and the pulse generated at separation arms the 

weapon. Both systems would have to be armed deliberately 
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by the pilot so that an accidental release or a desired 

jettison would leave the weapon in a safe condition. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A transformer whose primary and secondary windings 

are wound on iron cores will exhibit the behavior of a 

lew frequency band pass filter, if the iron cores are 

separated by a thin conducting sheet. This has been shown 

theoretically and experimentally. For a copper sheet .040 

inches thick the attenuation of the magnetic field at 100 KC 

is greater than 2 orders of magnitude, and at one megacycle 

it is attenuated by seven orders of magnitude. The 

associated elect«» field is attenuated some 8 orders of 

magnitude below that of the magnetic field. If then a weapon 

is completely encased in a conducting material the internal 

components of the weapon will net be affected by radar. The 

split transformer, however, provides a method of communication 

which, while not very efficient, has been demonstrated te 

be quite feasible fro« an energy transfer, reliability and 

sice viewpoint. 
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21. DISCUSSION 

A questioner asked the power supeüy requirement for multiple, 

simuHaneous release. Mr. Vihite answered that the efficiency was poor. 

With as many as 54 bombs on the plane requiring arming at the same time, 

you might have a problem but with higher voltage it looks as though this 

problem could be circumvented. 

Mr. Warren of The Franklin Institute eonented that the .04 

inch shield would reduce the pertxability of the core. Even a 0.001 inch 

would be adequate thickness for the shield. The shield could be made of 

a high permeability material. Each of these would improw the efficiency 

of the device. Mr. White added that shields «aller than .04 iashes 

Mr. Altaan of Dahlgrcn asked if repeated use of the device could 

be made. He asked if studies had been made of mating surfaces in order to 

extend the magnetic core through the shield and simply shield the flux 

linkage. The answer was that a method siMlar to this was designed and 

used in a weapon. Signals were passed through it. The intent was to us« 

it as a fix, but it could also be used for soamnioation. Mr. Sohlie will 

probably answer that question in nor« detail in the next presentation. 
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22. A MECHANICAL PULSE TRANSFORMER 

Roland W. Schlle 

U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory 
White Oak, Silver Spring, Maryland 

INTRODUCTION 

The application of electroexploslve devices (EED) In fuze 

systems has many advantages. Their susceptibility to radio 

frequency (RF) s'gnals continues to be a major justification 

for substitutions wh'ch, while not susceptible to RF, do not 

have wie Inherent advantages of the EED. 

It Is the purpose of the paper to present a device which 

could provide R? Isolation to a bomb fuze incorporating an EED. 

This device may be called a mechanical pulse transformer which 

will enable the fuze circuitry to be completely shielded and 

yet permit the application of aircraft electrical signals to 

Initiate fuze function. 

A properly designed transformer can provide effective 

Isolation from RF signals. Reference (a). However, the 

efT!ci<sncy with which a d.c. firing pulse aan be transformed 

tc the secondary load has been a major llmitatior. In the case 

of the iK.chanlcal pulse transformer the bulk of the energy 

output is Introduced mechanically. Wie d.c. excitation is 

required for function, output energy resulting from excltat'on 

or dc-exc'tatlon Is negligible. 
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DSSGRIPTION 

A reactive circuit containing stored magnetic energy will 

accept additional energy iV  the reactance 1s forcibly changed 

(references (b)(c)(d)). A transformer having separate primary 

and secondary coll assemblies is such a reactive circuit. If 

mechanical energy is used to forcibly separate the transformer, 

part of this energy will be dissipated In the conneeted load 

resistance. 

Figure 1 shows a cross section of the test model. Both 

primary and secondary cores are made of mild unannealed steel, 

chosen to have a maximum core loss for a.c. excitation. The 

0.009-Inch gap tends to hold down residual flux. A large number 

of primary turns are chosen to obtain as much primary inductance 

as possible. High primary inductance provides better distribu- 

tion of the energy pulse to the secondary load and a large time 

constant for excitation and de-excltatlon pulses. Secondary 

turns are chosen for best power transfer to the secondary load 

resistance. 

A possible design configuration for application with a 

bomb is shown In Figure 2. The shield shown would most llkeiy 

be made of soft copper, pressflt In the secondary or primary 

core to provide complete shielding of the two colls. The 

power dissipated In the shunt Is dependent upon the ratio of 

Nc/R for the shunt as compared to N'VH for the secondary coll. 

Calculations Indicate that ample shield thickness can be 

obtained without decreasing power output by mere than 20 percent. 

Other configurations are also feasible. 
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It should be noted at this point that the applications 

envisioned to date would employ the Navy A'rcraft "?uze Function 

Control Set kV./AW-l" for a source of 195- or 300-volt d.c. 

excitation power.    With this conception,  an Intent-to-drop 

Input signal  for the system is Initiated by the pilot;  the 

bomb fuze system is initiated after actual senaration of the 

bomb  from the aircraft has occurred.    Thus, the application of 

the mechanical pulse transformer can provide; 

1, Dual  Input signals for bomb system Initiation. 

(a) Exo'tation by pilot. 

(b) "fcparst^on of bomb from aircraft. 

2. Complete separation and shielding between the aircraft 

and bomb electrical systems, 

TSST PROCEDURES 

Preliminary tests Indicated that the relationship of power 

output and excitation flux density was well known and easily 

vcr'fied within tht limits e*' unsaturated cores.    Output power 

as a function of the velocity of separation was far less under- 

stood.    Test efforts were therefore directed toward obtaining 

data which would demonstrate this relationship,    A theoretioil 

analysis of the behavior of the mechanical transformer Is shown 

in Appendix A. 

Measurements of energy pulses are at best a cumbersome task, 

"Krg-meter" techniques were tried with reaaonable success but 

d'd not provide a very visual Indication of the parameters of 

Interest, maximum power output and time durations.    Ihn simple 

teat arrangement shewn in Figure 3 proved to be the most useful. 
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■•■.-V)i'raph"  of the  0:3c i lloscooc traces were analyzed to obtain 

•. ;<.   ri.. lat, ionsh'o of output load voltage as a  function of tJme. 

Dropping a we'ght a mtasared dlstarct proved to be the 

;5'-npler,t method of Imparting a known velocity of separation to 

t'r.i-  secondary core and coll assembly.    The  test  fixture  for 

a/  oinpl'siilng this  'z  shown  In sketch  form by figure 4,    Drop 

d'ntarce S was increased to obtain higher velocities of separa- 

tior,    Tne weight used had to be relatively large compared to 

th(. ttort and coil  in order to overcome magretlc attraction 

wP.ho'it a  serious change  In velocity.    Foieteen pounds were used 

to obta'n the test data given In this paper.    The secondary core 

and r;oU plua stem and stop weighed three-quarter pounds. 

PERPOHMANCE 

Tt appeared that the best method of evaluating and under- 

ntand'n^ the performance of a mechanical transfonaer would be to 

ma'«; a graphic comparison of the actual performance curves with 

thonc calculated from theoretical equations. Appendix A contains 

the theoretical equations which were derived on the basis of the 

"ollowing assumptions! 

l. Riluctance of the magnetic circuit la proportional to 

the square root of tne atr gap distance, 

c.    velocity of separation is constant. 

Appendix 3 contains the theoretical «quatlom for which transformer 

sonatants were calculated from test data. Logarithmic graphic 

prcstntatlens are included In Appendix B, Figures 9 and 10, but 
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these plots do not present the voltage-time and power-time curves 

In their most familiar form. Figure 5 is a plot of output load 

voltage versus time for (l) the mechanical pulse transformer, 

(2) the calculated theoretical equation, and (3) a conventional 

capacitor discharge. Figure 6 is a plot of output power versus 

time. Included In Figure f are the total energy quantities 

obtained by integrating the power curves. 

The close correlation between the voltage and power curves, 

as well as the total energy calculations. Justifies the assump- 

tions used in deriving the theoretical equations. 

Load resistance as a function of relative output energy Is 

shown in F'gure 7. Maximum energy output occurred for a load 

resistance of 1.4 times the secondary coil resistance. Optimum 

power output can be obtained by selecting the wire size and 

number of secondary turns to match the load resistance. Maximum 

utilization of the coll volume space will result In a higher 

crrielency. 

Unwanted energy pulses will occur when the transformer is 

\l)  excited, (2) de-exclted, or (3) separated while residual flux 

remains in the core. Consider first the case of excitation. 

Energy equal to that stored In the magnetic circuit must be 

dissipated in the resistance of the primary ceil, secondary coll 

and load. In the case of de-excltation, only the secondary coll 

resistance and load resistance dissipate the stored energy. 

Therefore the unwanted energy pulse resulting fro« de-exeltation 

is greater. A simple method of reducing the unwanted energy pulse 

resulting from de-exeltation is tc connect a resistor in parallel 

5 
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with the primary coll as shown In Figure 3. The reduction, while 

significant, was not as much as expected. Output pulses due to do- 

excitation were about 10 percent higher than those due to excita- 

tion. The test fixture did not lend itself to a measurement of 

the unwanted output pulse caused by separation while residual 

flux existed. The properties of the core material and the use of 

a gap should hold residual flux to a minimum, but further investi- 

gation is warranted. 

Pifeure 8 Is a plot of output voltage versus time for (1) a 

forced separation with an Impact velocity of ^.^3 test  per second 

and an excitation of 32 mUHaraperes, and (2) de-exoltatlon from 

32 mllliamperes, A ratio of the energy pulses la shown to be 21sl. 

This ratio of output pulses is increased If the core gap Is 

decreased. However, if the gap Is decreased, a larger energy 

pulse will result from septration as « result of residual flux. 

A compromise between the lower de-excltatlen pulse obtained by 

decreasing the gap and the resulting larger pulse caused by 

residual flux must be made. 

DESIGN PROBLMS 

The success In obtaining maximum energy at the secondary load 

terminal with minimum energy going to the primary coil is due. In 

part, to the fact that the primary Is designed for maxlnun 

irductance. Number forty wire was used In the teat model. Wire 

of this size is difficult to work with. Using still «sailer sizes 

would improve performance. Mafer-eoll techniques for transformers 

'"«.ferenee (e)) may well be the answer. 
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Conventional winding techniques and lead attachment methods 

were very costly in coil space, Methoda of attaching the leads 

and of securing the coil In the core need to be Improved upon. 

CHARACTERISTICS TO INVESTIGATE 

There are several performance characteristics about which 

more must be known before design calculations can be made to 

adequately predict actual Performance. Effects of shielding 

methods on the efficiency with which the transformer will convert 

mechanical energy is one such characteristic. It is a basic 

premise of this paper that complete shielding will prevent R? 

coupling between the primary and secondary coils and that the 

solid core materials together with the very high Inductance of 

the pr'.aary will result In a very minor transformation of RF to 

the stoondary. However, there are several methods of achieving 

these goals. Their effects on performance ae a meohanleal pulse 

transformer have not been determined. 

Adjusting load resistance to achieve maxinum output is easy 

enough. Selecting secondary wire site and the number of 

secondary turns to obtain maximum output with ■ specified load 

resistor is another matter. A theoretical approach is being 

developed. 

Minimum travel distance of the core and toll assembly would 

facilitate a more compact unit. Effects of travel dlstanee on 

power output have not been determined. 

The magnitude of residual flux and the cowespendlng output 

pulse caused by forced teparitlon mist be feept to a minim», 

output per unit volume can b« increased if the gap Itnfth em be 

reduced. 
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SUMMARY 

A major drawback to the use of a transformer to couple 

energy to an EED is Its efficiency In transforming a d.c. firing 

pulse. The device presented In this paper takes advantage of 

the mechan'cal energy available during a bomb release. For 

example, 1000 pounds are ejected from the bomb rack at better 

than 10 feet per second; ample energy Is thus readily available. 

Advantages of the mechanical pulse transformer concept, if 

employed In a fuze bomb system, are summarized as follows: 

1. Complete separation of aircraft and bomb electrical 

systems. 

2. Complete shielding from RP. 

3. High energy availability for EED, 

4. Dual input requirements for system function. 
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APPENDIX A 

DESIVATION OP VOLTAGE AMD ENERGY RELATIONS 

Albert Preis 

U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory 
White Oak, Silver Spring, Maryland 

Assume the velocity of separation of the mechanical pulse transformer 

is a constant, v ,  and that the reluctance of the air gap R^,)» kiT  where 

x is the length of the air gap caused by the separation and k is a constant. 

Since x "vt,  where t - time, R^)»>»Vvl 

In order to obtain a manageable mthematioal equation, assume that the 

reluctance of the Iron structure is negligible ooapared to that of the air 

gap, and that the primary aapere turns NT arc negligible coopored to that pro- 

duced by the Induced secondary current Xs flowing through the 8, turns of the 

secondary coil. It can be shown that this is essentially true for the major 

portion of the travel distance of the secondary coil structure. 

The flux 0 set up at any tine t corresponding to a reluctance R (^ , 

is then given by 

»- ^ - ^ ui 

But 

R(t)      k-ivl 

u. ^ w 
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where Es is the voltage Induced in the secondary by the decreasing flux: 

Es= -Ns d%t (3) 

and R . 3 the total resistance of the secondary circuit and is tl» sum of 

the secondary vlnding resistance R plus that of the conns',t*d load, IL. 

Substituting equations (2) and (3) in (l) we obtain 

nie variables, tl 0 , can be saparated a&d integrated to yield 

(5) 

0 
where 0«» is the tmxism value of the flux Just prior to the separation of 

the mechanical pulse traasforaer. 

Prom equation (3) ve have 

H% 

and since i-    - c      ®>- 
EL" Es   T 

(6) 

- ^^ e-(^ (7) 
MS 

«here S^   is the voltap» ^plied to the lo«i i^ eomeoted t© ®m meoaämef noil. 
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The power developed In R.  is _    Eu 

/ h L VA 

or       pL.^^^    £-\    3^       ; (8) 

and the energy   ^ =/ PL dt =/~~r^   e" V   3N5*      / it ft) 

From the integral table ve have 

•'9 

a«f .  _ /in-H) 

now lot ur-t7   , then  t« ^       a«d   dt «  3 *#     d«| 

Substituting the equationt for y in «quation (9) yltlds 

w, =/ ^^:'y. «^ v^W^y %     cioi 

JSvaawiting equation (10) by ttaa formila gives in the integral table» 

ve have 

or      ...   ,    A«,^    ^ R^   •V-    N» (U) WL».4035    -^ 
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APPENDIX B 

CALCULATION OF EQUATION COSSTAOTS 

U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory 
White Oak,  Silver Spring, Maryland 

The equations of Appendix A nay be used as the basis for calculating 

constants which represent the characteristics of the oodel nsehanicaL pulse 

transforaer. The derivations of Appendix A can then be evaluated in terms 

of the assiscptJPnsused. Also, the test results öbtalsed with the aodel can 

be extrapolated to predict perforaance beyond the test paraattcrs chosen. 

Equation (7) is rewritten in the foUoviag for« 

e-fe 1^*) Ns 

The values of h and Sg are conataats for a speotfie 

Tb» values of R^ and 0«n can b« held ctmstsat for a specific test series. 

Therefore, let 

H% (12) 

^ ' Ni 
~k (13) 

S\d>stitutlng equations (12) «ad (13) la #qu»tloa (7) yields 

EL» Q- 

B-l 
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The value of i^^ n^ toe äetermined by taking the derivative of ^ with 

respect to t and equating the derivative to zero. 

Then for IL „.v       -%'% % (15) 

Substituting equations (1$) and (l6) in equation (Ik) yields 

Et m*x = ^nr, e (17) 

or  EL max s ^L Zh (18) 

A test scries vas eaoducted holding 8^ | 0«fi eoastsst. A slople 

test fixture was «a*d for dropping a 1? pound wight a pre-selected distance S, 

MS Figure (**). At the end of tbe travel distaace, S, the Height eaiage«\ the 

secondary core and eotl asseatoly of the test aodel. fhe vci#it mcA core and 

coil assembly were aUowed to travel a distance j, 3-1/1* maws. S» klaetic 

energy of the weight separated the Mtehanioal pulse traBsfenser. Mtlle this 

slBfOe test procedure did net produce a «onstast velocity of separatioa, it Old 

yield satisfactory test data for evalvatlag the perfornaace of the aodel and 

provided the data require« to evaluate the aqnatloMtof Aggsadlx A. «öde Z 

is a suanry of the test results. 
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The values of EL    and t were taken from a scope trace of E and t. Velocity 

of separation vas assumed to be equal to the imppct velocity of the weight. 

Table 1 values vere first substituted in equation (13) to obtain an average 

vali» for (Q/q). An average for q was obtained by substituting in equation (l6). 

Based upon these calculations, the following values were selected, Q ■ 70 & q*1792. 

With these values for ft & q and expressing time in Billisecond, equations 

(ll*), (15), (16), (17) «ad (18) say be written as 

Et = 2,214-ur   t   £ volts (19; 

AtEr.^.     t«4.27v"     m» (20) max 

v- 77.85 t     ft./sec. (a) 

EL max - 3.28 or      volt.% (22) 

14 
EL max »     -r-     volt* (83) 

A slnilar treatnent of equation ( S ) yields 

^V» „     qVt    -%"|vÄt 

..fee-V^* 
Jo     RL (25) 

»  h ,404 Q v 
yy   -   3_—     watt-second* /Ä,. 
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WL = 
908,000       % 

RL 
V erofs (87) 

Wi =    174.000 v7'   eras 
(20) 

Figure 9 presents equations (19) through (23) in graphic for». The straight 

Hi» Is a plot of Bj^gax at specific velocities and the corresponding tlae at which 

peak load voltage occurs. The curved lines are a plot of load voltage as a function 

of tine. The intersection of the straight line and the curves identifies the 

velocity of separation and aaxlsuD load voltage. It should be noted that these 

curves represent a specific transformer for which excitation current and load 

resistance are held constant. 

Figure 10 is presented to coapare the test values of the nodel taken froa 

an oscilloscope trace with calculated values fro« equations (19) through (23). 

MaxUna voltage is identified for tests (2), (3)aod(5). Hhe cosplete curve 

is shown for tests (1) and {k).   UM dash curve is a calculated curve added to 

aid in the cooparison. 

Table 1. TEST RESULTS 

Test 
Number 

Drop 
Distance 

S 

Intact 
Velocity 

V 

«L-ax 
rt\«x 

\ 

1 0.5 inches 1.6k ft/sec 3.70 volts 3.7 M 5.22 ota« 

2 1.0 2.32 kM 3.5 5.22 

3 2.0 3.83 J».80 3.0 5.22 

k k.Q 4.63 5.M5 2.5 5-22 

5 8.0 6.55 5-85 1.85 5-22 
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23. RF SENSITIVITY OF CONTROLLED RECTIFIERS 

Author: Richard J. Sanford 

U, S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory 

INTRODUCTION 

The controlled rectifier, also known as the controlled 

switch or pnpn switch, is a semiconductor device which 

closes an electrical connection between its anode and cathode 

when a suitable electrical signal is applied between gate and 

cathode. This connection remains closed as long as a current 

passes through it, whether the gate signal remains or not. 

STRUCTURE AND OPERATION 

The heart of a silicon controlled rectifier is a single 

crystal of very pure silicon consisting of fcur alternating 

layers of p- and n- type material, which form three inter- 

acting p-n junctions. From bottom to top of Figure 1, these 

are the emitter or cathode junction, tht collector junction, 

and the conjugate emitter or anode junction. Tht lower two 

junctions form, in effect, a high gain n-p-n transistor, and 

the upp#r two junttions form a low gain p-n-p transistor, 

both transistors using tht samt collector. Tht « of tach 

transistor increases with collector current at low currtnts. 

Since tht transistors art conntcttu for position fttdback, 

tht device switches "on- when tht collector currtnt rises 
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to such a value that the sum of the a's exceed unity. A for- 

ward voltage of about {4 volt must be placed across the emitter 

junction to raise the collector current to this value, and so 

any signal, DC or RF, which can raise the gate voltage to this 

level can fire the switch. 

GATE RF SENSITIVITY 

A controlled rectifier has some inherent protection 

against RF signals introduced at its gate lead. The capac- 

itance of its emitter junction combines with th« resistance 

around the gate contact to form a simple RC filter which 

attenuates the RF, The action of this filter decreases the 

sensitivity of the switch as the frequency of the gate signal 

is increased, as is shown in Figure 2,  for two pnpn switches. 

Figure 3 shows a simplified diagram of the test circuit ubed. 

Moreover, the controlled rectifier can "remember* whether it 

is "on" or "off*- only so long as DC is applied to the anode. 

Since these switches are net damaged by gate powers much 

higher than those required to fire them» the controlled 

rectifiers in an unarmed weapon may be subjected to large RF 

signals and still operate satisfactorily at some later time. 

This contrasts sharply with the explosive switch which, once 

fired, cannot be reset. 

ANODE RF SENSITIVITY 

Controlled rectifiers can also be fired by spurious RF 

applied between anode and cathode. In this case, the RF 
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voltage is divided between the reactance of the anode 

capacitance and the impedance across the emitter junction. 

Figure 4 shows that a controlled rectifier can be fired by 

progressively lower RF voltages as the frequency increases. 

Moreover, the anode capacitance of the switch (30 pf for the 

2N1882) allows even an unfired unit to pass appxeciable 

current at the higher frequencies. Figure 5 shows the circuit 

used in this test and the two to follow. 

Two Mftftpds of Pm99U9" 

The voltage divider model of the pnpn switch suggests 

two methods of protection against RF which inadvertently 

reaches the anode. One method is to apply a reverse bias 

to the gate, so that a larger voltage swing must be produced 

at the emitter if the RF is to fire the switch. Figure 6 shows 

that this method is effective at all frequencies tested, A 

simpler method is to place a capacitor between gate and cathode. 

This capacitor acts as a low impedance shunt path to reduce 

the voltage across the emitter. Figure 7 shows the effect of 

the gate capacitor. It provides effective anode protection at 

the lower radio frequencies, but the gate resistance of the 

switch limits the usefulness of the capacitor at higher 

frequencies, 

PROTECTION FOR EED'S 

One possible application of the silicon controlled 

rectifier is as a low pass filttr to protect the bridge wire 
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of an electro-explosive device from low frequency radio signals. 

At low radio frequencies such as 150 KG, conventional LC 

filters tend either to be physically bulky or to have 

prohibitively ^.igh series resistances. The circuit of Figure 8 

was designed to protect bridqe wire devices against 32 volt 

RMS signals between 100 KC and 30 MC. The low frequency 

protection is provided entirely by the circuitry to the right 

of the dashed line. The gate capacitor enables the controlled 

switch anode to withstand 32 volt RMS signals up to about 3 MC. 

The gate is isolated from the RF input by an RC filter. The 

circuitry to the left of the line is a rudimentary LC filter 

to provide protection at higher frequencies. Its effectiveness 

is limited by the shunt capacitance of the particular choke used. 

A more appropriate conventional filter can extend the protection 

to much higher frequencies. 

Response 

Figure 9 shows the measured audio-frsquency response of 

the model that was built. The model begins to protect against 

32 volt RMS (45 volt amplitude) signal« •*+ about 20 KC. 

Figure 10 shows the model switch protector with an 

explosive switch and a copper shield. The model, which uses 

only conventional components, is built into a lucite cube ^ inch 

on a side. At the bottom the protector, switch and shield 

are shown assembled. 
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SUMMARY 

The RF gate voltage to fire a pnpn switch increases 

monotcnically withfrequency. 

A fired pnpn switch may be reset and reused. 

The RF anode voltage to fire a pnpn switch decreases with 

frequency. 

Some anode protection can be obtained by use of reverse 

gata bias or a gate capacitor. 

The pnpn switch may prove useful in protecting electro- 

exniosive devices against low-frequency radio signals. 
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23. DISCUSSION 

Mr. Sanders asked for the DC current rating on the device and 

the normal operating voltage. Mr. Sanford gave the rating at 300 adlli- 

amperes with much higher pulsed rating. Where one shot only is required, 

up to 5 amperes can be used. The lead wire length will affect the voltage 

rating. 

It was pointed out that power inpul^ from an HF stcMpolnt, is 

more truly indicative of performnce than voltage ratios. This quasi-do 

analysis showing protection is not necessarily an effective one for RF. 

Mr. Sanford answered that the need for proper RF design is obvious and 

that assembly of the physical circuit oust be such as to eliadimte RF. 

A conaent was that the device does not naturally lend itself to 

RF protection because all of the leads coae out of the same end. 

Mr,  Sanford replied that he expected no problem at conunioation frequencies. 

At higher frequencies, a voice replied, there wiU be resonances and cross 

bands. This effect may cause the curve to come down again. Mr, 3&r*ord 

eoanented that this device was not intended to cover the entir» eioct.'o- 

oagnetic spectrun. 

Couments were made that am» of these lend thsausalves to eoajdal 

configurations and car. be sealed completely in a metal c«s. k bridgndr« 

is located across the anode encased in a metal shield. This is v«y 

similar to the General Electric silicon controlled rectifier. These can 

be purchased in various voltage ratings and in current ratings up to 100 

There was a question concerning series inductance in the input 

circuit in regard to the possibility of resonances that could be created. 

Ho information was available on this. 

A cowmt from a representative of Douglas Aircraft was that 

RF susceptibility tests ware run on control rectifier firing circuits. 

With a law-power signal generator in a screen room it was possible to 

trigger the control rectifier consistently at frequencies up to 2.5 Ms. 

Filtering eUatoated the problem but it is worth noting that the basic 

unit is suacspttible to RF at low frequencies. 
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Mr. Sanford commented that he had made similar measurements, 

but by measuring current into a known input impedance. This technique 

permits the actual power to be deduced. A number of resonances occur 

however, even with these dips, the device still provides good RF protection 

over a frequency range from 10 KC to 400 Mc. 
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24. Skin Effect Filter-Attenuator for ElectroexaLoslve Device    H. B. Warner 
RF Protection R. H. Klamt 

An integral RF filter-attenuator utilizing the high skin effect resistance 
of a miniaturized TWINAX shielded conductor has been provided for rocket    , 
motor initiators. Small size and extremely broad band attenuation regardless 
of source reactance characterize this unique approach to increased RF and   , 
electrostatic safety. 

25. D?v?loimirt of RFI Syjjjted SaBasSJoia "• <?• Mashek 
i 

The feasibility of achieving the Navy's requirements for a multi-conductor 
RFI shielded cable connector suitable for use in missile firing circuits and 
electrically detonated ordnance has been verified by designing, constructing, 
and testing connector prototypes. 

26. Two-Conductor Low-Pass Transmission Line Theory H. G. Tobin, 
L. J. Greenstein, 

R. J. Arndt, 
E. W. Weber 

The use of attenuating, low-pass transmission lines to limit the propagation 
of RF energy to an EED is considered. Such a line would provide little or no 
attenuation to the desired firing signal but would filter higher frequencies 
which are induced when the cable is placed in a high level electromagnetic 
field environment. The presentation is divided into three main areas. The 
first is a theoretical study of various transmission line configurations in 
order to determine the optimum filter effects which can be obtained. The 
second area considers the practical aspects of material availability and 
fabrication of the selected lines. The final portion of the paper outlines 
the measurement techniques and ihe response characteristics obtained from 
both laboratory and coomfireial models of attenuating lines. 

28. High Voltage Hybrid Initiators Leonard Kate 

The effort to produce electroexplosive devices which will be safe versus the 
increasing RF fields, strong stray signals and other electrical hazards, has 
resulted in a new family — the high voltage, hybrid initiator. The hybrid 
initiator combines high voltage no-fire characteristics with the conventional 
1 amp. 1 watt no-fire bridgewlre, resulting in an exceptionally safe, though 
simply fired, initiator. The characteristics and advantages are described. 
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29. Development of RF Protected Electroexclosive Devices Frederick M, Correll 

In order to alleviate the possibility of premature initiation or change in 
sensitivity of initiators due to RF energy, the Army has endeavored to make 
all of its initiators "RF Proof". To date, the T2AE1, M36AI, T20E1, T77 
detonators; M2 squib, and M6 blasting cap have been provided with RF attenuators. 

30. The Lossy Filter and Its Application to Protection    Merrill 0. Murphy 
of Electromagnetic Radiation Sensitive Ordnance Devices 

The problems of filter applications and design criteria in ordnance are 
discussed briefly. The design features of a lossy filter, useful from 200 
kilocycles upward, is described together with test results and test methods. 

31. A Miniature Filter for Squib Protection J. L. Hinds, Jr. 

Size  reduction and impedance matching were problems in the design of TT-Section 
RF filter, to fit a limited space, 2 inches by 11/32 inch. The use of 
tantalum feed-thru capacitors and ferrite toroids led to a solution which, 
which not the •ultimate, is entirely practical within certain limits, and is 
inexpensive, 

32. Development of broadband Electromagnetic Robert W. Wood 
Absorbers for Electroexplosive Devices          Daniel J. Mullen, Jr. 

Ferrite materials can attenuate RF energy, ranging from 3 db/cm at 1 Mc to 
iOO-150 db/cm at 100 Mc. Problems of low resistivity and poor maohinability 
are probably no.t insurmountable. Equations relating attenuation to material 
parameters have been developed; they will result in improved materials. Use 
can be made of certain other materials having very high dielectric constants 
to improve both insulation and attenuation. 

33. An Inductively Coupled Filter Providing Complete       Dale G. Holinbeck 
RF Shielding of an BED 

A filter is described based upon protecting an EED from RF hazards by 
completely enclosing it within a metallic shield that has no openings or 
leads passing through. Intentional firing is accomplished by inductive 
coupling through the shield. Experimental power attenuation vs. frequency 
curves and the delivered intentional firing energy of a filter of practical 
size and weight are presented. 
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H. B, Wara«r 

R. H. 

SouglM Aircraft Co», lac. 
SanU Mbnic», CaliforaU 

*■• ^^^       it   ■ i 

pxecm»ion or ta« rropta» 

t», at this %im, « wtapon systM under dtvalopmnt tbat 

of radars «or« pwarful than tiy usad in pravlous tjrataM.   larly ia 

progras It \mtm vrUmt, «»t tte axtrwaa ST «wirMMBts indMcad by 

tlM Biaaila syat« radwra aa mil as *y raa«« *f eqoifMats at tttc vaaMoua 

It and D lausä> aitaa maid caua« sever« haiards to the sisslle electro- 

e^lMive sjratMM.   There tea bees cooalderakl« effort expended to 

ad degree at 

/arter the real and potential eavirooMats wt» dafiBed, analyses «ere 

petf oned to detendaa the liaita of the eoupliag oharaaterlaUe« of the 

initiator olrouita.   Of course, tbe ultrae«uervatlva approaea at 

the teraiaals of the «leetroei^losiv« to he a rasoBaat dlpole 

la alwat every coaditloB «tf laportane« that the eleetroe^loaly«« would 

he initiated.   Xt was afevlouB that a sore exact study «as 
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Approach to Solution 

Analysis techniques utilltlng computer methods were developed for calculating 

coupling characteristics of the several «lectroexplosive circuits. Other, 

more realistic limit» were established as to the antenna characteristics 

that night exist. It vas found that «song the anteana nodtls that best 

described the existing cases were the whip, loop, dip«U, w« two-wire 

models. Rsaltstic estiaates were sade of the antenna-load Impedance nls- 

oatehes. Kxtenslve Investigation showed that we of these conf igoratlei» 

was realistic, yet conservative fro» the standpoint of safety. MdUioaally, 

a study was aade of the Initiator respoaee to pulses, vui. piüm trains, 

as ««11 as average power. As a result of these studies 

created-for the Inclusion of 19 protective »ystews. 

fhe following ground rules wwe established pertainlag to the develapiseat 

of any RF protective systea to be used: 

1. One year lead tlw» allotted. 

a. Ho major dünget allowed to the alsslle or grouiid power syttm». 

3. ittalai» tibaaen allowed to eiMekoat afuipsmt. 

k, Proteotlve s^tM to provide proteetloa regardless of voltage 

5. On systm mst be oaswet, light, slaple, and wm% exhibit 

relUbtltty. 

6. It titottld provide protectl«» over a fre«M«cy roege <a $00 kc/s 

to 10 0/ea. 
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Method of Solution 

Relationships between power troxsftr fron anteaaM and various lose aad 

Batching MehanlsBS suggested fundaMBtals tot a special purpose insertloB 

loss device.   After a short study to support the feoslMUty of sueb a 

device, a patent disclosure was aade at Douglas. 

A contract was awarded to Qeaaral t«teratory Associates in Xorwlcb, Mew 

York for the develo^Mnt of tiM Insertion lets device (filter-attenuator) 

«ho In tun» warded a svAteoBtraet to franklia ZasUtate for testing of «he 

device during developMBt. 

OrleatatloB 

of tto orlgiaal and aodlfied *f*tmm are steim is ftgam I. 

She ortgiaal (««pr9te««»d) «yste» «MMletM of s pomr «m**, 

llBltlag rttistaBee, ewit^U» »xovteio« and ixdUcfeor. 

differs hy tte iMwrttea of «he mter-atteaaator ta tmto of the lo^tator 

brldgewire.   Ik» ■edified eyttm eontali» tbt turn U»lUai reeiateMt to 

direet earwBt as the ortglasl, tat this rtsistame is aw located la the 

MM« a firing «irwilt weh «s «hit sets «s w aatWM# it viU 

terlstie eovree l^pMa&ee astenilnid hy MS 

I eirenit «aoMtcy.   SeiMMtiM wm 

isfifare a. 
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nie insertion loss of a device placed betveen MI «stean» aad load will differ 

at various frequencies because of frequency dependent antea&a dtaraeteristies. 

fDM standard 50 oba pad insertion loss tests that are so useful for oost 

applications in which fixed lopedances art involved will not give a true 

indication of perforwusee under these varying frequency eondltioaa. 

Wait of the source resistanec chantetertstte la very 

jmd fortunately fairly easy to estlmte. This ehaneteristle, 

radiation resistance, Is fixed by the length of the elreuit la 

At low f requeney It will be very »all, but it «ay be quite law at 

freqaeaslcs. these feet« heve slgatfleaaee gcntaae to tte ade^iaffiy of 

protect*«» by voltage dlvisien, which wlU be diseuMad later. 

Za view of the vide range of slgameaat varlahlM, It la Mi jwaalbl« to 

define the sotwee reaetaaee eharaeterlettes of a elreuit «eUag «a ea äste 

insid* a aietlle. CoBaafaeaUy the ImerUna lest deviee for 

it be efteetlve n^ardleaa of 

of addlag large lwta«tors, b^rpMs eafaeite**, or «timr tomtm 

Mb jeet to reaoaaat elteete as« not 
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Btftrrlag agftln to figure 8 It ean b« M«B tluit «• lout a« tource rvtistane« 

It «ufflci«nUy ndl ana ti» UaltlBg rcslatuke« large eoapartd to tb« 

brid««wlrt raalata»», a voltaet iivUUm <* tfee appUM potaatlal viU 

raault irtitdk la proportional to Urn ratio of tha rtaiataaea of ti» initiator 

to that of tha Ualtiag raaiataaee.   *y »slttg wir« for U» llaiting 

that bM a bigii aagaetie paraaateillty, or wir« aAeeoattly esatad vltb 

a Httarial, tit« rtaiataaea wad tterafor« tiM voltage aivtaioa «ill te 

at radio frtfa^tel«« thus la ttw DC 

it aeexiMA ^r «hi« Mthe« of protaetioB la that total 

fcrreA ■mgr fro» th« «aqploaiv«.   fas a «lagl« loo» eire^t «a 

mwwr «iaal^tea la IsvarMly psovextloaal to rwistMea.   U hm 

iM tmmmtA *% a trntnw a 100, total üaaipa«^ heat la nrikte«« Hgr 

f^t la lowMiit mm mtmm   elre^t.   mm 

is trasMlaatsa UM» attwmatio» ar« MaMltata« 

IM^i'tMMc» «si loaa factor sf the «•laatrie.   ft« «M»«r tlapM i» tUga* 

3 KPBMlf tltaittrtMNi   the elreiilatisg eiRvevta, «BA rtewltmt voltafi« 

dlat^lMtioB ttw» fl«r a part is th« atteBM^Mg prr*««».   At a M#i mengh 

UM attemtatlaa al«3M mM giw «to latarttoa 1M« 
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Actually, by designiog the line for aaxinum attenuation as well as skin 

effect, both mechantsmt can be utilised as is depicted in the loaded circuit. 

By packaging a sufficient length of a lossy two wire transnission line with- 

in a shield, It can be used for high attenuation of conducted energy. 

Desittn 

An LCR filter is often designed to fuaetioa in the «asse aann« as discussed 

above and by adding luaped capacitors «cross the load, the effects already 

described «re «or« proBouneed. It would sees proper to call auch a« ar- 

rangtseat a skin effect ICR filter, and it turns out to be a very effective 

broad band filter-attenuator for radio fre^uenctes. this scheme Is depleted 

In figure h,   Bwrt are two sections of the balanced pair line previously 

described, a capasitor, and two trlwlag resistors added to the brldgevire 

elrealt with a eoetlaious shield ^plled alesg the length of the wire as 

•hoM» in figure $.   UM trlnsleg resistance Is a nocMsary evil peculiar 

to this eat appUeattoB to provide the «»et proper DC resistance, a« 

is «nalogoM to a series of ICR filters. 

1.  fbt eosdaetori «t a balaaeed pair coated with • layer of high 

pMratafeiUty «aterlal to aaidj^te skla effect mä loduetaiw«. 

t.  f&e eo^astom »n closely spaced for «aids«» eapacitiv« eoupllng 

lapat It ad«4wtely Isolated tnm tte output ty toe outer 

tf tiM cable. 
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It.     A fe«<S-through capacitor Is adted i*«re It doe* Id» most good; 

that la, »bout two thirds of tiw vay down the UM. 

AB producftd, the eutlre f llter/squib aas«ri>Ijr Bay T» pictured as 

figure 5-   Tfce asseahly ootuista of two principal eleMats, the a<|alb aad 

the filter.   The squlha are esaeatlaUy the sane aa tiioa* «aaad on tb* earUer 

firings of this aissile syatea.   Bonwrsr, the eoanector portion was ntealgaed 

to accept the aatlag connector of the filter,   fte Joinlag of the filter and 

svtih la aeeovUahed hy a aUp fit and final fastening la done by a 360 

degree soft »older Joint.   Ae eonaector la a staadard Beadlx six pin ra- 

eaptael« soft soldered to «i 

fee loaay tramnlsalea line ia «he heart of the fUtar.   A erota swstlc« 

of it la shown in figure ?■   The UM is a two coajteetor ahJUlded 

fhe «iter sheath is mi» of SO pw «mt niekel • $0 per ««a« inn 

and is ahmt 0.063 laeh in «IHM««.   Wtxä of Vm «adMtora it also 

fte esateetc»Ni are 0.011 
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Xo start with, tests reveal that the trautolssion line has the following 

characteristics■ 

Bjjg - 0.333 ohn/loop-foot 

B at 500 Ws « 11 ohas/loap-foot &Ser  to figure 8) 

C » 70 pf/foot 

Additional analytic studies have given the following characteristics! 

t at 500 kc/8 " ^ «ierohenries/lo^-foot 

TranSBisslon line attenuation at 500 ke/s . 0.37 db/foot 

Tranaaieslon line attenuatioa at 10 Ne/s ■ 3-$ db/foot 

At about 20 Ne/s the thirteen feet of the wire aa used in the device provide 

£0 dh of attenuation. 

To eattblish the lasertloa loss of t&e entire daviot a rteovoaa teat procedure 

was specified. OM purpose ras to assure that adcfattte proteetloB voold be 

«M to use a source that sore rMllstleaUy alaalKted ttw toaret reelataaee 

of the elreuit-aBtenM. Since line attematioB »iam «xeMds 60 46 at 

frefMoeles of *0 Mc/s und hinter, for these higlwr freqaneies «1M protection 

Is available regardless of source resiiUnei». St la )amm ttom prwrleus 

studies ttat the radiatioa reaistaaea of the circuit ecuia never be gnat« 

then 8 dam at frefueneiaa lower tiian 100 He/a so the teat ganaratora «are 

■odlflad «eoordingljr. ffl» results obtaiwd «are eoaaarvatlva beeanae with 
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•ay source resistance less than 2 ohms, the loss will h« greater. In field 

use the device will always have sore Insertion loss than that measured in 

the tests, me tests were conducted by the Franklin Institute and a graphical 

resume is given in figure 9- Sue filter-attenuators provide an insertion 

loss greater than 60 dh for all frequencies above 1 Mc/s. Ihe original 

design objective of 60 db down to 900 kc/s is not reallud on all filters, 

but the loss always exceeds 50 db, and since there was a liberal pad at 

Ulis extr«M of the frequency span, $0 db is acceptable. It is apparent 

that the actual insertion loss exceeds the Halts of the Masurlng equip- 

nest at all frequencies greater than 3 Mc/s. She device provides title 

Insertion loss even after being subjected to full eavlnuweatal testing. 

Other charaeteristles of the device have been established by farther tests 

at General laboratory Associates and Douglas. A softer of sqitlb-fllter 

unit« were subjected to & rvflre test at varioos radio frequeaeies the 

lowest of which was 2 !*■„'*. In this test, potentials of «pproximtely 

100 volts were applied directly to the unit« for a 30 second period, nils 

Is a tlM dnratiOB larger by a factor of 1000 than the device will ever 

experience • potential of this Magnitude la Ute field. Booe of UM squihs 

fired and la later firing tests it was found that the shape and applitade 

of UM pressure output curves was not effected by UM tests. 

latianUy heat is dissipated in UM device. In tests to establish the 

failure Halts, potentials of «pproxlaatcly 200 volts were applied at 2 

NB/S vntil failure, failure by open circuit occurred in the two units 

so tested after approxiaately two «ioutes. A picture of one of these units 

is shewn la figure 10. SM soldered end near the eoaneetor was aclted, 
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and tbe connector was pushed out by themal expaMlon of the potting mter^al. 

The squibs did not fire, but did fire in a later firing test when subjected 

to DC inputs. 

It is not hard to iaagine what happens «hen a static electric source is 

discharged into the filtered squib. Theoretically nost of the energy should 

be dissipated in a ringing action la the first loop of the filter-attenuator. 

This is pictured in figure 11. Tbe current in the first loop «Itematt« 

at a hlgit frequency after a static source is applied, and only a saaU. cur- 

rent Is present in the brldgevlre loop. Testa with 500 pf capacitor» charged 

to 5000 volts reveal that the energy delivered to the brldgmrtre during 

tbe heating portion of discharge is less by a factor of 10,000 than that 

which would be delivered without the filter-atteauator. Since the bridge- 

wire temperature rise for inputs of such short durstloa Is proportional to 

eaergj-, tc» «ignlfleanec 1« obvious. 

Another test was perf owed to show that with a step Input of « DC potential, 

the voltage at the load ted reaches 9$ p*r «eat of the steady state la lea« 

than 100 ■leroseeonds. Firing tests coaflrs that there is so neasurafele 

firing delay iatraduced by tbe filter-attenuator. 

All firings of the Wf protected squibs to date have been successful laeludlag 

loiter and aotor tests. 

Variations of BeflulrMWBt» 

Possibilities of Inproveswnt of «Ms device «re greater If mm of the 

original constralats are not laposed. 
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For many sinllar systeas of good circuit design the insertion loss 

probably could luve been realised with the transalssion line alone of the 

type used in these devices. 

too, if the choice of initiator is not Uaited to a specific unit, 

it would be beneficial to choose on* having a lower brldgeirlr« resistance. 

Since voltage division Is involved, less current Halting reslstaaoe noald 

be necessary, less line could be used, and the device would be ssallei. 

uar  *Sza2S   -• S^SJ£Z££S»«J5B£S£S£SSZ£S5 

Althottgi tiac and reUWhllity oonsidwctioBS did not ptnlt it for the 

present progras «be filter attenuator «esigB eooU be refined for 

«molencyj «hat is, »reat« mt^rtiaa lea« to sisa ratio, with 

cost reductions. 

IUIJ..-' the lcr«Mt and «Mt mymmiw elwent of tiM filter 

im, qpttrtiattc« witii «espeet to mtarials, site, aa 

of the Unt Is aott i^oittot. 9m mm at Mterlals with high 

penmfemty for the wire, or for the «1M mating la all 

for wortumng skin 

the ratio of Aß to DC reaiataae* la erltiotl «ad tUU <mi& be 

^r uae of Mtorlala of hWm MMPMUO ponwaMU^r.   XT tha 

with sa^wnsaUer, it is 

ewUbt 804 
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fbe traosBission line described earlier is overdesigoed, and can be made 

snaller as confidence in the drawing technique develops. Since twin axial 

thermocouple vires can be bought oft the shelf with outer sheath diaaeters 

of 0.011 inch having separate conductor dlaaeters of 0.002 it is felt that 

wire of the present design could be drawn such snaller than the O.O63 used 

presently. Ttd»  Dlnlaturlsation would result in; 

1. Increased distributed capacitance caused by closer spaclne of 

the conductors. 

2. Increased resistance of the conductors per unit length because 

of the reduced conductor cross section. 

3. Savings In weight and voluse by virtue at the above as well as 

the reduced cross seetloa. 

It the cross section «ere reduced to oat half, the bulk of the transalasioa 

line could be reduced to about one sixth of it« preeeat volme. 

Another approach lies in opttaiMtion of the gesswtrleal. cross «ection of 

the trancsiseioB line. Ihere are several e»tl« things that could be dose 

la a twin axial design. However, to take «a easy approach with siaple 

sha$es, eoasldenfele iaproveaeat could be obtained la a dMicn of two flat 

wires, laslde a circular sheath. IM« dMtgn is shewn ia figure IS.   It 

would «tiUM the space better with regard to woa at dieleetrlo needed for 

a given area of wire, and results la greatly lacwetd eapaeitanee between 

wires, with aore pnaouaeed skin effect both few the reetaagular eross 

seetimi and iBoreascd proxlulty effects ■ It shotiU alto be awtlMed that 
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this drawn wire, twin axial design does not appear to be tbe optiw» produc- 

tion nethod for obtaining the type of transmission Hue needed, although 

it does solve the isolation problen neatly, and neets the re(iulrwe&t for 

flexibility. Other fabrication techniques such as thin fila», look »ore 

pronising for greatest efficiency and saallest bulk. 

DM literature indicates that capacitors adequate for this application either 

are available, or soon will be, in very small packages occupying perhaps 

one fifth tbe present volume of the feed-through capacitor. 

Poaslblc Configurations 

Two possibilities for Improved versions of the device are ahowa In figure 13, 

In comparison to the device In present use. Dhey are representative of the 

improveaents that could be realised with laproved drama twin axial wire only 

and do not reflect thin film possibilities. 

In looting to potential developawnte we look forwd to the advastagous 

application of the tosslbllltles of optlalsatioa, and envision applying 

this to another sew concept developed at Douglas for initiator deslga. 

On one of our eurrest program at Douglas «• are making us« of a detonator 

mounted at tta mlsail« skin, which can be installed or removed with «sly 

a standard screwdriver, tte detonator output, by means of smell shaped 

charges la the detonator, initiates a mild detoaatlag fuse train which in 

turn Is routed over to a solid propellent fas gcaerator of a hydraulic 

pumping unit (8F0) see figure 1$. 
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B»e detonator Itself Is shown in cross section in figure lit- Note the swivel- 

Ing head and indexing key that nake this detonator skin insertahle. Ihis 

scheme allows the HFU to be easily and convincingly armed and disarmed. 

IMs detonator type equipped with Integral loss line protection as Illustrated 

in figure 16 and making use of the Improvements suggested above can provide 

a new order of simple, convincingly safe, easy to install electroexploslves. 

lt. SUMHAHY 

Present Device 

By way of sunary, the filter squib In production, having been fully proof 

tested has the following Important features. 

1. Firing Voltage   26 volts DC 

2. lo-flre Voltage k volts DC 

3. Insertion loss of filter - attenuator 

50 db fro» 0.5 to 1 Nc/s 

60 db above 1 Mc/s 

60 db above 3 Mc/s 

4. W no-flre for all frequencies greater than 500 kc/s: 

Designed to withstand a 400 volt pg^entlal for several seconds 

with no dasagt or duddtag. With present circuits this corresponds 
Q 

to eleetrosagnctlc fields up to 1.5 million W/B . 
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Demonstrated ability to withstand 100 volt potential for 30 seconds 

with no dsnage or dudding. Corresponding electromagnetic field 

is 100,000 w/m2. 

Designed to withstand a 30 volt potential indefinitely. IMs 

/ 2 corresponds to an electroaagnetic field of 10,000 w/o . 

$.  Physical Package 

Height 4 1/2 ounces 

Total length 3 1/2 indies 

Largest diameter 1 l/k inches 

Future Device 

With those changes felt to be innedistely possible with negligible develop- 

ment outlay, the sane perforaance could be obtained in the following physical 

package: 

Weight 11/2 ounces 

Length 2 1/2 inches 

Diameter • • V* liu&a* 
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24. DISCUSSION 

A man from Pioatiimy Arsenal requested clarlfieation of the 

tera " insertion loss" under conditions •where input and output wei'o matched. 

He asked if, under these conditions, the loss should not be termed attenua- 

tion. Mr. Warner confirmed that The Franklin Institute had «atohed the 

device during measurements. The questioner reported that this is usually 

known as attenuation. Insertion loss is the tern applied Kben no attempt 

is made to match. Mr. Warner answered that these mmsibiBents did not 

follow MIL 220. 

Mr. Brown asked the unit cost. Mr. Warner answered between 

300 and 400 dollars. If the device is fired repeatedly a corresponding 

unit cost correction can be added. 

Mr. Siagwon asked if «it filter materially lengthened the 

ignition time and what ignition time is available. Mr, Warner answered 

that the Ignition tins ia a few silüseeonds and that ?$£ of max voltage 

is achieved within 100 microseconds. 

An unidentified questioner asked what the attenuation was for 

DC input. &•. Warner approxiaated the attenuation to DC at 20 db. 
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2$.  Development of RFI Shielded Connectors 
U.J. HMbek 

Aophenol Connector Blvitlon 
Aa^iienol-Borg Electronic« Cor^tntion 

Chicago SO, UlinoU 

This paper comprises a suamary of «ark accoapltthsd on Navy Gmittaee 179*7933 

the feasibility of achieving the Navy's requifftaents for a wiltl-eonduetot 

8F1 siiielded cable connector suitable for us« in BISSII« ftriisg clceuits and 

electrically detonated ordnance has been verified by dasigning, eoMtiraettng, 

and tasting connector prototypes. 

The connector developed M a resale »f this contract will be uaad to Mka a 

shielded electrical eonneetion ttm m mot« pewer supply to a missile firing 

circuit.   UM awblent cendltlons «ill include high intensity elaetroMgiMtle 

radUtlon.   Henc«, shlaWlng U «sodatery.   to addition, the mrnmtos* shouU 

aiaslle «pplieatlons. 

Vm nlaslle firing circuit Is eompesad of a sensitive ratlatane« «tea «hieb 

when heated by the passage of electrical currant will ignlt« aa iwplaslvtt 

charge or squib. 

A potentially hasardcNM eeadltlen la ereatad by the ptaaanc« <*£ •u*Umlmi**l 

«leetcoaasiiatlc radiation.   Owler certain em^itlsas, It la paaalble that the 

MMrlDM ees^eaents of tha firing systaa, eabl«, cwanoetmra, ate. will act a« 

antenna and «Mrgls« tha firing circuit as the 

or la tha praeast of being 

As a result, the »aval Wsapens Ufeoeatery, »ahlgran, Virginia, 
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contract to the Amphenol Connector Division for the prlaary purpose of 

developing a connector design concept which would alleviate this hazardous 

misfiring characteristic. 

In order to shlnld and otherwise prevent electromagnetic radiation fron 

entering the missile firing circuit at the connector, the following design 

features are significant. 

1. The shielding effectiveness of the sated connector should equal or exceed 

that of an equal length of the cable utilised In the firing circuit. 

2. The connector shield at the interface of the two connector halves oust 

make positive contact before the two power contacts oat« and aaintain 

contact uutil after the power contacts break, 

3. The contacts in the receptacle connecter half should be isolated tuf- 

iieiently to preclude the possibility of field personnel aeeidentally 

touching the socket contacts with their fingers or with the nating 

connector shell during the aating and unMting cycle or while the eoimee- 

tors are unMted. 

4. There should be at» break in the shield through the cotuteetor and cable 

which would allow RFl to "leak" into the power circuit. 

5. The "skin" munted receptacle connector should reduce the antenna effect 

of the contacts a« aiuch as possible while in the unmted state. 

6. The connector should be able to withstand environasntal eonditioas (vibra- 

ttoiv, high and low tesferature», orcosion, «tc.) without degradation of 

the •hielding characteristics of the connector. 
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7. The design concepts to be developed should be applicable to connectors 

employing a large number of contacts. 

Cable Selection 

The Uavy specified that a two-conductor shielded cable should be used with 

the connector to be developed. The exact designation or construction of the 

cable uas not Indicated for the reason that any number of existing or otfcer 

future cables may be uSi''. Variations in cable would involve minor connector 

design changes in order to adapt the cable to the connector and hence should 

not affect any basic connector design concepts which relate to shielding 

effectiveness. 

The two-conductor cable arbitarily selected by Aophenol Co be used in eon- 

junction with the developed connector was the Military Ho, BC-22B/U cable. 

This cable was selected aainly because It utilises a double layer braided 

shield which provides improved shielding ever other cable types which have 

only a single layer of shield braid. In addition, this cable was readily 

available and its selection expedited the work of the contract. 

Achievement of the connector design requirements previously outlined Is 

revealed in the prototype receptacle and plug eunoeetor designs. 

Those design features pertaining to envixonnental resistance are presently 

utilised by Aaphanol in its 4S Series line of eisiature, ■iltl«e«etaeel 

envtronaentaily resistant electrical connectors in accordance with the re» 

qulreaents of the governing kit Force Specifieatien MZL-C-Z&OO. 

Fig. I showa a drawing of the prototype plug eonnaeter. 
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This design is very similar to the mating receptacle connector »hown in 

Fig. 2, The prototype designs have many features which favor highly effec- 

tive and reliable shielding and environmental resistance characteristics. 

For example, a hard dielectric disc with integral retention clips. Item 1 

of the drawing provided for secure attachment of the contacts In the con- 

nector. This device will prevent axial movement of the contacts due to 

rugged use, cable flexing, or temperature changes. The retention clips 

require the use of tools for removing contacts from the connector end for 

Inserting contacts Into the connector. 

Various O-rlngs and resilient seals arc utilised to prevent the entry of 

moisture or corrosive elements Into the meted coanectow. 

Because the contacts are crimped to the conductors prior to assembly Into 

the connector, an elongated grämet ferrule. Item 2 of the drawing allows 

sufficient free conductor length to facilitate contact Itteertioa. 

Copper alloys were used in the majority of the connector components as well 

as aluminum. An all alumlnm connector of suitably plated elloys jhouU be 

considered for future applications to provide the necessary electrical 

properties as well as dcslreable light weight character1sttee. 

411 mechanical Junctions between the piece parts which make up the eoeneetoc 

were made metal to metal eompresslen loaded at the full cireumferenee of the 

contracting areas. This approach eliminated all gaps in the eenaaetor shield. 

Small gaps in the shield can significantly degrade shleUlag effectiveness. 

A major improvement In the prototype samples Is the latroductioa ef a ahield 

contact. The shield contact. Item 3 ef the drawing is provided for two main 

reasons. 
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1. The shield contact will provide a positive method for connecting the 

cable shield before the power contacts are mated and to break the cable 

shield after the power contacts are unnated, 

2. The shield contact will provide effective shielding for the contacts 

when the connectors are either mated or unstated or in the process of 

being mated or uiunated. 

The first shield contact design la shown in Ft«. 3. 

This is a four tine male cylindrical contact.   The faatur« of this design 

which enhances its shielding effectiveness is its close peripheral fit to 

the Bating socket member,    tin features of Chi* design which would possibly 

degrade its shielding effectiveness are;    (1) only four point contact with 

the mating socket member and (2) axial slots which «re required to provide 

its resilient characteristics..   These axial slots may permit the entry of 

stray 8FI into the connector. 

This geoMtry can b« considered as a wave guide operating below the cut off 

frequency because the inside diameter of th« shield contact is .330 inch. 

Calculation yields a cut off wavelength of .398 Inch or a cut off frequeney 

of 19.7 kHe/sec. 

In this particular shield contact design, tit« contact length provided will 

cause the tips of the central power contacts to be recessed 1/2 inch fro« 

the front end of the shield contact.   This will yield a calculated 39.2 db 

MVC guide attenuation at 10 kMc/sec. and a maxieiu» calculated attanuacion 

of 43.3 db at lower frequencies (below approxiMtcly 2 kde/sae.) 

|he seWnd shie|^ y^act ^«^ JS ggg n" ffot ^n 

XhiM shield contact basically consists of a length of brass tubing terminated 
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at one end with a circular ring ui radially projecting spring fingers or 

contacts which will make the required electrical contact with the mating 

socket member. 

The features of this design which will probably enhance its shielding effective- 

neas are: (1) a multiplicity of points of electrical contact depending upon 

the number of fingers utilized in the contact design (in this case, twenty- 

one), and (2) the absence of any axial slots which could allow leakage of 

stray electromagnetic radiation into the connector. The one disadvantage of 

this design are the spaces between the contact fingers which could be a source 

of inward leakage. The calculated shielding characteristics of this design 

when analyzed again as a waveguide below cutoff will be of the some magnitude 

as described previously because the controlling parameters of length and in- 

side dlametc- are equal in both contact designs. In actual testing, this 

shield contact configuration offered more attenuation than the previously 

discussed design. 

The third shield contact designis shown in Flg. S. 

This design consists of a length of brass tubing. This contact is identical 

to the previous contact design except that it does not have a means for making 

electrical contact with the mating socket member and is 1/2 Inch greater In 

length. Hence, the power contacts would bo recessed 1 inch from the front of 

Che shield contact. Since this is not a complete contact, it «as only used 

when evaluating the shielding effectiveness of the connector in the unnsated 

seat«. Analysis of this geometry as a waveguide gives an indicated attenu- 

ation at 10 kHe/see. of 78.4 db and a »aximm attenuation below approxlaately 

2 kMe/sec. of 91.0 db. The construction and testing of »  connector utilising 

this contact provided a comparison with the otUer alternate shield contact 

designs when determining shielding effectiveness of the utmated open-faced 

connector. 
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Testing 

The next phase of contractual work was the laboratory evaluation of the 

connector prototypes. 

The connectors tested consisted of the MIL-C-26500 connectors which are 

Ainphenol standard production Items and were tested as a basis for comparison 

with the contractually developed connectors where such • comparison was 

applicable.    The next two fig. (6 & 7) show the standard plug and receptacle 

connectors so tested.   The 12 size shell with No. 20 contacts was used be- 

cause the prototype also utilized this approximate shell and contact slM. 

Three receptacle prototypes were tested.   Fig. 8 showing on« type of receptacle 

utilises a tlned shield contact having four axial slots.   Fig. 9 showing another 

receptacle utilises a tubular shield contact having radially projecting spring 

fingers.   Fig. 10 showing still another receptacle utilizes a tubular shield 

contact of extended length,   this connector was only used in those tests in- 

volving unnated connectors.   All 3 receptacle prototypes ware identical exeept 

for the variations in the shield contact design. 

Fig. 11 shows the prototype plug connector. This saae plug WH used in all 

tests involving sated connectors. 

Three types of laboratory tests wee used to «val'jata the RFS shlaUiag eap- 

abilities of the two conductor power eemwetors.   fhey wir«; 

1. Fully nated Connector Shielding Effeetivcneu lest 

2. Umated or Open Connector Coupling Vest 

3. Connector Froxinity Coupling 3«st 

The first test conducted evaluated fully «at«d emmttme shtoUias «ffaetiv«» 

ness.   A parallel plate or slab traoaniasion lim was fabrieatad to parait 
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the i.sertioa of couplUg loops of fully mated coiuiectors ««»embled to cable. 

A coupllag loop of RG-22B/U cable without co>ii>eccora waa used as the reference 

for the comparative measuremeuts. 

At each test frequency, the RG-22S/U cable coupling loop was precisely set 

into the slab Hue and the RF detector output level was recorded.   This loop 

was replaced,  1:. turn, by the RO-22B/U cable loop with fully mated coaneetors 

attached as ii  service. 

Fig. 12 shows the test schematic aad describes the details of the test setup. 

Important derails affecting the test results Included; 

1. The le.isth of the cable loop without connectors was equal to the length 

of cable loop with coivneetors. 

2. Tlie 5/8 Inch distance from the centerllna of the cable loop to the surface 

of the center conductor of the slab trausmlssion Hit« was aalntainod through« 

out all tests. 

The test equlpnaut was varied to suit the test frequency.   Tans were conducted 

In the frequency range of 2 to 62S He/see. 

Flg. 13 is a photograph of the test setup.   On the left «re tw« types of RF 

detectors covering the fr^qucney range of 40 to 623 Ne/sae.   In th« canter Is 

shown a» RF osetllator and power supply.   On the right la the slab line with 

test sample cable leada projecting fro« its top.   The side and end plates of 

the slab line are of aluninum stock.   Tba center eo.idueter is brass and is 

terni.«ted with connectors for coupling to standard labotatory Mae equipnentu 

Tn« teat results show that the 8G-22B/U cable loop with eonneetora Is, within 

experiaental accuracy, superior to the R6*22B/U cable loop without eonuaetors. 

Tim teat results have baau plotted on Graph No. 1. 
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This grapii plots teac frequency agaiust shielding effectiveness.    The sero 

datum U..e is the shieldlug effectiveness of the cable loop without connectors. 

Tue jaaged curve representing the shielding effectiveness of the covmeetor was 

determined by actual test measureiaents.   At any particular frequency, a positive 

value indicates the connectors are superior to the cable end a «•gative value 

indicates the connectors are inferior to the cable.    Even though some of the 

values for connector shielding effectiveness are less than the cable, the 

majority of the values are better tliftn or equal to the cable.    Hence, on the 

average,  the connectors exhibit superior shielding capabilities to Cite 8C-22B/U 

cable.    The variations In shielding effectiveness between the cable and cable 

with connectors is probably due to two effects.   They are; 

1. Distortion of the field In the slab 11ns test fixture due te differences 

In the sise and shape of cable and connecter test samples. 

2. Phasiug effects which alter the net voltage introduced Into the eaupUng 

loop.   Phasing effects are especially noticeable at higher frequencies 

whe.. the length of the coupling loop Is a Urge fraction of the slab line 

wave length. 

The second test was conducted at X-band to determine which unMkted raeeptaele 

configuration presented the best rejection to KTI.   Three different prototype 

raeeptaele connectors utilising three different shield contact designs, «a 

previously described, were tested In addition to a standard MIL>C«2AS0Ö 

receptacle. 

Fig. 14 describes the test seheaatle and test setup.   The Varlau E-13 Klystron 

has a rated ali.tnuH output of 100 elUlwatts in an optlnua load.    IhU coupled 

with a pyranidal horn gain of 32 db and an isolation pad lots of 3 db 414 not 

yield aufficlcnt radiation power levels to permit far field tasti.ig of 
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receptacles mounted OK metallic grou.id places.    Detectable sigaals were 

observed o.ily whea tlie receptaclo-grouud plaae was brought up to within 20 

iuclies from the hor.; aperture.    This resulted in considerable signal re- 

flf.ctio.i back into the horn with correspoading erratic test results. 

The aear field tests conducted utilizing a microwave absorbing naterial as a 

ground pla <c as shown in the test scheraatic was found to yield reproducibl« 

results. 

The hrass tube which is attached meclianicaUy and olectrlcslly to the back of 

the test connector maintains a tight fit to the microwave absorber.    By this 

means, the conductors and detector are shielded to spurious till.   After passing 

through the brass tube and dicluctric block, the conductors are terminated to 

a type :i coaxial receptacle. 

When tested in this ciaunar, all three eontrtetially designed coaneetors show 

superior shielding effectiveusss tu comparison with standard eomieetors.   At 

the single test frequency of 9,680 cc/s, the following order of excellence 

«rats noted. 

The couaector using the «jtteudüd shield cout*«t was 6!« taost effective being 

17 db superior to the standard eonnector. 

The connector using the tubular shield contact with radially projeetiug »pring 

fingers was 16 db supatior to tlm standard eonnsetor. 

r«« connector using the four tined Snield contaet vms 3 db superior to the 

standard connector. 

The standard t.li-C-26500 connector was least effective.   This Inferiority la 

csmm.t to all ausUiolded connectors a.id net only the Kll-C-16500 eemteeUr, 
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The third and last teet conducted was the connector proximity coupling test. 

The purpose of this test was to evaluate the shielding effectiveness of the 

mating plug and receptacle as they are iu the process of being coupled.   Fig. 

15 shows the test setup. 

In this test, the standard MZL-C«26500 and the prototype plug connectors 

used as traasaitting antennas.   This was aewNaplisbed by terainating the eon- 

tacts of the connectors in 100 otns while naintaining insulation to the Shell 

and energising the connectors eeaxUlly.   The outer shells of the plugs was« 

connected to the inner conductor of the transmitter's eoasclal output and the 

coaxial line's outer conductor terminated on the 6 foot square stationary 

plane.   This effectively nada the plug stalls stub aataanM with a 

at the outer er Bating end of the eennaetors.   The SMndard 

»0.-0-26500 connectors and the prototype test eemMstera «en successively 

nmmtad en a portable three feet square grew»! plan« and brought tete the 

prexiMity of the energised plugs.   BoobU stub timers war« used to Mteh the 

plugs used M antennas te th 

Betaetable output wu ebterved dwii« the test only «ban the plug «n 

«ere Mted MMllieally.   the results •hen that at I.S kMe/tee. all 

yteUMl tta saeis output level.   So «itpue MM ebtecved I» be due to preKisity 

only.   A Hwlett-laekard eseillater used as the trtiumitter baa aa output »I 

10 «dUiMatta.   4 higher pewtr tranmiteer night reveal preitialty eeuyling 

before the 

Ibis «meluded the test 

I.   She eemeeter U tmfmttm tc «a afuivaleet length ef m-3WV «able in 
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2. The receptacle connector in the unmated or open face state wtli have 

superior «hielding effectiveness to standard connectors. 

3, An outer shielding contact of cylindrical shape will nake contact before 

the povor contacts oate and raalntain contact until after the power contact» 

break. This contact will also provide RFI shielding while the connecter» 

are uunated, 

4. The contacts in the receptacle hilf have b«en tsol«ced to prtelud« tl« 

possibility of field personnel accidentally touching the contact». 

5, The co.mecter will bo able to withstand severe envlreiment» wltliaut de- 

gradation of sliieldtns effectiveness and can »oploy a tmaze of eeataet 

sieos and qua>itities, 

25. DISCUSSIOH 

k mi«« asked for iwwrieal or eonparatlw leakage valuas for 
& regular seimester.   Mr. Hashek anmmred that this «as not cheeked because 
of th« slailaritjr of RF sable and opm wiriRg.   It «as feared that reialt« 
would b« ineoneluslrs. 

Ansthep wie« ooKBWjtied that «qyliwent Is available to 
titt leakage of «ly eolmeotor or joist.   Vr, Kaäiek repUcd ^«t be had 
no way ef doing this. 

«r. a. Walsh of «W. asiwd. Kith new ^flistAUm la aiad. If 
th« coKMntor was astehed to the line.   »fir. Mashek answered tt»t th« 
etuuracterlstles of the esumeetor were net «onaidered at an. 

k questioner asked far the overall Imtfk,   He atind If th« 
length «as the ssaw as the 26500 1. Sir. Maäuek «wwered that It wa« net 
benaus« of the addltlenal length rwtoired to insert the eoutaete. 
contacts are raaovabl» «ad require »ASlUenal IwsgUi for ■eehaaia* 
lasertloi».   the coisUat will release either ttmA or rear.   Th« , 
wit is skout 3 imdits ls«jg and 3/4 tn^ in äüB»t«r.   This 1» tt« 
^rastloal Unit in «is« aal«»» a single ocataot is desired la tMch eau« 
It eould b« coB|>r«»t«d eoBSideraJsly. 

Id rwf^f to a «|u«sU(m eonewmij« th« pwfesnaes« of this devle« 
hi^i are conations, Mr. Mashek said that m «valuations have fe««» 
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26. TWO-CONDUCTOR LOW-PASS TRANSMISSION LINE THEORY 

H. G.  Tobin, L. J. Greenstein, R.  J. Arndt, and E.  W.  Weber 
Armour Research Foundation 

of 
Illinois Institute of Technology 

INTRODUCTION 

The operational effectiveness of Naval vessel* on which ordnance 

functions coexist with communication and radar functions requires safeguards 

to preclude inadvertant firings of electro-explosive devices by means of 

transmitter outputs.   To reduce the danger of such undesirable occurrences, 

without demoting the ordnance and communications operations ia either 

distance or time, several techniques could be employed.   The most noteworthy 

of these are: 

(1) Shielding each firing cable to minimise the leakage of spurious 

electromagnetic energy into the fire control circuits. 

(2) Providing a lumped-circuit low-pass filter at the electrical 

input to each actuating device) so that only energy contained 

in the frequency band of the control signal is passed. 

(3) Developing firing cables which pass control signals satisfac- 

torily, while providing high attenuation at frequencies above 

the bandwidth of the control signals, i. e., performing the 

above-mentioned low-pass filtering in the transmission line 

itself. ^ 

It may well be that the most effective ttaA economical techniques for 

minimising the danger of unintentional firings consists of some combination of 
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the above approaches.   To limit the necestity for external •hieldiag and filtering, 

however, it appears desirable to first obtain the maximum benefit from the 

inherent filtering capabilities of transmission lines.   Such a line should 

provide no more than 3 db attenuation per meter at frequencies up to 20 kc, 

while providing considerable attenuation, perhaps 50-60 db per meter, at 

radio frequencies. 

It was with the above objectives in mind that Armour Research 

Foundation undertook a research program for the U. S. Navy Mine Defense 

Laboratory to study the feasibility of the development of attenuating cables. 

The work was carried out in three phases.   The first phase of the work involved 

theoretical analysis of various transmission line configurations to determine how 

the objectives of the program might best be met.   A second phase id the program 

was cou.erned with a study of material properties and, in particular, those 

properties of materials which appeared to be of interest on the program.   la 

connection with the material survey, iavcatigatioa was also made of the fabri- 

cation difficulties encountered with various dielectric materials.   The final 

phase of the work is concerned with an experimental verification of the atten- 

uating properties of transmission lines which have been fabricated both com- 

mercially and in the laboratory.   Work is still eonttnulag in these areas.   This 

paper will attempt to give an up-to-date report on the progress obtained. 

THBORBTICAL ANALYSIS 

Introduction 

The first phase of the program involved the analysis of various line 

configurations in order to determine the theoretical limitations of different 

lines.   Depending on tile criterion applied, any number of procedures could be 

used to optimise a given line configuration.   The particular technique used in 

the analysis performed is as follows:  An attenuation of 3 db/meter was 
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specified at 20 kc (f.). The RF attenuation desired above 0-20 kc pass-band 

was then selected. The optimization technique then consisted of minimizing 

the frequency (f,) at which this attenuation occurs. 

Expressions of the attenuation as a function of frequency were derived 

for various line configurations.    The optimum line design using the above tech- 

niques was then found.    Only the results of these analyses will be presented 

here.    Detailed derivations art given in Quarterly Reports on "Two-Conductor 

Low-Pass Transmission Line Theory, " Contract No. N178-7927,  submitted to 

the U. S. Naval Weapons Laboratory, Dahlgren, Virginia.    Copies of these 

reports have been submitted to ASTIA and are available from that agency. 

The optimum line design, as found from the procedure outlined 

above, will not always be a realistic one.    The limitations of material properties 

and the fabrication techniques possible with these materials may require that 

compromise be made between the optimum design and one which may be achieved 

with relative ease.   The analysis, together with considerations of the above 

practical limitations, will allow a judicious compromise to be made between 

the various requirements of protection, cost, weight, etc. 

Conventional Distributed Transmission Line 

A differential length of conventional transmission line may be 

represented as shown In Figure 1.   The circuit behavior of this line may be 

characterised in terms of its characteristic impedance, Z., and its propagation 

constant,  fl    .   For a line with a series impedance of Z ohms per meter and a 

shunt admittance of Y mhos per meter, the values of the transmission parameters 

are given by 

^r = JJV ™ 
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In order to determine the attenuating properüe« of any particular 

line, it is necessary to find the real part of the propagation constant.   The 

real part is called 0(   and is the attenuation of the line In nepers/meter.   For 

the line in Figure 1, oC  may be shown to be 

oC-A^[|SW?j^^+^wXlCJj   nepers/meter (3) 

At low frequencies, «<   Is given by 

0<6
:!rJf*t& nepers/meter (4) 

while at high frequencies, the value of the parameter asymptotically approaches 

^M* i Jk   "^ a'J^ aepers/meter (5) 

A series of curves giving the attenuation as a functioa of frequency 

for different values of the high frequency attenuation are shown in Figur« 2. 

In plotting these carves it was assumed that the low frequency attenuation was 

very close to sero.   A value of other than aero attenuation at low frequencies 

causes a toe in the attenaaüsn curve at the low frequency «ad.   The same curves 

are replotted in Figure 3 so that all curves have the same attenuation at 100»« 

specified frequency.   One technique for determiniag the opttmum line eonlig« 

uration is to fix the attenuation at some low frequency and then miaimis« the 

frequency at which the attenuation rises to a specified value. 

From Figure 3, it can be seen that all curves ialtlally rise at lb« 

same rate as the curve indicated by e^* «A   Along tkkt line, the atteauatien 

iaereascs la proportion to the square root of frequency.   This then is the optimum 

eoadittaa we are interested ia.   la order that the atteauattoa wtU iacreaa« as 

the square root of frequency, it is necessary that of9 be very small and «Q 

be very large.  These limittag condittoas caa be ebtataad by rsqulrlag that 
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either 

U (6) hold«, then 

J UiLt nepers/meter 

while if (2) holds, 

= M^ nePer./«at.r 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

A line which satisfiee (6) wUl be called an LG line while on« which 

satisfies (7) will be called an RC line. 

Double-Layer Line -- Circalt Analysis 

The preceding analysis has shown that the optimum conventional 

transmission line will give an attenuation which Increases in proportion to the 

square root of frequency.   In an attempt to determine whether this rate of 

change of attenuation could be increased, several other types of transmission 

lines were studied.   The analysis of the response of any transmission line may 

be determined by analysing a circuit model similar to that analysed for the 

conventional distributed line.   This circuit representation is valid if the 

propagating wave on the line is comprised of the TEM mode only.   If this is 

not the case, the circuit approach may be used only in those ranges of the 

frequency spectrum where the longitudinal component of the electric field is 

small compared to the radial component. 

One type of line which was investigated was the double-layer line. 

Consider a line (Figure 4) in which the inter-conductor region is composed 

of two media, such that the boundary between them is cquipotentlal with respevt 

to the conductors.   Assume that one medium consists of a low-loss dielectric. 
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while the other consists of a conducting, or partially conducting, material. 

If the material whose parameters are designated by the subscript 

1 in Figure 4 is a semiconductor or conductor, and the second material is a 

dielectric, then the circuit element representation of the distributed line can 

be given by the configuration of Figure Sa.   The loasiness of the dielectric 

material and the dielectric constant of the lossy material can be neglected 

to a first approximation, thus leading to the configuration of Figure 6b where 

G- andC,have been removed. 

The normalised attenuation of such a line is 

where <%   5?   ■saaaHr 

Figure 6 shows curves of normalised atteauatton g vs. BormaUaed frequency 

y, with k a« a parameter.   For very large k and very low y it can be 

shown that g(y) has a square-low variation, 1. e.,   g aC y •   TOtis represents 

the steepest variation of attenuation with frequency ( o( 4. W ) that can be 

theoretically attained with this line. 

Assume that the attenuation below some frequency f,   is not to 

exceed some specified value   «t., and that we wish to mialmiae the frequency 

f- >" f.   above which the attenuation equals or exceed* some cutoff attenuation 

o^ 2 > Cr   To minimise  f, within the constraint that   «( & ■<.   for all 

f  i  f,, we can employ the curve, of Fig. 6 and solve for f2 and the cor- 

responding line parameters for various values of k.   Hie simplicity of Ais 

approach attests to the utility of the normalised rcprceeatatlaa. and can be 

describe** as follows: 
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For a curve corresponding to a »pecific value of k, two point« 

(yi> 81) and (y?1 87) are •elected which have the following properties: 

(2) g <g1 
for y< Yi 

(3) g > g2 *o' y > y2 

(4) The average «lope of g with reapect tn y between g, 

and g,  ia the maximum average slop« attainable between 

any two points which satisfy the above three conditions. 

The values of y,, y-, g. and g,  obtained in this manner are the 

normalised values of   UT.,   UC, aC.,   and   «t,, respectively, where Uie 1 "i< 

aliaations are given by (10*)*   If  W^B Z^fj),    «< j, and «K,2 are ape« fi 

then   MT* ( s 2 f^f,)  can be determined for each k, and represents the 

minimum cutoff frequency for that k. 

The above technique was applied to a coaxial line having an oufcr 

conductor of 1" diameter, an inner conductor of 0. 25" diameter, and a til- 

electric film of thickness 1 mil as region 1.   In addition, it is assumed that a 

non-magnetic conducting material is used.   For such a line, tfe» '•Äctaace if 

L « $,% Mt) Im.   The specified values of f,,    •*., and«* , were 20 ke, 0. 33 

nepers/m., and 16. ? nopers/m., respectively.   The «mines of f, calculated 

using the above technique are tabulated for various k in Table 1.   The cor- 

responding optimum line parameters R, C, and C are alto give a. as «ell as 

the relative dielectric constant of the film and the conductivity of the eoaducttng 

medium required to achieve the calculated values of C mad O for the aenaaed 

line dimeasions. 

Poable-iiayr Line -- Field Aaalysis 

As previously indicated, the use of sut equivalent circuit to datormiae 

th« behavior of a transmission line la valid as long as the profagattag wave can 

be approxknated by a wave having only a radial compeaeat of «loctrle field aad 
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an angular component of magnetic field, i. e. a TEM wave.   In order to deter- 

mine whether such a wave 1« present on a two-layer line, a field analysis of 

this type of coaxial configuration was performed.   The analysis assumes no 

losses in the conducting walls (inner and outer conductors) of the line.   This 

corresponds to the assumption R = 0 in the circuit model analysis. 

The electric and magnetic fields in both layers of the line must 

obey Maxwell's equations.   If a TEM mode exists, then 

Bt"£f*H^H*-o (in 

A two-layer line with a cross section as shown in Figure 4 is considered.  It 

can be shown that a TEM mode will exist only when 

and 
/'A v"«** (u) 

4£* /OJJL <"> 
Even in a lossless line, both these conditions will not la general be satisfied. 

Therefore, a TEM mode will not in general exist. 

Since the TEM mode cannot propagate, there moat exist another mode 

with a uutoff frequency of aero which degenerates into the TEM mode when both 

layers are the same.   It has been shown that a TM mode has these properties. 

We define 

a* ^tusy^t, (u) 
where 

r  ■ propagation factor 

n "   1  In region 1 

■ 2  in region 2 
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Then the fields which exist in the two-layer line can be shown to be 

£,; fr, -tfM *• 8, tiKfy'™ ,15, 

J-  and Y.  are Bessei functions of »er© order «ad of the first and second 

kind respectively and the primes indicate their derivatives and 

£**- ^ us) 

When the boundary conditions are applied, it is possible to find UM 

propagation constant of the line.   However« the solution is raawr formidabl« 

in appearance.   In ordsr to derive useful iaformatioa about tb« bebavior of tbe 

line, two different approximating approaches were tried.   In the first cat«« 

tits Bessei functioa evaluated at r ■ a and r ■ e are appronimatad by Öw first 

two terms of a Taylor aeries about r * b.   II tills is don«,   IT    is fmnd to be 

given by 

r • -^^ (M^4-^       K™ 
Note tb*t if  £ ,  and  c , *r* »•*!# f    i* parely imagtaary Mad propagattma 

results.   In addition, if    ^ |  B   ^ 2 •**    ß\  " y^l* *** •t*^81» '0r ^ 

pr^agation factor for the TEM mode results.  For small values of /3L f 

and     (%. A      , we may writ« 
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The maximtun magnitude of thit expresiion will be found whea  r » b « 2».   For 

// - X ' ^zfir K tO'1 hearlee/meter         (21) 

6,' £# s itfr * * 0", far»d./meter        (22) 

€,.*?«, w 
fcl»  AJT (24) 

«. s   /    e-*l. (25) 

we find 

l^/ij8   ^/3y/0-', or »6) 
which ladleate« the validity of the clreatt model at frequenele« twlow 100 Mc. 

«•ing an alteraate ttt of i^rmiiraatiast for the BMMI funetioae. For •mtll 

vain«« «rf the argwn«^, &• Beaeel fonctl^M may bt raplaead by the firat few 

term« of their »ewer ■•rlea exaaaaieM.   For A« eat« ' 

^ 
k <*l ("> 

(U) 

r"- - «*•'' i.ii     'Q, sr- (29) 

»y ftiritag &• real part et UM »qaar« roat <rf (2$) «• aaay «atannliia   P<   . 

toctsr aa «Mid ba fmni from a droilt rapvaan^tlaa af Ma UM.   ft la alaa 

ef iataraet to aota ftat aa laeraaa« ta ft artU aal laeraaaa läm Mia «I i 

tal merely laeraaa« ttw 
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the range.   Although not readily apparent, it can be thown that, over certain 

frequency range», the attenuation a* found from (29) will vary in proportion to 

the frequency squared.   This is a similar result to that found for the circuit 

model originally proposed.   We may conclude that the circuit model is certainly 

valid, with small error at frequencies in the communications band. 

Discontinuous Transmission Lines 

Discussion thus far has been concerned with lines which provide 

dissipative attenuation only.   It is well known that filters which incorporate 

only reactive elements will exhibit the steepest cutoff characteristics.   As loss 

is introduced into the filter, the cutoff of the device becomes more gradual. 

Unfortunately, those filters with extremely sharp cutoffs generally also exbiBlt 

pass-bands at frequencies above those for which the filter is designed to operate. 

Thus, if it is of importance to allow no energy to b« propagated above a certain 

limiting frequency, (low-pass filter), some loss must be introduced to minimise 

the effect of higher frequency pass-tends. 

A similar situation exists in transmission Uns*.   Lines can be 

designed which will not propagate energy in a given frequency range.   Rejectloa 

of the unwanted signals is accomplished throu^i tit« introduction of «Useonttnui- 

tiet in the line so that signals are reflected back to Ae source rather than being 

transmitted to the load.   As a result of the reflections, the loss of the line will 

be greater than that to be expected from dissipative attenuation alone.   An 

analysis of such a line was performed for establishing eriterU for the design 

of the line in order to obtain the sharpest possible cutoff consistent with Ute 

maintenance of a minimum value of attenuation in the stop tend. 

The model assumed for the study is shown in Figure t.   It is a 

composite line consisting of alternate sections of two types of traasmiasioa 

lines.   The tine was considered to be of seml-inflnlte extent in order that the 

effects of load end reflections could be neglected and that the impedances 
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appearing at corresponding point« in successive sections would be identical. 

Significant parameters oi the line are given in Table 2.   Using these parameters 

and the conventional transmission line voltage and impedance relationships we 

may find the ratio of the input voltage to one section of the line to the voltage 

at the output of the second section of the line.   This relationship is found to be 

given by 

Equation (30) is certainly formidable in appearance.   Its difficulty 

is compounded by the fact that the terms involved are in general complex 

numbers.   However, considerable in information can be derived from this 

expression.   The equation is symmetrical with respect to 10 .   and   "90 .. 

Furthermore, the result is unchanged if K is replaced by l/K. 

An understanding of (30) is facilitated by a breakdown of the individual 

factors involved.   The attenuation loss and the phase shift of the individual 

section is represented by ^  and   ^   Th. factor (K + D/z/TT will be 

recognised as proportional to the misir £ch loss between two lines having 

characteristic impedances  ZA    and  Zn .   The remaining portion of (30) is 
0l 02 

due to second and higher order reflections which occur as the wave i« reflected 

first toward the source, Uten toward the load, and so on.   The importance of 

these higher order reflections will depend upon the «Ussipativc attenuation of 

the individual sections of the line.   If the individual attenuations are small, 

the wave after Its sacand reflectton is of the same order of magnitude as the 

primary wave.   If attenuation is present, Use influence of higher order waves 

wUl be negligible. 
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When the ratio of character!sue impedances is high, and a moderate 

amount of attenuation occurs in each of the elements of the line, (30) may be 

simplified to 

^n^HX'-t) (31) 

For mismatch ratios of greater than 50 to 1 and attenuations of at least 1 db 

per section, (31) will be in error by less than ten percent.   In addition, ao 

great error will be involved in using (31) even for the low-loss case unless 

the electrical length of one or the other of the elements of the line is nearly an 

integral number of half-wavelengths. 

On the basis of the foregoing discussion,  several generalizations 

can be formulated regarding the behavior of a quasi-lumped transmission 

line over the entire frequency range. 

(1) In the low-frequency range the attenuation of such a line will 

be relatively low and will be approximately equal to the sum of the dissipa- 

tive losses in the elements which comprise it. 

(2) At higher frequencies the attenuation will rise more rapidly 

than the losses of the individual elements because of the mismatch loss 

resulting from phase shift in the line sections. 

(3) As the frequency approaches that at which the Individual 

elements represent a quarter-wavelength, the attenuation of the composite 

section passes through a peak. 

(4) The attenuation then decreases with rising frequency until 

the point at which each element represents a half-wavelength at the signal 

frequency.   The value of the attenuation at this minimum point is a function 

of the losses of the two elements and will usually be greater than their sum. 

(5) At still higher frequencies the attenuation displays a cyclical 

variation wit'  peaks occurring at frequencies corresponding to odd numbers of 
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quarter-wavelengths and valleys at frequencies corresponding to even numbers 

of quarter wavelengths. 

(6) In a physical line, the amplitudes of successive fluctuations 

tend to decrease progressively as the attenuations of the elements increase 

with frequency. 

(7) The attenuation characteristic of the composite line oscillates 

about a curve whose value is equal to the sum of the attenuation of the two 

elements plus twice the mismatch loss between their characteristic impedances. 

In order to get a more quantitative idea of the behavior of such a 

line, a specific value of  K was assumed.   Figure 9 gives a family of curves of 

the maximum and minimum values of attenuation in terms of the attenuation of 

the individual elements calculated for a value of K equal to 1000.   The minimum 

value of attenuation will occur only if both lines represent an integral number 

of half-wavelengths at the same frequency.   The same may be said for the 

maximum value.   One Interesting feature is the fact that for a given attenua- 

tion of the individual elements, the attenuation bf the composite line will be 

greatest if each section has the same loss as the other.   Between the curves 

giving the upper and lower limits of the composite attenuation, a curve is 

drawn which is equal to the sum of the individual attenuations plus twice the 

mismatch loss.   This curve represents an asymptote which both tats of curves 

approach.   It should be noted that for each value of K a new set of curves 

could be generated. 

Although a complete design specification cannot be found by use of 

the above analysis the curves can be used to obtain the minimum values of 

Individual attenuation necessary to insure that the total attenuation wiU remain 

above a specified limit as the frequency is  varied.   Specification of the design 

parameters for a line of this type wiU, in general, be an empirical process 

involving a number of compromises.   However, some suggestions might be 
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made which should facilitate the process and minimise the number of burden- 

some calculations which must be performed. 

In most applications, the required length of the overall line will 

be known.   Determination of the number of sections into which this length 

should be divided will involve a compromise among several factors.   Close 

agreement between the theoretical performance capabilities described above 

and the behavior of an actual line requires that the line contain a large number 

of identical composite sections in cascade.   However, fabrication of a line 

becomes more difficult, and perhaps even impractical, if an unduly large 

number of sections is specified.   Furthermore, the range of values particu- 

larly of the reactive parameters, which can be realised in a reasonable line 

configuration is limited by available materials and techniques and this, ir 

turn, restricts the extent to which each section can be shortened while ••■   'i 

obtaining adequate phase shift over the frequency range of interest.   Nev- t ■ 

theless, it is suggested that the line be divided into as large a number c i 

sections as is feasible and that a minimum of perhaps five composite sections 

is necessary if reasonable agreement between theoretical results and actual 

performance is to be obtained. 

ATTENUATION MEASUREMENTS 

Measurement Techniques 

The attenuation of a transmission line may be determined by a 

measurement of the input impedance of a line under open-circuit and short- 

circuit load conditions.   If the open-circuit input impedance is denoted by 

Z      and the short-circuit input impedance by  Z    , then the propagation 

constant of the line will satisfy the following relationship: 

t**i r/=j|r 
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Thi» equation can be solved to determine  Q    and thu*  oi   , 

As   oC increases, however, the input impedance under any load 

conditions approaches   Z., the characteristic impedance of the line.   It then 

becomes difficult to determine the line parameters by a measurement of the 

input impedance. 

An alternate scheme has been devised to make these determinations. 

For an open-circuit load, the magnitude of the ratio of receiving end to sending 

end voltages can be shown to be 

Tor  cotZM^i, the attenuation may be approximated by 

For values of  /| < O.f', this can be further simplified to 

with better than one percent accuracy. 

Experimental Results 

The experimental setup for both voltage and Impedance measurements 

is shown in Figure 9.   A ground plan« of 1/32" copper sheeting was placed 

on a bench-top, with aU of the instruments «r.d the line under measurement 

being grounded to this plane.   The following will give the results of measure« 

ments performed wpon certain of the lines.   The attenuation values given for 

these lines were in most cases derived through a measurement of the ratio of 

input and output voltages under open circuit load conditions.   Impedance measure < 

ments were generally made to obtain a check of the attenuation at one or two 

frequencies at the low end of ths frequency hand. 
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The first line which was fabricated and measured was a strip RC 

line.   The response of this line as a function of frequency is shown in 

Figure 10.   Included is the theoretical response of a line with the measured 

values of  R and C  determined by input impedance measurements.   The con- 

stancy of the attenuation at frequencies above one megacycle is due to the 

presence of inductance which is neglected in the theoretical derivation. 

The results obtained with several additional line types are shown 

in Figure 11.   Included in this Figure is the response of the RC line for 

comparison.   The lumped element line indicated consisted of series coils and 

shunt capacitors with a theoretical attenuation of 3 db/section at 320 kilocycles. 

Attenuation measurements performed upon the two-layer lines which 

were fabricated indicated that little correlation existed between the theoretical 

and obtained values of attenuation.   One of the main difficulties encountered 

with all models of the two-layer line was the prohibitively high value of series 

resistance which was present.   In one strip line, the series resistance at dc 

was measured *s 190 ohms.   In addition, the conducting epoxy which was 

employed as the conducting medium was found not to meet the specifications 

of the manufacturer.   One type was found to have a resistivity four orders of 

magnitude greater than the manufacturer's literature claimed.   It is felt, 

therefore, that a good physical model of the two-layer line has not yet been 

constructed.   In addition, it should be noted that the requirements on at« 

material as indicated in Table 1, may preclude the construction of the type 

of two-layer line described here. 

Some of the most interesting lines tested were gelatinous filler 

lines. Five different types of filler were tested. The compositions of the 

filler are given in Table 3. The attenuation of these lines as a function of 

frequency are shown in Figure 12.   It will be noted that the variation in 
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attenuation aa a function of frequency is much more rapid than the one-half 

power, at least until the high frequencies are reached.    ThiH appears to be due 

to the variation in the resistivity of the material as a function of frequency. 

For the purposes of attenuating lines, this variation is in the proper direction, 

i. e. the resistivity decreases with increasing frequency.    Once again, it can be 

seen that the attenuation tends to become constant at frequencies above one 

megacycle. 

Recent efforts have been concerned with two commercially manu- 

factured types of cable.    The first is fabricated with a conducting polyethelyne 

dielectric.    The second's dielectric is a conducting silicone rubber compound. 

Receipt of these lines was only recently made and the initial results are reported. 

Portions of both of these cables were braided with a one hundred percent 

coverage.   Preliminary indications are that neither of these cables will meet 

the contract requirements as far as the exact attenuation requirements are 

concerned.   However, it can be seen that the variation of attenuation a« a 

function of frequency is approximately as predicted.   The responses of 

several of these commercially fabricated lines are shown in Figure 13. 

Included in this figure are the results of meaaurements on a polyethelene 

dielectric, copper braided line, and two rubber dielectric lines.   Of these 

latter two, one was braided while the other used a mixture of conducting 

paste and a silicon adhesive as the outer conductor. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The feasibility of using the signal leads to an electroexplosive device 

to provide attenuation to unwanted rf energy has been analytically demonstrated. 

For a conventional line, however, attenuation above the pass-band will increase 

at a rate no greater than the square root of frequency.   The use of a double- 

layer line will in theory allow thiti to (« increased to the second power of 
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frequency.   However, the practical diificultiea of fabricating auch a line may 

not allow full benefit to be derived from its use.   If reflective losae« are 

permitted, a theoretically infinitely sharp cutoff can be achieved.   Such a 

cutoff will, however, give higher frequency pass-bands. 

Commercially fabricated lines have demonstrated that attenuating 

lines can be constructed.   The lines tested thus far have not fully met the 

design specifications.   If, however, the cost of such lines is not prohibitive, 

the amount of attenuation which has been achieved should allow the use of 

ordnance devices in higher intensity field strength areas than is presently 

possible.   Further investigation of fabrication techniques should allow the 

original design goals of this program to b« met.   It is felt that the incorporation 

of such lines into new systems would be of definite benefit to the HERO program. 
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28.      HIGH VOLT AGE WBRID INITIATORS 

Lsonard Kati, Rooketdjma, Dlv. of 
North AmericMi Aviation Corp, 

Canoga Park, California 

Tha paa" fw ytar« haw SMU Urn rapid davalofMnt of MM faaillaa 

of «laetro-axploaif» dtrleas.   This davtlopMat is aaeesaltetcd tgr 

Inertasiag aabjaetlon of these alactro-ssplMl«* davless to laadvsrtoBt 

firing tgr ethar than tha propar eoMund slgaals.   Ths i^rt^ar signals 

■ight fca eontrlbatad by poaarftl W flalds, by stTCftg systM conwits 

or Teltsgss, or by «rreneeas aloctrleal eomsetltms.   A Isssar a^teslsad 

t«t Qalt« mil hassrd Is tha possibility of ffbrimt a nit by statlo 

dlscharcs pb-te^ilii sad fia-%o»&maA, 

Oaa of tha salt faadllta hat bam attalnad by andaratt» awlttUoMiy 

■N^pradii»^1 of Uta eeavmtiaMl brtdfs «irs dsvlo», i.a.t tits 1 aft« 

1 «att ae-nra, k mg sll-flrs nit.   PropoMnxts of this laprevad elass 

peiat to ths felloalj« admtafast 

1. The BO>flre eapabilitlas are ■«« than adeqnata vsrsu 

HP fields. 

2. There is nagllgibila saseepUMJl^r to pla-te^rmnd statle 

dlseharas flrtag. 

3. Thar« are no elaetrleal msMeter er «leetrleal tmMlsalm 

lie« diffle«äUas) me aleeteleai systm altsmlns are 

remind (tvlsted, ridalded pairs are sssnnä)* 

h.   A aispl« 81 mt supply i« sll Wat is r^airedj no fel»ek 

bens nssdsd« 

S,   An extwsin baekfromd of ettapafs, snmlllsaea and bshavlsr 

data «data. 
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The dlsadTanttgcs iiulssdes 

1.   Danger of being fired iaad-wrtently tV •ppliettien of 

«▼allablt ezeeisiT« powr; i.e., planing in of high voltage 

Sftttm i*ieh aay be a poHlen of the adesile nynUm or 

ground swpply, 

i aeeoad safe faally of elaetro^xploiiv« devieei la the B^lediiig 

Bridge Wire group, know» varlooiljr •• BW, XB, High 7elt«te, and other«. 

There haTe been ntp; «ontrlbatloni to this develepMDt md mmy facet« 

to the resultant eharaeteristle featttre«.   Buleally, ttooght the «alt 

featwes a fi&e bridge wire throogh whieh a great Meant of «leetrleal 

energy Is passed in a very short tine.   This energy Is a««aUy provided 

by the discharge of a capacitor throagh tue wir».   When the energy 

palee hit« the wire, the Mr« 1« «aid to "explode* with a ressltant 

shock wave «hleh em Initiate relatively inwmsltlve «aqplealve«. 

Most of the «alt« In thi« fanlly tnelwto veltai« hleekitig device« to 

ppeteet the wire.   The edvMtftp« Include i 

1.   The wm of relatively teWMdttve «aq^Letlv« Mterial. 

t,   txrmllmit no-flr« ehartetcrUUe« «nder a «id« rug« ef 

relatively hi^i veltags«, teafemt«««, IF «ad «heck. 

3«   High «lanltcselty ea^aUllly» 

fhe dl«admt«i«« IncledBi 

1.   PeNlMllty ef dvdttng «Inn ««bjeeted t« certain m-tirm 

VSIM« if hlecklng dtvloi« «re ahoent or rendered Inoperetlv«, 
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2, Femilssibls trtnsidtslon lln« langth» Iron tha power source 

(condenser) to mit are quite »bort («pprox. h ft. utx. length). 

3. A «altlpilelty of WLeek box teehaiqiies 1« reqnlred to provide 

condenser eherge «e needed, bleed as needed, and dlacharge 

as needed, including protection of UM triggering device. 

lu   Me« connector develepMntc are required. 

Because of the varioa« interpretatlona of the AFMTC "Stmdard« witb 

Reeard to Iff Ratlatien Hasard«*, a new, tblrd group of «leetro-oxploeive 

deviees la developing. 

One of the intarpretatlone of the AIMTC peliey letter regarding range 

safety la a stipulation that a wit mat set fire upon the application 

of tarn watt for five alRates and one aapere fit« aiaetea at applied 

directly to the bridge «Ire, wittert the «M of veHage feleeks or 

afcmtlag davieta.   Duddiag la aeeeptable.   for tbeae who aeeapt da«hUag 

of the aalt M a eenteqaene« of tto OM watt-one a^ore treatawat, «• 

of tto tWt nits wl«s voltage bloekiag devteea weald be adequt«. 

For MOM MM A» set or eawiet aeeapt A^d&ag of the wit, mA who ala« 

rtqairt a id^t voltage eapftUllty, a nw elua baa bean daveleped. 

fo tbe abMmee of any praaant asaawclatare, X bave bent raferriag to 

this eategory as Hig» V^tafi ^rtd iRltiater«, 

ftm kybrtd «nit eoadtdnea anat of tba wajer advMtagea of tbe twe dlMMS 

jvat daseribad.   Ty^eaUy, it has a ao-flra voltage bigbar tban tbat of 
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th« hlghtst •▼«Uabl« M groond aappen er fnUm pcmir.   lei.» no-fir« 

(aswOly «bn« 2)0 volt AC MB nyUm») Is «eeoi^aiahtd by 4iod«s, 

pq^t, or iiallar voltag» Woclclaj ämrim».   An •apaclal not« horoi 

Tte dovi «• fir« M a eenaoqaase« of applied power.   If the power («hieb 

uMU]rl la this eentext, Mans beat) can bo dissipated, rather than 

"Uoeked*, the »It mold be slapler.   The repaired flrtAf »oltage is 

soM bigher aaeant, omslsteat with safety, reliability and type of 

power sepply.   Th» bridge «ire portion is the eontentisnel one sap no-fire, 

it up fire wit. 

the sdraatacss include! 

1. Meeting all reqalroMBts of Rangs Safety AIMK, without dnddlng. 

2. Oae of eetablisbsd (well-doeawated) pgrroteehnies. 

3. If firing Toltagss are kept relatively low (1000 volte or less, 

prefbraMy $00) tmsfomsrs ean be used, ellnlnatlng 

tnaaaissien line length mrries, triggering dsviees, and 

assoelated teehalqeos. 

It.   >o '^«nneetor preUoM. 

The disadrntagss inelcdet 

1. The detonating tjrpes of devieis would not have an Insensitive 

■aterial In lien of the prlaary explealv«, 

&i thi presenting of the classes, thslr sdvastavis and disadvantafss, 

the 1istlngs have been parposely kept to the aajer points. In the sane 

•ant i, there have been avoided, for the sake of brevity, the reoettals 

to eeoh of ^ -M dieadvanfcacsa llated. 
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For Instance, In discussing the disadvantegss of the short transmission 

line length in EEH devioes, a rebuttal would be that aild detonating 

fuse can be used. (Mild detonating fuse Is a cord with an exploslTe 

material disseminated along its length. It transmits explosive shock 

waves.) The rebuttal to the rebuttal would bo that MDF met be replaced 

after each test, that MDF transmits «hock aad that if deflagratlen is 

required rather than detonation, an additional pyrotechnic technique 

is necessary - etc. and so en for each of the possible solutions. 

For those who are interested in the ipeeifle details of the hybrid unit, 

there are herein listed some of the major operating characteristics of 

the igniter unit of the solid propellent gas generator used for starting 

the turbine on Sodcetdyne's H-l, Saturn engine. (Note« Though the unit 

described ilts the hybrid definition, the oowentional bridge «Ire 

portion of Ulis particular unit Is not a one amp no-tin, k amp fire w»itj 

it is of slightly lower no-fire, all-fire amperage. The «nit has been 

In use for over three years. Upgrading It to the full 1 asp, 1 watt 

no-fire would require only a formal request to the vendor« to provide the 

available 1 amp, 1 watt portion.) 

No-fir« characteristics! 

fin to Pin and Beth Pin« Indivldually to the Initiator Caw Qreand 

1. 36 V, DC from 0.1 efeu Impedance or les«. The impedance 

between the power «apply and Initlatro «hall fas held to 0.1 

ohm« or les*. 

2, 115 V. AC 60 cycle from a power supply capable of delivering 

3 ampere« eentinaoa«ly with 5 percent voltage regulation. The 

iapedane« between the power «apply and initiator «hall be held 

to 0.} ohm« or lee«. 
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3.   250 V. AC 60 cycle power supply capable of deliTering 3 amperfts 

continuonsly vlth 5 percent Toltaee regulation.   The Ispedanctt 

between the power supply and the initiator shall be held to 

0.? ohas or less. 

I».   115 ?• AC U00 cycle power supply c apable of delivering 3 amperes 

continuously with 5 pwreent roltage regulation.   The iRpedanne 

between the power supply and the Initiator shall be held to 

1,0 ohms or less. 

5. 250 V. AC ijOO cycle power supply capable of deliwring 3 taptre« 

eontinuously with 5 pereent Toltage regulation.   The inpedance 

between the power supply and initiator shall be held te 

1.0 ohms or less. 

6. Dlschargs from a one-microfarad capacitor charged te 500 volts. 

7. Discharge of 1,000,000 ergs ■inim» from approximately a 

500 «icro-microfarad capacitor charged to apprcadwately 20,000 

volts.   The capacitor and voltage values may vary, but the 

adjustment to obtain the 1,000,000 shall be according to the 

following equation«   1,000,000 ergs ■ 1/2 x eaplcator rating 

in farads x (voltage)2 x lo'. 

S.    250 Volts AC with no current limitations ether than the 

initiator shall be applied to the bridge wire eireult for a 

period of 5.0 minutes.   The Initiator shall not operate. 

All-fire eharaeterlatless 

1.   500 Volts AC with BO current limitations other than the 

initiator shall be applied to the bridge wire circuit.   The 

initiator shall operate satisfactorily. 
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HIGH VOLTAGE HYBRID  INITIATORS 
250 VAC NO FIRE-500 VAC FIRE 

ONVEMTIOMAL I AMP- 
I WATT NO FIRE 
4 AMP ALL FIRE 

OIOOC. SMRK 6A« 
OR POWER OISSWATOR 

ROCKETOVNI 
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29. DEVELOFMENT OF RF PROTECTED 
ELECTRO-EXPLOSIVE DEVICES 

Frederick M. Correll 
Picatinny Arsenal, Dover, New Jersey 

Many electro-explosive devices (EED) utilized in weapon systems have 

been shown to be vulnerable to electromagnetic radiatio" emanated from radio 

and radar transmitters. The results of a premature inHiation of an EED can 

be the unprogrannied launching of a missile, detonation of a warheau, premature 

stage separation, or any one of a series of events commenced by an EED. Ab), 

an EED can be rendered unreliable after being subjected to current below the 

firing level for an extended period of time. This is no less serious than 

premature initiations in some systems. 

Xn order to alleviate the possibility of premature Initiation or change 

in sensitivity of an EED due to electromagnetic energy, we have endeavored 

to make all EED's "RF Proof". The most obvious solution is to discard all 

EED'a and utilise non-electric Initiators only. However, the many advantages 

inherent to EED's such as small slee, light weight, cheapness, reliability 

and relative simplicity made them highly desirable when compared with non- 

electric initiators. 

In a study of solid state materials, It was observed that some of these 

materials act as broadband RF absorbtrs or attenuators. The advantages of 

utilising attenuator materials for RF protection 4re many. First, these 

materials can be Incorporated within the existing exterior configurations 

of initiators with no great difficulty and at reasonable cost. This is 

accomplished by substituting a plug composed of the attenuating material 

in place of tfes plastic scaling plug through which the lead wire« pats. 
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No external device or fitting is necessary thus eliminating the possibility 

of a faulty jjsetnbly which would provide no RF attenuation at all or possibly 

even attenua'^ or short out a normal firing pulse.  Since the material compressed 

into the attenuating plug is a single component device, it is far more reliable 

than multi-component filtering devices. Another advantage is that there arc 

no resonant points.  Ccher important advantages in the utilization of RF 

attenuators are that this approach can be univcisally applied to all initiators; 

no additional space or weight requirement is necessary; and this is a low tost 

solution. 

Requirements for the RF attenuating material to be utilized In EED's 

were set up as follows. 

a. It  must provide adequate attenuation of RF energy. 

b. It must not significantly alter the .>onnal firing response of the EE0. 

c. It must be easily molded or formed into configurations and sizes 

identical to those of the plug It replaces. 

d. When assembled Into an BED, the GED must still be capable of passing 

all functioning, reliability, environmental stability, rough handling and 

other required MIL Standard Tests, 

e. In all, the attenuator plug must meet all of the requirements met 

by the orglnal plastic plug and in addition Mist provide significant RF 

absorption. 

The material selected was phosphated powdered Iron which orginally was 

mixed with uxpoxy rt-sln binder and molded at high pressures. However, 

product refinement byTne Franklin Institute has led us to a standardized 

product piepared as follows. Hv Iron powder utilized is pure 10 micron 

II-M« powdur made by the carbonyl process. The iron powder Is then insulated 
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by wetting It with acetone; adding a stock solution of dilute phosphoric 

acid to the wetted powder; and stirred until dry under a heat lamp. The 

molding powder is pressed into plugs at pressures well over 50,000 psi. 

These high pressures are necessary in order that the concentration of iron 

powder in the plug be high so that high attenuation values are obtained. 

This is exemplified in Figure 1 which shows the dependency of attenuation 

upon density by the very steep slope of the curve. 

The first item to be provided with RF protection was the T24E1 detonator 

shown in Figure 2. This detonator was provided with protection because it 

was the most sensitive (500 ergs) Amy wlrebridge EED, The lead wires which 

pass through the phenolic plug are kinked. Figure 3 shows the attenuated T24E1 

detonator. Thc phenolic plug »at eliminated and an attenuator plug substituted. 

Th.-rä is absolutely no difference in the shape or dimensions of the plug or 

of the initiator. The only difference is that the lead wires are now tapered 

instead of being kinked. This change was necessary because the high piessurc 

necessary for molding the attenuator plug caused breaks In the kinked wires. 

Insofar as pull-out strength is concerned there was no loss. Results of 

extensive engineering t»ats on the RF protected T24B1 detonator showed that 

there is absolutely no difference between these two detonators except that 

the attenuated detonator provides around IS db of attemidiioi> at 300 mc 

whereas the original detonator provided none. Figure 4 shows attenuation 

vs frequency for the .13 lach RF attenuator plugs for the T?4E1. Mote how 

the steep slope of tho curve gives us very high attenuation values at high 

frequencies but very low attenuation at low frequencies. We are attempting 

to correct thin low frequency deficiency. The RF protected T24il detonator 

has entered the production engineering phase of its developswnt. 
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Figure 5 shows the T20E1 detonator.  It is very similiar to the T24E1 

detonator except that the spot charge is colloidal lead azide instead of 

milled load styphnato which makes the normal functioning energy 5,000 ergs 

rather than 500 ergs as required for the T24E1 detonator.  Figure 6 shows 

the V  protected version of the T20E1 detonator. Attenuation values for the 

RF attenuator plug for the T20E1 are identical to the T24E1 plug. 

The T77 wirebridge, button-type electric detonator is shown in Figure 7. 

T,,is detonator was the first of its lUnd to be provided with RP protection. 

The changes in design for the RF protected T77 detonator Included the deletion 

of the formvar coating and araldite bonding between the pin and plug; and the 

addition of a steel cup for holding the attenuator which was required for 

assembling the bridgewlre. This is shown in Figure 8. Figure 9 is an 

attenuation vs frequency curve for the .125 Inch long pUigs. A pilot lot 

testing program carried out with the RF protected T77 detonator proved it to 

be practically Identical with the unattcnuated version in functioning, sensi- 

tivity, environmental stability and ability to withstand rough handling, RF 

attenuators have been provided for the lft2 Mod 0 and MK7 Mod 0 Ignition 

elements under Navy sponsorship. The Mf.1 Mod 0 ignition elenent is shown in 

Figure 10. Figure U shows the RF protected version. Modification of the 

MK7 Hod 0 electrode to &  tapered shape was to pernlt molding the attenuator 

plug and also to permit the element to withstand the SO,000 psl blowbaek test. 

The grove added below the tapered portion holds the attenuating Material In 

plact during assembly. Coaplete functioning, sensicivlty, reliability and 

rough handling tests have established that there is no degradation in perfora- 

anc« with this RF protected ignition eleawnt in conpartson with the unprotected 

version except that it provides the attenuation shown in Figure 12. 
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RF attenuators have been provided for the M6 blasting cap, M2 squib, 

M36A1 detonator, XM66E2 detonator, M51 detonator, and T77 conductive six 

detonator. However, extensive pilot lot studies have not been conducted 

on these items. 

The new Army electric blasting cap, the M6, Is shown In Figure 13. 

Figure 14 shows the KF Protected H6 Blasting Cap utilising a new noa- 

proprletory ignition mix. The attenuation provided by the attenuator plug 

is necessarily ouch greater than any of those before mentioned because of 

its almost three fold length Increase over the longest attenuator plug 

Incorporated Into EBD'« up to this tine. 

Production engineering studies are presently being planned for the RF 

protected version of the M2 squib utilised in «any rocket igniters and the 

m6kl detonator utilized la VT {uses, the SF protected versions of the K2 

squib and M36AI are showr :.. n^ures IS and 16 respectively. Also the 

detonator, utilised in the Type 19 Spotting Device has recently been provided 

with Rf protection. 

All of the previously described BSB's which have been provided with IT 

protection were wirebridge, «te lead items except for UM X77 detonator and 

the l«2 Mod0 and Mt? Mod 0 ienltion elcaents. Studies Um been conducted 

on a piggy back design of the phospbatited iron on top of bakelite for the 

If protected MSI carbon bridge, wire lead detonator. This design is shorn 

in Figure 17. Also an actemiaead tact gap ptag design with a spot charge of 

gold and eoUoidel lead aside to «ska up an RT protected T77 conductive six 

detonator has been studied and it shown in Figure 18. 

Presently studies are being «ade to tacorpotate ferrites such as 

C«rraa»g 27 and fl lato the «411 detonator, MS squib and m blasting cap. 

Mtertsls exhibit superior low frequency attenuation to that provided 
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by the present phosphatized powdered Iron. We are also studying organic 

polymeric semiconductors which show promise of good broadband attenuation 

under contract with Midwest Research Institute. 

The work previously described was carried out with support from The 

Franklin Institute, Atlas Chemical Industries, and Atlantic Research 

Corporation. 

Our goal Is to provide the munitions designer with safe, reliable EED's 

which are safe from electromagnetic radiation. We can at the present time 

come close to realizing this goal with the promise of coming even closer In 

the near future. In the meantime, we are doing our utmost to make available 

the products of the present state-of-the-art. 

(Discussion appears In Supplement, Section 55«) 
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30.       THE LOSSY FILTER AND ITS APPLirmON 
TO PROTECTION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION 

SENSITIVE ORDNANCE DEVICES 

By 

Merrill 0. Murphy 
Sandl« Corporation, Division 1423 

Sunfwarv 

The requirements placed on « filter for protection of radiation «entitive weapon 

device» are diacussed In UOIM detail. The problena brought about by those require- 

ments are described and solutions are discussed. Tha lossy farrita core material 

1« advocated an a means of «eating the unknown iopadance driving source and lead 

conditions. Use of this material and it« heat sinking is described. An actual 

multichannel filter using farrites is described and a test program it briefly 

outlined to indicate the test procedures necessary to obtain a reliable product. 

Multichannel lossy filter packages are Uelng developed at S^ndia for several 

usapon applications.    H of these filters must meet certain requirements 

peculiar to the weapons field. These special requirements are: 

1. Attenuation Over a Wide Frequency Range. 

Each filter channel nust provide at Uast SO decibel* of attenuation to radio 

frequency currents in the frequency range of one megacycle to SO magacyclat. 

Below one megacycle and above SO megacycles tha required attenuation level 

slopes off at six decibels per octave to and freqaencles of 200 kilocycles 

and 1000 megacycles. (See Hgure I) 
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2. High Input Voltage Operation, 

Each filter channel must provide the above stated attenuation for a 30 minute 

period with an Input of 125 volts rms at all frequencies between one and 50 

megacycles. Below one megacycle and above 50 magacyelcs the filter channels 

are required to provide the attenuation indicated in Figure 1 at input 

voltage levels which also decrease at six decibels per octave from the 125 

volt-max lau«. 

3. Operation With Unknown Driving Impedances. 

The 1» glance of the energy source ■■hleh drives the filter is unknown. It 

Is a function of frequency and of the aircraft te weapon wiring variations. 

No two cases will result in the «ana input iapedances. 

4. Ooeratlon With Unknown Load Iapedances. 

The true value of the load inpedanee is alto unknown and subject to individual 

weapon wiring vartatlons. 

5. Direct Current Resistance. 

(a) Sach channel mist exhibit tecs than djlp ohm DC series resistance. 

(b) Each channel nutt exhibit a shunt resistance exceeding one negotm. 

6. Reliability (90% Confidence Level). 

(a) Each filter channel mist he capable of providing the specified attenuation 

with a 0.999 probability. 

(b) Each filter channel nust provide a 0.999 assurance that the DC series 

resistance will not exceed 0.9P ehM. 

(e) Each filter channel nutt provide a 0.999 assurance that the DC shunt 

resistance exceeds one Mgolm. 

7. £ovirönnentat 

U   -h filter channel wst swet the preceding requlremsnts at any teaperature 

between -65*f and 165*F. 
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(b) Depending on the weapon appltcatlon, the filter package raust be operable 

after subjection to shocks as great as 1000g. 

(c) The filter oackaee must not be degraded by vibration levels as h<s>h «t 

3g at 2000 cps applied in four, fifteen minute cycles. 

Each of the preceding requirements presents its own special problems. Attenuation 

over a wide frequency rtnge requires capacitors exhibiting no resonances below 

the highest frequency of interest. Such a capacitor was found. It is an oil 

impregnated paper, faad-through capacitor made by Sprague Electric Company. It 

has very excellent bypass characteristics to frequencies «t least as high as 

1000 megacycles. 

The unknown Impedance characteristics of the driving source and of the load present 

a very real problem. These impedances, if largely reactive and of proper value, 

could resonate with elements of the filter at frequencies within the rejection 

band. Such resonance would result In «trked degradation of the attenuation of 

a lossless filter. The use of lossy ferrita core inductors so lowers the circuit 

Q at frequencies of Interest that series resonance effects do not seriously 

degrade filter Performance. The high penseablltty W«01 ferrite, made by Allen» 

Bradley, hat bean used in Sondia filter designs. The high permeability allows 

use of a mlnissM number of ceil turns, resulting in lew DC resistance and lew 

winding capacitance. The IM« eharactaristlca of the H>01 ferrite ere shewn in 

Figure 6. 

The lossy ferrite cores solved the problem of operation with unknown driving «ad 

load isvedanees but added the problem of hew to cope «1th heat developed in the 

loss rssittmce. Ferrite la not • good heat eonduetor. Application of It5 volt« 
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ms signal at one megacycle to the input of a T-section filter will drive the 

ft-rrite of the first Inductor beyond its Curie temperature In a matter of seconds 

if special heat-sink designs are not used. The best method found to date 

consists of using the cup core design which enclofes the windln;». The core and 

cover are clamped together to provide the required inductance. A C.C05 to 0.010 

inch thick jacket of copper if sprayed onto the entire core FUrfac« using the 

Metco or the Plasmadyne flame spraying processes. The copper jacket channels the 

heat to a heavy metal plate. The copper jacket also serves to clamp the cores 

permanently with the proper tension to produce the desired Inductance. 

The reliability level required necessitates circuit simplicity and sturdy 

components. It also demands careful design and construction. The simple T-sectlon 

filter design has best net weapon use requirements. The circuit Is llluttrated 

by Figure 7. Note the self-shielding effect of the components used. 

At frequencies above 100 kilocycles the loss resistance of the ferrlte core 

begins to appear as it shown in Figure 8. At frequencies of • few megacycles 

and above the equivalent filter circuit becomes quite complex. Figure 9 illustrates 

the major components of the complex circuit. At sons frequency in the range of 

five to ten megacycles, the path through the shunt winding capacitances, C», 

becomes a lower impedance than the path through the Inductors and Ct begins to 

limit the attenuation contribution of the Inductors. At frequencies above ten 

megacycles, C and Cf form a eapacitlv« voltage divider with the greatest portion 

of th« input voltage dropped across Ct. 

The photograph. Figure 10, depicts the various components used in a filter channel. 

The threaded brass slug is soldered to the copper jacketed ferrite aa a means of 

mounting and to conduct heat from th« copper shell to a h«avi*r heat-sink as 
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is shown In Figure 11. Figure 11 illustrates "how a single f lltcrchannel Is used. 

Note the use of shielded input cable and the modified conductive connector, all 

designed to prevent radio frequency energy from escaping Into the weapon ease 

where it could bypass the filter »n*  enter sensitive elements. 

The photograph. Figure 12, shows the application of these principles to a nine 

channel filter package. Each channel Is capab i of meeting the requirements 

specified previously In this report. It weighs 2.9 lbs. and occupies a volume of 

33.68 cubic Inches. 

Testing procedure, on a filter package of the type described, is broken into 

three phases, developmental laboratory tasts, field tests, and product acceptance 

tests. In the developmental tests,each component it evaluated separately and In 

conjunction with the others. A great many tests are run to evaluate the design 

and to determine which tests shall be required for product acceptance. Host of 

these tests are routines three of them are of prime importance and are worthy 

of description. 

1. Low Power Attenuation Testing 

The test setup is shown In the block diagram Figure 13» If a number of 

frequencies are chosen through the rejection band of interest an accurate 

attenuation cutve can be drawn for each filter channel as it would react 

to a aero impedance driving generator and a specified load. The results 

of such a test are shown in Figure 14. 

2. High tower Attenuation Tests 

The test setup for high power testing is shown in the block diagram 

Figure IS. A 200 watt generator is used. It is capable of output at a 

large nmber of fraqueneies between 1.7S magaeycles and X magacyclee. 
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Tasting consists of selecting a voltage equal to or greater than that 

specified in Figure 1 and applying It to the input of a filter channel. 

The filter attenuation is noted and the time measured until the input 

Inductor core has reached Curie temperature. At the Curie point a sudden 

change in generator loading is noted. 

3. Pulse Current Tests 

I'ulse current tests are performed to provide proof of the filter capability 

to pass direct currents, low frequency «In« wave current« and lew frequency 

pulse currents of relatively long duration. The testing equlpmnt consists 

of a charged bank of capacitor« which 1« discharged through the filter when 

a silicon controlied*reetlfler is triggered. The current pulse is terminated 

by a second silicon centre!led-reetifler. Pulse currents to 100 «aperes 

amplitude and ten Milliseconds duration are obtainable by this means to 

determine actual failure levels. 

Field tests «re run with the filter mounted in the weapon as In and us«. The 

weapon with the umbilical cable «ttsehed Is then Irradiated with radio frequency 

energy at the highest level expected in end use of the weapon. The filter protected 

devices «re monitored during the test to determine that radio frequency currents 

reaching them «re «t « sefe level. 

The Input ferrites of ««eh ehenn«! «ay also be monitored during the field test 

to determine tow much energy is being dissipated at the variou« frequencies. 

Field testing provides the flnel proof of the deatgn. 

Acceptance tests are these «elected as proof of a rellabl« m«nuf«ctur«d product. 

Thty ificiude such test« •• series resistance, «hunt resist*»««. Inductance, and 

rapacttar.ce tests run en «11 units. Shock, vibration, attenuation, humidity 
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cycling, and umperctura cycling teats arc run on randomly «elected production 

units. 

Conclusion 

The use of lossy larrlte Inductors and high quality feed-through capacitors In 

a staple filter network can provide a means of protecting sensitive weapon 

devices fron radio frequency energy. *» adequate devalepwnt and acceptance testing 

prograa is nandltory. 
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30. DISCUSSION 

Mr, Algeo of the Naval Air Development Center asked for the origin 

of the 125 volts. Mr. Murphy answered that he was afraid someone would ask 

this be but answered that the results are based on tests on shipboard and 

at Dahlgren, Conditions are the worst encountered with a safety factor of 

two. 

Mr. Grinooh of Picatinny Arsenal asked if, in evaluating the filter, 

the filter was terminated with a load equivalent to that of the EED, (about 

one ohm) and if the input was provided with a realistic match. Mr. Murphy 

answered that the load used most often was 4.5 ohms. If a one-ohm load was 

used, a higher attenuation would have been measured. No matching device was 

used with the low frequency measurements. This is not necessarily the effect 

one would have in the field nor is it the worst-cas«. It is a reasonable 

requirement for manufacturers. 

Commander Gray commented that the indicated measurements ware 

simply input and output voltages. He asked if any attempts were made to 

resolve power. In answer Mr. Murphy said that some power calculation and 

measurements were made. Each channel is capable of dissipating a maximum 

of about 14 watts. There are, in addition to the dlsslpative losses, 

reflective losses. Each inductor is 220 microhenries,that is mad« of a low 

Q coil of 16 turns. This prevents series resonance condition». If the input 

to the filter is matched you will probably get less attenuation. It nay be 

difficult to obtain this match. 

Mr. Senn coaswnted that at very high values of attenuation or 

insertion loss the question of whether the device is matched or not is purely 

academic. The reflective loss compared to the attenuation becomes relatively 

small. 

Mr. Murphy said that his exjjeriaental efXurts h*A verified this. 

Gamander Gray added that one can avoid matching the input with the provision 

that impedance, frequency and voltage are known. The real power in can be 

computed. 

A perssn injected a consent that prototypes of the filter have been 

tested at Dahlgren with no response« indicated in the KED circuit with maximum 

power applied during handling procedures. 
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31. A MINIATURE FILTER FOR SQUIB PROTECTION 

J. L. Hinds, -Jr. 
U. S, Naval Air Development Center 

Johnsvllle, Penna. 

In designing a filter for squib protection it vould be quite 

desirable to have feed-thru capacitors available which have large capacitance, 

low dissipation factor, miniature size and which are low in oust. 

Capacitors of this type are beginning to appear in the development laboratories 

as experimental models and utilize high dielectric constant ceramics. 

However, these are not yet available in production quantities. 

In present applications where a miniature feed-thru capacitor of 

high capacitance is needed, there is one choice} the solid tantalum feed- 

thru capacitor. While review of the technical specifications indicates a 

potential trouble area in the form of a high dissipate nn factor, extensive 

testing has indicated that it is not. In actual practice the large capacitance 

units have such a low transfer impedance that even when the rf source (the 

aircraft weapon interface) is at its lowest impedance which is around 3 ohms, 

the capacitor is still a relatively effective short circuit and very little 

dissipation occurs within the tantalua feed-thru capacitor. 

SELECTION OF A FILTER! 

A high insertion loss requirement indicatue that a TT section or 

T. section filter might be effective. The TT section was chosen over the T 

section pHmrily because of the impedance stabilisation properties of the 

input and output capacitors. Even if an appreciable length of line must 

be used between the filter end the squib and a quarter wave length of line 

is approached, the line is still short circuited. If the T section ware 

used, when a quarter wave length of line separated the squib fron the 

filter, the filter would see a high lapedanee' , the effeetlveness of the 

series elwent would be lost and a current maxtea would occur at the squib. 

(1) 
Z<n - «„lR* „„. B1 * , ,v „<„ a, I *» • qu«rter wave line Bl - 90« 

2 

/jL cos 31 * J R0 sin n\ 
Zln " Ro\Ro cos Bl + J Zj sin Blj 

R2 2 
Z^ - ^- for (v 500 line, IT squib 2^ " ^ - 2500. 
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Since the source impedance of the aircraft weapon interface 

as a generator i-" in the 3 to 500 ohn range, a capacitor with a trans- 

fer iapedance which is 0.3 ohm or less will reflect a minimum of 82^ of 

the energy back to the source and will prevent an impedance match 

between the source and the series element of the Tt section over the 

frequency band. 

A 6.8 mfd at 35 volt unit meets this requlreasnt, figure 1. 

The insertion loss (aeama-ed in a 500 syst«) of the solid 

tantalum feed-thru capacitor is compared with th« insertion loss of a 

typical 0.22 mfd metallised mylar feed-thru capacitor, figure 2. It is 

seen that the tantalum feed-thru capacitor has a rather unique charac- 

teristic; rather than rising at the usual rat« of 6 db/octave, up to 

th« first resonant point, it remains almost flat from 100 kc to 100 me. 

This is caused by th« high l«akag« eharactarlstloa. Effectively, th« 

6.8 mfd tantalun feed-thru has th« transfer impedance of a 6.8 mfd 

capacitor up to 50 kc, a 3.0 mfd capaeHor at 100 kc ant; a 0.1 mfd 

capacitor at 20 mc, figure 3« In order to plot th« 1 ohm charaotarlstlos, 

th« transfar iapsdane« of a 50 dm and 1 ohm circuit war« plotted In 
flgur« 4. Fran this data and flgur« 3» flgur« 5 was plotted. It will 

b« not«d that th« «22 mfd has practically »are insertion loss at 100 kc. 

A Mtalllaad agrlar capacitor having th« «am« Insertion loss as th« tantalv» 

at 1 IK requir«« 10 tiM« th« VOIUM. 

Since th« power In th« 100 ko to 4 ne rang« It being increased 

and th«r« Is a strong possibility of going «v«n lower in frequency, low 

frequency protection is an iapertant consideration for th« n«ar future. 

(2) Ihm fexTite% ' used for the A-60 toroidal assanbly HI« chosen 

becauee of its hl^t pensMblUty at 100 kc and the high aagnetlo loss 

characteristic in th« high frequency range. Tm peimeablllty Is 2000 

at 100 kc, the rolmr resistivity Is a few ohms-em and the curie tomparatur« 
it laO'C. lb« retlttive and relative eoBponent« of the iaqpedtne« of th« 

toroidal attsotoly It shot« in figure 6. At the present time the frequency 

rang« **deh tends to be the most troublesome in aircraft weapon «yttemt 

«oqwted to high level rf field« it th« rang« from 4 to 26 mc. It will 

(9) 
'This ferrlte la maaufaetured at T-l material by Indiana General, WO-3 
material by AUsr. Bradley and CwrtHg 20 by Staekpol« Carbon. 
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be noted that the resistive and reactive ocmponents are greater tiian 

250 ohms over this range. The sharp reactive drop out at 26 mc is more 

than compensated for by the high resistive component at this frequency. 

Figure 7 is a plot of the impedance of the toroidal aosembly 

as a function of the rf voltage drop at 10 mc. The filter normally 

operates on the level portion of the curve due to the large misnatoh 

caused by the input capacitor which in turn severely llaiis the voltage 

input to the toroidal unit. 

Figure 8 is a schematic of the final A-62 filter. 

Figure 9 is a plot of the insertion lost; of the A-62 as a 

function of frequency for 50 ohm and 1 ohm circuits. The curve for the 

high level input represents the Budmum insertion loss capable of being 

measured due to dynamic range limitations of the instrumentation and 

the unavailability of hi^h power pads. It will be noted that a high 

insertion loss is maintained down to 100 kc 

To permit meaningful insertion loss aeasureoients a 400 watt 

rf source, figure 10, has been set up which consists of a low level 

signal generator, 50 millivolts output, driving a chain of distributed 

amplifiers to 400 watts Into a 90 ohm load. The system require« no 

tuning, thus permitting a continuously varying frequency from ISO kc to 

300 mc to be applied to the input of the filter to detect resonant 

points in minutes, rather than days, by older methods. 

The detecting system used is a 1.5 ohm 'JHf va;uum thermocouple 

which was made to WDC specifications so that a current of 2 mil]lamp« 

can be detected at the heater with a sensitive electronic dc microvolt» 

aster having a full scale deflection of 1 microvolts. 

One method which has been used to obtain relative perfowance 

data on various filter configurations is shown in figure U. k fraqueacy 

scan is mad« fron 150 kc to 250 me at a power input into a duaqr load 

of 100 watt« at a VSMR of 1.6, the power being coaxially switched between 

the dumy load and the filter teralnated in 1.5 ohm«. This method, while 

it has several draifeaek«, the main one of which is the lack of isolation 

between the source and the filter, ha« proven to be useful, for de«ign 

purpose«. Qnpirieally it ha« been found that the probability of a filter 

successfully withstanding the ground plan« or operational envimssent 1« 

high when a filter withstand« thl« laboratory test. 
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A method, figure 12, wnioh Is presently being set up and «hick 

circumvents the problems associated with the previous systaa will be 

ready upon completion of the high power pads. It consists of the 90 ohm 

source stepped down to 5 ohms by means of a broad band transformer. 

Originally it has been planned to transform the is^edance down to 1 ohm 

but the transformei designer found that It was not possible to make an 

impedance transformavlon greater than 18:1 and aeetthe other requirements. 

However, one must admit that it Is much more fusible to natch a 5 ohm 

source to 1 ohm than to natch a 90 ohm source to 1 ohm. Tne TT section 

pads terminate the generator In its characteristic impedance whether 

the line is open or short circuited. 

The insertion loss is then calculated tram the difference In 
level on the microvoltmeter when the 70 db pad Is in the circuit as 

compared with the 10 db pad and the filter In the circuit. 10 db la 

then subtracted from the reading to get the net insertion loss. 

The basic A-62 In line design, figure 13, has been uwd without 

change in several applications utillaing a bulkhead isolation amagMMtt. 

A proposed filter design for another application Is on« step 

further in ainiaturisatioa. Sue to the liadted space available - 2" x 11/32"» 

it became necessary to investigate the posaibillty of rwtoeing the sis« 

of the tantalw feed-thru capacitors. The actual tautalUB slag la asaU, 

the major portion of th« volaas being taken up bgr the case and the «od» 

seals. The capacitor manufacturer's design group «as able to reduc« 

the ease size and the sit« of th« Internal «n^aeal, thus enabling the 

full IT section to be Incorporated in a oomBon henaetidally sealad oaaa 

measuring 2" by ll/32tt. 

One area In filter technology which has not hero «qplored in 

depth is the effect which source and load iapedaaesa have on th« insartlon 

loss of a filter. I» order to «aqplore this area a gemral eo^nit«? 

program is being set up on the IBK 650 to analya« tawal typ«« of filter« 

under all possible eeabination« of source and load lapadtos«« ia 

sufflcUntly maU ineroMnts to inaur« ccnplete data. 

The schematic in flgur« 14 gives the aathsBatieal aemtm ua«d 
in tiie loop equations in figure 15, which pertain to th« A-62 filter. 
The functions for the feed-thru capacitor« and th« toroidal ««§—My 

will not be those of ideal or theoretical eompeimits but will be thoM 
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computed using curve matching techniques on impedance measurements made 

on the actual components. Thus the non-linear characteristics of the 

ferrite assembly and the feed-thru capacitors will all be taken into 

account in the solutions. Having these solutions it vdllbea relatively 

easy task to establish the ir.sertion loss under known conditions of 

source and load impedances for various aircraft and weapon syston 

combinations. 

The A-62 filter is by no means considered to be the ultimate 
in solutions for the protection of EED's. First of all there is no substitute 

for a well designed aircraft weapon system which permits the establishment 

of an effective and reliable rf ground between the weapon and aircraft 

prior to making connections between the aircraft's electrical system 

and the weapon. Secondly, the design of the receptacle and connector 

at the aircraft rack and weapon interface should be such that a good 

effective and reliable rf ground is made between the cable shielding 

and the aircraft rack structure before any other connections are made. 

Unfortunately, this second requirement is not easily attained within 

size, weight, and cost limitations. 

Such components as minlatize high capacitance ceraado feedh 

thru capacitors-, high loss coaxial dlssipative devices, rf proof relays, 

and lossy transmission lines show considerable promise and whan brought 

into the area of practicality nay offer better solutions. The A-62 does, 

in the meantime, offer an interim solution which is effective and Ineaqpensive 

for many applications. 
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32. DEVELOPMENT OF BROADBAND ELECTROMAGNETIC ABSORBERS 
FOR ELECTRO-EXPLOSIVE DEVICES 

Robert F. Wood, Daniel J. Mullen, Jr., Paul F. Mohrbach 
of The Franklin Institute 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Franklin Institute, under contract to the Naval Weapons 

Laboratory and Picatinny Arsenal, has during the past several years been 

active in the search for materials which absorb radio frequency energy 

and for means of making optimum use of these materials. The first 

significant result of this study was the development of a material 

consisting of iron particles insulated with iron phosphate. This material 

not only proved the feasibility of the approach, but also proved to be 

quite adaptable to many immediate uses in the field of electroexplosive 

ordnance. 

Figure 1 shows a typical curve of attenuation versus frequency 

for samples made of oarbonyl iron coated by the acetone-phosphate 

process. It is evident that when this information is plotted on log-log 

coordinates a straight line results with a slope of 539 to the x axis. 

This is characteristic of all of the phosphate coated irons which we have 

studied. While this material has ample attenuation at high frequencies 

(50 db/cm at 500 Mc for exanple) it has fallen to 6 db/cm at 100 Mc and 

less then 1 db/cm at 10 Mc. All attempts to increase this have produced 

only marginal gains. It became obvious that better materials would be 

needed for low frequency applications. 
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2. FERRITES AS ATTENUATING MATERIAL 

At the present point in the investigation the class of materials 

that have shown the most immediate promise is the ferrites. A ferrite, 

according to one of the more commonly accepted definitions, is a ceramic 

ferromagnetic material, with the general chemical composition of X0>Fe?0„f 

whei-e X is a divalent metal such as manganese, nickel or zinc. 

Figure 2 shows plots of attenuation versus frequency for three 

types of ferrites and a typical carbonyl iron sample. Two of these 

ferrites are commercially available; the third curve shows a ferrite made 

at The Franklin Institute. It can be seen from these curves that ferrites 

can offer a considerable gain in attenuation over insulated iron at the 

low frequencies. However, there is much work yet to be done. 

Figure 3 shows a derived equation which indicates the relation- 

ship of the attenuation (a) to a number of the parameters characterizing 

RF attenuating material. Figure 4 is a table based on this equation, 

which gives one set of minimum acceptable values, necessary to produce 

60 db/cm down to 1 Mc and 30 db/cm at 0.1 Mc. This particular set was 

projected on the basis of materials available today so that no completely 

unreasonable demands would be called for. In the lower half of Figure 4 

is a table which gives the corresponding parameters for a typical ferrite 

commercially available today which has good RF loss characteristics. It 

can be seen from a comparison of the two sets of data that the primary 

changes required are a sizeable increase in the permeability at all 

frequencies with increases in the loss tangents and the conductivity also 

required at the lower frequencies. While such a material is not now 

available, it does not seem beyond the realm of feasibility. 

One other point should be noted. Ferrite materials that show 

promise as good attenuators also have very large conductivities. When 

used in actual applications such materials can produce very small shunt 

resistance across the firing lines with a corresponding result that the 
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de sensitivity of an explosive item may be greatly reduced. While such 

a condition can be accepted in mary existing firing circuits and can be 

allowed for in any new circuit, it is desirable to avoid the condition 

by having large shunt resistances. Purthermore, any method which is used 

to increase the shunt resistance should, ideally, not decrease the noraal 

firing sensitivity even if normal firing is by means of a condenser 

discharge pulse. 

The elimination of low shunt resistance by insulating the 

firing leads passing through the attenuating material with either an 

insulating material that has a large dielectric constant or is itself 

lossy is being investigated. 

These requirerents applying to the insulation have grown out 

of the fact that any material interposed between the conductors and the 

attenuating materials produces a sizeable decrease in the effectiveness 

of the attenuating materials. Dielectrics with large dielectric constants 

(greater than 100) tend to minimize this condition. An alternative is 

to introduce an insulator which in itself contributes to the attenuation 

bo compensate for the decrease in attenuwion. In this connection, a 

combination of tantalum pentoxide and manganese dioxide (as used in 

tantalum capacitors) is of considerably interest and is being investigated. 

Figure 5 shows a comparison, (attenuation versus frequency) of a ferrite 

mounted directly on the center conductor with the same ferrite mounted on 

insulators with a dielectric constant of 1200 and a wall thickness of 

19 mils. 

A summary of performance characteristics of carbonyl iron 

versus ferrite is presented in Figure 6. Values for both insulated and 

uninsulated sanqales are tabulated. 
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This, then, sums up the general abilities of ferrites today; 

what must be done to improve them and some special problems if the materials 

are to be incorporated directly into electroexplosive devices. In the 

interim, however, there are a number of approaches to the general problem 

which can be considered if the materials can be placed in an attenuating 

device which can be plugged in ahead of the electroexplosive devices. 

3. FERRITE ATTENUATORS 

In Figure k we showed design parameters which were aimed at 

producing ferrites with an attenuation of 60 db/cn at 1 Mc and considerable 

attenuation even at lower frequencies. This value of attenuation was 

chosen to provide at least 20 db of power attenuation in a typical 

initiator design where the plug is approximately l/3 of a centimeter in 

length. If one were to remove the length restriction imposed by initiator 

design one could make considerable use of presently available materials. 

Figure 7 shows one model of an experimental attenuator. The 

overall length of the device is 4-3/8 inches and the diameter is 3/4 inch. 

However, the size was dictated primarily by the sise of standard available 

components and could be reduced considerably. Basically, it consists 

of a metal sleeve, which is the outer conduotorj a brass rod, which is 

the center conductor; approximately 6 centimeters of ferrlte material, 

and two metal caps with MC connectors. The do shunt resistance of this 

model was 4 ohms. The curve of attenuation versus frequency for this 

design is shown in Figure 8. At one megacycle w© have 18 db and at ten 

megacycles this has risen to over 200 db. Insulation of this model with 

a large dielectric constant insulator would drop the attenuation at one 

megacycle to about 10 db and at ten megacycles to 70 db. 
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The principle demonstrated here, however, opens up several 

possible avenues which are at present under study. It is apparent that 

one need only increase the effective path length of the conductor in the 

material to increase the attenuation and therefore the problem becomes 

one of utilizing the available volume for maximum effectiveness rather 

than just the length. There are several pitfalls on such an approach 

but these are being evaded. One of the simplest approaches to this long 

path solution is show^ in Figure 9. This barrel aUeuu&tsr places several 

small cylinders of ferrite in the same length formerly occupied by a 

single length. In this case, the nine such cylinders produce approximately 

nine times the attenuation normally obtainable with a single full- 

diameter attenuator. There is evidence that one need only mold several 

wires into a single slug of material and then connect them on the faces 

of the slug to form one continuous conductor through the natarial. Along 

these lines, many other more sophisticated approaches con» to mind, and 

a number of these are under investigation at the present time. 

Let us return for a moment to the straightforward model, shown 

in Figure 7, which has also been insulated. As stated before, the attenuation 

is down to 10 db at 1 Mc but is already 70 db by 10 Me. This model has 

exhibited the ability to withstand 1500 volts. The dc input resistance 
g 

is in the neighborhood of 10 ohms. Constant current and constant voltage 

Input pulses are essentially unaffected. Finally, If a 1 u f capacitor 

is discharged through this device Into a one-ohm load the waveform is only 

slightly altered. 

In suamary, one can expect to use presently available ferrltes 

with considerable effectiveness in attenuators which would be external 

I.? the eleotrosxplosive devices. There is every reAson to believ« that 

these dev^et. could be produced quite simply, with reasonable compactness 

and attenuation, and could avoid soas of the problem» which occur with 

filters and other kinds of protection. For example, good attenuation 

could probably be obtain«! with very little deterioration of any type of 

presently used firing pulse —-a very valuable feature, particularly 

in retrofit problems. 
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4. THE FUTURE 

What can the future hold along the lines of attenuating 

materials? First of all we have already indicated that there is a strong 

likelihood of producing much lossier ferrites than are now available; 

this would seem to be an approach to bn pursued iiiuaediately. 

In addition to ferrites, however^ there are other materials 

now being developed which would bear study for low frequency attenuation 

problems. Among these one might consider the tantalum pentoxide - manganese 

dioxide combinations mentioned earlier as a possible insulator. These 

are the two essential ingredients of tantalum capacitors at the present 

time and such capacitors are known to have considerable RF attenuation. 

While the literature contains some theories regarding the loss mechanisms 

of these capacitors, the general problem is not fully understood and 

there is room for study in this field. In addition, there are high 

polymer materials now being developed which show promise of having very 

large dielectric loss tangents - one of the essential parameters for RF 

attenuation. 

Finally there is an entire region of possibility growing out 

of composite materials. Unusual results have been obtained, for exaa^ile, 

by placing a cylinder of the basic carbonyl iron attenuating material around 

a cylinder of a lossy ferrlte. Attenuation appears to be greatly improved 

at the lower frequencies. One theoretical approach indicates a very large 

possible attenuation if a very thin layer of very large dielectric constant 

material is placed on a ferrlte with carefully chosen parameters. Maxqr 

other possibilities suggest themselves and are being studied. 

In conclusion, it can be stated that iron, phosphate insulated, 

has demonstrated ability to provide adequate attenuation in the available 

size of present electroexplosive devices down to frequencies in the range 

of 200 Mc. lt£ use Is now quite practical for wire-bridge initiators, 
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and with proper high-dielectric-constant insulation, the material will 

work for other types. Presently available ferrites make it possible to 

extend the lower frequency limit down to 10 Mc for wire-bridge initiators, 

while staying within the dimensions of typical electroexplosive devices. 

By placing the attenuators outside of the electroexplosive devices, thus 

permitting more freedom in size and configuration, presently available 

ferrites can probably be used effectively down to 100 Ko and lower with 

increasing mechanical complexity. These devices could be so designed 

to work with all types of electroexplosive devices; that is, thay would 

not be restricted to hot wire types. Finally there is congiderably reason 

to hope that substances and combinations of substances can bt developed 

in the near future which will greatly reduce the ainrunt of material 

necessary to provide attenuation at low freqaeAcies, thereby bringing 

us back toward the ideal of incorporating the protection as an integral 

part of the electroexplosive dovices themselves. 

32. DISCUSSION 

A questioner asked if the position of the carboi^rl iron and 

ferrite had been reversed. Kr, Wood said that this makes no difference. 

A person expressed interest in the means of insulating the 

ferrite. Mr. Wood explained that the carbonyl iron is used as an insulator. 

In order to keep attenuation high, the iron portion is made thin. This 

process reduces the insulation resistance from the normal 2 megohms down to 

250 ohms. 
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Figure U 

Fgrrite PftrWtgK I 

(a) Minimum Accentable Parameters of Ideal Ferrite 

Frequency 
Calculated 
Ailssaation 

(db/cm) 

ei 
c 
0 

Ul' 
Tan 6, Tan^ Calculated 

(ops) (Mha/fc) 

105 30 2.5xl04 93d03 20 6 2.8 

106 60 2.0x10^ 3.2X103 5 3.4 5.5 

107 60 15.5X103 •saoxio3 
0.7 1.72 6.0 

108 60 .0625xl04 100 2 0.86 7.0 

109 60 48 13 3 0.58 8.0 

(b) TsrpicalJirameters of Cranmercial Ferrite 

Calculated 
mamüM 

(db/om) 

f 
e 

,, , .a , - 
EL 

Tan \ Tanöy Calculated 

(cps) (Mho/k) 

105 0.7 3xl04 O.lfldO3 2 0.02 0.332 
106 3.0 1.6xl04 O.SJtLO3 0.8 0.04 0.71 
107 20.0 öatlO3 .OSOxLO3 0.9 4.0 3.00 

108 42.0 .OSsdO4 2.6 3.0 13.0 8.35 
109 70.0 50 0.6 3.5 25.0 9.70 
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FERRITE 

IRON 
IRON AND 
INSULATOR FERRITE 

AND 
INSULATOR 

RESISTANCE tO* OHM «•OHM »«OHM 10* OHM 

BREAKDOWN 
V0LTA8E SOV 1800V — 1800 V 

oWb/femJIMe 0.01 0.01 4 0.8 

aMb/fem)iOMe 0.88 0.28 94 7.8 

a(db/bm)i00Mc 8 8 180 82 

a(dt)Aim)900Mc 80 80 ITO 100 

TEMPERATURE -SS'F TO 
»00»F 

— -SB'F TO 
800»F — 

EFFECT ON 
CAPACITOR 
OISCHAROE 

NONE NONE SHUNTS 
LOAD NONE 

EFFECT ON 
SQUARE WAVE 
PULSE 

NONE NONE SHUNTS 
LOAD NONE 

FW.8. SUMMARY OF PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

OF CARjONYL IRON VERSUS FERRITE 
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FIG.7. AXIAL  ATTENUATOR 

FIG. 9. BARREL  ATTENUATOR 
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33-   AN INDUCTIVELY COUPLED FILTER PROVIDING 

COMPLETE RF SHIELDING OF AN EED 

Dale G. Holinbeck 

Bjorksten Research Laboratories,  Inc. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

ABSTRACT 

A filter is described based upon protecting an EFD from RF 

hazards by completely enclosing it within a metallic shield that has no 

openings or leads passing through.    Intentional firing is accomplished 

by inductive coupling through the shield.   Experimental power attenua- 

tion vs frequency curves and the delivered intentional firing energy of a 

filter of practical size and weight are presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

The use of an electroexplosive device (EED) in an RF environ- 

ment presents two simultaneous requirements -- RF protection must be 

provided and intentional firing capability must be preserved. 

As far as the RF problem is concerned, a simple and foolproof 

solution is to enclose the EED within a continuous shield of adequate 

thickness that has no openings whatsoever for the entry of RF energy. 

Because of the inverse relationship between skin depth and frequency, 

such a shield provides unquestioned protection against all frequencies 

above some lower limit. 

As far as the intentional firing problem is concerned, a simple 

solution that is compatible with the presence of a continuous shield around 

the EED is the use of low frequency inductive coupling.  Because of the 

relative penetrability of the shield at low frequencies, enough energy can 

be transferred to insure reliable firing of the EED within the shield. 

Figure 1 illustrates this general approach. 
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The cross-hatched member represents the continuous metallic 

shield which completely encloses the EED. It is clear that RF energy 

can not reach the ÜED without first penetrating this shield. 

For intentional firing, closure of the switch in Figure 1 allows 

current from either a battery, a low-frequency geijerator, or a discharging 

condenser to flow in the outer coil.   If this current in the outer coil is produced 

by a battery, it will establish a final steady-state fluxthat links the inner coil. 

Since a time rate of change of flux will occur in the inner coil as the flux 

changes from its initial to its final value, an activating pulse of current 

will flow through the EED.    Similarly, if the current in the outer coil is 

produced by a generator of a low frequency such as 60 cps, 400 cps, or 

even 1000 cps, an alternating flux will penetrate the shield, link the inner 

c^il, and cause an activating current to flow through the EED.    Finally, if 

the current in the outer coil is produced by a discharging condenser, the 

flux associated with this transient will also penetrate the shield, link the 

inner coil, and cause an activating current to flow through the EED. 

Of course, energy transfer to the EED is improved by the use of 

magnetic materials.    Figure 2 illustrates one geometry where the flux 

through the inner coil closes through a continuous path of magnetic material. 

It is seen that this geometry does not destroy the integrity of the shield; the 

only difference between the shields of Figures I and 2 is that a magnetic 

material explicitly forms at least a part of the shield in Figure 2. 

These completely shielded, inductively coupled filters have beenunder 

development by the Bjorksten Research Laboratories since early 1961 when 

this approach was conceived by us.    Work on these filters has been supported 

by the Air Force Special Weapons Center for the past year under Contract No. 

AF 29(601)-5358,   Data obtained on this Air Force program constitutes the 

major part of this paper. 
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A FILTER FOR THE  MK-1 SQUIB 

Intentional Firing 

Figure 3 is a photograph of a filter designed for the MK-1 squib 

and a 28-volt dc firing system.    This filter has a weight of 1.6 ounces, 

a length of 1.4 inches, a diameter of 0.67 inch, and a dc input resistance 

of 8.9 ohms.   The 8.9 ohm input resistance insures that the current drawn 

from a 28-volt supply does not exceed 3.15 amperes.   While a squib is 

shown as being directly joined to the filter, it could be located a distance 

from the filter if the integrity of the shielding were preserved by some 

suitable means such as copper, or perhaps soft iron, tubing. 

Figure 4 shows a 28-volt step wave input to the filter of Figure 3 

together with the corresponding output voltage pulses that are obtained 

when the load is either a 1-ohm resistor or a MK-1 squib.   The voltage 

pulses for these two loads are easily identified because of the discontinuity 

associated with the firing of the squib.   In this instance the squib has fired 

0.2 millisecond after application of the input voltage.   Talcing l.Tmillijoules 

as the maximum energy required to fire a MK-1 squib under these conditions 

and noting that the total energy delivered to the 1-ohm resistor is 13.9miUi- 

joules, the safety factor for firing the squib is found to be at least 8. 

There is also more than an adequate amount of energy delivered to 

a squib by the filter of Figure 3 if the input voltage is as low as 20 volts. 

This is illustrated by the curves of Figure S that show a 20-volt step wave 

input and the output voltage pulses that are obtained when the load is either 

a 1-ohm resistor or a MK-1 squib.   In this case the squib has fired 0. 33 

millisecond after application of the input voltage and the total energy 

delivered to the 1-ohm resistor is 9.5 millijoules.   The safety factor for 

firing the squib is therefore about S. 6 . 
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While it is very unlikely that an input voltage would accidentally 

have a time constant as long as 1 millisecond if it were intended to be 

a step wave, the filter of Figure 3 would fire a MK-1 squib with such 

an input even if it rose to only 20 volts.    This "worst case" is shown in 

Figure 6.    The input voltage to the filter rises exponentially to 20 volts 

with a time constant of 1 millisecond (i. e. , it reaches 90% of its final 

value in about 2. 3 milliseconds) and the MK-1 squib fires 1. 37 milli- 

seconds after the start of the input pulse.    The total energy delivered 

to a 1-ohm load in this case is 7.0 millijoules, and the safety factor for 

firing the squib is therefore about 4.1 . 

Figure 7 shows the energy delivered to the load as a function of 

load resistance when the isiput to the filter is a 28-voAt step wave.   It is 

seen that this energy varies by only 10% over the range from 0.7 ohms 

to 1. 3 ohms which is the range of bridge wire resistance for MK-1 squibs. 

Of course, if the filter had been designed for a squib of a different resist- 

ance, then this curve would be centered at that value of resistance. 

Figure 8 illustrates the effect of contact bounce in the switch that 

applies the input voltage to the filter of Figure 3.   In this case the switch 

was specially selected to have a large amount of contact bounce.   For 

reference, the "clean" curve shows the output voltage across a I-ohm 

load when the input to the filter is a "clean" 28-volt step wave.   The 

other curve shows the corresponding output voltage that results when the 

switch in the input circuit has a large amount of contact bounce.   It is 

seen that this bounce only delays the output pulse; the energy content of 

the output pulse is essentially unaffected. 
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Figure 9 illustrates the effect of lead resistance in the input 

circuit to the filter of Figure 3.   A 28-volt step wave was first applied 

directly to the input of the filter and then to the input through resistive 

leads having a total resistance equal to 10% of the dc input resistance 

of the filter.    The output voltages across a !-ohin load show that the 

pffect of the resistive input leads on the energy content of the pulse is 

slight; they simply decrease the peak value of the pulse a small amount 

and increase its total duration.    The net result is about a 5% decrease 

in total energy delivered to the l-ohm load.   In this case the resistive 

leads comprised a 30-foot length of a twisted pair of No. 22 (7x30) 

hookup wire and their resistance of 0. 89 ohms is judged to be the greatest 

that one might expect in any practical application.   Tests have also been 

conducted with ^0-foot lengths of coax and twinax cables that have a high 

capacitance per unit length.    The capacity of these cables was found to 

have no effect upon the output voltages; their resistance was the only sig- 

nificant cable parameter. 

It should be noted that the curves of the previous figures were 

obtained by first applying step wave input voltages to the filter several 

times so that the magnetic core material was biased in the same direction 

as it was driven in obtaining these curves.   Thus, as far as the residual 

induction of the core material is concerned, the results presented in 

each case represent the minimum energy that will be delivered by the 

filter.   If, instead, the filter is first biased in the backward direction 

ard then h?s a 28-volt step wave applied to its input, somewhat more 

energy is delivered to the load.   This is illustrated in Figure 10 for 

the case of a 28-volt step wave input and a l-ohm resistive load.   The 
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Output voltage across the 1-ohm load that lasts the longer time corresponds 

to the condition of backward bias and it delivers about 5% more energy 

than the shorter pulse.    The shorter pulse corresponds to the condition 

of forward bias and is identical to the pulse shown in Figure 4. 

RF Protection 

Since power attenuation specifies the fraction of total input power 

that reaches a load, it is the most meaningful description of a filter's 

protective ability.    Unlike insertion loss measurements which give differ- 

ent results for different generators, input line lengths and configurations, 

power attenuation is a unique characteristic of the filter itself and is 

independent of mismatches or resonances on the input leads to the filter. 

Thus, if the power attenuation of a filter is 30 db, for example, one can 

be certain under all conditions that exactly 1/1000 of the total power 

delivered to the filter will reach the load. 

Powpr attenuation rneasurernents were conducted on the filter of 

Figure 3 with a 0.65-ohm load up to a frequency of 10 kmc.   No reson- 

ances were observed and the number of measurements was sufficient to 

insure that none went unobserved.    For these measurements, the output 

power above 2 mc was less than the minimum detectable level of about 

0.02 microwatts.    With the input powers available, this indicated that the 

power attenuation is greater than 68 db from 2 mc to 100 mc and greater 

than 80 db from 100 mc to 10 kmc.    However, it is most likely that the 

power attenuation is much greater than this because it is 59 db at 1 mc 

aad increasing at the rate of about 30 db per decade.   Thus, at 10 mc 

one would expect the power attenuation to he at least 59 u 30" 89 db. 
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The power attenuation of the filter in Figure 3 with various loads 

is shown by the curves of Figure 11.   By interpolation, the power attenua- 

tion at 200 kc for loads of 0.7, 1.0, and 1.3 ohms is, respectively, 33, 

32, and 31 db.   (The bridge wire resistance of a MK-1 squib varies from 

0.7 to 1.3 ohms.)  Since a MK-1 squib requires a minimum power of 

about 0.1 watt for ignition, this means that an input power in excess of 

100 watts would have to be delivered to the filter at 200 kc in order to 

ignite the squib. 

The input power for these power attenuation measurements was 

determined by calorimetric methods.   For each measurement, power 

was delivered to the filter for 30 seconds and the temperature rise it 

produced was measured by a system consisting of a thermocouple ^n-ched 

to the filter case, a dc amplifier, and a recorder.   Input powers *     «JW 

as 0.1 watt were measurable to within about 5% accuracy with thl:  «system. 

Calibration was achieved by delivering known «mounts of dc power to 

the filter. 

The output power was determined by u«ing an insulated heater 

type of vacuum thermocouple as the load and measuring its output with 

an amplifier-recorder system.   Vacuum thermocouples having different 

heater resistances were used for the various loads and each was cali- 

brated with dc power.   Depending upon the particular vacuum thermo- 

couple that was used, the minimum detectable output power ranged from 

about 0.005 to 0.03 microwatts. 

Effects of Nearby 60-cpa and 400-cps Currents 

The efftirtc of large 60 cps and 400 cpt currents flowing near the 

filter of Figure 3 were also Investigated.   With one turn of a single lead 
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carrying 20 amperes of either 60 cps or 400 cps current wound directly 

on the filter itself, the voltage across the 1-onm load resistor of the 

filter was less than 2.5 millivolts.    With the input leads to the filter 

comprising 30 feet of unshielded twisted pair and with a single lead 

carrying 10 amperes of either 60 cps or 400 cps current taped to the 

twisted pair that were either "open" or shorted together, the voltage 

across the 1-ohm load resistor of the filter was less than the 40-microvolt 

sensitivity of the measurement.    While these tests are quite severe  com- 

pared to what might actually occur in practice, they do serve to indicate 

that there should be little coacern about the existence of nearby large 

currents. 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Filters employing the complete shielding concept can be designed 

to a wide variety of specifications.   Some units have been designed to 

deliver as much as 125 millijoules (1,250,000 ergs) to a load wh«n a 

28-volt step wave is applied and to have a power attenuation greater than 

30 db at all frequencies above 20 kc; some units have been designed for 

use with EEO's having dual bridge wires that provide reliability through 

redundancy; other units have been designed for ac firing systems; still 

other units have been designed for 300-voU dc low current drain firing 

systems.   In this latter instance, the current drawn from the 300-volt 

supply is no more than 170 milliamperes since the dc input resistance 

of the filter is 1750 ohms and yet the filter delivers a peak current in 

excess of 2.3 amperes to a l-ohtn load.   More particularly, 1 millisecond 

after the 300-volt step wave is applied, the current drawn from the supply 
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is only 105 milliamperes and the current in the 1-ohm load is 2.35 

amperes.    This 22-told step up in current illustrates that these filters 

can also be used to advantage in matching high impedance power supplies, 

both ac and dc, to low impedance EED's. 

The photograph in Figure 12 shows a filter that is being developed 

for use with Eagle-Picher automatically activated batteries.    This filter 

has two separate outputs that are connected to the two independent bridge 

wires of the gas generator which is joined to the left-hand end of the filter. 

The dc input resistance of this filter is 7 ohms to insure that the current 

drawn from a 28-volt supply does not exceed 4 amperes. 

The weight and volume of these filters are essentially determined by 

considerations relating to the intentional firing of an EED; the continuous 

shield that provides the RF protection need, by itself, contribute very little 

to weight or volume.   Thus, when the input voltage to a filter and its load 

resistance Are sp<«<nfied, the two most important factors in determining the 

weight and volume of the filter are the energy that it must deliver to the load 

and the minimum input resistance that it may have.   Naturally enough, the 

smaller each of these is, the smaller the filter can be.  Other factors that 

may affect the size of a filter are the time in which the specified energy must 

be delivered to the load and the amount of attenuation that the filter mutt 

provide at the lowest frequency of concern. 

To illustrate the lightness and weight-saving potentialities of these 

filters, it is instructive to express their weight in terms of well known com- 

ponents used in EED firing systems.   Feet of 1/6-inch ID shielding braid 

is an appropriate choice because braid is often used over twisted pair input 

leads and it is unnecessary with these filters which additiuiMlly provide 
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far greater RF protection.   la terras of this new "unit of weight," the filter 

of Figure 3 "weighs" only 8 feet of standard 1/8-inch ID shielding braid. 

This shows how little it takes to actually save weight with these filters. 

Comparison of the degree of RF protection abtained in terms of the weight 

of components required by other systems should be equally favorable. 

It should be noted that these filters do not automatically open-circuit 

themselves as squibs usually do when they fire.   Since some systems place 

critics! reliance on the squibs opening the circuit to the firing supply, ehe 

use of these filters in those systems would require installation of a circuit 

opening device. 

Many systems, however, would not require the installation of a 

circuit opening device.   In some system», circuit opening is already pro- 

vided, either by switches or as a consequence of firing the EED (e.g.. 

cable disconnect in rocket firing).   In other systems, such as most pulse- 

firing or capacitor-discharge firing systems, circuit opening is immaterial. 

It is also immaterial with single function firing supplies wh(>re the fate of 

the supply after firing the EF,D is of no concern (e.g., warhead detonation). 

In addition to their relatively light weight, these filters have many 

other advantages.  They are simple, passive, and rugged.  They contain no 

semiconducting materials and they are operable over a temperature range 

at least as great as that of the SED's they are to be used with.   They can be 

designed for ac, de, pulse, or capacitor-discharge firing systems.  They can 

be used advantageously to match a high impedance firing supply to a low im- 

pedance EED.  They protect an EED from dc ground currents which, even 

though they may not fire the EED, can degrade an EED so that it may never 

be operable.   The outstanding advantage of these filters, however, is that 

they provide an EED with unquestioned immunity to all RF frequencies. 
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34. The Prediction of Very Low EED Firing Probabilities       L. D. Hwapton 
•J. N. Ayres 

1. Kabik 

EED sensitivity information must be used in the prediction of unintentional 
RF firing probabilities. Too often poor data, improper atatistical methods, 
unwarranted assumptions, and ambiguous concepts (e.g. "All-Fail" and "All-Fire" 
point(s)) cause highly imprecise predictions. Methods are presented for 
improving unavoidable extrapolations and increasing the precision of firing 
probability estimates. 

35. A Survey of 1-AMP. 1-Watt EED> Günther Cohn 

This survey was made to compile a list of manufactured EED's meeting the 
1-Amp, 1-Watt specification. We are not concerned here with the merits of 
this specification. It can be seen from the compilation that a large variety 
of initiators in this category are now available. 

36. Systems Approach to Minimlge EMR Haaarda to Ordnance   Lt. Col. C. W. Smith 
Morris Rosenthal 

Hazards of EMR to ordnance are considered to be an overall system problem. 
Ordnance desensitization Is not a panacea for overcoming hasarda ascrlbable 
to wandering electrons. The Titan II and AFBSD/STL approach is determining 
the sensitivity of the EED's to EMR and insuring, by proper system design 
and procedures, that the EED's are protected from duddlng or actuating 
inadvertently as a result of EMR. The need for an impartial test and 
information agency is emphasized. 

37. mw\a 9t UtäMm aa (AT Tgrgg gyatme c*pt. James H. Scharff 

When the tremendous energy of natural lightning is directed against USAF 
systems on and in the ground, as well as in the air, serious damage and/or 
eonsequencen can result. This pnper discusses son» aspects of the problem, 
approaches to better understand the phenomena, some of the detailed effects, 
and some means to provide protection. 
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38. Some Calculations Involving the Amount of Energy       D.E. Merewether 
Electromagnetically Coupled to an Electroexplosive 
Device by a Lightning Stroke (Uj 

Measured sinusoidal steady state data are used to determine transfer functions 
which relate the response of electroexplosive devices (EED's) in selected 
circuits to a transient environment which will electromagnetically couple 
energy into EED's. These transfer functions are then used to estimate thfi 
amount of energy which is electromagnetically coupled into the bridgevdre 
of the EED's from the environment produced by a lightning ctrike. 

39. Distribution of RF Fields Over a Carrier Deck E. H. Smith 

A theory is developed which yields the electromagnetic fields of whip 
and monopole antennas located, at the edge of the carrier deck. Calculations 
are presented and compared with shipboard measurements. Some discussion is 
given on the behavior of the antenna field at the deck edge, and the relation 
of the results to classical diffraction theory. 

40. The Utilization of Gamma Radiation for Weapon Martin J. Cohen 
Control Systems (U)                       Rudolph N. Griesheimer 

This paper will treat the properties of gamma radiation arising from 
radioisotopes in the design of v;eapon control systems. Sources, sensors and 
equipment for communication, evaluation and decision determination for control 
of weapons will be considered. The performance capability of this equipment 
as related to environment, physical characteristics and reliability will be 
discussed. 

41. Organic Polymers as RF Attenuating Materials Howard W. Christie 
Bernard F. Jones 

James J. Downs 

The development of carbonyl iron solid state attenuators has provided 
adequate attenuation at frequencies above 100 Mc. As there appears to 
be little possibility of increasing the low frequency attenuating abilities 
of these materials the investigation of other classes of lossy materials 
becomes of importance. There are a number of materials that can be considered 
for use in attenuators; among these are organic compounds and organic polymers 
that show high dielectric constants and appreciable electrical conductivity. 

42. Thermal Analyse? of Primary Explof-ives George Gvadsba 

Decomposition of primary explosives which had been heated to elevated 
temperatures, has been studied by a variety of techniques. Application of 
differential thermal arulyses to the study of di&zodinitrophenol Is discussed 
togetner with gas Chromatographie studies of lead azide. 
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34. THE PREDICTION OF ^RY-LOW 
EED FIRING PROBABILITIES 

By J. H. Ayres, L. D. Hampton, I. Kabik 
U. S. Naval Ordnanca Laboratory 

Whit« Oak. Silver Spring, Maryland 

INTRODUCTIOH 

1.    The aaaesament of the hazards of alectroaagnatlc radiation 
to exploaive ordn nee centers largely about the determination of 
the probability or.  inadvertantly firing electzo-ex^oaive devices 
by RF energy. A major part of this paper will be devoted to ex- 
pounding the thesis that, in general, the firing probability of 
EED's has not been determined with sufficient accuracy to allow 
the hazard assessment to be made with realistic precision. A 
second objective will be to set forth techniques by which the 
firing probabilities of EED's can be determined with greater 
accuracy at input stimuli associated with low firing response. 
Finally, it is hoped that this paper will give enough insight 
into the problem of predicting KBO response, that the presently 
used aabiguous concepts of "All-Fire" and "No-Fire" points will 
be eradicated. 

2 .   The safety-design goal for Naval weapon fuses has long 
been that there be no more than one weapon in a million wherein 
the warhead charge shall be initiated unintentionally at any time 
fro» manufacture to target delivery. This fact is cited to 
indicate the high level of safety desired in the Navy's detonating 
munitions and as point of reference for establishing safety goals 
for today's modem weapons of larger range and potency. The 
demonstration of such probability levels is virtually Impossible 
by direct testing methods. Inferential methods must be used to 
amass relevant data and to make acceptable estimates. 

RESPONSE OF BED'S 

3.   The major portion of the HERO problem arises from the RF 
vulnerable BED'a used throughout weapon systems. It is necessary 
that BED sensitivity to electrical energy (power) be related to 
the aabient electrical environment if an estimate of safety is to 
be made. Furthermore the sensitivity (probability of response to 
a particular intensity of environment) is needed at a very low 
probability of firing level. 



c. That the sanple Is representative of the batch 
or lot from which it was taken. 

d. That the sampled batch (or lot) is representative 
of all possible batches (or lot'..) of that 
particular BED. 

e. That the distribution function employed in making 
the extrapolation does in fact describe the 
sensitivity of the BED. 

8. If extrapolation is so dangerous why is it used? Why are 
not the extreme functioning responses measured directly rather 
than by this tenuous method? The obvious reason is that the number 
of BBD's (often very costly) needed to make a direct Masurement 
is prohibitive. Suppose one is interested in knowing the current 
which will cause not more than one in ten thousand BBD's to fire. 
It would be necessary to observe thirty thousand trials without a 
single fire before one could say with r*<.senable assurance (a risk 
of one chance in twenty) that the current will not cause more than 
one in ten thousand BBD's to fire. 

CHOICE OF DISTRIBUTION PUHCTIOH 

9. There is no ether way out than extrapolation in the present 
state of the art. There is considerable hope that knowledge of 
the electro-thermal parameters coupled with the hot-spot theory1 

will eventually make it possible to establish safe currents through 
BED bridgewires. Until such time we must therefore select a 
distribution function which will be used as a basis for making the 
desired estimates. 

10. To our knowledge only in two instances have there been 
sufficiently detailed tests made to give a quantitative picture 
of the sensitivity distribution function of BZD's. One ef these 
was carried out here at Franklin Institute en 4362 carbon bridge 
BBD's. The other, carried out on 7890 wire bridge BBD's, was 
reported at the last HBftO Congress by two of the present authors*. 
This work leads to the following conclusions concerning the proper 
choice of distribution function i 

a. The horiiental axis should be In logarithmic units, 
i.e., log current, log energy, or leg voltage. 

b. The Gaussian probability curve is net a good fit 
since it predicts to« hi^t a reliability above the 
50% point.and too low a probability (greater 
safety than actually exists) below the SDK point. 

c. The logistic distribution function dees net give 
an accurate fit but at least it seems to err en 
the side ef over conservatism. 

It has been the authors' receansndatien that in the absence ef 
more definitive information, the leg-logistic distribution function 
be used for making extreme-functioning probability estimates ef 
wire bridge BBD's. Hueh, if not most, of the estimates currently 
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nfiuni 3     CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION PUNCTION, BISVLAYCD AS A SIAHOIDAL ruHCTioN 

riSUDG  *       CUMULATIVE  &'STIII«uTl«M  fyitCllO«   OS^LATSS AS 
A   STRAIflHT  LINI  IH  A   MOBAIILiTT   SCACi 
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available in the literature, manufacturing data, and specifications 
are based on the Gaussian distribution rather than the logistic. 

11. In passing, we would like to point out an extra adventage 
in using the logistic distribution function. Being of the form: 

L-lnj; - it! 
<!   r 

where p is probability, q"l-p, x is the stimulus, x is the mean 
stimulus, and r Is the reciprocal of the slope in the logistic 
probability space. This function can be evaluated with a set 
of leg tables for desk computations and can be programmed very 
simply for high-speed computers. The cumulative Gaussian function 
cannot be evaluated in term* ef elementary functions and is therefore 
difficult to incorporate into high-speed computer programs. 

LIMITATIONS OF THB BRUCETOH 
DATA-COLLECTION PLAH 

12. The Bruceten plan is the v ist widely used method today for 
obtaining and analysing firing data, undoubtedly because of the 
conservative sample sice and the ease of making statistical calcula- 
tions. But the Bruceten plan is extremely poor for making the 
large extrapolations needed In the estlmatier. of extreme firing 
levels. The testing is conducted close to the 50% firing level 
requiring that the distribution function be very well known to 
allow long extrapolations. Further the Bruceton plan tends to give 
poor estimates of the standard deviation, which Is one of the 
parameters by which the extrapolation is made. Work carried out 
in England by J. W. Martin of the Royal Armament Research and 
Development Establishment, Waltham Abbey , shews that peer estimates 
of the standard deviation occur even with reasonable sample sices 
(100 firings, for example). The situation Is depleted graphically 
in Figures 9 and 6, which were obtained by making high-speed 
computer Bruceten runs with a known normal distribution. Here it 
can be seen that the standard deviation tends to be underestimated, 
in some cases by as much as fifty per cent. Underestimating the 
standard deviation, of course, will give overly optimistic 
predietiens ef both safety and reliability. To underestimate the 
true standard deviation by thirty-three or titty per cent wxxx give 
mreasenable estimates of the various firing points as shown belcw 
where extrapolation is made from the fifty per cent firing level. 

True Firing Predicted Firing Probability 
Probability Par Cent 

-*» mi =5» 
l.§44 0.001 0.0(9 
3.148 0.01 0.264 
6.118 0.10 1.024 

12.24 1.0 4.0S4 
26.08 10.0 16.81 
39.68 20.0 26.38 
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DIFFERENCE  BETWEEN TEST HEIGHTS   IN   STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
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FIGURE 5. SPECTRUM OF STANDARD DEVIATIONS, EACH HISTOGRAM GIVES THE RESULT 
OF lOO TRIALS OF 25 ITEMS. THE X AXIS SHOWS THE RATIO OF "FOUND" 
TO "TRUE"   STANDARD   DEVIATION 

TAKEN FROM PRIVATE COMMUNICATION OF 

J.W. MARTIN, RARDE 
FORT HALSTE AD, ENGLAND 
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FIGURE 6 SPECTRUM OF STANDARD DEVIATIONS EACH HISTOGRAM GIVES THE RESULT 
UF 100 TRULS OF 100 ITEMS THE X AXIS SHOWS THE RATIO OF "FOUND" 
TO "TRUE"   STANDARD   DEVIATION, 

TAKEN   FROM  PRIVATE COMMUNICATION OF 
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4. In order to understand the various methods of predicting 
extreme firing probability levels a passing understanding of 
probability distribution functions is of benefit.  It has been 
found that the values of many naturally occurring phenomena can 
be sufficiently well described for aany purposes by the normal 
(Gaussian) distribution function, for example, the heights of 
1162 Vassar students in 1958 (Figure 1). Here we can see that 
the Gaussian curve describes the distribution of heights quite 
well except at the upper tail where only one or two students would 
be expected to be over 6 feet tall. Actually there were five. 

5. The normal distribution can be represented graphically in 
a number of different ways: the bell-shaped frequency curve 
(rigur« 2), the cumulative curve or ogive curve (Figure 3), «.ad 
the cumulative curve transformed to a straight line by plotting 
in an appropriate probability «pace (Figure 4). While these 
three forms appear to be different they are equivalent. They all 
demonstrate the fact that the function is asymptotic at both 
extremes. That is, the probability of initiation does net become 
zero until the stimulus is decreasing without limit. Similarly 
100% probability is approached but never actually attained. 
Whether or not this asymptotic property is an accurate description 
of the nature of BED'S will be brought out in later discussions, 
particularly when considering "All-Fire" and "Re-Fire" concepts. 

6. The cumulative function is the more useful one for making 
estimates of extreme firing probability levels, particularly when 
in the straight-line form*. From the straight line relation it 
is obvious that a particular distribution enn be fully identified 
by two data pointst either a particular functioning •tlnulus-and- 
probability point and the slope of the line, or else two funetien- 
ing-stimulus-and-prebsbility points. 

THE METHODS FOR BSTINATIVG BXTRBUt 
FUNCTIOMZHG PROBABILITY POINTS 

7. Extreme functioning prebability points for BED'S have 
usually been estimated by extrapolating on the basis of an experi- 
mentally determined mean and standard deviation. A»  is the way 
with extrapolations, this process can lead to seriously faulty 
answers. There are certain assuaptien« inherent In the «xtrapolatieni 

a. That the sample siie is adequate 
b. That the sample is used efficiently. (This is 

controlled by the design ef the experiment and 
the accuracy of the apparatus.) 

It should be neted that the point ef intersection ef the line 
with the 50« firing level la designated as u, the fifty per 
cent firing stimulus, while 0. the standard deviation is the 
reciprocal ef the slope at u. It ia a statistical convention 
to reserve the Greek syafeols u and 9 for expressing the properties 
of the parent population and if and a respectively as the 
estimates based on measurements en samples from the population. 
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would be in the form of a statement that the error is probably 
less than a certain amount.  In a certain proportion of the 
testa, five per cent for example, the error will be greater than 
this anount. 

21.   Remember that these error estimates will be valid only if 
the sample was taken randomly. A random sample is on« in which 
the selection of the individual items does not depend upon any 
property of the item. Every item must have an equal chance of 
being selected as a member of the sample. In many cases the 
selection of a truly random sample becomes difficult if not 
actually impossible. For example, we cannot obtain a random sample 
of all Mk 114 Primers. The sample must, for practical reasons, 
be drawn from the items on hand at a particular time and place. 
The result is that one does not estimate the characteristics of 
the Mk 114 Primer but of some particular lot or group of these 
Primers. As was pointed out in the precediinj paragraph any 
attempt to consider these results as a characterisation of the Mk 
114 Primer is fallacious. This is the same error as that made by 
the European who thinks that he knows what Americans are like 
because he has seen a faw American movies or has spent a day or 
two in New York City. 

THE"AI.L-PIRE" "HO-PIRE" TRAP 

22. Over the past few years there has bean an increasing 
tendency to use as concepts for characterising EEC'si 

a. The "Mo-Fire" level, i.e., the largest input 
stimulus which can be applied to an BED without 
initiating it. 

b. The "All-Fire" level, i.e., the smallest input 
stimulus which must be applied to an BED to 
initiate it with certainty. 

These concepts are very handy from the engineering standpoint. 
They may even be true. But to date we have net been able to devise 
a method for locating these points or levels or of verifying 
their existence. 

23. The usual process for estimating the "All-Fire" and "Mo- 
Fire" levels Involves a measurement of response at a number of 
levels and then an extrapolation in the appropriate direction 
with an assumed distribution function. But the asymptotic limits 
of the distribution function are automatically assumed since they 
are part of the distribution function. And these limits are the 
desired "Mo-Fire" and "All-Fire" levels. Since they have been 
assumed a priori, they cannot be estimated or measured by the 
assumed distribution function. These limits are -« and +• for a 
linear normal or linear logistic function. Since a negative 
firing energy or power is meaningless the logarithmic transform 
is usually used. With the logarithmic transformation, the "Ho-Fire" 
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level becomes zero eneigy or power and the "All-Fire" level 
remains + •>. Other distribution functions could easily be 
conjured up which would be asymptotic at finite non-zero levels, 
but they would have to be based on absolute knowledge before 
their limits could be identified with certainty as the desired 
"All-Pire" and "No-Fire" levels. 

24. There is a way of getting an idea whether or not a 
particular test level is above or below the "All-Fire" level. For 
instance, let us assume that 3 million units of a particular 
type of EED are to be tested at 3.0 amperes. If there is a 
nixed response(both fires and fails) we know with certainty 
that the "All-Fire" level, if it exists, is greater than 3.0 
amperes. If all of the units respond we may have exceeded the 
"All-Fire" level. But there is still one chance in twenty that 
we are at as low a probability as a 0.999,999*. There is an 
even greater chance that we have not exceeded the "All-Fire" 
level. But to get this assurance of only on« in a million 
failure level at 95% confidence we had to use a fantastic sample 
size and we still «re not sure that we have reached an "All-Fire" 
level or even that it exists, 

25. The term "No-Fire" is an idea which seem« to us to be 
similar to the idea of iin upper boundary to the earth's atmosphere. 
All of the initiators of a given kind, the entire population 
in statistical language, correspond in this analogy to the 
atmosphere. The population of Initiators is made up of individuals 
each of whiyft will have a minimum stimulus requirement just as 
the atmosphere is made of individual molecules each having a 
certain height** above the earth. If there is atmosphere at any 
given height above the earth's surface then there will be some 
gas molecules at a slightly greater height. A similar situation 
exist« with Initiator «ensitivity. If a few initiator« will 
fir« at a given stimulu«, it i« impossible to «ay that a decrease 
of an erg in the energy or a mllliampere in the current would 
never result in a fire. 

26. It is our contention that the term« "All-fire" and "No-Fire" 
do not mean literally what they «ay. I« there, then, a meaning 
for the«« term« which, though different from the literal trans- 
lation, i« generally accepted. It i« certainly possible that an 

*The sample sice needed to make this same sort of a prediction at 
othar probabilities can be computed very «imply bys 

N-il 
l-P 

where N i« the number of item« la the sample, P Is the lower 95% 
coafldeace limit for the estimate of the probability of having 
observed N fires out of N trials. 

••For the purposes of this analogy it is inmatarial that the 
minimum stimulus requirement of the initiator is fixed while ga« 
molecule heights vary with time. The atmosphere analogy is 
restricted to a «ingle instant in time. 



13. Other Monte Carlo studies carried out independently at 
the Naval Ordnance Laboratory show dramatically the imprecision 
to be expected with small-sample size Bruceton determinations. 
Fifteen Bruceton type tests, twenty shots per test , were carried 
out using a population with a known mean of 5.60 and a known 
standard deviation of 2.00. Figure 7 compares the individual 
estimate« of the 90, 50 and 10 per cent points with the known 
population. Note,for instance, that the predicted 10 per cent 
point of the eighth run is higher than the predicted 90 p«ir cent 
point of the fifteenth run. 

14. Still another instance can be quoted. Recently one thousand 
Primers Mk 114 w^re fired under constant current conditions at 
the Naval Ordnaiv.e Laboratory, A preliminary 30 ui.ct  Bruceton run 
yielded a 50 per cent point of 71.8 milxiamperes which is virtually 
the same as was observed for the 1000 shot rundown tests.  The 
Bruceton predicted 1 per cent firing level was 62.7 Bllliampares. 
Experimentally in the rundown at a level of 62.5 milliamperes 
3.85% functioning was actually observed. 

15. The original paper on the analysis of the Bruceton method 
gives a test for normality. VxLi  is based on what is known as 
the Chi-square test. Unfortunately use of this test will never 
prove that the distribution is normal.  Failure to pass the test 
is usually taken as proving that the distribution is not normal 
whereas passing the test merely shows that it could be, but is 
not necessarily, normal. What is even more disquieting, unless 
the distribution differs greatly from the normal • large number 
(i.e., many hundreds) of trials will be required to establish the 
non-normality of the distribution. The usual Bruceton test docs 
not have a sufficient nuaiber of trials to do this. 

16. Another very serious limitation lies in the fact that the 
Brueeton test collects the data near the fifty per cent point. 
There are many possible distribution functions which would match 
the data collected over this range in a very satisfactory manner 
but which would differ to a very considerable extent for low or 
high per cent response points. Figure 8 shows several such curves 
fitted to data of a typical Brueeton test. To state this problem 
in another way, if the true distribution function should be even 
slightly peaked, or slightly flattened, near the mean (at compared 
with the assumed function) then we find that the true and assumed 
functions would have diverged greatly by the time the extreme 
functioning probability levels were reached. For instance, in 
Figure 9 we see a case where the true function had longer tails 
than the assumed function. Even if we had a perfect Brueeton, 
one in which the mean and the standard deviation measured at the 
mean were without error, we would be making overly optimistic 
estimates at both ends.  In Figure 10 we show a way we can collect 
the data to reduce the effect of lack of agreement of the true and 
assumed functions. 
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17. For emphasis, we repeat that the Bruceton collection plan 
should not be used for this work. We realize that the Bruceton 
plan is an old friend,apopular and tried-and-trusty tool. It has 
its uses. But it is not the tool for this job. Here we must find 
some way of allocating our samples so that we approach more closely 
to the functioning level we wish to estimate but yet not get so 
far away from the mean that we get almost meaningless (saturated*) 
data. 

BATCH-TO-BATCH AND LOT-TO-LOT VARIABILITY 

18. It is usual to treat electro-explosive devices as If each 
had individual f xed characteristics. We thjnk in terms of a 
fixed firing energy for a particular design of BED under given 
conditions, and publish data to show what its characteristics are. 
For example, the Mk 1 Squib requires 10,000 ergs for 50% firing 
under adiabatlc input. But it is known that when each of two 
different manufacturers make the squib the firing characteristics 
will probably be different. These differences can occur from 
slightly different bridge wire lengths, bridge wire diameters, 
fineness of explosive about the bridge wire, etc. It has even 
been found that when the same manufacturer makes the sane BED over 
a period of time the firing characteristics may vary widely. An 
example of this is shown for the bridge-explosive coirtblnation of 
the Mk 114 Primer, manufactured by the same company with an interval 
of approximately 10 years between the two manufactured batches, 
(Figure 11). 

19. Tin  an BED cannot be considered to be of fixed firing 
characteristics Is thus apparent. This fact should not b« 
surprising when It is realized that manufacturers using the same 
plant, equipment, and processes can turn out both acceptable and 
unacceptable lots of BED's during a given production. What should 
net be expected or assumed is that a given variety of BED is 
invariant in its characteristics; consequently safety estimates 
cannot be realistically made assuming invariant firing properties. 

SAMPLING ERROR 

20. In estimating the firing characteristics of a group of 
BED's test firing must be made with a sample taken fro» the group. 
The results of this test firing can be taken as estimates for the 
group as a whole. These estimates will, of course, differ fro« 
the true, but unknown, values. These differences constitute the 
sampling errors. Their possible magnitudes for random samples 
can be estimated by standard statistical methods. These estimates 

* By saturated data we mean a level at which all fails or else 
all fires were observed. Since we compute P^S'^I»'tHii. ** 
would find p"0 or « respectively. He would b« anafelc Co plot 
it in our straight line cumulative probability space 



some measure of the variability of the sample such as s, the 
standard deviation, we must be assured that the variability 
introduced by instrumentation errors is small compared to the 
variability inherent in the BED. Reference 6 is suggested as 
a detailed analysis of the quantitative problems of firing EBD's 
by capacitor discharge. And finally, the importance of choosing 
the right distribution function has been discussed in detail 
elsewhere in this report. 

DESIGN OF A DATA COLLECTION PLAN OPTIMIZED 
FOR MAKING EXTREME FUNCTIONING PROBABILITY ESTIMATES 

32. In order to minimize the importance of assumptions regarding 
the frequency distribution it is desirable to base chese estimates 
on data taken as close as possible to the per cent point to be 
determined. The simplest such test would be one which calls 
for testing at two stimulus levels near to the region in question. 
One of the two levels will be further from the mean and closer 
to the desired point than the other. This will be designated 
the remote stimulus level. The data obtained can then be extrapo- 
lated to determine the stimulus associated with the desired per 
cent point. In planning such an experiment the following conditions 
should be meti 

a. The difference between the stimuli used should not 
be small compared to the extrapolation distance 
(the differenoe between the desired point and the 
observed remote stimulus) 

b. The number of trials at the remote stimulus level 
and the expected response at this level must be such 
that the probability of observing either all-fires 
or all-falls is small 

c. The number of trials made at the remote functioning 
level should be greater than the number of trials at 
the level closer to the mean. A good choice is to 
take the nuaiber so that the product np (1-p) is the 
same for both levels ««here n is the number of trials 
and p Is the expected probability of fire. 

33. The general approach in implementing this method is to run 
a preliminary short Bruccton which !• used to estimate two 
stimulus levels at which the remainder of the sample will be 
fired. At the first level (the one closer to the mean) 'the 
smaller portiun of the remaining sample 1* fired. If the ob- 
served response is not too different from what was expected 
from the Bruceton test, the remainder of the sampl« Is fired 
at the previously selected remote level. If the response at 
the first level 1» greatly at variance with the expected response, 
the test plan is altered to reallocate the sample remainder. 
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3<».  The following is a step-by-step procedure for firing two 
hundred samples: 

a. Fire twenty items in a Bruceton teat to obtain 
preliminary estimates of the mean, m,  and the 
standard deviation, s. A log-transform of the 
dosage (current, potential, energy) is taken as the 
stimulus 

b. Compute the magnitude of the two test levels near 
stimulus (first level)9 m-0.48, remote stimulus 
(second level) » m-1.3a 

c. Test fifty items at the near stimulus level 

(1) if five or fewer fires are observed, 
redefine the near stimulus level as the 
remote level by continuing firing at this 
level until one hundred-thirty items are 
expended. Fire the remaining fifty at m-0.2s 

(2) if more than five fires are observed (the 
usual circumstance) fire the remaining 
one hundred-thirty units at the original 
remote stimulus level. 

35. The foregoing procedure is set up for use when a lew 
per cent point is desired. This method can be used for 
determining a high per cent point by making the appropriate 
changes. The test levels should be computed by adding, rather 
than subtracting, the appropriate multiple of s. The criterion 
for altering test levels, i.e., "five or fewer fires', would 
be changed to "five or fewer falls". 

36. There ia  one problem in reliability determination which 
does not have its counterpart at low per cent points. This is 
the possibility of the presence of duds which would not respond 
to any stimulus, no natter how great. Obviously if more than 
one per cent of the population were duds, a 99%  functioning point 
would be a fiction. It could not exist. Figure 12 shows the 
expected response of a normally distributed population contaminated 
by 5* duds. As can be seen from the figure, if an experiment 
were made covering the range from IS to 80% response, the data 
obtained could be represented quite well by a straight line. 
Hence any test made entirely in this interval would give 
completely erroneous predictions for responses above 90*. This 
would completely eliminate the Bruceton te«t for estimating 
high functioning probabilities unless the absence of duds is 
assumed. Ordinarily the proportion of duds is smaller and 
therefore harder to detect. 

38. The data collection plan described above ordinarily yields 
some centrally-collected Bruceton data plus data at two levels 
which mixed responses are observed. Because the Bruceton data 
are collected at the mean and at levels most remote from the 
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arbitrary aefinition cou ü be made and generally accepted in 
the aarn« way as other «• .jirical parameters such as Flash point 
of oil  .-ield point --f  teel, etc. At present there are many 
interpretations of the concepts ranging from carefully computed 
points to engineering hunches and guesses. 

27. For instance, we find in the specifications for the Squib 
Mk 1 that either forty-five or seventy-five items (depending 
upon the lot size) are to be tested with a current of 200 
milliamperes.  If none fire the lot is accepted. This 200 
milliampere level is quoted as the "No-Fire" current for this 
iaitiator. But the ghastly truth is that the chances are five 
out of eight that forty- ^ive failures would be ob««rv«d at a 
level which i» reality was the 1% functioning level. Or. to 
look at it another way, a manufacturer could be producing Mk 1 
Squibs which will function 0.1% of the time at this 200 milli- 
ampere "All-Fail'' and have 19 out of 20 lots accepted. 

28. Recently certain groups at the Bureau of Naval Weapons have 
decided to define the "m-4s" and the m+4B" levels as the "All- 
Fail" and All-Fire" levels respectively. These correspond to 
probabilities of 34 in a million that an adverse result is 
expected in either case, i.e., 0.000034 or 0.999966. The choice 
of 4 standard deviations away from the mean is purely arbitrary. 
It is a seat-of-the-pants compromise between what on« night like 
to be able to say (one in a million) and what one might be really 
justified in saying (one in a har>ur«u). 

THE WAY GOT 

29. By now the picture we have painted must Indeed be bleak. 
He have said that even if a good random sample is taken fro* the 
lot being tested there is no assurance that the other lots will 
not differ from it. We have said that the normal distribution 
and the Bruceton data-collection plan should not be used to make 
extrapolations. We have said that the "All-Fire" and "He-Fire" 
levels probably do not exist or else if they do exist they cannot 
be determined by direct experiment. We will say further that it 
will almost always be the case that safety estimates must be made 
by extrapolating hopefully with a surmised distribution function 
on data derived from an inadequate sample size taken from a lot 
which probably will be different from the lot that is used in 
the weapon. 

30. The first purpose of this paper is to post a warning as to 
the nature and degree of the problem. The second is to show ways 
to reduce the likelihood of making faulty estimatesi 

a. Get the largest possible sample size 
b. Make sure that the sampling was random 
c. Make sure that the firing instrumentation is in good 

order.  (The inherent experimental error should be known.) 
d. Carry out the firing according to a plan which has been 

optimized for the purpose of making the desired estimate 



e. Choose the distribution function which will yield 
conservative estimates 

f. Estimates should be made realistically in view of the 
limitations inherent in the process. Assumptions 
should be recocmized and stated with the deduced sensi- 
tivity figures. 

31. What is meant by "largest possible sample size"? How big 
is a large sample size? As was mentioned previously 1000 Primers 
Mk 114 were fired under constant-current conditions. The follow- 
ing firing data were obtained: 

Current Observed Resoonse 
Milliamperes Fires Fails tmr  Cent 

34.0 2 0 100.00 
77.0 9 1 90.00 
70.0 4 9 30.77 
67.5 10 35 22.22 
64.0 8 17X 4.47 
62.5 15 375 3.85 
61.0 1 349 0.29 

Using the log-logistic distribution function, and fitting the 
data usiag the least-squares method, the sensitivities are 
estimatedi 

Probability of Functioning Predicted Level 
(oer cent) i^illlamperef 

50.0 71.19 
5.0 63.70 
1.0 59.85 
0.1 54.85 
0.01 50.28 
0.001 46.09 

The 95% tolerance Interval (upper and lower confidence band) 
about the 0.1% point is from 50 to 57 mllllamperas. The estimate 
of the 0.1% point is not particularly precise. Had the sample 
size been In the order of 100 units, this interval would have 
been over three times larger. Thus it can be seen that a sample 
of a few hundred units really cannot be expected to give a 
reliable and precise estimate much beyond the 1% point. Jt 
begins to be evident that the definition of a large sample sise 
Isi a quantity much larger than one can hope for. 

32. The next three Items listed in paragraph 30 are quite clear. 
The necessity for random selection of the sartple fro» the popula- 
tion is a basic tenet of proper experimental and statistical 
procedures. Hext, since we must extrapolate on the basis of 
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AMirad «atiMitiea 1CT«1 it ■••■• best to discard the* and t» 
p«rf«ra th« analysis an th« tw» adxad rcspans« l«v«ls. Tills 
analysis can b« carried »ut vary siaply by platting tha twa 
paints in tha prapar prababllity spaca and running a straight 
lina thraugh thaa. 

39. Mara sapblsticatad statistical traataants, axpariMntal 
designs, ate. can ba usad and in «any casaa will laad ta battar 
answars. Otbar papers are being prepared at the Haval Ordnance 
Labaratary «Aid» will describe in wich greater detail sea» ef 
the experlasntal techniques, statistical theary, and high-speed 
eeapeter pragraas far data precassing and far carrying eat 
Mente Carle experiaents. 

COKUDSIOttfi 

40. It is net passible te estlaate precisely the faaetlaniag 
prebability levels ef BID'S at the axtreeaes needed far gee« 
safety and reliability estlaates. There are practical precedures 
far reducing estiaatiea errarsi These are praper saapling. 
preper instruaentatien, aptlalsatlea «f data eellcstlan precedures, 
and seleetien ef preper statistical teals. There are certain 
areas, such as lat-ta-let and batdi-te-bateh variatien, fer «Aldi 
we eanaet at present aake adequate carrectien te eur estlaates. 
The gathering and study ef relevant data weuld praSbably be gulte 
difficult, yet weuld give inferaatlen of great value in this 
type ef werk. We feel that even though it is net possible to 
solve all of the prObleas accurately it is auch better te knew 
the inherent liaitatloas and possible sources of serious error 
in asking safety and reliability estlaates than it is to go 
blithely along in blissful ignorance of life as it really is. 
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31*. DISCUSSION 

A questioner desired reference to published tables of tolerance 

factors if such tables exist. Mr. Hampton answered that this depended upon 

the mean and standard deviation. The same questioner said that he appreciated 

this but that the tolerance factor table takes into accuimi, the errors in 

the mean and standard deviation, and asked if there was an equivalent table 

for this function. Mr. Hampton answered no, but add^d that information on 

this will be published in the next Association Journal. 

Mr. Benedict commented that the table for the normal distribution 

was published about three years ago. It was questioned whether the other 

ons was as up to date as this. He continued that various people, notably 

Kfcrr and Davis had pointed out shortcomings of the Bruoeton test. The 

interval for Bruoeton testing should hold a definite relation to the 

standard deviation. It is necessary to adjust testing to meet this condition. 

There is no law for this and he for one has adjusted the interval to give 

the customer the desired results. 

Mr. Benedict inquired if the interval was controlled before the 

test to have a certain relationship to the standard deviation or were they 

taken as they came. Mr. Hampton answered that in his own test he did not, 

but that Mr. Martin in his test in England did. He said that the slides 

he had shown indicated columns for different siae steps. 

Mr. Hedges of the Martin Company coianented of his interest in 

this table and agreed with everything that was said. With respect to the 

previous speaker he expressed a desire to add to his comments. It la 

belelved that most of the criticism of the Bruceton method Is unjustified 

to a large extent. In reviewing Bruceton data that la supposed to prove 

that a particular explosive device meets the AFWTC safety requirement, 

he failed to follow the computor's method. If he was using the NAVORD 

report, he didn't even follow the right section of the curve In certain 

areas. In most cases the log function is not used. When the log function 

is not used, the result is a conservative estimate of the safety point and 
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perhaps not too conservative estimate of the all fire point. To this end, 

Mr. Hedges proposed to the JANAF subcommittee on Explosive Components 

that a Standard be sponsored that would describe a Bruoeton technique 

easy to follow, vdth simple tables that would make computation easy, 

eliminating all curves. 

Mr. Hedges continued that the speaker had numtioned a true 

sigma and that he wcild like to know what a true sigma is. He also 

commented on the testing of samples at several year intervals. He suspects 

that these were actually two different items with the same label. He 

commented further that the baseball player example is poor because of 

different stimulus. He made his main point that he is not concerned who 

wants to use the Brucetcn method or what they want to do with -".t; predict 

the 99.9 or 99 with nine 9'3 behind it. But he advocates a standard 

Bruoeton method in which independent workers can validly compare results. 

Mr. Hampton answered that with a random number approach standard 

deviation can be computed for the entire population. By sampling from this 

population standard deviation of the sample can be obtained by different 

methods and compared with the true standard deviation. He commented that 

Bruceton data accumulates near the 5C^ point and that the distribution is 

assumed. A figure included in the paper but omitted from the presentation 

shows a normal distribution and a logistic distribution together. It 

shows that the 0.1 percent point predicted by a Bruceton Is actually the 

3 or 4 percent point if the ti-ue distribution is logistic. 

Mr. Kabik added that in attempting to predict extremes that are 

many standard deviations from the mean, from data collected around the mean, 

we are fairly sure to come up with the wrong answer. The Bruoeton should 

not be used in this case. A standard for the Bruoeton may still produce 

the wrong answer. 

Weaknesses in assuming that items are "the same" were pointed 

out. They may be tagged with the same label, for example, MARK 114. But 

examining the facts may show that they were different lots, different 

manufacturers or different batches. It was pointed out that from a limited 

sample on one batch or one lot it cannot forever be said that these are 

the responses of the device. 

Mr. Hanpton commented that at least all of these go by the same 
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Mr. Amicone of The Franklin Institute commented that he had 

reviewed Martin's work and tnat we owe it to hira to mention the small sample 

sizes that were used, Mr. Hampton said that the slides showed, he beleived, 

samples of 25. Mr. Amicone replied that most of the people present know that 

this sample size is entirely too small to make any kind of estimate, 

Mr, Kabik added that Martin used sample sizes as high as 100 

with a resultant imp'ovement in the estimate. The results still did not 

fit the normal distribution. Further even with batches of 25, 50 and 100 

good estimates are not made, 

Mr, Hedges oommented that his standard showed what would happen 

with sample siaes of 20 to 500. The sample size can be given a degree of 

calculated accuracy. The point of best return,which appears to be at a 

slope of i+5 degrees^ occurs at just slightly over 100 samples. The proposed 

method involves 120 samples of which 20 will be used to obtain an estimate 

of the mean and standard deviation. 

The discussion was suspended ty the chairmen in order not to 

fall too far behind schedule. 
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35.    A Survey of 1-Amp, 1-Watt EED's 

by Günther Cohn 
The Franklin Institute 

Background 

Over the /mr*, a number of methods have been proposed to cope 

with the hazards of radio frequency electromagnetic radiation to ordnance. 

Certainly, this hazard is of serious concern to the agencies of the 

Department of Defense and its Contractors.    Even a sketchy description of 

the various approaches used to wrestle with the RF problem would be of 

such length as to warrant a separate paper.    Suffice it to say that the 

approach has been one of long range planning through design changes to 

fixes for specific applications. 

We are concerned today with one of the proposed design changes, 

known as the 1-Amp, 1-Watt solution.    It is defined in the ''Interim Standards 

to Minimize the Hazards of Electromagnetie Radiation to Electroexplosive 

Devices" which were issued 1 October 1962 by the Safety Division, Office 

of Inspector General, Headquarters, Air Force Systems Command, Andrews Mr 

force Base, Washington, D.O.    The interim standards state in part that: 

"EED's are required to meet one of the following standards: 

"(1)   EED's will not fire as & result of the application 
of one watt of direct current power for five minutes and as 
a result of the application of one ampere of direct current 
for five minutes.    This requirement must bo met without the 
use of external shunts.    Suitable testing, such as the 
Bruceton type statistical test, will be performed to 
validate a no-fire reliability of 0.999 with a 95 per cent 
confidence level. 

"(2)    EED's with electro explosive elements that do not 
meet the above one watt/one ampere/five minute standard will 
be designed so that the integral unit will survive in an 
electroisa^etic field Intensity of 100 watts per square meter. 
Approved testing will be performed...." 
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Before proceeding, let us set the boundary conditions of this 

papor. I should make clear that I do not intend to discuss the merits of 

thö 1-Amp, l-Watt specification. Whatever you may think of the 1-Amp, 

1-Watt approach as a solution to the HERO problem, the fact is that such 

EED's are now being specified, manufactured, and tested. This paper is 

being pre, ented as a part of our technical documentation work which is 

designed to record and disseminate information on current ordnance topics. 

Hence, it is the purpusc uf Lala papsr to discuss the various EED's now 

available which can withstand inputs of at least one ampere and one watt 

of direct current for five minutes or longer without initiation or 

degradation. 

I might comment on these two requirements. Failure to initiate 

or fire pertains to safety and is spelled out in the specification. 

Failure to degradö pertains to reliability and as such is implied in the 

specification. Both attributes are important. The conventional hot wire 

bridge electric initiator is too sensitive to meet these requirements. 

Survey 

In March 1963, we wrote to two Government agencies and 32 manu- 

facturers asking them for information about their 1-Amp, 1-Watt EED's. 

We received 6 replies stating that such devices were not yet in their line 

and heard nothing from 11 others.    Fleming Industries indicated that they 

had an RF-insensitive EED but no 1-Amp, 1-Watt,    Positive replies came from 

14 manufacturers.    We must admit that the time ^or reply was short ao that 

it is entirely possible that some companies did not have a chance to write, 

A summary of the 1-Amp, 1-Watt EED's now available is shown in 

the accompanying table.    The 1-Amp, 1-Watt devices now appear in catalogs 

as regular shelf items.    They come in a variety of sizes, typas and 

functioning characteristics and most manufacturers indicate that their lines 

are to be extended.    We did not attempt to list every available initiator 

but merely gave the ranges covered.    Little would be gained by attempting 
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to achieve completeness of listings because most companies indicate their 

ability to make changes to suit a customer's specific needs.    In addition 

to the summary table we also attach a list of manufacturers with contact 

names and phone numbers. 

Methods of achieving the 1-Amp, 1-Watt insensitivity differ. 

There seems to be no best solution.    Dual bridges,  insensitive mixes, 

internal shunts, and heat fnnks, all are being used, often in combination. 

The use of an insensitive mix appears to be convenient to solve retrofit 

problems. 

This summary then is meant to help designers and users of EED's 

get started in their search for 1-Amp, 1-Watt devices.    We would be amiss 

if we did not include in this presentation a serious note of warning: 

1-Amp, 1-Watt devices are brand new, they have not been tested extensively, 

they do not have history of use behind them.    We know from past experience 

that it is dangerous to assume that a change in the primary operation of an 

EED, however small, can be ignored.    There is as much reason to assume that 

there is a tremendous change in performance as there is that the change is 

insignificant. 

Probably the most efficient sensitivity testing procedure is the 

so-called Bruceton test.    Its validity is based on the assumptions that 

(1) the response is normally distributed (Gaussian) with 

respect to the stiaulus. 

(2) no duds (manufacturing freaks) are in the lot. 

The validity of the Bruceton test for the conventional sensitive hot-wire 

initiator has been demonstrated by tests of entire lots according to the 

Bartlett plan.    We therefore test with the Bruceton method near the 505? 

point and infer what happens at the extremes.    Let us suppose now that it 

might turn out that the changes introduced to make 1-Amp, 1-Watt devices 

are such that the assumption of normalcy no longer holds.    For example, 
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say that the bridge wire burns out at a certain high current so that the 

curve is discontinuous. Such a condition would not only invalidate the 

Bruceton test, it may well result in consistent performance failures at so 

called all-fire currents. 

Non-conventional designs may also exhibit different failure 

mechanisms which should be taken into consideration. For example, a 

multi-bridge initiation may become more sensitive if uae or more bridge 

filaments are broken. This condition poses the question, does the item have 

fail-safe characteristics from a safety standpoint? Further, storage stability, 

compatibility of mixes, new construction materials, and degradation due to 

prepulses should all be considered. 

Both designers and users then have no choice but to insist on 

complete test results for the contemplated item. Mary of the manufacturers 

furnish test data results. This is good. We can then examine the data to 

make certain that it characterizes the item fully. We can conclude that one 

should shop for 1-Amp, 1-Watt devices the same way as we used to shop for 

EED's some years ago before they became standardized. 

Summary of EED's 

Achieves 
MäJ?uft?tT lim. Size Eauaki 1A/1W by. status 

Nav. Ord. Ignition Element .5D x .65L 2 Amp Heat Sink Design 
Plant EX 5 MOD 0 10 ms proof 

Atlas Blasting Caps 
Nos. 6, 8, 9 

1-7/16 x 2L 6 Amp Heat dissip. 
resistor 

Product 

Min. Switches 3/8 square ii it 

2 to 8 poles 1^ to 5^1 
OM Switchej ^ sq x to 3. 7L »t ii 

U to 12 poles .5 x 1.6 x 1.6 
Piston Activator .38D x 2.8L 6 Amp 1! n 

Bellows 9/16D x 1-3/4L u Amp n n 
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Summary of EED's (Cont.) 

Manufact. 

Conax 

Item 

Primers 
CC 61, 62, 63 

Primer 

Primer Cartridge 

Size 

.19 to .29D 

.46 to .641. 

.285D x .75L 

yüfict,, 
Achieves 
1A/1W to 

3-5 Amp Insensitive 
3-5 ms       mix 
4-5 Amp 2 Bridges 
3.8 Amp   Resistors 
3.5 Amp 2 Bridges 
6 as Heat Sink 

Status 

Product. 

Proposed 

Flare Phenolic plug squibs 
F-N 126, 127 

.27D x .4L 5 Amp     Insens. mix 
1 ms 

Product. 

Detonator, G.T.M.S. 5/8 nex x .341 5 Amp Devel. 
F-N 1017, 1042 1  .13 

Gould Igniter, G156227- 3/4 hex x .61 4-5 Amp 2 Bridges Pilot 
D7P-02B-1NF 8-10 ms   ^l^il. lot 

Hercules Delay Squibs 3/4 hex 
2 to 3.4L 

4.5 Amp Various 
to 5.6     methods 

Product. 

Squibs .28 to .3D 
.42 to 1.4L 

sec. 
4.5 Amp 

4 ms 

» 

Primers .29D 
.52 to .63L 

4.5 Amp 
3.5 ms 

ft 

Bellows .33D x 2L 5 Amp           " 
2.2 ms 

IT 

Hi-Shear Squibs, PC Series 9/16 to 1-1/8 hex 
1 to 1.51 

4-5 Amp Insensitive 
3 ms             mix 

Product, 

Detonators, PD 5/8 hex x 1.125L n                      11 11 

Holex Pressure Cartr. 3/4 to 1 hex 4.5 Amp Heat sink Product. 
Series 3000, 3100 1 to l^L 9ms         2 Bridges 

Ignition Cartr. 3/4 hex x 1L 4.5 Amp Heat sink 11 

Series 3200, 3300 9 ms       2 Bridges 

Lj'jrasc. Propellant Inits. 5/8 hex x 1.06L 4 Amp     Insensitive Pilot 
RI-75, RI-76 mix lot 

McC. Squibs 5/8 hex 2 to 5A 2 Bridges Pilot 
Selph M-88, M-102 ,84 to .96L 4 ms           Insens. 

mix 
lot 

Pressure Cartr. 5/8 hex x .86L 2-3 Amp 2 Bridges i» 

M-103, M-104 Insens. Mix 

Olin oquib 9/16 hex x .61 5 Amp Pilot 
Flame Model 20 ms lot 

Spec. Cartridges 5/8 hex x IL 5 Amp     Heat sink Product. 
Devices 8 ms 

Urddyanm. Detonator 
UMD 1025 

.3D x U. 4.5 Amp Heat sink 
3 ms 

Test 
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Manufacturers of 1-Amo/l-Watt EH)'s 

Commander 
U.S. Maval Ordnance Plant 
Macon, Georgia 

Kr. J.L. Pertsch, Code FDZ70, 
Devel. Engr. Div, 

788-6700 ext 418 

Hi-Shear Corporation 
2600 West 247th Street 
Torrance, California 

Mr. Monte W. Korb, Mgr. 
Ordnance 

SPruce 5-3181 

Aerojet General Corp. 
Solid Rocket Plant 
Sacramento, California 

Mr. Herbert Askwith 
TO 5-5111 

Atlas Chemical Industries, Inc. 
Aerospace Components Div. 
P.O. Box 271 
Tamaqua, Pa, 

Mr. R. McGirr, Superv. 
Des. & Devel. Group 

Mantzville 4 

Conax Corporation 
Explosive Products Division 
2300 Waiden Avenue 
Buffalo 25, N.Y. 

Mr. Tad Pierson, Engr. 
MT 4-4500 

Holex, Inc. 
2751 San Juan Rd. 
Hollister, California 

Mr. S.A. Moses, Dir. 
Res. & Engr. 

MErcury 7-5306 

Librascope   Division 
General Precision, Inc. 
Information Systems Group 

Mr, D.F. Finochio, Jr. 
Proposal Mgr., Ord, Systems 

REgent 6-9290 

McCormick-Selph Assoo. 
Hollister Airport 
Hollister, California 

Mr, William Frey, Mgr,, 
Applicat, Engr. 

MEoury 7-3731 

Flare Division 
Atlantic Research Corporation 
19701 W. Goodvale Rd. 
Saugus, California 

Mr.  P.M. Kirkegawd, 
Res, Engr. 

STate 8-7260 

Gould Laboratories 
North Delsea Drive 
Pitman, New Jersey 

Mr, W.F. Gould, Vice Pres. 
LUther 9-5753 

Hercules Powder Co. 
Port Swen, N.Y. 

Mr. W.R. Thomas 
FEder&l 8-2144 

Olin 
Organics l)iv.. Defense Products 
East Alton, III. 

Mr. J.L. Caspari 
CLinton 4-7311 

Special Devices, Inc. 
16830 W. Placerita Canyon Hd, 
Newhall, California 

Mr. E.M. Shurtleff, Dir. R&D 
EMpire 5-3171 

Unidynamics 
Division of Universal Match Corp. 
Crab Orchard Operai/ions 
P.O. Eox 231 
Marion,  111. 

Mr. Robert D. Smith, Staff Engr. 
WYandotte 2-2941 ext 281 
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INTERIM STANDARES TO MINIMIZE THE HAZARDS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC 
RADIATIOK TO ELECTROEXPLOSIVE DEVICES (l October 1962) 

SAFETY DIVISION — OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL 
HEADQUARTERS, AIR FORCE SYSTEMS COMMAND 

1. PURPOSE. To irinirrize the hazards of electromagnetic radiation to 

electroexploslve devices and to minimise the requirements for radio fre- 

quency silence at the National Ranges, the following standards will be 

used. The standards will apply to the design, selection, and applica- 

tion of electroexploslve devices for future development programs, and 

will be incorporated in current development programs in an orderly but 

expedient manner. These standards are applicable to all elements of 

the Air Force Systems Command engaged in the design and development of 

systems that use electroexploslve devices. 

2. REQUIREMENTS. Systems using elec-,roexplosive devices (EED) will be 

designed to preclude spurious functioning of any system EED or degrada- 

tion of any EED with respect to reliability or performance characteris- 

tics by environmental electromagnetic radiation. Established techniques 

for reducing the susceptibility of electroexploslve devices to electro- 

magnetic radiation are to reduce the sensitivity of the electroexploslve 

element to RF energy and to deny access of RF energy to the EED. 

3. STANDARDS. Guidance for the design or selection of electroexploslve 

devices will include, but not be limited to the following: 

a. EED's will not be used when the system requirement can be met 

by other reasonable means. 

b. Sensitivity of electroexploslve devices will be the minimum com- 

patible with design requirements and limitations such as space, weight, 

power, reliability, and performance characteristics. 

c. EED's are required to meet one of the following standards; 

(l) EED's will not fire as a result of the application of one 

watt of direct current power for five minutes and as a result of the 

application of one ampere of direct current for five minutes. This 

requirement must be met without the use of external shunts. Suitable 

testing, such as the Bruceton type statistical test, will be performed 

to validate a no-fire reliability of 0.999 with a 95 percent confidence 

level. 
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(2) EED's with slectroexplosive elements that do not meet the 

above one watt/one ampere/five minute standard will be designed so that 

the integral unit will survive in an electromagnetic field intensity of 

100 watts per square meter. Approved testing will be performed to 

establish a no-fire reliability of 0.999 with a confidence level at 95 

percent. Tests will include exposure to electromagnetic fields, pulsed 

and continuous w-ve., with frequencies ranging from 100 kilocycles to 4O 

gigacycles. Testing will include: Evaluation of the hr sensitivity of 

the basic electroexplosive element; evaluation of the uninstalled EED 

in all normal modes of storage, transporting, handling, and installing; 

and evaluation of the complete EED system in the installed configuration. 

d. For the purposes of this standard, the firing circuit of sn 

installed EED will include all electrical circuits and components between 

the initiation power source ana the electroexplosive element of the EED. 

Prior to installation, an EED includes all leads and connectors elec- 

trically connected to the electroexplosive element. To deny access of 

RF energy to electroexplosive devices, the following specifications are 

applicable: 

(1) EED firing circuits will be isolated from other circuits 

and each other by means of individual shields. Shielded EED circuits nay 

be routed together in a common secondary shield. 

(2) Circuits to EED's will be balanced to and isolated from the 

EED case and other conducting parts of the weapon. If a circuit must be 

grounded, there will be only one interconnection with other circuits. 

Static discharge resistors of 100,000 ohms or more may be connected to 

firing circuits. 

(3) Firing circuit conductors will be twisted to maintain elec- 

trical balance and reduce induction. 

(4) Firing circuit wiring will be kept to a minimum. 

(5) All conductors that connect the EED with other weapon com- 

ponents will be provided with metallic shields to provide an integral 

shield without electrical discontinuities or gaps. 
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(6) Connectors will be kept to a minimum. Connector construc- 

tion will be such that, when being mated, the shield contacting surfaces 

will mate belore any of the inner conductors and will not break contact 

until after all inner conductors have broken contact. Also, the inner 

conductors of the connector on the EED side will be recessed in the shield 

opening. 

(7) Wiring within an EED will be isolated from any metallic case 

or enclosure. The impedance to case from each conductor will be equal 

and high as practicaole. 

(8) Carefully designed and tested RF attenuating filter elements 

can te effective in suppressing HF cuirents. These nay be used to protect 

against nearby sources cf RF energy, such as missile borne radar beacons, 

telemetry transmitters, or very high power ground transmitters. 

e. EED's that use devices other than conventional bridgewire initiators 

must also demonstrate survivability in electromagnetic field intensities 

at 100 watts per square meter with 8 no-ilre reliability of 0,999, 95 perf-ent 

confidence Isvel. 

i. RESPONSIBILITIES. 

a. The agency responsible for the management of a system program will; 

(1) Assure that electroexplosive devices used in the system 

confowi to the specifications of this standard. 

(2) Monitor validation testing procedures to assure proper scope 

and quality, 

(3) Provide documented certification of EED's selected for use 

in the system. 

(4) Assure that adequate quality control techniques ar« adopted 

to provide continued qualification of production items. 

b. The Commander, AFMTC will be responsible for: 

(1) Identifying areas within the range boundaries where the elec- 

tromagnetic radiation intensity exceeds 100 watts per square mater. 

(2) Granting waivers to the requirements of this standard when 

adequate justification is presented, and assuring adequate protection for 

EED systems that are granted waivers. 
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c. Headquarters AFSC (SCIZM) will monitor this interim standard until 

a more comprehensive and complete exhibit or military specification is 

developed. Remarks and reeoimnendations pertaining to this interim stand- 

ard will b° forwarded to this Headquarters. 

NOTE: A formal presentation by a representative of the AFMTC, 

Patrick AFB, Florida, describing the latest Standard is planned for the 

Fourth Electric Initiator Symposium to be held October 1 and 2, 1963 at 

The Franklin Institute, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
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35. DISCUSSION 

Mr. Guinn said that the most of the fixes discussed are rated 

at 10 or 20 watts. Other people have mentioned 14 amperes being induced. 

This represents a power of 196 watts into a 1-ohm load. If there is 

the possibility of this much power, he asked why we are considering 10 

to 20 watt fixes and 1 arnp-l watt no fire devices. Mr. Cohn referred 

this question to Cmdr. Cray who replied that he could make any size 

dissipater desired. He asked how tig the questioner wanted it. 

Mr. Adelman of Picatinny Arsenal pointed out that most of the devices 

that provide insertion loss are quite large. Most of them are from 3 to 
;4 inches. Most applications allow for a half an inch or so r.-r the entire 

initiator and fix. 

Mr. Benedict of JPL said that in the room ther« are people on 

both sides of a very hot political argument. He commented that people 

came, to the Congress in order to leave the meeting with a better under- 

standing of the one-amp, one-watt requirement. He asked if this could be 

started. 

Mr. P.awls of the RCA Service Company was asked to oonment on 

th« speakers reference to the Atlantic Missile Range (AMR) policy requiring 

one-amp, one-watt initiators. Mr. Rawla stated that there is no one-amp, 

one-watt policy as such, but only in conjunction with many other provisions 

Including shielding. He added that the current policy requires validation 

of the capability of survival in a field of 100 watts/square mfc-T from 

50 Mo up and 2 watts/square meter (20 volts per meter) below 50 Mc or 

compliance with proper shielding and other circuit design features , ".us 

one amp, one watt Initiators. Th« usßr should bring his procedures *. 

AK, Safety Division and they will check it and offer an opinlc.. Th- 

one-amp on»-watt requirement is not claimed to be a cure-all but h. 

conjunction «Hth proper shielding and good circuit design should improve 

safety with reference to the 100 watt per square meter maximura I field 

intensity. 

In a meeting at Bedford, Massachusetts last year a Navy 

representative stated that they were considering a one-amp, one-wa" * 

no-fire requirement and also specifying that the bridgewire circuit r.ould 

open after firing. This becomes a matter for the ordnance manufaetur -s 

to adjust properly. 
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Mr. Warner of Douglas Aircraft asked if anyone had looked into 

the possibility of having a highly sensitive condition from pin-to-case 

in the one-amp, one-watt devices. Mr. McAdams of Redstone Arsenal 

commented that this was similar to problems encountered in encased relays, 

Mr. Ade.lman of Picatinny Arsenal commented that at least one initiator 

or possibly two were more sensitive in the pin-to-case mode of excitation 

than pin-to-pin. 

A person from Douglas Aircraft found that many manufacturers 

are applying the "no fire" current to all of the items they produce. 

Although this may assure that the device will not fire under these 

conditions, there is a reluctance on the part of ordnance people to accept 

devices that have been pulsed in this fashion. He asked for comments 

on this practice. 

Mr. Rosenthal of STL commented that he believed the 10C^ 

prepulsing to be a stupid practice. In some devices sensitivity will 

increase; in others it will decrease. The result is that predictions of 

firing levels are difficult to make. He expressed his belief that a 

sampling technique should be used and destructive testing performed includ- 

ing sequential environmental tests, A Bruoeton may also be used as a 

quality control test to compare later production with design development 

lots, 

Mr. MoGirr of Atlas Chemical industries commented that his firm 

tests all items that are shipped. The method has been approved only as a 

result of statistical test on the procedure, howeverj Mr. Kelly of The 

Franklin Institute commented that in discussing pln-to-oase and pin-to-pin 

modes of initiation we should be aware of the possibility that the pin- 

to-case mode is voltage phenomena and that the pin-to-pln mode Is a power 

or energy phenomena. 

Mr. Sheng of Aerospace commented that he has seen a growing 

tendency by missile manufacturers to accept a one-amp, one-watt criterion 

without concern for what tjiey arc really buying. We should keep in mind 

that we are seeking RF protection and accept no substitute, 

Mr, McC-lrr asked that if a device fires at 4 amperes DC does this 

not guarantee that it would be more RF resistant than a correspondingly 

more DC sensitive device. There was not a oireot answer to this question. 
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Someone suggested that the system needs a more general approach. 

The pin-to-pin mode represents a low impedance and Is subject to inductive 

coupling. In the pin-to-case mode the device has a high impedance and is 

more subject to coupling of a capactive nature. 

The inductive coupling is hard to control, but may best be 

defeated by twisting the leads. Capacitive coupling can best be defeated 

by shielding, bi* metric heating of the explosive around the bridgewire 

presents a probler. that needs further examination. 

A person from the Air Force Special Weapons Center commentej 

that RF-proof is just a term. We nan never make a device completely RF 

proof,only RF resistant. He commented furthsr that there is no arbitrary 

environment that can be stated as safe. Enough energy can be found to do 

the job cf inadvertent firing somewhere. The problem will be in establishing 

acceptable energies for a given job and sufficiently insensitive EED's to 

withstand the environment. These are the reasons that AFSWC has been 

against specification of any general level, one-amp or one-thousand amps. 

Our feeling is that the environment should be included. 

A person from AVCO expressed his thinking that it is not hazardous 

to test an initiator before it is used. If one-amp, one-watt is chosen, 

it had better pass that specification. Another person voiced his agree- 

ment with the speaker except for the staWuent that capacitive coupling 

can be corrected by shielding. This may not be true with "worse-case loads" 

that occur in servicing with shields removed. 

Mr. Rosenthal of STL once mere objected to 100' exposure of 

device to one-amp, saying that testing is O.K. for receiving tubes or 

tuning forks but explosive devices degrade. Mr, Katz suggested that a 

middle path could be taken by subjecting a sample to the one-amp, Sinlnute 

test and then, the remaining items for only £i quarter second; this is a 

comproiaist. The effect: cf the one-aapere exposure could also be examined 

by a Eru:etcn technique. 

Someone remarked that he failed to see the problem as long as the 

unit is designed to carry the heat away. He remarked further that the 

device his company manufactured dees not degrade under the one-ampere tests 

in the slightest degree. This was proved by repeated Eruceton tests. 
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Mr. Kelly added that The Franklin Institute and NOL White Cak, 

are booh attempting to develop t. non-destructive test for individual 

EEC's that will predict the firing sensitivity of individual devices. 

The input energy or power req-Jxed for this measurement is no higher than 

that needed to measure bridge resistance, 

Mr. Kelly continued that tests are necessary to determine if the 

non-destructive test was truly so. Measures of the mean fire sensitivity 

and standard deviation before and after exposure prove that these was no 

effect whatsoever in his experience. 

Mr. Goldie of The Franklin Institute warned that these tests 

cannot be applied across the board to EED's. The test will tell whether 

a particular type of device is sensitive to prepulsing or not; present 

status of the investigation does not permit a general statement covering 

all explosive devices. 

A person from Douglas Aircraft conmented that previous statements 

have been in regard to initiators having lead aside and lead styphnate and 

similar primary explosives. He claimed that these materials are obsolete 

as prinary charges now that the one-ampere, one-watt requirment is with 

us. He also claimed that manufacturers have scrapped all past knowledge 

and are starting over again. He asked If anyone is attempting to measure 

the dielectric properties of the one-amp, one-watt explosive material or 

of those used in EBW initiators. 

Mr. Rosenthal of STL mentioned a ease in which the same item 

was purchased by two installations; one required prepulsing, the other 

did not. These w«e "ooth tested for RF «»nsltivity and the results were 

very different. These are indications of fchat prepulsing can do. He 

oaaatnted further that his marks w«re diraoteeJ against the 5-minute 

part of the test. 

Mr. Roberts of Ordnancs Associates suggested that Bruceton 

tests be run to determine if the stimulus does degrade the unit in 

question. 

Mr. Benedict of JPi expressed a desire to describe political 

aspects of the on«-aap, one-watt. He said that two or three yeara ago 

someone cam up with a political solution to the H510 problem by saying 

letti make initiators one-wtt, one-smp and all our prxblaas will be solved. 
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Numbers of people grasped this like drowning men after the proverbial straw. 

This ooncept was politically inspired and not technically sound. It did bring 

some stability into the industry for a while until technical repercussions 

came home. 

Several alternatives Y.vre been proposed and hinted at here this 

morning. One alternative is going to a particular vehicle by calculation 

and bench testing, evaluating the environmental effect and squib sensitivity. 

Another is that every weapon type should be tested at every use site. One 

more is that every component and assembly should be engineered from the RF 

standpoint. The one-ampere, one-watt requirement, much like the building 

code to the oonatruotion trade, has done good in reducing the careless use 

of unduly sensitive initiators. 

There are various possibilities with which we are now faced. We 

can use one-amp, one-watt across the board. This will not afford protection 

in every case and will cause the use of excess firing energy in some 

instances. The analysis advocates want to determine theoretically whether 

or not a device will fire but the oomnentor's personal belief is that this 

is impossible. 

Elaborate testing is not feasible for missile and space programs 

that number only a few flights e&ch as opposed to some weapons that may be 

built by the thousimds. He stated that he had asked one of th« earlier 

speakers for an estiaste of the time required to cheek one weapon at one 

installation. The estimate was 100 weapon hours, 500 engineer hours and 

1000 technician hours. The tost equipment cost was not discussed. Good 

engineering entails establlshisent of the integrity of the design and the 

professional competanoe of every man working on a particular scheme. 

The ooraaenter said that none of these things alone is a cure- 

all. He warned against completely abandoning ut th« one-aap, one-watt 

criteria. In addition, he stated that he did not ws^nt to be driven into 

tests nor did he believe that engineering analysis is the beginning and end 

of all RF programs. 

Mr. Sheng of Aerospace stated that the person who is buying one- 

amp, one-watt is adsslng sranthing, NOL has shown coinoidenc« of DC and RF 

power up to 5 Mc. Eartansion of the work to IDKhC might show that one-aap, 

one-watt does offer RF protection. Until this is done, one-imp, one-watt 

cannot be speelflid as RF protection. 
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Mr. Katz of Rooketdyne ;;.entloned the deadline of 14 months, saying 

that anything not meeting one of these specs by the time will not fly in 

national ranges. This applies on a retrofit basis as well. That we like 

or dislike a particular method does not change the fact that the deadline 

must be met with one of the methods. 

Mr. Waddington ccmasnted concerning Mr. Sheng's remarks regarding 

comparison of DC to ■ ■ powr. This may have been true for one device but 

it will be necessary to look further to assure that this is universally true. 

Mr. Taiani, of NASA, Cocoa Beach, commented that AMR has advocated 

the one-amp, one-watt criterion for two and one half years. They waive 

this requirement under certain oiroumstanoes. The environment is important, 

as Mr. Rawls said this morning. If the environmental tests can be passed 

use of the device will probably be permitted. Systems and program managers 

know what they want in the vehicle. Some companies use the one-amp, one-watt 

criteria, others want to use EEDs tailored to the system and win face the 

envirerenental aspects of AMR. He conanented .further that his problem is net 

the same as with aircraft carriers and Air Force, high intensity radars. 

His crganlsation has only two C band radars that are far fron the site. 

Their biggest problem are static and lightning, 

A man from Douglas Aircraft mentioned the large amcunt of work on 

deoreiaslng the DC sensitivity of EED^s. It appears that the DC »maitivity 

has been reduced a small amount while the HF sensitivity has been reduced 

by the same small amount. Filters and equivalent clrouiti7 produce large 

values of isolation but are large in sise and difficult to incorporate. 

System design can produce large isolation with little additional cost, wight 

or bulk. This program is called electromagnetic compatibility. This program 

is not only applied to EED's but also to trigger circuits. 

Kr. DeMaris of General Electric Co, conaented on the long term 

storage aspects of the composition used in one-amp, one-watt devices. He 

said that a knowledge of the chemical kinetics sf some of the newer compounds 

has not been thortugh3y established and that this does not create great 

confidence in them. 
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36. BALLISTIC SYSTEMS APPROACH TO MINIMIZE 

ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION HAZARDS TO ORDNANCE 

Space Technology Laboratories, Inc. 

H. L. Busuttil 
M. Rosenthal 

Air Force Ballistic Systems Division 

Lt. Col. C. W. Schmidt 

1. RELTABILITy AND SAFETif 

The prime consideration in the design of a weapon system is the ability of 

the weapon to deliver its warhead, be it a steel slug or a thermonuclear'device, 

to its target with the maximiäm reliability consonant with Its tactical mission. 

A single low ccst warhead (such as a rifle bullet slug) dellvsrtd in a spray 

pattern need not be as reliable in hitting its target as an ICBM warhead because 

of it»  tactical mission, «hlch includes e^st, logistics, etc. 

Ihere is a second connlderation - safety - which most people agree goes 

hand in hand wi+h reliability, fte authcrs agree with this thesis, provided i* 

has this single clarifications A reliable v«eapon Is a safe weapon but a safe 

weapon is not necessarily reliable. 

For the Air Force Ballisties System Division weapc-ni, niwdmum reliability 

attainable wider the tüae schedule and funding approprlatäd ii the prime eonaidera- 

tion. Any it« serving to degrade reliRbility must be ellmlmted {ultinate 

reliability, of course, is achieved by using no ccaponaito) unless it is necessary 

in achieving the weapon system objective. 
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Much progress has been made with AFBSD weapon systems since the THOR program 

in achieving this high reliability. Increase in reliability has been achieved by 

the simplification of design and function rather than by the addition of conplex 

and expensive «feguards. Knowledge aceunmlÄted from earlier programs (AFBSD and 

those of other organizations) has been found to be of inestimable value. Infor- 

mation interchange, although it could be laproved treaendously, has resulted in 

more rapid attainment of reliability at lower cost to the goverment. Ihese ses- 

sions, for example, will return to the government many times the costs incurred 

in gathering the top caliber of personnel together here. Hie time saved by wea- 

pon systems because of these sessions will be significant. 

Into this wonderful single track world of achieving weapon systems reliability 

came those charging knights in shining amor - our safety personnel - also opera- 

ting in a single track world of their owi. Unlike the result expacted from the 

head-on collision of locomotives on a single traok, this clash of the worlds, we 

are happy to state, has resulted finally in mutual understanding and betterment 

for aU AF weapon system programs. 

2. AFKTC SÄNGE SAFETJ 

Because of the increasing neglect., by weapon syst«as deslpiers responsible 

for ordnance, of the effect of electromagnetic haaard® on electrically actuated 

ordnance initiators and electro-explosive devises (EiBs), BS)s were becoming isore 

and more sensitive. After several incidents at th« Atlantic Missile Range and 

subsequent discussions with range users, AUCTC range safety personnel issued their 

oft dawtsd, soaetlffies praised 7 September 1961 "AFMTC Ordnanee Standards wit* 

Hegsrd to RF Radiation Haiards« in which the 1 mapere, 1 watt no-fir« for 5 

Miin. '  :-.  criteria were established. 
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The uproar raised by various Air Force divisions and System Program Offices, 

spearheaded by the authors, was that all the accumulated data on EEDs was being 

discarded, that the designers were being handcuffed arbitrarily, and that costs 

would be increased and schedules slipped, among other things. Lt. Col. R. B. 

Moody of DIG/Safety at Norton Air Force Base even proved mathematically that-by 

assuming: ■ 

a. That the BED is immersed in the very strong electromagnetic field 

density of 100 watts per square meter over the full rf frequency 

range| 

b. Biat the leads to the ££3) are exposed and configured as an antenna, 

o. Ihat the leads are of a precise length to provide a resonant cir- 

cuit for the nave length of the eleotrumagnetic field, 

d. That the leads are oriented in a three-dimensional space in order 

to acconsaodate the polarization and directivity of the EH field, 

e. That the HD itself is configured as an antenna load, 

antenna configurations most likely assueied by an BED and its leads (half-wave 

dipols, quarter-wave ground«! stub, and short stub,^V20, grounded antennas) could 

deliver 9 l/2, 1 l/h,  and 1 1/4 watts, rtspectivaly to a on« ohm load Bm at 250 mc. 

Ibese conditions, of course, are highly idealized. 

Ihe big argtaent of the anti-range regulation camp was that 1 watt no-fire 

gave a false sense of security and that the logical «ay to overcome the hazards of 

rf radiation was to use techniques designed to destroy BED antenna and antenna 

transmission line characteristics and use lED'g having the largest possible no-fire 

currmt cerapatibl« with the ED «pplieation. The decision as to the approach taken 

vr overceae th« specified ENR environment should be left to tee weapon syst« 

.igner. 
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The  giant step forward resulting from the September 1961 AEMTC regulation was 

bringing to a halt the uncontrolled use of sensitive EED's. Subsequent frequent 

and often highly heated meetings between range safety personnel and the SPOs 

brought about an understanding of each others problems. A new set of APMTC range 

regulations, acceptable to all AFSC parties - without compromising any of the tech- 

nical points or design freedom policies - was agreed to by representatives of the 

AFSC divisions, including AJMTC, at a 12, 13 March 1963 meeting at AFSC Headquar- 

ters, Andrews AFB. 

Hie new regulation requires as mlnimms the use of a 1 watt/l ampere for five 

minutes no fire BSD or the use of an EKD which at all stages of handling and in- 

stallation must be capable of withstanding a RF power density field of 100 watts 

per square meter at 50 mc and above and a power density of 2 watts per square meter 

from 150 KC to 50 mc. ühe big item which reconciled all camps concerning validity 

of the regulation for safety was the stipulation that certain firing circuit 

design requirements must be met regardless of which approach was taken for EM) 

selection. 

Whereas it was believed that the worst conditions of RF power density for 

AFBSD weapons occurred at the test ranges, it has be« found subsequently that 

operational bases occasionally have more severe environments. Thanks are in order 

for the role of the AIMTC regulation in alerting the SPOs to hass&rds of S® to 

ordnance. It is hoped that missile designers and safety officers come to the 

realization that we all live in one world. It is hoped we here do not lose sight 

of the fact that not just rf but all stray elsctrieal »ergy poses a hazard to 

nrdnanee Systems. 
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3. STRAY ELECTRICAL ENERGY 

Prior to the 1961 range regulation, the Titan II and Minuteman programs both 

were aware of the hazards of stray electrical energy to the electro-explosive ord- 

nanoe systems of both missiles and proceeded to attack them. The STL Program 

Offices prepared AF Ballistic Missile Exhibits and other design criteria documents 

to give systems engineering and technical direction to the various contractors on 

the weapon systems. The preparation of documentation oonoemii.g the orunance items 

had to be such that each portion of the weapon system having an effect on the re- 

liability and safety of the ordnance firing circuitry would be controlled adequately 

without needlessly restricting the designer or having an adverse affect on that 

non-ordnance weapon system portion. Because ordnance items are used widely on these 

missiles, interfaces between ordnance and other sub-systems were mmarous. 

Ordnance is considered a black art by other missile sub-systems and, therefore, 

little thought is given the BED actuation cause and effect by non-ordnance person- 

nel until the missile test flights begin unless the ordnance designers educate 

themselves and others about the Interaction between other weapon system components 

and the EEDs. For the Titan II and Minuteman programs full-time assignments of 

ordnance personnel to the Program Offices were made so that ordnance Interfaces 

could be handled before they became problems and so that ordnance detail design and 

teat would run smoothly. 

HMR and stray electrical energy effects on EH)'3 were handled by analyzing the 

reasons for encountering stray energy in EED firing leads and determining experi- 

mentation and test work required to drteratne susceptibility, BSD Exhibit 63-8 ic •< 

set of guide lines containing a distillation of knowledge gleaned to date. 3cmo 'f 

the priaary causes of stray electrical energy determined, but not ne^pss-iri !,,■ ua- 

cour.tered n the programs, are (not in  '>rder of importance)! 
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a. Static electricity. 

This could cause stray electricity in missile wiring from the 

handling of iuproperly electrically bonded parts, from missile 

ionization in flight, or from dust storms, among other things. 

Kilovolts of peak potential from such c&uoes have been built up and 

dumpsd into ordnance and other circuitry with disastrous results. 

EEDs can and have been set off by the electrostatic discharge from 

personnel handling EEDs who did not wear conductive shoes or ground- 

ing bracelets, who did not ground themselves before handling ord- 

nance, who reached for ordnance leads with probes already charged 

with static electricity, and in the many other »ays in which static 

charges are built up. 

Ihese modes of nalfunetlon by static electricity are handled 

by requiring compliance with MIM-5087A for electrically bonding 

all metal parts and the missile to its launcher, by providing for 

static electricity bleeders during fligit as necessary, by requiring 

EEBs not tc fire or dud whan subjected to electrostatic discharges 

of up to 200,000 ergs from a 500 micranicrofarad sapaoltor (charged 

to about 9000V) under aU firing modes, and by procedural and equip- 

ment regulations, including use of sntl-statlc straps and conductive 

coatings. 

b. Human Factors. 

The possibility of introduction of stray eleetrlolty into Bffis 

or into EUctro-aqjlosive Ordnance Subsystems (HOS) by personnel 

actions on and in the vicinity of tee EEOS is the major accident fac- 

tor. After ordnance initiators are mechanically installed or electri- 

cally connectea, introduction of current gentrating equipment o* hot 
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instnanentation leads oa the weapon system, around mblllcals and 

ordnance firing circuitry and around the firing console should be 

forbidden or pemltted only under extremely tl^Jt, knowledgeable 

supervision. Good design dictates that a Bdnimum of two Jnaaaa 

errors, independent in nature, should be able to occur at each BEOS/ 

human interface without ignition. All other weapon subsystems and 

external environmental stray energy sources should be cperatiig when 

the evaluation is made. Further, careful evaluation should be made 

of human tactors in conjunotion with missile system power mode 

changes because electric ptasps, solenoids, etc. are a major source 

of stray electrical energy K*en in the switching mode. The replace- 

ment of ordnance initiators with stray energy detectors during tests 

of missile system power mode change effect« on electro-explosive 

ordauace systems 1« Invaluable in detecting huaan factor errors. 

Waty ]Leak P&l%s„ffid Goryosj.on. 

An unfortunately coasuon oceurranee has been sloppy workaanshlp 

aroimd missiles »fclch has resulted in moisture entering the wiring 

to form a conductive path from a hot circuit at one location to sn 

ordnance firing lead at another location. Mysterious accidental 

firings and duddlngs have be« traced to such causes. Wiring and 

connectors should be moltture-proof. 

"Iteltss suitably protected, dlssiadUr metals capable of elec- 

trolytic corrosion shall not be used in inttaate contact with »ach 

other. If diasiotilar »etals are nsed, tests most be made for SESBCX 

e.m.f. ana corrosicm to insure a&mtm safety.*1 Cwpllance wtüi 

this requlmwnt, however, I»« fr»q««Btly caused conflict »dti» üie 
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good electrical bonding requirement (conductance of 100 mhos). Both 

requirements can aid must be met sinultaneoulsy. Ihera are excel- 

lent elsotrieally conductive coatings that serve as corrosion 

barriers and there are numerous mechanical ways to comply with both 

requirements. Care must be taken that, in meeting the dissimilar 

metals requirement by insulating metal parts, static electricity 

wlnerabtiity is not increased. 

d> Induced Transients and Cireulatins Currents. 

these two causes of stray electrical energy can be further 

broken down into many detailed headings. They have been and still 

are «n Important source for reports of actuating and dudeüng Effis 

inadvertently. They can be overcome by good desi#i praetiees but 

should be cheeked for their absenee by the use of stray voltage or 

stray energy detectors Installed electrioaUy in place of the IDs 

when aU electrical systems except the ordnance aubsysteaa arc 

operated, these detectors should have the ssae lapedimees as the 

BDs but should be Bsneitlve enough to detect «tray «leetrieal ener- 

gy A.C. and D.C. tfttioh may cause duddlng. Stray eleetrlc&l energy 

checks should be Bade on each last&llsd «iisU«, and not Just initially 

for & deslfR check, because hwsan factors probably sake each instal- 

lation different, with respect to stray eleotrieal energy envirsn- 

MRtl. 

Deeigi wqairsimts Inclolwi in Bffl> SxhiMt 63-8 to overcone 

■ueh c&imes of stray «loctrlesl easily ares 

1.   SBDS iiduetanee mi cap&oltaace both series and parallel 

shall bo kept to a MnlmsB. 
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2. Isolate ordnance firing circuits physically from other 

power, control, electronic or othär current carrying cir- 

cuits. 

3. Use balanced (ungrounded) two-wire feeder circuits for 

ordnance systems. Designs should be analyzed to insure 

that this balance is maintained in all operational system 

configurations. 

4. Control the circuit configuration of these two-wir« systems 

by using methods that maintain the geometrical symsetiy 

between the two wires in the feeder systems. Tightly 

twisted pairs should be used whsre possible. 

5. Ihe fomatioa of multiple ground paths shall be avoided to 

preclude inductive stray electrical energy coupling. 

It should bt noted that any sudd«! surge of power required from 

the power supply will cause a transient which either must be lived 

with without cauiing aalfunetion or which aawt be protected against. 

Conversely, EEBs are prone to short for »ither a transient period or 

for s long period of time after being fired. AccordajBgly, other w«a- 

pw syst« coBponents say be adversely aff«eted and the ordnance 

desigaw should issue appropriate wnlngs so that remedial measures 

may b« taken. 

Ulis properly »ay belong with the disauMions in previous para- 

graphs, but Is Included separately to Mntien that, although elec- 

trical wlrtag insulation is provided «nivereslly, it is not uneomnon 
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to find missiles with insulation eroded or abraded tram the wiring 

because of physical interference with another subsystem, incompati- 

bility with environmental factors, or because of poor workmanship. 

BSD requires the leakage resistance between all mutually Insulated 

pnrts to be at least 100 megohms at a D.C. potential of 500 volts. 

A study is made of the wiring installations for physi'"»! inter- 

action during and after missile build-up and the effects of environ- 

ment (such as vibration) on the wiring and physical relations with 

adjacent components or structure are analyaaJ and tested, if nec- 

essary. 

?• Circuit Continuity Checks. 

Ihere is no reason for permitting the use of M) circuit con- 

tinuity checkers having m output of mow than 25 müUamperes. 

With the solsctlon of & sufficiently high D.C. no-fire surrest 

(1 aapere), It is not eaqwwted that any number of KES circuit con- 

tinuity tests at 25 ma. will degrad« the SB}. Unfortunately, some 

unauthorissd oharasters, ballistic galvanometers and AC operated 

VTVM's capable of deli wring 0.5 amps are available at military in- 

stallations. Accidents have happeaed. Howsvtr, these are caused by 

procedural errors which should be controlled by the cognisant safety 

officer *too should be guided by very clear and eaphatic pabllsations 

warning about use of mauthorlsed test gear. 

Incorrect «dring of ordnance firing leads has been done on 

many pragma at various Installations. Hit obvious cures are to 

mtoimlae the naabsr of oonneetione la wiring oimtit, labtl the 

wl?ing clearly, use couatetora with polarised pin», landa and grooves 
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to minimize the possibilities of mismatch, and elimination of spliced 

cables. Circuit continuity checks should be made to identify leads 

prior to electrically mating EKDs to than. 

ffl-ectromagnetic Radiation. 

There is no need to describe HCR hazards to this group except 

to state that transmitters are springing up like weeds aroui»d the 

country with one group not bothering to coordinate with anothert 

What BSD/SU originally considered to be chiefly a range problem is 

now em operation problon as well. 

Steps taken to handle the rf radiation problem are dl8e«8t»d 

herein. 

In order to afford mxlmim design flexibility to the missile desl^ters, cer- 

tain perfomsnce reliability and safety crlt«ri& were Issued. In the case of the 

Minutman missile solid rockst engine loiters and aU BSD missile destruct sys- 

tems, out-of-line powder train rotors are used to insure that, with the rotors In 

the safe position, accidental Initiation of the IDs would not result in actuating 

the rest of the powder train. 

Ihe basic approach used to sdnimts« the rf radiation haa&wi C*jddiaf or prt- 

Mture ignition) to both EEDs and BEOS mst  (a) to require the use of techniques 

which destroy HKS anteima and antenna trsnsnission line characteristics, (b) to 

require that the HDs have 1 a^»ere D.C. for fift adautes »iniBam no-flre chame- 

terlsties witt a 0.999$ reliability at a 95* oonfldence level, («) to rwplr« that 

KSDs use wire bridges inst®»! of cartel bridges to rtdue« susceptibility to fmk 

power, (d) tn require W»t tti« susceptibility of KBa to rf rtdlati« pomr coaled 

''.*•> *h» bHdgewlPeto deUndned fro» 1 to 10,000 m, mA M that an&lys«» mi 
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tests be performed to demonstrate ability of the EBOS to survive successfully expected 

RF environmental conditions. 

In close cooperation with the Franklin Institute, which has beta found to be 

one of the most toowledgcable sources on rf radiation - B© interactions infor- 

mation, a test program as follows has been established as the general basic from which 

to determine rf sensitivity of ESDs. 

4.   EVALUATION OP RF SH1SITIVITJ OF EBOS 

The minimum procedures discussed below are used by toe Titan II and Kinutcman 

programs to detewte« the extest of the rf hazard to a particular missile circuit. 

These procedures are offered as candidates for sttndardiaed uae in validating ability 

of HOS in meeting test range and operational environmsnts.   Steps in the procedures 

are as follows $ 

ft« first step is couduating l4boratory tests to detemin« the rf 

sensitivity of «aels type of initlatoi1 used on the weapoB ayttea to 

spplieatioa of rf ^wsr directly to the input pine, using a closed eya- 

t«i in which imp«d«Ki(ws of source, line, ewneetors mA ImA me* 

■fttdMd to assur« MädaM transfer of poner.   The fz^imsy m&m torn 

below 5 HO to 1Ö,W0 me 1« explored In at least four hands, n^ng son- 

wtm fonts at sU bawls to tfee i^er Unit of tltefl^dp»»t and 

$06 to 20W p&s pulsed WKTS foim« bagjanisg at 2SO0 m,   Wmv 

the t^psr power Halt of Mis equifBMt is r«M^«d id^mt WDs Urine 

«IMB usi^ tte ©«attends warn font at say fnqusiicy tend, tit« tlM 

ptlssd wm form should b« used,   fmmt a^licati« sIsoaM be raatroU«! 

sa& shouM last IS to 15 
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Either the Bruceton or Probit Plans should be followed.    From 

the data generated in these tests, ourvef should be calculated and 

plotted for average power vs frequency at the 0,999, 0.500, and 

0.001 firing probabilities at the 95% confidenee level.   The CW data 

probably will fom a smooth, continuous curve »diereas the pulsed 

data probably will fall on a separate curve. 

Pto-To-Case Mode RF Sensitivity Tests. 

It has been noted that certain Initiators (such as the U. S. 

Plare Model 207A squib) are more sensitive to rf power in the pto- 

to-e&se mode titan througi the briigewire circuit at certain fre- 

quencies.   Accordingly, it has been found necessary to test initiators 

with rf power applied in the pin-tu-case mode »t the O.ff? firing 

probability lovel detendned from the pin-to-pin rf suseeptibiilty 

tests.   Greater suseeptibUi^r in the pin-to-cate «odt is the «cep- 

tlon, ratter ihm the rule.   Cossequently, a two initiator test 

(uBtog initiator» not firad in the pln-to-pi» wdt) at mA fraquancy 

baid gentmlly is sufficient. 

to japortaat, but much n«fltet«d, aspect of haswis to ordaaac« 

fron im isAaMteg Iffis br the applisation of wm. at lewis below that 

rafuired for actuation to IDs for extended periods of tis».   DwWinf 

t.a«;ar8 tkm brMgswire t«^«rat«r«s or R/rettrtaia tegpsmturts are 

nised to a critic»! point «here ohenisal de@$n|»titl«i or physie«! 

de^sdtti«! Is teitiat«! mA thm held at or abow these te^traturss 

for «ctendtd %im p«ri«is.   fm miäoi» «a^leyed to detemlM initiator 
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duddinü oh ■'•a',torlstios are:    (1) De+  -rs^ne th' ("■itl-.'T. pyvotecimio 

temperature versus time relationship and then determine the dc or rf 

electrical power input required to raise the bridgewlre or pyro- 

technic composition to the critical temperature corresponding to the 

time period of interest}    (2) ExperiaaitaUy determine the '.;■ and rf 

electrical power inputs versus tiae *Mch will csi'.?» the F1© to 

change perfomanse signifio^itl^.   Pulsed power as well \s continuous 

wave power should be «plowed. 

d-   Measureaant Sya%m& G^lbration. 

In these tests, rf pc*Mr is appll^ through tht brtdge^lr« of 

the 3SD is, a oios«i t&stm using eoaxial eablas or wave piido^ tc 

oonnaet tht rf gensrator tnd Initiator.   Ho rf should K' pif-V-tM 

ti relate from the syst« or to b« rtcalimd W tt>® ^ frca «xtomal 

source;.   Äie üap®d*ftc®s of th« trtnalttar, tht transmission line 

and coimtctors, wd tht H» ÄouM i» »fcchrf closely to penult maxi- 

mum pomr transfer,   to ocoptntmt« fcr ®^«ct^i ai^tohss, SOBS 

twitef deulce is reqairM.   Msmmr, &t th« hi#w fnqumeias th® 

losses in the timing imioa and th« transsisBioB iiae tc the ES> &m 

'ubrtantial bseausa of the higf. wltag« ttudlnf WVM mA th« ccv- 

-•sspoisdinf^ hifh currtnt».   Bit tystia, th«r«fore, should be e&librattä 

to dsieraine th« «Amt of fcht loss«» mi IM test wsolto should be 

•orrtetsd accordingly. 

t.   HLJfiWftaft |Ba3jrsff. 

IR orOer to torn « statistical stwÄH of cM^Ärtsca for tht 

rf p-'wer s^iser-tlbillty tests discussed herein, it Is ef^ottial that 
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Probit or Bruceton tests to detemlne sensitivity to de be 

conducted. Data should be obtained over a range of current levels 

and pulse times to afford maximum inforaation for rf test control 

purposes and for the firing circuit desigpers. 

Pulsing Infonaatlon Tests. 

It is not feasible to conduct rf tests ove;- the entire fre- 

quency spectrum using pulse modulated transmitters and various pulse 

timds stid repetition rates. Because pulsed transmitters uaaaUy 

nave peak power about 1000 times their average power, it is possible 

that an IS) might be more sensitiv« to pulsed rf than to continuous 

wave rf. The much greater power in a short pulse may cause rapid 

heating of the bridgewire and, if the time until the next pulse is 

short coB^ared to the cooling time of the bridgetdre, repeated {»Elses 

will result in "theiml »tacktog''. Ulis nay cause the &D to fire 

at average power levels that are lower than those for the continuous 

wave method of applying po*»r. In order to obtain qualitative data 

with regard to these «fftct«, the dyaadc resistance (the rate of 

change of reslstanee «ad rat« of ohs&ge of bridgewire tmperatar« 

increase with respect to current) and tit« theiml tin« constant (the 

rat« at which the bridgewire eyst«B cools) should be measured. 

almost aU initiators are used lit conjunction with otter 

to fom aa assesbly, it is essential in vaUdatlng rf 

sensitivity of EIDS to dstemln» «h« rf susceptibility of each indi- 

vidt»! ra) and It« associated asssa&ly and elrmiitry. HomaUy, 
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adding components to the ir;iLiator provides shielding and attenuation 

which increase greatly the level of rf p-ow-T which can be withstood 

safely, as compared to the inltiatcr alor«. Tssts are conducted with 

assembled units in which the initiator is replaced with an instrumented 

simulator having the; same impedance as the initiator. RF energy Is 

puirnsi int.o the sy^tBin i various points where rf might conceivably 

enter under normal service. Hie rf energy is injected in a closed, 

matched system and the incident powar is measured accurately. Com- 

parison of the incident power and pewer reaching the Initiator gives 

an indication of the degree of attenuation or safety margin provided 

by the additional components. Measurements are made at several fre- 

quenrUs ever the rf spectrum. 

h' Apaessment of Sugceptibility. 

Having detenained experimental'/ the rf sensitivity of the BED 

a-ieJ the degree of protection afforded by the other components and cir- 

cuitry with which the SID l". used, the next step is to derive ideil 

•-.H'TOas btiSed on In'Vnaation gathered fro» range safety personnoJ, 

sj-stea de-tgtsrs, and - It is hop^i - a central rf informtion li- 

brary to be established in the near future. With this inforaation, it 

is possible to e&leulate the ndntemi rf field intwiaity waich oon- 

ceiv&büy eould present & haiard to the particular E.:»" i-ivjlwd. Ihls 

Vhlvi  then '* «Id be c«^sared Vi-lt). ■ ■ sacpe .»i  envi jnaeriis at the 

test raises and operationally. 

SxHElnation of possible receiving antejsM .• :; ;iated with t' i 

rat shculd be «xamlned first so that any wlrn t uhwges that obviously 
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need to bs made can be done at an early date. The concurrency concept 

makes early action an eocnomic necessity. Long unshielded leads might 

act as rhombic, loop, dipole, or long wire antennas and be effective 

in absorbing rf energy from the environment and transferring it to the 

BED. Criteria now applicable to AFBSD programs,of course, are de- 

signed to preclude unshielded lead wires, and wiri,',-ff configured as 

effective antennas. 

However, it is necessaiy to analyze the lead wire configurations 

and determine the Bossible ideal antennas that can be made and then 

calculate their maximum effective apertures. Ihe maximum effective 

apertur-'s multiplied by the rf field power density gives the maxiaws 

rf power that could be received by the BED. Hie rf power actually 

reaching the WO bridgevdre will be reduced by the amount lust in the 

transmission line, associated circuitry components, and the Initiator 

plug  If the calculated tuaount of rf power (backed up by obtainable 

experimental data where necessaiy) actually reaching the brldgetdre is 

lower than the rf power for the Ü.001 probability of initiation with 

95£ confidence level of the basic initiator, then, it can be concluded 

that the BIOS is safe in the specified rf field power density environ- 

ment. 

The US must be evaluated under conditions expected during handling, 

processing, transport, storage, and during and after Installation. 

"Bio ÄFMTC has already prepared forms to be «ployed by range 

users to validate the safety of EEDs «nd ESOS under Wffi guaranteed rf 

field Intensity envirorasents. As was mentioned earlier the environments 

are: 
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a. From 150 kc to and including 50 mc, the field intensity 

is 2 watts per square meter or 28 volts per meter. 

b. From 50 mc to 40,000 mo, the field intensity is 100 watts 

per square meter or 194 volts per meter. 

AFMTC will require users to plot relative DB above or below a 

zero DB reference level as the linear ordlnate scale on semi- 

logarithmic paper versus frequency as the logarithndo seals. The 

DB values will be calculated as: 

a. Fran 50 mc and Below: DB = 10 log P or DB = 20 log E 

b. Above 50 mc:  DB " 10 log P or DB " 20 log E 

Positive DB values will indicate IE) susceptibility to rf fields 

greater than specified at ÄIMTC and negative DB v&Lues indicate £ED 

susceptibility to rf field less than those specified at AIMTC. 

It is believed stailar criteria are required for aU operational and test en- 

vironments to which ESDs will be exposed. 

5. FISi) APMCATIOrS 

After «pi-ying the best available design ueans for protecting fflOS and SSDs 

fraa atmy electrical energy, ineludliig rf, it is essastisl to detendne (a) whether 

sloppy fabrication techniques or improperly fabricated part® themselves for each 

individual weapon have not introduced some new stray energy problam (items such as 

wiring errors, improper bonding, grounds, shorts, unas^ected transients, etc.), and 

(b) whether the environmental conditions on which the design has beats based have not 

been underestimated or been changed adversely («nespected interactions when com- 

mwücations links are activated, ground reflections, etc.). 
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The means employed to answer these questions must Include tighter quality 

assurance provisions and actual tests at the test and operational sites. The 

ability to employ tight quality assurance controls must be a consideration in 

the design of components and assemblies. Actual tests in the field include the 

obvious such as; SED circuit continuity checks, firing lead circuit continuity 

checks, and checks to determine that firtn» Hir.ultry leads are dead prior to elec- 

trical connection of EEDs. BSD weapons are checked for stray electrical energy by 

means of stray energy or stray voltage detectors electrically installed in place 

of the EED Initiators to-detemine if a predetenained stray voltage Is detected in 

the EH) firing leads when the elaetrlcal energy generating equipment is turrwd on 

during missile and launch verification exercises. Such procedures are followed on 

other than BSD programs, of course. 

Because Kurphyians can occur on a randcs tesis, however, it is good practice 

to perfora this stray energy check on every missile after Installing the missile 

at its site or launch platfoia. 

It should be noted that, in order to obtain stray energy or stray voltage 

detectors »Muli «ire mere sensitive to SCR fields than the EED initiator for which 

they are substituted, pjnroteolmic actuated detectors usually have bridgewlro re- 

sistances greater than the SED initiator. It is desirable to duplicate the ES) 

initiator brldgewlre resistance and still have the stray energy or stray voltage 

detector more sensitive - to a predatemined «nd logical degree - than the SB). 

Kon-pyrotechnic operated stray energy detectors, such as those produced by Hughes 

Aircraft awl Assembly &igineers, em perform in this manner, the advantages of 

non-pyroteohnio «cteated stray energy detector are that they pose no explosive 

hazard and car be tested and reset without renewing them and can be reused. 
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In order to keep designers abreast of 1ME environments expected to be en- 

countered, it would be useful for "electrodetio" maps to be made and kept up to 

date - where feasible - of the test ranges and military bases where EEDs are em- 

ployed. CffiHA performs such services when requested for Air Force installations 

and, no doubt, other agencies do this for the other services. However, it is 

important that the weapon system program offices have this infonaation throughout 

the design phase so that they know if the MR environment In which the weapon must 

sit or through which the weapon must fly is different from what was expected. The 

national test ranges do provide such infonaation vAien requested. 

6. TMOGIE CIRCUITS 

The study of Ordnance hazards should nut be limited to the inadvertent 

initiation of an electro-ejcplosive device by means of electromagnetic radiation. 

It is one of the purposes of this paper to emphasize the most critical hazard, the 

susceptibility of the electronic triggering circuit. 

Electronles has sear» some remarkable advances in the last ten years, with the 

advent of the fast switching transistor, silicone controlled rectifier and sensi- 

tive switching «»lays. The trend has been toward faster response time, lower 

power oonstsaption and extreme compactness. Then to further complicate the sus- 

ceptibility problem, digital computers and prograsmors have be« developed that 

can respond to switching signals In milli-adcroeeconds at extremely low power 

amplitude. It has been through these advances that our long range missiles have 

been made possible. But these very characteristics have complicated the problem 

of protecting ordnance systems from premature initiation. 

Ihere have been a number of Instances where the electronics system was caused 

to malfunction by electro-interference, consequently initiating ordnance -ents 

aturely. Ute average powtsr required to fire an ordnance initiator,   jnih. 
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in a conventional ordnance system is about a 1/4 watt for one millisecond. On 

the other hand, most triggering circuits can be initiated by a pulae-gate transient 

with much less power with a duration measured in microseconds. The susceptibility 

of the electronics in an ordnance firing circuit has now passed that of the irlti- 

ator and now requires the close scrutiny of the systems engineer to establish that 

the proper isolation, shielding and good design is n«*A.  in the firing circuits. 

The ever increasing power densities that are being produced by high-power radar 

are indeed danandinK that the environmental requirsmenis for these systems be 

raised. 

Another contributor to the ordnance system hasard is the electrostatic charge 

developed by our new solid propellant boosters. The phenomenon of an electro- 

static charge that is developed by the hot droplets of metallic oxides impinging 

on the exit noszlss, has caused some very high arc discharges to occur between- 

isolated pieces of metallic structure in a booster. The electro-interference caused 

by this phenomenon has affected the guidance systems of seme vehicles. The smn 

vehicle contained some 1 amp no-fire initiators tMeh were not directly affected 

by the interference. This again proves that our electronics systems are the weak 

links. Other surveys have also proven that the electronics were more susceptible 

to R-F pulse radiation than the initiator. 

Therefore, as a result of this increased awareness of the weakness, STL has 

established the viewpoint that the ordnance system must be an Integrated deslgi with 

the major objectives being reliability and safety in the eaqseeted environment. This 

requires the complet« analysis of an ordnance design to detenaln« its susceptibility 

to the aleetMBagnetio hagards. The  enfurcement of these design objectives is 

accomplished by the Issuance of an ordnance desigi criteria which Includes the ground 

rules for safe electrical, electronic and ordnance design. Grounding and shielding 
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criteria with verification tests are also included. Furthermore, the implementation 

of the design objectives demands a constant surveillance of the design especially 

in the new space and ICBM systems which are utilizing ordnance functions In ever- 

increasing numbers. 

7. INFORMATIOH AGSMGY 

This paper has Indicated that there is no single cause or cure for all 

electromagnetic radiation hazards to ordnance any more than there is a sLigle cause 

or cure for war, worry or women. Although the probl« of S® hazards Is eoaplex, 

it has been worked on by many government and private agencies for mmy years. It 

is -wasteful of time and money if the experieneea of all those participating in the 

ffiao field are not available readily to neophyte and veteran alike. The solid and 

liquid propellant rocket fields each hav« a central infomation agency which gathers 

data, abstracts data and publishes the abstracts, distributes reports, serves as 

a central library and serves in the capacity of arranging periodic meetings of 

groups and committees. 

fh« SPIÄ and LPIA are afeneies sponsored by the Awy, Navy, Air Force and now, 

probably, HASA as joint funding ventures under the eogniaanee of one of the Depart- 

ment of Defense agencies. Such an infomation agency is needed in the HBIO field. 

Under such an agency, a catalogue of all electrically actuated ordnance initi- 

ators could be prepared #doh would enable designers to take advantage readily of 

the current state-of-the-art. A form requiring all pertinent performance and safety 

inforaation for ordnance initiators and the like could be prepared which adlitary and 

NASA contracts could state must be filled out by Ute vendor. It is true that sens 

aganci« now require and publish such tofonsstlon, but gU agencies do not do so, 

Ihe .nfoimtion agency concept, if followed, should aake such action mandatory. 
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Cross-fertilizaliun of ideas and experiences, such as is occurring at this 

meeting, is essential to rapid progress. By being the funnelling and distributing 

central point for all infomation regarding HERO and other stray electrical energy 

hazards to ordnance and their trigger circuitry, the required cross-fertilization 

could be achieved through a central information agency. 

8. CONCLUSION 

The authors would like to reiterate several points: 

a. The EMR hazards to ordnance problstr, should not be confined to the effects 

of rf radiation on EEDs but should be expanded to consider hazard« from 

all stray electrical energy on electro-explosives ordnance systwaa - 

including trigger circuits, 

b. The rf hazards to ordmnca probier» is primarily an antenna and anttnna 

transndssion lir<e problem and the optimtan solutions lie in tho direction of 

destroying BEOS antenna characteristics, «ploying filters and attenuators 

in the circuitry, and using the least current sensitive EM) initiators. 

There is no universal panauea. Each missile is a problem unto itself and 

the solution requires use of open, infonaed minds. 

c. It is essential that the rf and d.o. sensitivity of »n ES) initiators be 

determined by themselves and in their assemblies so that it is possible to 

detaradne the MR environment to which they may b« «xposed and the auxiliary 

ueans r«q«ir*«d, if necessary, to protect, them. 

d. It is necessary that any criteria established provide weapon system de- 

sipers with naxiaiM design latitude but also with well defined anviron- 

mental requirements and means of validation. Early definition of stray 

energy environment, although not completely aeourate, is preferable to too 

lat« a more accurate definition of environment. 
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e. It is important that field tests be conducted for each installation to 

ensure against the presence of unacceptable levels of stray electrical 

energy in the EEOS under the most adverse expected test or operational 

conditions. 

f. Pull use of statistics and random sampling techniques is required in order 

to conduct evaluations econoad ^Uy. Bjose not believing in random samp- 

ling should give up all their jlood for analysis the next time they visit 

their doctor. 

g. Establishaent of an impartial central infoxmtion agency to serve all 

military, space and air traffic agencies is rtconmxled to enable naxiroa 

use of information developed in the field of stray electrical energy hazards 

to ordnance systems. 

36. DISCUSSION 

UP. Coimek point«! out that the Navy has put a great deal of 

effort forth in developinf WR27. This docuasmt, a design plan to preclud« 

tlsetromgnstlo hatards, has been eimdatsd to Arsy, Havy and Air Force 

Activities for consUwatien as a MIL standard. The Air Force repllad 

first, tuggtrtii^ that m hold off publishing this as a KIL standard until 

thsy eottld earn up with enough inforaatian to owiMBit on it. The tteond 

reply was from Frankford Arsenal who »poke for the entire Arsy. Not all 

of th« papers sent out have been returasd. This docasant att^apts to 

serve as a guide for weapons designers and eontain all of CmmnAtr Qrt^'s 

•tatasnsts flm the results of studies in this country. 

Mr. Comaek eomented further that the results represent a three- 

year effort inside the Navy ml that the doowssitt is now crossing the 

Sendees boundaiy. Sosw new requirennt* have been brought up as a result 

of mq^Lrmumt» peculiar to Aray and Air Feree protein, th«w» certainly 

should be considered but it is along, slow process. 

Mr. Resanthal thanked the Navy for this contribution and rummntui 
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that the Air Fores has had  internal disputes with the Atlantic Missile 

Bange which resulted in niutual agreeasnt. The AMR requirement has been 

accepted and has actually been extended because of a»re severe requirements 

elsewhere. It is hoped that once the Air Force has its own house straight 

that coordination will be possible with the Am?, Navy and KASA. The 

present document must not include too many hard and fast mandatory criteria 

because each weapons system has its own individual problems. Its nature 

should be: here's advice, here are some mandatory things, he»*!, a staMard 

set of tests and so forth. Within a year we hop« to have tola document. 

Mr. King eoeaented that he has been connected with the work since 

1946 «d that his orgaislgatioB (KASA, Coco* Such) feels that the 

Franklin Institute is doing what probably Is the best work In this field. 

He coamsJited further that he and probably others art bothered by 

the fact that evwjy two or three years a fresh wwm of «spart« com» in amd 

shout their mmmn on the urn» old bulwarks. Then wt regroup and Msctsbl« 

our forces «id go bade to what we have cantsBplatedt goed clean slmiitry, 

shielding, gnmading, bonding and so forth. Wt did this in JUmy circuit 

designs back in 1946. Me seam at beating oaraelves to death without showing 

»ay gain. &r. King asked if there are any break-throughs or new settatlfie 

approaches that will elimiaate problems ether than good circuit design 

tecludfues, shielding and wave traps. He asked if there were any new hopes 

on the horlson. 

»p. Rosenthal admitted that this kind of work can be frustrating. 

He enplaintd that the Job of moving frem rescaroh and dwvelspmnt to 

production is painfully slow. Semetlmss frustration creates mm**" *nd 
angry peeel« tesetime aceoaplish resulta. As in warfare, tern goad «smes 
fron the results of heated dtseussion. led tape and «qpir« baildii^ that 

are ehsraoteristiö of a dtaooraisy also teirf to slew 

A nan from Mriek Air Fere« Ease Mamat«! m the Ml« peUey 

spring that he ha« eentaeted a well-taawi «du«»©« amufaatarer iA© 

eoaMHited ttat there is m nmi to worry abwit w^eng« or wattage oi^y 
k«^ tarn toteimtur« of the mix Ulm Uß*f mi there will be no pr^lM. 
H« eonmtwi tvMmr that astramut Cooper's mmatf empmüM reacted l««f 
liaid«. If the eagimer s^^flng this tefonaitisii built all ttm itm» 
for this eapsole, COC^HP would not be with ut tod^r. 
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A san conmented that AMR expects complete coBpliance to several 
directives ineludint one-«?, one-watt or alternatives.   He questioned 
whether any agencies existed that have procedures which can be used and 
which AMR will accept by the complete RF envlroia»nt*l testing route. 

Mr. Rosenthal answered that a procedure exists now for the 
Minuteraan Missile that has been subaitted t© the Cape.   We are trying to 
get the accepted method published for Industry.   AMR mnU the validatlen 
program submitted and approved before a»y asiwy i» «pesfc.   Th» prep«« 
we have   on Titan II and the Mlnutwaan are basically siailar.   It is a 
Franklin Institute program which AMR has revitwtd and »ee«ptad at a valid 
test program.   The first results need to be looked at howww, not eiüy 
analysing the EED, but the soaplete elreuit.   The Titan IZ test prograä 
should be eoaplsted by October.   We ara ti^ng to get the Franklin Institut« 
to analyse eireuits aad pretwtt data.   These analyse« will iaelode a 
connsctor type EBD and om with pigtails. 

Mr. Welntraub of A?CO cotmeRtwl that evtfythij^ m mm ««si 
into space sust bt tteHHsed at «re.   IM« an.t be wrviwd before 
the device g^ off the grmnd.   IM« refttiresaiit will pr^bly outftrlp 
ffidsting scieaoe aM may nqdm aamtiäm »»w In th« ^ae« ©f «dstii«, 
old-fa»hio«Md lEO'i. 

Mr. Ttrts of Qmrnral Umtfia oonet^eä ttet th« om-mtt,   mm~m& 
mpirmmnt ^ tnferene« ^ecifle« a «w ohm brldg«.   He ha« Urn uaiiti a 
device m Titan with a raaistaisc« of 6.2 t»m.   Bt «triced if the fiv*-fold 
inert*«« in bHdge »»Istaact would not InertaM the 

Mr. ileawsthal mmmmi timt there is a «tiafy ^ Lt. Cal. i. S. 
(paper a©. 54) that inüeat«« only a dwie« with «a i^wdane« of «tre or 
infinity would offer ee^et« jmttetim in m u&mmm eijmdt.   ha a 
general rule inerwudiig the reaittamst My mum Urn SB) taptdaite« elewr in 
vaAue to that of «i« «om« CanUm«) ispedwte« ml tlwrete« mto the 

»r« V «titocpiibl«. 

MP. Worm ©f SsaglM Airertft aäcaä if asy peMm» had «rtwi 
trm W iwdiatloa ttm iMlMr burats.   We. foswAkal ewtsted thai thla 
fueatlon wt« not   of tte soope and mmAtf tUmmmUm ©f thi« 
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39. DISTRIBUTION OF RF FIELDS 
ON CARRIIE DECKS 

by E. H. Smith 

E. H. Smith and Cmpasy, Inc. 

It is the intention of this pap« to give only the brltftst 

of the theoretical work fro« which rf field» «a th« took of «a *lrer»ft 

carrier axe eoaputed, reserving fur the appendix the detailed sa^Moatical 

dtrtvation of the solution.   Here, ve shall be »sr» ooaeemed with hew 

accurately the theory prediets the actual carrier desk fleMs. 

S» whip and aenopole Mttnnas on an aircraft carrier are located 

at the edge of the catwalk which runs along the night deek of the 

carrier.   Tims, ve mark that the esitf disturM&g infkwmteti em the 

antenna fields is the deck edge Itself and that this edge 

marly lite the eäge of a hUf-plase thwet any other elaple 

shape.   CwsettaeaUy, we shall be ihteraited initially in the field of 

m eleetrie dlpcAe as ssdlfleö. by the prtseooe of a pwfffcctl^-ooBtoitlBg, 

l-lnflnlte plum. 

fhe präblm eau best be fsmdated mim * eylia^rieel eoardtsate 

i, with tte a-iads taim to lie asag «• edfe «rf «te telf-plMM. 

She dipolB antema stall be located at a prtut f wll* eeorüwtM 

p , 0e la a polar «oordtoat« systmi la the 8 • o pline, as Sim» ia 

npart I below.   The ptrfeelly eortustlsf hrtf-p,«» is tal»» to eelMide 
with the seai-taflRlte swftc« defied ^ the ««uatisn x' ^ 0. 

Ay* P* 

»i» 

rigor« It t ■ e plane 
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We shall wish to determine the electric mi aagsetie lieMs at & 

point i< space having coordinates p',  0', t.   Pate that point ?'  is the 

projection of this point onto the z * o plane. 

Two series expressions, fron vhieh am can obtain the vector potential 

of the total field, are given helo». The notation used in these 

expressions is staadardiaed in the literature, aad siace the terns 

are all veil defined In the appendix the definitlohs will not he repeated 

here« ^—w™»«. 

**   BXf* I   th** 3Sh (tP0) Ja/S ^^ ** f* ^ ' ^ ''if- ? ' ^ 

*•8 ^ 11 - ****(teo) JB/* {tp') ^ö(0' * ^ ^fJT^ 
s«fies solutions centala the eeeplet« set of etg« ftmetlons for 

the difftactlo» prAle».   It naOA bt noted that cme fon« a sciatic» to 

the frsfeliM of a ttpole oriented horizentaUy Usan the sesd-litflnlte 

pi«» (MrieUet ^^less) hy tsMug the llaear aeeibinatlwi t| . t* «• t*t 

ejtpretsion tor the Merts veetw potential i «hilt a sdutlon to the prohlws 

of a dlpele oritsted vertieaUy «bvm tte hwisont«! s^l-lnfialte wham 

{mumm Freien) is *tftii»d hy taking the linear eosMsation «' + *# 

as the ei^resal« far the tarts vector potenttal. 

It em be thowa that these sertts e^rMaisas «re identisal with the 

diffiraetlm integrals first given hy Qamlmi art later siBpllfle« W 

Mac ft»sJ.4, vhieh in tarn have been stoira to satisfy the wave efnatien. 

She serite aiwrasslon f' C«B he shoim to possess no ilacOartUwi 

vUl« ttm »ertts ei^rtsoi« t* t^a««etes £»  ^e the distance frss the 
* s 
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point of observation to the dipole (R) deoreasea to zero. In addition, 

by using the diffraction integrals, it can be shewn that various 

liBitiag cases such u the plane wave excitation of a half-plane fall 

•*■ of these solutions. Hhese facts should be a^le to deaonstrate 

'Mlty of the soluticÄS obtained. 

For t..   Miii case of the dipole oriented along the x'-aaAt 

«here 0e - 0 - l.s.     "he dipole unsMS the position taken by 

the horisontal «hip antera.   i the electric and aa^ctie fields 

along the deck have the very siegle for»»: 

s0' - ^ ^ 

^reU.iJüEü.  H^ (kR) 

This mult is very pleasing trm both a thMretleal me& 

ttm^olnt. 

Tar other oneatatloi» and locatlmi of Vim Upeüj», the 

s, ^ and f , art useful for Bear field oaspjtatiowi atB«« 

onen^rapf rcudnate to 3j.tp*), «ttteb is cMUiaed in the integrand 

of «wressl oas t^ and *', ^r the first tera 1» its Beastl fawstioa ••rie«, 

i.e., 

aad this a| fradaatiai is used for e* < e0.   Mtea p' > pQ, tiw «ffasit« 

^^pojdBatä m it used, i.e.. 

V^o) " TOT 
& tlttar case, the ladle»*^ is1w««ti€» em 1» 

an istegral ^vm la Wattra's «teasel fteBticas".   One ef 
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approxlnatlons or the other will always be available so long as either 

p' or p0 is small eompared to the wavelength. 

Once our expression for the elementry dlpole field ts obtained 

the fields produced by a whip or aonopole antenna can be found by 

integrating over the effective length of the antenna, using the 

appropriate antenna current distribution as a oultlpller of the 

dipole fields in the Integrand. 

Calculations were carried out for an antenna in a vertical position 

at the deck edge. The antenna was operating in a «aarter wave length 

mode of excitation at about 3 Me. Calculations war« sad« for one watt 

output froB the transmitter with an atsuaed radiation efficltney of JOjt. 

Results are shorn in Figure 2. 

One should note that the calculated field is of the order of 0.10 

volts/meter near the far edge of the took. The effect of rcfleetlott 

fron the far edge has not been put is, but this effect Is not large In 

this case except for distaaees a fwr feet fro» the edge. She field 

fall-off In the theoretical calculation along the mm edge la rather 

rapid and, aa we shall see later, the aeasured fields at the mme edge 

fell off »ore slowly. There is sane evidenet that the alwraft earrier 

catapult slots affect the fields although, theoretisally, oat would not 

expect this effect to be large. The catapult slot* am loeated bctwwm 

the centerllne and port side of the ship aiid, starting near the base of 

the Bonopole antenna, run forward parallel to the landing area. It 

that, perhaps, the catwalk «say be the aajor geometrical feature 
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which has beer, left out of the calculation. It is planned to add a 

first order correction for the effect of the catwalk in a crude way 

by estimating the normal component of H at deck level over the catwalk 

:'rom potential theory, deriving tangential E over the catwalk, and then 

obtaining the first order perturbation to the normal electric field on 

the deck duo to presence of the catwalk. This correction will not be 

entirely satisfactory but it will, at least, show whether our surmise 

as to the effect of the catwalk is correct. 

It night be added that the effect of the far edges of the deck can 

be estimated rather acL;urately by the same method used to calculate 

the effect of the near edge. This correction for the far edge will be 

i'..:-:t important for the whip antennas located on the narrow deck section 

c.tiT  the bow. 

In Figure 3» we have the measured fields. The comparison between 

experimental and calculated values . .  good as we go across the deck from 

the antenna, the field falling to 0.10 volts/meter at about the sause 

place as in the theoretical calculculons. As mentioned before, the 

cc>nparison is not so good tn the field behavior close to the near edge 

of the deck. The inclusion of an approximation for the effect of the 

catwalk will, perhaps, improve the result. Reflection of the field 

from corners in the deck outline can also be considered and taken into 

account to a firpt approximation. 

In addition, we note that the large aircraft cwrler at se» cannot 

hi« expected to (rovlde an environment in which measurefnents of accuracy 

can b-. made. r'*» fo-^nt interfere with necessary shipboard operations 



to any extent and further, even if one could, the large distances involved 

preclude the use of all the experimental checks which one would wish to 

make, at least in any reasonable length of time. These considerations 

are the conseq,uence of the essential difference between operational 

conditions and snail scale controlled laboratory conditions. 

Our greatest concern in making these calculations was to get a good 

(.•oroparison oi' the size of the vertical electric field XW a rsrtical 

antenna as against the size of the sane field for the sane antenna In a 

horizontal outboard position. As you know, we can use antennas in the 

vertical position only for ground plane measureeents whereas the 

horizontal antenna position is the position normally used when the 

fleet is underway. 

In Figure h w show the computed noraal electric field for the sane 

antenna in the horizontal outboard position under the sane condition of 

radiated power. In general, the calculated field strengths are lower 

by about a factor of twenty. Further, without going into details, it 

sews reasonable that the effect of the catwalk will be snail In this 

new field configuration. We hope at a later tine to have a sealed 

laboratory deck plane on which the fields of horizontal «id vertical 

antenna configurations can be ntasured. fhls will provide a useful 

experimental cheek. For the present, however, it appears that mm 

can say with considerable eonfldenee that the horitoatal eonfi$iratlon 

does Indeed give lower fields by about a factor of twenty over »ost of 

the deck. 
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Before closing, I wish to again call attention to Figure 2 which 

shows the calculations for the vertical antenna. Across the deck, 

where the field for the horizontal antenna was about 0.005 voltqteter, 

we note that the field of the vertical antenna is about 0.10 volts/meter. 

Very close to the antenna, the differences are not so pronounced. For 

most of the deck are«, however, we would expect the field of the 

horizontal antenna to be much lower, and this would include the 

region of the catapult. 

We are aware that the calculations do not, and cannot, include all 

of the small irregularities which are actually present on board ship. 

Any caaparison between aeasured and calculated results is, of course, 

quite sensitive to how close the neamareaent «as taken to the deck edge 

or to any other anil Irregularity such as the catapult slots, stanchions, 

or to other Inert antennas. We were looklDg for aa «vcraes cospariso» 

of fieli strengfetes uoAtr tfee two eonditioos, with the feeling that 

eorrectloos for tone of the local abstaelM and irrefularitle« esuU 

be swto if such laprovaaeate is the calculations saened useful. 

Finally, for those who are interested in the Bathesatics of the situation, 

a few resarks about the aatheitatieal differences between the calculations 

for the vtrtlc&l «ttrma ar4 the harisontal antenna are of interest. In 

the case of the vertical antenna, the total*field on the deck Is first 

Bade up of 1/2 the field of the antenna aod it« iaage as these would 

appear for an infinite plane. The rest of the field arises due to the 

«act ttat the plane is not infinite «id the antenna is at the edce of a 

sa»l-iafiulte plane. In the ease of the horisoatal «atenna, however, 

the antenna field and its iaage field, as viewed for an lafinlte plane, 

wwetly cancel, and we are left with the odd tens in the series expression 

only, m» diltenmee is, perhaps, the sajor theoretical difference 

the tvo eases. 
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DISTRIBUTION OF RP PIELDS 
OVER A CAERIER DBCK 

by E.H. Smith 
S.H. Smith and Company, Inc. 

The whip and monopole antennas on an aircraft carrier are located at the 

edge of the catwalk. The general geometry of the deck edge resembles the edge 

of a semi-infinite plane more than it does any other simple geometry. Thus, we 

shall be interested in the fields of antennas as modified by the deck edge 

which we shall treat, for the first approximation, as the edge of a thin plane. 

In the discussion to follow, we shall connect a series expression for tfae 

field with some diffraction integrals first obtained by IfecBonsId (Ref. l) by 

reduction of some infinite integrals due to Carelaw (Eef. 2). Ve shall then pre- 

sent calculations for the monopole antenna in the horizontal outboard position. 

Th» p«|>er would be much too long if we included oaleulatioas for Tertieal 

antennas. Hence, we limit the presentation here to the horizontal saae together 

with a few remarks on use of the series solutions to calculate wrtioal antenna 

fields. 
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PART I 

TBE MELD OP A DIPOLE ABOVE 
A SENI-INHNITE PLAHE 

We wish to look at the problem of an electric dipole above a 

plans of infinite conductivity. 

The coordinate systes chosen for the prcbles is shown below. 

Figure 1. 

•infinite 

♦ X' 

The edge of the semi-infinite plane is put at x' a y' * 0 and it lies along 

the as-axls, which is positive normal to the paper. Tt* dipole la located at 

point F with coordinates & ,  9 in a polar system In the « ■ 0 plane. p%* 0 

fcra another polar system in the sase plan«. We wish to express the dipole Hertz 

vector in terms of the {V, 0'f s) coordinate ^sten. &e dipole nay be ob- 

tained either normal to the plane or parallel to the plane, 

Saw, if J,    is • unit vector along the dipole direction, the Herts vector 

of the dipole field is 

S-'JUHA 1 (1) 

I B the current amplitude 

di = the dipole length 
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R = the distance from the dipole 

Oi = angular frequency 

£   = dielectric constant for free space in the MKS 
"  system. 

The electric field is given by 

i* ?(v JfX'^ 
and the magnetic field by 

«»--iwf.v«»; 
with 

TM >*«^. UM   fatfA   thm  noa 

6 

Iftr « uant 
^ikR 

(2) 

(3) 

'j  and «xpmm it in the C^', f,«) 

syst«. Watson» (Rsf. 3) gives the Integral 

Ths value of ft2 - y2 is defined so that /t2 - y2 > 0 for t>y aad the siga of 

the exponential on the right is dstexained by whether the contour passes above or 

belo« the branch point at t > y. Thus, the positive sign is ehosen in the expression 

on the right if the contour looks as follows« 

Figure 2. 

(5) 

*   fills integral was used by Sonerfeld In a discasaion of propagation of waves 
over the earth.   This work la sumarised in Sef. 4 . 
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with the contour chosen as shown above. Now, setting 

and using the addition formula for Bessel functions, we have 

l(/'t)*Ze*,rm(fl*>W>*"*(f-*> (6) 

where 

6=1, m = Oi  6=2 otherwise. in in 

Thus, in the {JO',0',  Z) system, 

Now, if vi  set 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

«e would guess that the expressions 

would be solutions to the problea. fte oombiaatioii in (9) with tt» positive ^.gn 

would satisfy beundajy eonditions for a dipole oriented aoraal to the plane and 

the eoebinatlon with the negative sign would be '.orreet for a dlpole in on« of 

the two horizontal orientation«, further, we note that when a is even in (8), we 

get bask our original field and «hen m it even in (9), «• get the original field 

plua the reflected field. One would think, then, that (9) would be the eslutier 

to the problem, this eoneluslon turns out to be correct, except for a gntltiplylag 

factor of one-half. The result Is not, however, nearly as obvimta as it eeeas at 

this point, ftte crux of the latter is whether the teroa for odd ■ tn (9) result 
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in a field which is free of singularities, particularly at the dipole position. 

Thus, we proceed by looking at the terms, m-odd, in (9). We set 

-* - Jk/^ W^hH^- M     (103 

We shall need several expressions, mostly taken from Watson (X915). Aus, we «hall 

(Wateon, pa«« 416«) 

r 

Uvu^j*m^ 
(Watson, pte» 367) 

0 T is the Qegesbauer polynomial or, in fti« ease, the Legeadr« polfsoBiftl P^. 

From the definition of the Qegenteujur ftmottons 

eo»0*eot/S 

ftis SUB Is positive for )e)<ir   , e»s0>»tß i It is always swo for«M#*fw|f f 

and ne^itive forir«#«Sir , m0>ef&fi. 

If we set (lib) in (10) and us« (lie), and eany out the lati^atton o«r tl» 

infinit« rang« using (Ua), th»» we find 

^-as^b* __ (12) 

A«re Is a misprint in Watson's book is tti» ftrawl». 
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for -W*f'fl<lt   ■ Th« result has a negative sigs «hen f*$?•$<** . Further, 

4(f-%*av) * - ft (?<-% ) , i.e., ^ naa period 4r. 

Sow, put 

where ^ is the distance frota the aource (»pole.   Ve cm am autetituta 

M. • *m(^'^)^a*fi    throu^iOttt (12) a&d obtain 

«here the ♦ siffi holds fovSif'-fiW   and the - rtftt for Wsftßi»*  . 

If sow «re put ^k«^V , we obtato 

w; * ^^NMOnaj ( and we ftnd that the ai«> ebai^e ladioaUd is (14) Is with 

taken cart of if we reaove the abaclata mlm Betattea free tte 

finals, 

with HJ '• 3&1L m/S^M.   »e note sffiia tiat 

I.e..')! has period 4«. 

lest, mm rtwdd tsaidiis tte Msaviw of ^ mar »j ■ 0.   To do this, we 
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StwrE.O,^'—»^    , ^ »£    , so that 

FurthOTt 

So, 

In tit« Integral, M pat 

A> jq/ftv* 

^ de«e have a siagulwrtty as Sj—» 0 «4 hmm (9) as it tt^ids memt be 

Mrreifenuat ftoioti©s Per p'* fl   is 

(ie) 
•HT» 

with 

V-i^~fl^ 

ft fon • soltttloe wMeh fit« all towttey oonditiona m& tai tte pwpr sinfu- 
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larities and the proper boundary conditions at infinity, we take oombinations of 

the two functions 

By reasoning identical to that just applied to ^ , ^ "~*   js 

plus bounded function as EL—»0. The negative sign appears since v •<() at 

f - MV-fm   ,    'Rius, ^  does not have a singularity at R, = 0, or, in fsct, 

anywhere! and ^ has the proper singularity as R.—»0, i.e., ^J -~»»y-- 

plus a bounded function as 8n —»O. ^j has no other singulariUns. Fui ;JMr, 

i('*%'    iatisfied SeuBann conditions Ll(.^'*^|')» oj on the cvixioeting 

half plane andf*'-'^' satisfies ».riehlst eonditions Clt'-^'»«») on the em- 

ducting plane. In otW words, the solution to th» d.iffr»;tlon problem la given 

by (9) except for a factor of ont-half. 

tee should note further that 

*V-*)*^f^'*)-«~ 

i..;*^ 
(17a) 

(m) 

<%'(¥**)**:(?*%"*)'*£- ^ 

.jLfifü .•1 .JLfifÜ im) 

Ttm Asymptotic mjmmimm tor *%  mi ft follow üwi«i«t»ly tmu (15) «ad 

(16).   'urn, starting with (15), »^ —1>0 m 8^—* •».   The first ttm in the 
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asymptotic expansion is then 

X. ^/Vji^*..(j^).^^I=#«^e-^fij (18) 

(1) where we have used the first term in the asymptotic expression for H,   and hare 

set J* H MK0    ( 9 = angle with z-axie in spherical coordinates). Thus, 

M'~L 

<~ i- 
ylfe't*"9™**'*® 

\>ß^-[¥i 
As , 

RsypKT* 

UL+J^e (dipole fields cancel) 

;i# 

Further, If we set U =^|-«}^', we note that 

reduces to the siopl« expression 

f *&*:*[* j?z&f]> t*£l H
W

(»*) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

This Boa&s that, on th» tnn^iwtlng plat«, Uw electric and ascetic fields of a 

dipole oriented as shown below reduce to a staple form. 

Figure 3. 

i 
dipole ' ooaduetinf plats 

 ♦*' 
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The result (2l) can also be verified directly from the series solution (9). 

As one further check on the theory, we can examine the behavior ota/fa    as 

A—^o"- This should give us the diffraction integral for a plane wave. 

Using (13), we can write 

V*j.§^'*i*ßäl "/W^'AX'J ^ (22) 

where 9-9   is restricted, for the present, to values ©««^-J^JT . Now, 

*(AvV'*-*V~(f''ti) 

asymptotically as^—♦«.   Thus, - <  . 

If ws set % stfiu., this reducas to Jii&'m(twßty 

(23) 

Since # 

I «^-/ftf^ 
This last equation aw be written as 

* In taking the limit, we retain all terms which affect ths chase of the incident 
wave. These terms may be neflected in any multiplying factors which appear. 
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^•c«^&) 

P*^6     € J e      ' ft 

Again the restriction of fl» - ^, to the interval 0<^'-9J*»r may be relaxed. 

Equation (25) is the usual form of the plane wave diffraction integral. The corres- 

ponding equation for &'*<$,    io to be added to or subtract«"* from (24) depflnding 

on whether H or E is tangent to the conducting plane. The phase term fe    is, 

of course, meaningless in the limit *,—♦•• . One can drop this term which would 

be a constant for any fixed, large A . The resulting expresaion is identical to 

the result of Soaaierfeld. 

Finally, if one takes equation (12) and integrates over z,  the result for a 

cylindrical source of infinite extent will be obtained. In this way, one finds 

for the cylindrical source 

4f*-i § dv (25) 

where now /5> ^/£*/t*~yy>*d(jf£j[)'   A similar result Is obtained for ^ 

also note that 

Wc 

7 .i**.*** co 
JL.) £—- dv » M, (**,) (26) 

Thus, the eonplete sulution for the cylindrical source is 

{m 

(28) 
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Here,  of course, 

R. - \/ft+fi-*/>,?''"W-fJ 

APPENDIX A TO PART I 

Particular forms of the following integrals have been used. 

1^ W'" '^■^sfeT ^^    Ul, 

for 

When r >= I andÄ = -l/2i ftis latter foraula gives 

(•> r— 

on the rl^it hand side, i.e., 

•e 

If one sets ^ = l/2,  jt.» -l/s in (42)) then 

o        ^^" 

(A3) 

(A4) 
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PART II 

THE CALCULATION OP ANMTOA HELBS 

We wish now to write down the series expressions for the dipole fields 

corresponding to the closed form results given by ^ -^  . Thus, we can write 

V-fjl^V^V^'fe^ ^pr ^ (29) 

^'■ijl^ V^ V^Tr^ ^T""4 (50) 

Ibr a dipole normal to the deck, the geometry is aa ebown below. 

Figure 4. 

dipole 

7«- 
± ..• 

The edge of the deck is at x1 * y' = 0 and It lies along the s-axls, which is posi- 

tive normal to the paper, fhe dipole is located at (Ä, tf, tM3) aod the field 

is expressed at f  in terns of (p • 9 t  *)• Xn this case, the soiuti«» to the 

diffraction problea is W^ */f't
,*'fi  > or in series fom. 

If the dipole is oriented herlsontel to the deck, then äT"^- ^ , or in scries 

fera 

*» fa .«^M« 
(32) 

la the ease of the «Itlp aatens* in the vertical position, «laatton (31) is, 

of COUPS.. us*i with fg.% .   BUS put. th. ori.t.tton of the dipoi. ^ong the 
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y' axis as shown in the figure below 

dipole 

♦ x' 

Equation (31) gives the Hertz vector for the dipole field at point P whan the 

dipole itself is located in the general position^» »A , ^aj2 » z = 0. The deck 

edge is along the s-axis, which is normal to the paper at x' = y' = 0. If JJ«*' , 

the dipole is then located at distance ^ atove the deck edge with orientation 

in the positive y' direction. 

The electric and magnetic fields due to the dipole are given by 

H  ■ -*« £ ? * If W «<» 

Z'TV'C^C'Z?)****? 
<•> 

(33) 

(34) 

If we now write the coaponents of IT.     in the {ef , sf , z) system, these are, of 

course, (n^'JL>0' • ttl (*»f'> 0) respectlvelj, so that 

H , • *w i t*sf • m, M 

9» 

Hm. » -jL*»6*i~ f' SB*. 
tt» 

Similarly, 

^-^1^' '-$-"''^V-f'tg] 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 
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9     *r^/>'        9f' 3/*'   * 9*' 

f,> , 
09) 

(40) 

The fields at the surface of the deck itself are, of course, mainly of in- 

terest. Thus, for the case 9 - Q,  the fields reduce to 

H, =o U?) 

H .--««^ «St- (45) 

^, »f^.-0 (44) 

Since ^« satisfies the wave equation, (45) may also be written 

(45) 

(46) 

For the case of equation (32) where the dipolo orientation is parallel to 

the deck, the dipolo could be directed eitlmr along the x'-direction or along the 

z-directior,.    Tue fomer orientation is, of course, the one of intertst for the 
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whip antenna or the monopole antenna in the horizontal outboard position. Thus, 

with the dipole oriented along x'-direction, the fields are 

V-^^-f E&l (47) 

M.^iwfe»*®'«^ (48) 

E ..««• ^af- dzs! iial*****>*. **      (50) 

L.c**' SLOBI-ZZ*.   t**! (52) 

On the deck, i.e., when ^ « 0. these fields reduce to 

and all oth«r components are 8«ro. 

V« have sesn earlltr, (21), titat 

reiucM te the vry eispls torn ' I»* 

(53) 

(54) 
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Thus, fur a dipole oriented along x' vdth ^•T, i.e., for the dipole along the 

position of the horizontal whip antenna, both the electric and magnetic fields 

on the deck have the very simple form 

H " dSf /^ (55) 

9    dß'Xfi'l 
(56) 

where 

and 

^-i*SLw>^ 

nie dipole is located at distance A fro» tin deck edg« as ahown b«lo«. 

■>j  Figur« 6. 

Back 

dipole 

H and E»i are the only nen-stro fitld eoaponants or. the deck In this case. 

At the riak ef being repetitious we shall derive the results (55) and (56) 

again in the nest section by suaming the ^ derivative of the series expression 

(32) for the case f*» 0, jJ^JT. 

Finally, if the dipole la parallel to the deck but oriented along the posi- 

tive s-direction, the fields are again obtained fro« (52) withg* mj^q™ ,  i.e. 
at 

vector ÄL" Is aleng x. 
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One has 

* = -Ja*   *Is!L (57) 

H. = 1*6  Hfi_ (58) 

H^o (59) 

g.= a^W (60) 

*?.,= '  ^ü (61) 

Z'  *£ + *%* (62) 
pe1 

It if piper at this poäit U.st our theort'tioal eileulslionB c»u b« jireeenteä 

rather simply for the horisontal outbosrd antenna. Or.« has the result exactly 

for the dipole field and one can, in principle at least, integrate over the an- 

tenna current distribution to obtain the field of the entire anttTjin. For the 

vertical antenna, neither the closed fow resuM» of Part I nor the eeri&e ex- 

preoeion {ii)  present an iirmediate approach to miuwricel calculatien. Later, we 

wish to present SOB« approximate aethode and to discuss a posiibl« further sin- 

plifioation based on the integral exprseiions iVrived in Pert I. 

In the next part, however, we kill ecmsic'er the calculation of a horisontal 

nonopole antenna field excited in approxiiuttely a l/4 wave length aode. The cal- 

culation will Involve use of the exact result for the dipole field plus an 

approximate inttgrstion ever the antenna eunvrt. Sinfe the antenn« current has 

a loop at the near end, »here will be an end loading term equivalent to the field 

of a point charge oeoillstlng sinuaoidally with time. 
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PART III 

EVALUATION OF FIELDS OF HORIZONTAL 

As mentioned earlier, at the expense of repetition, we shall derive the field 

nonaal to the deck for a horizontal dipole, located outboard of the deck, directly 

fron the series expression (32). The geofetry of the situation is shown in Fig. 6 

uf Part II, i.e., we have ASS— to evaluate at f = 0, Ä « JT . Diffei-«nti- 

ling (32) and setting f'= 0, ^«r , one obtains a 

■■ ^L' 'h-v^ 
It happens, lu this case, that the infinite sua involved In ^ can be evalu- 

ated. Thus, on page 522, Watson gives the result due to Segenbauer, i.e., 

M$ .a^ff**.) ***<*> T^V^f) (64) 

and where C^ (t) Is the eotffictant of «t*1 in the expansion, of (l-2««t **?) 

in the aseendlng powers of •< (the 0^ 's are (Segenbauer functions). One sees 

that for W« 1/2 and t - -1 ( ^ »IT ), C * - (-l)B. Tim, trm (64) one has 

In obtaining this last fonsula we have sat R ■ tyo , r ■ t A* «sd eos ^» -I, 

so that Mm t( A ♦yrf). 

The reader will note that the procedure followed here is buleally a special 

case oi the procedure involved in obtaining the remits of Ifert I. 
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Now, substituting (65) in (63) 

This last integral is, however, just a special case of the integral given in (Al) 

of Appendix A to Part I, Thus, referring to Appendix A, one finds iamediately 

with 

^» is an outgoing wave on the deck plan«, as it should b«.   IMs result is the 

fsaae ae the reoalt obtained earlier in B^uation (2l) of fort I. 

How, althou^i /ft Is the quantity of interest for a dipol« field, we shall 

need a reasonable approsiaation to the field of the entire ant^na. Tskinff the 

aonopulfe antrnma in the horisontal position, the cur«»t distribution is approx- 

imately that of a l/4 wave «team at a frtqawsoy of 3.385 »c Vto witrti to take 

into account the entire anteana to a reasonable appreslaatisa to^Uier »dth the 

end effect due to the current »siauB at the near end. 

ft» «presaion (6?) Is correct for a dlpole at dlstsnet ß outboard of the 

deck.   For the «stir® antew», ve replace ^%  by ^ and let ^ft rwagt froa J>^ to 

^»2, where /*%' /\''Mm le««th of the aatemw In Mttrs and ^ Is the dis- 

tance of the antenna tea« Srm the dtek. 

& obtain the effect of the near end loading, let the eummt at the 

mi be I (T4***.   »en the charge acewilated at the n««r »d ii o 
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The scalar potential of this charge is then 

To obtain the solution which fits boundary conditiona on th» plan«, it is cltar 

that »a replace 

an given by (72) and eoBpute the Gon&al field by tdeia* 

Thus, the norml field du« to end loading is (6?) 

(69) 
^-•^^ 

This tera wuld ap^«r naturally In tte inttgratloii of the cawnmt over the length 

of tht uttonna.   Ve preset it Mpumtely her« sine« it my be desinMe at sow 

later ttat to dtaage this eoä loadiiig Urn if detidla of the iapit dLreoit re- 

quire suoh a 

Ho«, %hi aetual rarreat en the antwaa la aaually «»KHrtiMite* ^r a 

aim mm.   Ve knot», hammv, that the eummt deo^r 1« sort rapid Vum a sii» 

fmction.   If we tal» tl» curreet dlstrlfeutlOB to be l0tKt «• ***• * fuectioo 

wM^ decays mm «plily ttei toe sise ftusotioa over «»t of tt» aBt«aa bat 

whidt does mt lead to mm mmmt at the far «ed.   »is mk» little AfftMBs«, 

bowwer, for we «*all Imw mt me far mi loaüag iwteced »y our 

aad «a sha\l also last« «mt tte s»w «sd leadii« sii^t it bu alraady 

lato aeeeuBt, 
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Thus, returning to (67) we multiply sf by "»V^y and integrate froa a, 

to /», being cireful to leave both «id loading terms out. A in (6?) is, of 

coursö, replaced by J» .   We shall call the result /j^ , Eiua, 

(70) 

with 

We now note that 

^H'^^y) 
and thus. 

Since the phase of the titU is oontninsa in the Hankel function t«rs, it is a 

suffisiant approxis«ttor. to rtplae« —L- by -r"S "htre ä is so»« »vemge 

value of ä te be ssleeteä l»t«r. !he final result will not be critieal to a 

(72) 

reaaonablc cclection of JS .    Ifaw, we have finally 

In ooaputlag the soxsal field on the deck, w« nuet Irave out the mä effects. 

Referria« to ^. (?€) of Ptet IJ, ths aomal Held in tern® of ^ is 
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(73) 

Thus, we put the expression (72) for ^ in (73). In computing the derivative 

with respect to a' ,  however, we leave out the derivatives of the Hankel functions 

üince these give the end loading terms. Thus, we find finally for E 

(74) 

The total normal field for the antenna Is then E + E . 
na  na 

These results are very pleasing from a theoretical standpoint. The final 

formulas are in closed form and arc very nearly exact •ondur the original assuop- 

tionst and the case treated is, fortunately, the most important case for the ship- 

board monopole and whip antennas. These results should, therefore, be quite 

useful. 

Calculations for the aonopole antenna are shown in Figure 7 for the case 

w  ■ 3.385 mc 

JL = antenna length «. 60' » 18.3 meters 

fi * distance from catwalk tc antenna near end 

»1.5 meters. 

The calculations are nomallsed to a radiated pmer of 1 watt. Thus, if one 

writes the radiated yower as 

4». i^x.* 
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we assume a l/4 wave excitation with R =36.6 ohms. This gives I = .233 amperes 
a 0 

for the iMtximum antenna current (the maximuir. occurs at the base of the antenna) 

when the efficiency is 100^. If the transmitter output reads 1 watt, and if the 

efficiency is 50$, the current at the base would then be .233//2"= .165. Thuo, 

the calculations have been made setting I = .165. 

It is now of interest to see with what accuracy the field o*" the horizontal 

antenna can be represented by a simple dipole field alone. To do this, we retvm 

to the expression (6?) for tft and note that the electric field normal to the deck 

with 

'V*.U.4fää'   JLA**l (76) 
A? 

and 

•^ is, of course, to be multiplied by the nonnaliüing factor 

yor a quarter wave current eioitation, we replace 

Ji by   Uem^^-ek W*        ^   Jt/<M^4-o5i»A-«T# 

As before, we set X « .165 and, since for the monopole the aateana length la a 

little less than 1/4 wave length, we have k*i * 1.3 instead of 1.57. 1MB IS a 

minor correction. Thus, differentiating (76) and substituting th» value of the 

nomalizlng factor, we have for the field noneal to the deck 

£„. »LMlaPm*<££l ^#J (77) 
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The result will not be very sensitive to the selection of p0  ,  the distance of 

the dipole from the catwalk edge, hence we shall set this value at /£ = 8 meters. 

We can now compare the results calculated from (77) with our previous results 

for the whole antenna as given by E  + E , with E  given by (7^) and E  by D    J na  na'     na E    J  \ ■ i ns ^ 

(69). This comparison will be made at selected points as given in the Table below. 

Table 111(1) 

Comparison of Results for the Simple 
Dipole Field with Previous Calculations 

for the Entire Antenna 

Case 1. y<>'= 3 meters; z varied 

z (meters) \  ^from ^7))      gga ^ Ens ^
m (75)and(69)) 

0 3.0 2.7 
5 2.3 1.7 

15 .93 .69 
25 .39 .39 

Case 2. z = Oj /J varied 

V £„ (from (77))       ^     + E„Q (from (7^)and(69)) f      .1 n aft na 

6 .91 .75 
15 .15 .11 
30 .035 .026 
50 .012 .DC» 

Although the agreesent ia not apecta^uliir, it is probably adequate enough for 

use in field predictions.    In other wordi, the use of the simple dipole field (76) 

which fits boundary conditions for the edge ia probably sufficient for nost purposes. 
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The Choice of , 

A reasonable choice of Z  would appear to be to set 

r 
This yields 

r^ 

is. 

yttafl + fälyöj 

where p^ = Jt+ /O,  and £. = length of the antenna. For 

£  =18.3 meters 

p. =  1.5 meters 

^ » 8.9 meters 

In addition to 2   ,  one needs some sort of an «fficiency factor for the antenna, 

i.e., the ratio of pcwer radiated to pow«r input. Or, since the calculations 

involve the near field mostly, an effective efficiency factor can be obtained by 

normalising the calculated field to the aeasured field at a suitable point. 

Figure T 

Contour Hqi of ttw Conptted EUctrl« 
Fitld Banal to the Deck for n HorlunUl 
OuttoBrd /st*im> 

v;'itr/Wter for a !ivti4ir.i? of On^ Watt 
fit IKf Tranair^Ucr O-i'^uT Kt'UT 
IbÄ hall«ti:vn fcfll ■i.-.'t.ry; 
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PART IV 

THE VERTICAL AHTBNNA 

In the interest of keeping this report to reasonable length, we shall not 

present the results for the vertical antenna in detail, although calculations have 

beer. aade. We shall merely remark here that the serrae for the Hertz vector for 

the vertical dipole is 

tit 

The a-even terms of this series give one-half the field due to a dipole and its 

image for the case of an infinite plane. For the m-odd terms, we can calculate 

the series to good approjcimation by using the first term in the Bessel function 

series for 

for the oase^«« i»' . tvc fm>p'  we approximate the ^-l^fi*)  i» *h« nsm 

wave. In either ease, th» series then becomss integrable term by term using the 

integral (Al) of Appendix A to Part I. 
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kl.   ORGAMIC POLYMERS AS RF ATOEKUATIHG MATEBIA15 

by 

Howard W. Christie 
Bernard F. Jones 
James J. Downs 

Midwest Research Institute 
Kansas City, Missouil 

IMTROKJCTION 

The development of carbonyl iron solid state attenuators has pro- 

vided adequate attenuation at frequencies above 100 mo. As there appears to 

be little possibility of increasing the low frequency attenuating abilities of 

these materials the investigation of other classes of lossy materials becomes 

of importance.!' There ere a number of materials that can be considered for 

use in attenuators, among these arc organic coaspounfls «"d organic polymers 

that show high dielectric constants and appreciable electrical conductivity. 

The program currently being carried out at Midwest Research Insti- 

tute under sponsorship of Picatlnny Arsenal* le aimed at the development of 

organic pdflyaers that will have the characteristics required of attenuating 

naterials. The types of polymers being studied are not of the kind normally 

associated with the electrically insulating materials. Organic polymers are 

normally excellent insulators and have relatively low, 8 to 6, dielectric 

constants and low dielectric loss factors at frequencies in the low megacycle 

•Contract Ho. nA-23-07a-DRD-17ei. 
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range. The polymers under study at MP.I  exhibit electrical and dielectric 

properties that are rather unique for organic materials. These polymers have 

been called, perhaps erroneously, semiconductors. The term has arisen from 

the fact that many of these compounds and polymers show conductivities in the 

range normally associated with the inorganic semiconductors, that is, from 

9 
100 to 10 ohm-cms volume resistivity, and possess a negative temperature 

coefficient of resistivity, that is, their resistance decreases with increas- 

ing temperatures. 

The program at MRI is concerned with preparation of a series of 

polymers exhibiting semiconductor behavior, the determination of the ccmplsx 

dielectric and magnetic properties (e* and H*) so that the intrinsic attenua- 

tion factor, « ,  can be determined, and examination of -ehe paramagnetic 

properties of these materials by electron paramagnetic resonance techniques. 

BACKGRCTJKE 

In the past five years, the study of organic semiconductors has 

become a focal point of considerable interest and speculation in research. 

The early work on pyrolyaed polymers and crystalline condensed benztnoid com- 

pounds such as anthracene has led to the development of some highly conductive 

2/ 
crystalline organic compounds such as tetracyanoquinodimelliane.-  This work 

has, stimulated work on the electrical behavior of high polymers. 

the  electrical conductivity of semic'.nductir.g polymers is created by 

■f..- :.rt.ser.ee .)f s highly conjugated (alternate Single ur.d ooable bonds between 
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carbon and/or nitrogen bonds of the polymer backbone) system of chemical 

bonds. The presence of a highly conjugated bond system reduces the energy 

required to remove an electron from its bond. For example, In polyethylene 

each carbon-carbon bond is formed by a pair of electrons. The energy required 

to remove these electrons is very high, in the order of 3 to 5 e.v. If one 

removes every other hydrogen to form a series of conjugate double bonds the 

binding energy holding the electrons in the bond is reduced as the length of 

the conjugate bond system Increases. Linear polyenes prepared by the dehydro- 

chlorinatlon of polyvlnyl chloride have been shown to be semiconductors with 

3/ rather high resistivities and activation energies in the 0.7 e.v. range.-' 

The d.c. resistivity of the organic semiconductors decreases with 

increasing temperatures according to the Arrhenius equation 

m 
P " Pe «^ 

p - Resistivity at temperature, *K 

p0 a Extrapolated resistance at Infinite teBperaturc 

k ■ Boltsman Constant, 6.616 ev/*K 

fig ■ Activation energy, e.v. 

The activation enemgy can be detemintd by measuring the change of resistivity 

with temperature and the preparation of a log resistivity-reciprocal tempera- 

ture plot of the data obtained. Ihe slope of tho line is the activation 

energy and the intercept of the lin« with the y-axis at Infinite temperature 

(l/T - 0) is the p0 . 
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In addition to showing some degree of electrical conductivity con- 

jugated polymers exhibit paramagnetic properties. That is, they have 

susceptibilities (x, relative) that are positive but small. There is a 

direct correlation between the number of conjugate double bonds and the degree 

of paramagnetic properties exhibited. This property is due to the existence 

of unpaired electrons in the polymers. These electrons are probably of both 

the localized type found in free radicals and those created by conjugate 

systems that are unlocalized. The unlocalized electrons can perhaps be best 

visualized as exist) %g in a cloud surrounding the conjugate system (a high 

degree of n bonding). These unpaired electrons have been found in many types 

of conjugated polymer systems in concentrations ranging from 101 to 1021 per 

gram of polymer. The presence of these electrons is determined by electron 

paramagnetic resonance techniques. In addition to providing information about 

the concentration of these electrons, electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) 

'techniques can be used to determine the character and interactions of these 

electrons with the polymer under certain conditions. 

Although a considerable amount of effort toward description of the 

behavior of organic semiconductors has been made many questions remain to be 

answered. The theory ef semlconductivlty has been developed to a very useful 

state for inorganic semiconductors, but the basic theoretical relations in 

organic semieooductors Is still obscure. The nature of the band mp,  and tht 

mechanism of charge transport in these materials is largely unexplained. 

asperiaeatal areas such as doping, dielectric behavior, end «rrier Injection 

remain largely unexplored. 
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APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM 

Radio frequency attenuators should possess very high attenuation at 

high frequencies and relatively low attenuation for low frequencies on d.e. 

transmission. In principle this is possible because the power absorbed (P) by 

an attenuator varies directly with frequency, according to the relation 

P - W 

where B and w are Planck's constant and the angular frequency, reepec- 

4/ 
tlvely and i" is the dielectric loss.-' If «" can be held constant, an 

Increase of 90 db attenuation will be observed in going froja d.c. to I kMc. 

Organic semiconductors have been chosen for this application because 

they show low charge carrier nobilities.^' If carrier mobilities are suffi- 

ciently low, then conductivity and attenuation aay be controlled by such 

processes as space-charge polarisatioa-' and orientation polarisations' occur- 

ring in the bulk of the material. These processes would lead to an Increase 

of dielectric loss at higher frequencies, with a consequent increase of radio 

frequency attenuation. 

Conductivity in orgaric semiconductors depends on four factors: 

1. Carrier concentration; 

2. Carrier charge; 

3. Carrier mass; aud 

4. Carrier nobility. 
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It is difficult to assess the relative value of these factors until more is 

known about the charge transport process in organic semiconductors. Carrier 

concentration is expected to bs roughly dependent on the number of unpaired 

electrons in the semiconductor. This is so, in fact. Carrier charge should 

be relatively constant for organic semiconductors. The effective mass of 

positive holes may vary, But that for electron carriers should be relatively 

constant. We feel that the essential problem in development of rf attenuators 

using organic semiconductors lies in alteration of carrier mobilities to give 

a tsaximal dielectric loss at the frequencies to be attenuated. 

The approach to this problem has been very empiricfJ. but insofar 

as possible, our physical aeasurefflents have been uaea to clarify the charge 

transport process as well as describe bulk attenuatxüo vruii^icxes in the 

organic polymers which have been studied. 

EXPEfllMEtgAI. 

The following discussion is broten into four parts followitg the 

steps us*d lu the experimental work carried out during this program, 

^Iva«"" Synthebes 

Daring the course of this program several tyyas of polymti'& have been 

;-  jfed. OBIK fnur ?f these will be discussed: 

1. Xanthene polymers-' 

■>. ?yr^Xti"-i  polytcrylonitrile- 
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3. Polyaminoquinone&S/ 

9/ 4. Metal chelating polymers derived from diisothiocyanates- 

The xanthene poljmers are prepared by the reaction of dlanhydrtdfts 

such as pyromellitio dianhydride and diphenols. five condensation reaction is 

carried out In the presence of zinc chloride at temperatures of 200° to 250*C. 

An extremely black, infusible, insoluble polymer is obtained. The basic 

structure is shown below. The high degree of conjugation is evident. 

Pyroliaed polyacrylonltrlle has been the subject of several investl- 

gations and has produced sealconductlng »terisls with interesting properties. 

Those studied during this prograsi were prepared by two wsthods, Pyrolysis of 

fibrous saaples of the polymer and preparation of thin films of the ■polymer 

fro» solution in dimethyl forasBide and subsequent pyrolysls. The polyoer 

changes frems« colorless snterisl to an extremely blaek wterisl en exposure 

to temperatures in the 200* to 250*C range. %e incorpoTtXim of swdl quan- 

tities of copper ioc into the polyner prior to pyrolysls was found to increase 
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the conductivity of the black polymer and also producea lowered activation 

energy of conduction. The chemical structure propoaed for the pyrolized 

polyner is shown below. 

-4"^ c^^c^^c^ ^-s,^
C^ 1 

Pyrollied Polyaerylonltrile 

A large nutter of polyners were prepared by the reaction of tetra- 

chloroquinone (chloranll) and various areaatlc and aliphatic dtaaines. These 

polymers were prepared in two different solvent systeat at reflux (boiling) 

temperatures. Bthanol and dimethyl fomaaide were used as reaetl« solvents, 

fhe reaction sehea» is shown below. 

I ♦ HCl 
S-R-B -'' 
H k 

POXyHBlttO^ttlllOM 

Twenty-five of these ps3y»era were prepand tttm various aaines as shewe < = 

Table X.   Hhv pelysers precipitated fn» Hie waictieE aedia during the er.rs« 

of reaction,   tt« various aaines used were Aomn to produce poly» r-    I 

varying degrees of eonJugaUoB in their struefcw».   Hie color of the polyaers 

vailed fn» extreasly black to Mgtet brown as shotm in Table X.   tl*14< varua 
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from values as low as 5$ to 82^. The polymers were insoluble in the nomal 

laboratory solvent? and were infusible at temperatures below their decomposi- 

tion temperatures. A brief examination of the thermal stability of the 

polymers derived from the phenylenediaminea indicated that they were stable 

at temperatures up to 240*C. Similar stability would be expected of the 

other polymers. It should be pointed out that the thermal stability of the 

highly conjugated polymers in inert atmospheres should be relatively good. 

The increase in resonance observed in these materials should add to their 

stability. 

The fourth class of polymers under consideration are somewhat dif- 

ferent than those discussed above. The previous polymers were prepared by. 

condensation o* suitable chemical reactants to yield a polymeric material 

eontatalng a high degree of conjugate bonding. The last class of materials 

under study are aetal ehelate polymers, that is, the structure of the polymer 

is such that metallic ions can be incorporated Into the polymer by chemical 

bending after the polymer has been prepared. These polyaers are of two chemi- 

cal classes polythioureas and polythiosemlcaitasldes. Th« reaction of an 

organic diisothlocyanete and a dlaaine yields a pelythlourea polymer as shown 

below. 

diisothiocyiBate    dlaaine A polythiouree 
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The reaction of a diisothiooyanate and an K-substituted diamine such as 

N,N-diaminopiperazine yields a polythiosemicarbazide; 

S=C=N-^  ^-N-C=3 + HgN-N    H-NHg 

1,4-diisothiocyano     K,N-dianino- 
benzene piperazlne 

"\ H ^ H /~'\   Hf,H//' 

A polythios«iilcarbazide 

The polythiosemicarbazides have been shown to be excellent chelating agents 

9/ for copper.-  Work at MRI on the polythiourea polymers has indicated that 

certain derivatives of this polymer are also good chelating agents for heavy 

metals auch as copper, silver and lead. She preparation and evaluation of the 

series of metal chelate polymers ts not yet complete, however some data have 

been collected on the d.c. electrical conductivity of one metal chelate 

polymer derived from paraphenylenediamlne and metadllsothlocyanobenzene. 

II. D.C. Electrical Prosertlea 

The goal of this program is the correlation of electrical, dielectric 

and magnetic properties with the polymer's structure. The detemlnation of the 

change in resistivity with increasing tesjieretuyes for the polymers under 

study was carried out using powdered saaples under pressure of approximately 

■ '■HI psi, and a field of 20 to 400 v/ca. Ihere are a number of difficulties 
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encountered in determining the resistivity of powdered samples. There is 

some doubt as to what relations tietween bulk and surface conductivities are 

observed. Thus it was felt that measurement under high pressures would be 

desirable. It should be noted that these polymers are plezoresistive, that 

Is, their resistance decreases with increasing pressure and in addition there 

is a reduction In the observed activation energy of conduction with increas- 

ing temperatures. The resistivity parameters determined for a number of the 

polymers under study are shown in Table II. 

Some of the more pertinent data obtained are shown in Figure 1. It 

should be noted that tl?-: voluoe resistivity and activation energy (slope of 

line) decreases with increasing conjugation and with the presence of condensed 

bensenoid structures in the cases of tha naphthalene and anthraqulnone based 

polyaminoquinons polymers. The xactheae and copper-doped acrylonltrlle 

polymers are comparable. The polythlourea-copper chelate polymer Is a good 

conductor and has an extremely low activation energy (0.03 e.V.). 

III. Deteiainatlon of Dielectric Properties 

As this program is concerned with an investigation of the electrical 

properties of polymeric semiconductors! *he determination of the intrinsic 

impedance, % ,  and the intrinsic propagation constant, v , was desired. 

The relations 

jr|u*e» - o ♦ JP 

o • attenuation factor 

6 * phase constant 
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exist between these values and complex permitivity e* = e' - Js"  and 

complex permeability, u," = n' - jy."•    Several methods were considered for 

determining these values. The measurement of the open and short circuit 

impedance of a coaxial line filled with the polymer under investigation was 

selected. The impedance measurements were made using a Boonton RX Meter, 

Type 250-A. Doughnut samples of the polymers were molded at pressures in the 

range of 30,000 to 40,000 psi. These samples were then fitted into a coaxial 

sample holder for measurements on the RX meter. Figure 8 shows the mold used 

for forming the sample and the coaxial sample holder. Reduction of the 

impedance and geometry measv.reaents to the desired dielectric properties was 

aathemstically quite complicated and is beyond the scope of this discussion. 

A program for reduction of the ejreerimental data on an IBM 1620 ca«puter was 

prepared and has heen used in all calculation». 

Impedance measurements were made at frequencies between O.S me. and 

200 mc. Measurements have been made on 32 different polymer eanples over 

these frequencies. Some of the highly pertinent data obtained art sumiartaed 

in Flv^ire 3. 

It is interesting to note that the dielectric cenatant for several 

of these polymers is considerably higher than that norsally found with organic 

polymers, whose constants usually range fro« 2 to 5. In the case of the 

xanthena polymer the dielectric constant at lower frequencies is approximately 

£0. The rapid drop in dielectric constant with increasing frequencies is 

accompanied by an increase in the loss factor (e"/«'). Tbe attenuation values 
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are quite low and do not increase as rapidly with frequency as might be 

expected. This phenomenon is probably due to a decrease in (e") with increas- 

ing frequency. The one exception to this trend is found in the AG-NCS sample 

which is the silver complex formed on reaction with a derivative of para- 

phecylenediisothiocyanate. For this reason it is hoped that the metal chelate 

polymers currently under investigation will provide increased attenuation. 

Egg PHOPERHES OF FOLYAMISOQUIKOHES 

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EFB) spectra show the presence of 

impaired electrons in a sample by measuring energy absorbed from a radiation 

field whin the electrons undergo a transition from the +l/2 to a -l/2 spin 

state. The resonance frequency of the trans, ion is adjusted by orienting 

the unpaired electrons in a magnetic field. EPR has proved to be very useful 

for studying the properties of unpaired electrons, and is particularly 

applicable to the present study.—' 

Electron partaagnetlc properties of the polyaminoquinones have been 

studied rather extensively during this program to aid In the understanding of 

the charge transport process. Spin concentrations for most of the polymers 

prepared have been measured by comparing the area of the absorption curve with 

that of a standard pitch sas^le. Spin concentrations show a rough relation 

to conductivity. 
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In addition to spin concentration, the shape and structure of the 

absorption curve and its saturation and phase behavior may also give useful 

information about the nature of the electrons making up the EPR signal. 

The Important EPR properties of the polyaminoquinones are these: 

(1) Spin concentrations are approximately 10  electron spins/gram; 

(2) Spin lattice relaxation times (T^) are about 10" sec, and 

transverse relaxation times (T3) about 10" sec; 

(3) Phase behavior measured using 100 kc phuat sensitive detec- 

tion-£' shows that some of the signals are Inhcmogeneous, and possible composed 

of +.uo or three kinds of electrons. 

(4) Hie shape of the signal Is either GBv.s-ni.'ii or Torentzian. The 

Lorentzian shape indicates intermolecular electron exchan.ie.ii;/ and polymers 

shoving a Loreatzian signal have Increased conductivity *n comparison to 

similar polymers having Gaussian shapes. 

(5) The structure of the signal is that of a single broad absorp- 

tion band, except in the ease of the meta polymers. Ihese show small extra 

absorptions at the extremities of the main absorption which also indicate that 

.wo Kinds of electrons make up the signal. 

w» think that these wings may be caused by cr. unpaired electron 

li.cti^ed at the nitrogen att», *nd split into three equ»,1 c-crnjonents by 

;'t'TBctlen with the nitrogen quadrupole noment. 

The p'ru^.s f0 eharf-'Tlstlc which fy-fi ■>•' br-ar Sirectly on the 

'•;;.,; '.rar.spcrt mecheflisa for these pciymers Is the thange cf shape of the 
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absorption curve fron Gaussian to Lorentziam Intermolecular electron ex- 

change is strongly indicated by this effect, and further substantiated by the 

ft.ct that general comparisons with conductivity data show increased conductiv- 

ity for those polymers exhibiting a Lorentaian EPR signal. In view of the 

phase behavior of the signal, and the small "wings" shown on the meta-PAQ 

polymers, we are inclined to believe that the unpaired electrons in these 

polymers are associated with positively and negatively charged centers in the 

molecule, and that p-type conduction indicated by the Seebeck effect proceeds 

by the electron exchange at the positive centers and resultant motion of 

positive holes through the bulk polymers. 

COMCLUSIOMS 

The polymer systems described here are probably intrinsic semicon- 

ductors, showing moderate conductivity and fairly low activation energies for 

conduction. 

Considered as xS attenuators for the 10 mc. region, those including 

metals In their formulation seem to be best. The dielectric and magnetic loss 

tangents are high and fairly constant in the frequency range 10 - 200 mc; 

dielectric constant and magnetic permeability are also high and fairly 

eoastant. The FAQ polymers seen to be less promising because dielectric 

constant and magnetic peraeabllity vary Inversely througi the frequency 

region of interest. 
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Weither type of polymer has shown remarkably high attenuation 

properties, but these can probably be improved with experiaentation and as we 

understand the charge transport process better. 

Currently, we are preparing a series of polymers contaieing chelated 

metal in their structure, and we expect these to have much Improved conductiv- 

ity and attenuation properties in the 10 mc. r«gion. 

41. DISCUSSION 

Mr. Steirmark of Pioatlnny Arsenal asked if it was true that 

a metal filler was required in order to obtain attenuation. Mr. Christie 

answered that low values of attenuation were measured without metal fillers. 

About 90 tests were run on 54 different polymers. Materials were polymers 

that are not thermoplastic; they have good stability up to about 250'C at 

which temperature they melt. They were molded at high pressures but it 

was found that they were fuseU pswlers end not solid materials after this 

process. 

Dr. Harvallk mentioned that lead aside may, itself make a fairly 

good attenuator, espeei&Uy after it is heated to 145 *C over a not-too- 

projected period of time. Of course, it could blow up the ship (laughter). 

Mr. Christie commented that metal salts can be easily polarised and 

decomposed to form free electrons. This is a possible explanation of the 

larger values of attenuation achieved with metal polymers. 

Someone from Sahlgren inquired of the endurance and flexibility 

of the polymers. Mr. Christie answered that they are of low molecular 

weight, stable in the presence of oxygen and reasonably stable with 

tenperature. The most stable forma are organic. 
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TABLE I 

POWAMINOQUIHONES 

Tfleld f, 

1                                                       l£i Dlamine Color deory* 

1                                                           1 p-Phenylenediamine Black 64 

1                                                          2 a-Phenylenedlamine Black 34 

1                                                          3 o-Phenylenedlaoine Black 64 

1                                                         4 4,4'- DiaminoMphenyl DK. brurfn 70 
1                                                                       5 4,4'-Dlaminodlphenylmethane Brown 75 

1                                                                       6 4,4'-Siaminodlphenylsulfone Lt. brown 6& 

1                                                                        7 1,S-Dlaminonaphthalene Black 46 

1                                                                         8 1,6-Diaminonaphthalene Black 39 
1                                                                       9 1,4>Diaalnoanthraqulnone Black 5 

1                                                                       10 1,5-Dlamlnoanthraqulnone Black 10 

1                                                                       11 2,4-Qianinotoluene Black 65 
1                                                                     12 2,5-Dichloro-3, e-diaminot)en8oq.uinone Black 64 

1                                                                       I3 
o-Tolidene Dk. brown 64 

1                                                                       U 
i,4-Diaminophenol Black 75 

1                                                                       lS 2,4-DlajBinoanisole Black 79 
I                                                                     16 Sji-Dlaaindbenzoic acid Black 69 

1                                                                       17 
l-Nitro-2,4-diafflinobenaeise Black 74 

1                                                                       le Triamino-s-triazene Dk. brown es 
1                                                                     19 Urea Black 36 

1                                                                       20 DlethyXenetriamine 50 

1                                                               «Prepared In N,N-diBethylforfflafflide. 
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TABU: II 

RESISTIVITY PARAMETERS 

(from P-Poe-) 

Polymer P30oC Po AE 
Description {ohm-cms) (ohm-cms) («.^ 

Xanthene 7.5 x 10* 0.57 0.30 

PA-HQ 3.8 x 105 0.83 0.34 

Coppcr-Doiied Polyacrylonitrile 6.2 x 105 0.29 0.40 

Polyamlnoqulnones (See Table I) 

1 8.3 x 10la 1.59 x 10*3 0.93 
2 3.7 x ID12 3.55 x lO*3 0.77 
3 5.6 x 1018 2.51 x 10"2 0.85 
4 9.6 x 10l* 7.94 x 10"* 1.07 
5 2.8 x 1018 1.26 x 10-7 1.50 
6 2.6lx 1017 2.89 x io;4 1.24 
7 l.KSx lOlO 1.42 x 108 0.48 
8 2.4 x ID10 O.U 0.69 
9 6.8 x 109 7.94 x lO'3 0.76 
10 6.1 x 109 1.50 X 10-* 0.80 
11 5.0 x 10ll 7.94 x lO"3 0.76 
12 3.5 x lOAO 2.51 x 10"* 0.59 
13 1.6 x 108 1.12 0.50 
14 1.8 x 1010 0.64 0.40 
15 5.8 x 10U 21,5 0.64 
16 1.3 x 1018 1.32 0.75 
17 1.4 x lO18 50.1 0.64 
18 1.7 x 1015 0.82 0.62 
19 1.2 x loiO 2.50 X lO"5 0.68 

Copper (Cu**), Folythioure« 
Cagplex* 9.80X 103 3.17 x 105 0.03 

Silvsr-g-pheoyienetliBothio- 
cyaaate Cotqplex i.asx 106 2.40 X 10-* 0.70 

»Pr«f«r*d froo g-phenylenedlanine and o-diisothiocyanobenKene. 
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k2.   THERMAL ANALYSIS OF PRIMARY EXPLOSIVES 

by: 

George Svadeba 
Research h Development Division 

U.S. Naval Weapons Station, Yorktown.Va. 

I-   INTRODpCTigN 

Let me begin the Weapons Station's presentation by taking 

you to a day in the future.   The HERO program assignment has 

been completed and tamed over to appropriate personnel (or use. 

A ship has just returned from its tour at sea.   OB shore, HERO 

program personnel from the Naval Weapons Laboratory, 

Oahlgrea, are waiting to determine the levels of eleetromagnctie 

radiation encountered by the EEOs since the ship left port.   A 

single EEO is selected from shipboard stocks (or analysis and 

forwarded to their laboratory.   Upon exasninaüoa, it is («and that 

the explosive around the bridgewire of the EEO has been decom- 

posed by T%.   Since the item selected was a newly manefaetured 

sitton occurred daring a single tour.   Checking with available 

conversion tables, a cumulative frequency-time (actor of electro- 

magaetie radiation exposure is obtained.     A second table in- 

dicates that 40% additional energy will be required to initiate 

thit EEO to provide the same probability of (ire, and that this 
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it still within the energy available from the SfcA device.   It it 

further determined, that bated on the data just obtained, the 

probable reliable life under similar conditions of exposure will 

be one additional trip, after which time, probability of function 

of the 1ED will be below acceptable levels, with a high percent- 

age of dud a to exitt in this stock of ESO«. 

This hypothetical situation describes the basic program 

objectives at the Naval Weapons Station, Torktown - namely; 

(1)  DETECT changes which have occurred in the EED; (2) 

DETERMINE what conditions are necessary to effect these 

changes; and, (3) based ea the existing eoaditioa of the EED, 

DETERMINE what the reUabiUty or hasard of the BED will be. 

or what condiüons of exposure wiU make the EED a hasard or 

a. »PIMfflKTAfc Affyi9.ACIi 

With these basic program objectives in mind, let me briefly 

review what we have done, where we are, and where we are 

going.   The first objective Is to detect changes is the SED as 

a result of exposure to electromagnetic radiation.   It was 

assumed and verified during the early phase ef the program, 

that the effect ef clectromagaetle radiation and eonsequsatly. 

heat, would result in a complex pattern of deeemposltiea of the 
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primary explosives surrounding the bridgewire of an SED.   It 

was further observed that no single method of analysis was 

capable of detecting or resolving all the effects associated with 

decomposition.   Accordingly, a variety of techniques were used 

to approach the problem of analysis, each with a slightly differ- 

ent viewpoint.   The total approach has been combined ander the 

program heading of Thermal Analysis.   The first technique 

under study is Differential Thermal Analysis. 

Ai- l^ffr.*«***1 Zk££iBii .Af^Y»!! i» * technique used to study 

the effect of heat on any material.   The method involves heating 

the sample under study and a thermally inert reference material 

to elevated temperatures at a constant rate (variable between 

1/2 to 20äC/min.), while continuously recording the temperature 

difference between them as a function of sample or reference 

temperature.   All of the reactions which can occur in the sample 

as it is heated are accompanied by energy changes which generally 

manifest themselves as heat energy.   Some produce h»** «ad are 

called exothermic; some require heat for the reaction to proceed 

and are called endothcrmle.   On a rising temperatare basis, 

endothermie heat effects can be caused by vaporisatiea, decompo- 

sition, invereien. reduction and fuslw.   The «xothtrmie ones 

are due to oxidation, cryetalllxatiee «ad aatocatalytie dceompoai' 

tlon.   The curves obtouned by STA, called thermograms, may 
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then be used to characterize the system under study in terms of 

its thermal reactions, both physical and chemical. 

(1)   Differential Thermal Analyzer 

A Differential Thermal Analyzer is composed of 

three major components:  a sample holder, a controlled source 

of heat, and a device for the measurement of the heats of reaction. 

Fundamentally, only a few basic ideas exist, although practically 

no two units are exactly alike in detail because they are generally 

assembled individually.   The actual design employed, in addition 

to personal preference, is controlled by the ultimate purpose of 

the collected data. 

The analyser used in this work was developed by the 

Robert L. Stone Company of Austin, Texas, and modified for the 

Naval Weapons Station in order to obtain maxünum information 

about the explosives under study with the minimum sine samples. 

The instrument is capable '»f producing data under controlled 

pressure and under s gaseous atmosphere of known, controlled 

composition.   The desired pressure is created by using Nitrogen 

or compressed air.   This allows studies In accordance with the 

LcChatelicr-Braun principle which states that whenever stress 

is placed on any system in a state of equilibrium, the system 

wiU always react in a direction which will tend to counteract the 
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applied stress.   The literature cites a number of reactions which 

are unexpectedly and quite profoundly affected by pressure. 

Gases of known composition may also be swept through 

the sample during the OTA run to carry off any other gases being 

evolved through decomposition.   This allows studies of reactions 

with and without the reaction-participating gases present. 

A second technique used to study the effect of heat on 

solid t.Tlosives is Infrared Spectroscopy. 

B.   Infrared w:.'ctroscopy 

Infrared sp«.- >oscopy is based on three laws of physics: 

(1) that molecules and the atomic nuclei of molecules arc in con- 

stant motion, (2) that all molecular motions occur with fixed and 

characteristics frequencies, and (3) that when the frequency of 

radiation is equal to a natural frequency of the molecule, then 

the molecule will absorb radiation.   (If the frequency of radiation 

differs from the frequency of the molecule, the molecule will 

transmit or reflect the radiation). 

The absorption of the molecule depends upon the natural 

modes of the motion, particularly the vibration of the molecule. 

Since the vibration pattern of the molecule is determined by the 

vibrational frequencies of the masses of atoms present in the 

molecule, the various structural groups and configurations of 
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molecules will yield characteristic   absorptions.   Just as each 

component has its own characteristic infrared absorption spec- 

trum, a mixture of components will yield an absorption spectrum 

containing the characteristics of all the components.   The absorp- 

tion at each wavelength is the sum of the absorbances for the 

individual components at a given wavelength, the contribution of 

each component depending upon its concentration and absorptivity 

at that wavelength. 

The infrared spectrophotometer measures the absorption 

of the sample by illuminating it with infrared radiation - one 

wavelength at a time - and plotting (recording) the transmittance 

of the sample vs the wavelength of radiation.   The recorded infra- 

red spectrum is thus a true "fingerprint" of the sample * the most 

characteristic physical property of the sample. 

(1)   Equipment 

The instrument used in this program is a Beckman 

IR.-5 Infrared Spectrophotometer and is an automatic recording 

double beam instrument.   Equipped with NaCI optic», the IR-5 

has a wavelength range of 2 to 16 microns and scans the entire 

wavelength range in 16 minutes, recording linearly in trans- 

mittance and wavelength. 

The explosives under study are prepared for sampling 
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using the Potassium Bromide technique.   This method consists 

of diluting the materials in solid Potassium Bromide and then 

pressing the mix to give a fused disk which can be introduced 

into a light heam of a spectrophotometer.   Since the Potassium 

Bromide is transparent over the range of interest, the resulting 

spectrum is that of the sample. 

The third major technique used in the pxügcam is 

Gas Chromatograph/. 

C.   Gas Chromatographv 

The fact that gaseous mixtures are separated into their 

component parts as they are passed through a packed column of 

certain solid materials has given rise to a method of analysis 

known as gas-solid chromatography.   This separation is accom- 

plished through the phenomena of ad-and absorption of the gas 

by the solid.   One of the most prominent materials used in gas- 

solid chromatograpby is the molecular sieve.   The molecular 

sieve is a dry, crystalline material containing small diameter 

pores that act net only as a sorbent for certain gases, bat is so 

manufactured that it is capable of separating molecules on the 

basis of sise.   In an operating gas Chromatograph, the sample 

to be analysed is injected into an injecttea port where it is 

picked up by a carrier gas and transported threagh a separating 
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column.   As the sample gases are of a different size, the smaller 

ones may pass through the pores of the sieve practically unhindered, 

while the larger ones may require a considerable period of time to 

tvA its way through the column.   If a detector is placed at the end 

of the column, the time for the gas to appear and the quantity of 

gas present may be determined.   A simplified block diagram as 

well as a flow schematic of a typical gas Chromatograph is shown 

below. 

Carrier 
Gas 

bjection 
Port 

Oven Chamber 

bjeetioa 
ort 

-Flow Meter 

■ Pressure Regalater 

ILSfflJSHiMAZBL 
Flgart   I 
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(1)   Equipment 

The equipment used for this study was a F&M Model 

500 linear programmed high temperature gas Chromatograph. It 

is capable of either programmed or isothermal temperatures to 

500oC and has separate and independent temperature controls 

for column, detector and injection port.    The detector is a thermal 

conductivity cell and its response is based on the difference in 

thermal conductivity between the carrier gas and the sample 

components, and furnishes the signal for a Minneapolis-Honeywell 

Model No. Y143X Recorder.   The column used was a six foot 

stainless steel, coiled column packed with Molecular Sieve No. 

5A, (5 Angstrom pores). 

UI. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 

With a number of techniques available for use in the study of 

thermal effects on primary explosives (including several not des- 

cribed which include TGA and microscopy)» we are now able to 

proceed to the second program objective - namely, determine 

what conditions were necessary to effect the changes noted. This 

work is currently in process, bat I would like to give you a pre- 

view of what information is available to date, and the direction of 

our present work.   The following curv«,   Figure 2, is a plot of 

decomposition of Lead Azide as a function of time at fixed tempera- 

ture. 
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Decompoaition of Lead Azide as a Fuactica 
of Time and   Temperature 

250oC 

c « 
u 
u 
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"2       4      S       §       10     U      M      16     B"   20     2     » 
Time (Hours) 

Figure 2 

The completed curve i« based on studies at 250oC and shews that 

at relatively high temperatures, Lead Azide decomposes quite 

rapidly.   During this decomposition under atmospheric conditions, 

the lead oxidises forming a number of oxides.   The oxides formed 

depends on the decomposition temperature.   Let me call your 

attention to the points on the 200oC and 2S0oC curves for six hours. 

At 250oC, the sample i« virtually completely decomposed insofar 

as the Lead Aside is concerned.   The oxides formed at this tem* 

perature, however, are chemically active.   The decomposition at 

200oC for six hours is roughly 60% complete with lower oxides 
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formed.   Let us now look at a comparison of weight losses of 

the explosive and degree of decomposition.   It is immediately 

seen in Table  1 
Table   I 

Nitrogen Loss vs Weight Loss of Lead Aaside 

200° C. 250° C. 

Time Weight 
Loss 

Nitrogen 
Loss(GC9 Time Weight 

Loss 
Nitrogen 
Loss(GG} 

6hrs. 15.1 15.1 20 min. 6.2 6.7 
6hrs. 15.1 15.2 

30 min. 11.5 13.1 
16 hrs. 14.8 16.4 
16 hrs. 14.8 16.1 1 hr. 11.6 13.9 

24 hrs. li.7 20.5 2 hrs. 13.7 20.7 
24 hrs. 18.7 18.2 

6 hrs. 16.3 27.8 
65 hrs. 20.3 21.8 

18 hrs. If. 7 28.1 

that at 200oC, weight losses are marly comparable to the degree 

of decomposition as dctermiaed by the loss of nitrogea, whUe 

weight losses at 250oC show much smaller leases ia weight. This 

buUeates a higher degree of oxldatiOB taldag place at the higher 
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temperature.   Why ia this important, or is it?   The indications 

right now are that it is important, particularly when we attempt 

to apply this information to the third phase of the program.   In 

this phase, we are attempting to correlate the reliability of the 

EED with the degree of decomposition.   The curve illustrated 

below (Figure 3), shows the energy requirement for 50% fire of 

Lead Aside versus the degree of decomposition. 

44 * 50% Firing Point of Colloidal Lead Aside 
As a Function of Decomposition 

3 69SBlS2iai27 

Percent Decomposition (QC) 

Flgor«  3 

A Mk 1 Mod 0 Squib wnt used as a •♦«adasd test vebicl«.   The 

carve shows that a« the explosive begins to deeowpoM, fee energy 



required for the 50% point increase« until a maximum is reached 

at 7% nitrogen loss or 25% decomposition.   Up to this point, this 

is as expected.   As the explosive initially decomposes, it may act 

as an insulator, requiring greater initiation energy to reach the 

remaining undecomposed explosive.   Beyond this point, however, 

the energy requirement drops until it stabilizes at and beyond 14% 

nitrogen loss or 50% Azide decomposition.   How can this be ex- 

plained?   First, let me note that as the energy drops from the 

peak required for initiation, the acoustic intensity of the detonated 

squib also drops.   To distinguish between "go's" and no-go's) in 

this region, we are presently attempting to coat the bead with a 

second cc*t of undecomposed Lead Aside.   We hope that detonation 

of the second stag« Azide can be used to distinguish burning or 

sparking from lower energy detonation which can still build up to 

full detonation of the EED.   Let me return to the weight loss 

venus decomposition curves which showed the formation of different 

oxides, depending on the decomposition temperature.   The indica- 

tions to date are that the higher oxides are not inert, bat arc 

capable at least of ignition.   The drop in acoustic intensity noted, 

therefore, would be explained by the reduction of active Lead Aside 

into lower energy oxides plus the rcmaiaiBg undecomposed Lead 

Aside.   The conclusion of the second stage Aside firings will thus 
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provide us with the first part of the third program objective, 

namely- - predict the degree of hazard or dud in aa BED. Since 

we have now touched on the three phases of the program at 

Yorktown, let me cover briefly the work that has been done to 

date on Oiaxodinitrophenal or DDNP as It is generally known. 

DDNP was one of the explosives studied early in our pro- 

gram which responded to analysis by infrared spectroscopy. 

I mention it here only to illustrate the point that it is quite 

probable that different explosives will respond to different 

analytical techniques.   While the data available is sketchy, it 

shows that infrared analysis of DONP offers a potential for re- 

solving decomposition.   The curve in Figure 4 illustrates the 

absorption spectra of DDNP. 
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Infrared Spectra of ODMP 
Wavenamber Cm"* 

t —r 
Wavelcaftlt la Mierpa* 

rifar« 4 

Samplet of DONP were heated ander varieae 

carefoUy weigiied after heatiag to determine the lose ia weifM. 

The decompeecd samples were retested «ad showed a decrease 

in the absorption band at 2200 em'1 oatU the bead eompletelf 

disa^eared.   The decrease aad final Usappearaaee of tUs band 

appears to be directly related to the decomposition of the OOKP 

as illustrated ia Figure S. 
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i .4 i i u a u u a u a 
AbcerlMiae« $1 ODNP at « FtmeUoa of Wci^t 

Figttr«  S 

tkit mctliod for detormiaiag Um ««garst of doeomposi- 

tioB of O0NP bt «eeurat« witMa Untits roquirtd for this program, 

it eaa b« aaed to rotot« firtog-doeompotitloa-Umt data a* ilto»- 

tratcd «arUor for Load Mid«. 

IY. SUMMARY 

Tfc« toformatim obtalaod to date tedieat«« tliat Hi« objectiv«« 

of tit« program at tb« Naval Wtapcm« ^atioa eaa b« acbi«v«d. W« 

bav« d«¥«lep«d or appUod a aambor of t«el»lqtt«« to tb« woalf •!• 

of primary «xploilv«« to d«t«rmiae tb« degre« of i 
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of primary explosives.    We are in the process of completing 

work which we feel will enable us to determine what conditions 

of temperature and time the explosives have been exposed to. 

And, finally, we have illustrated that decomposition of the explo- 

sive can affect the firing of an EED.    There is »till much to be 

done.   Some of the things we plan to do in the future are: 

(1) Continue second stage firings simulating a complete 

EED in an attempt to redefine a failure or "no go" in our testa. 

(2) Complete studies of Colloidal Lead Azide.   This will 

include completion of time-temperature-decomposition curves 

with related firings of Mk 1 Mod 0 squibs, 

(3) Extend present studies to ignition systems presently 

used in EEOs in the fleet today, or proposed for use.   Lead 

Styphnate is next on our list for study. 

(4) Study the problem of sampling the explosive from the 

EEC for testing.   Areas such as effect of solvents on decompo- 

sition products, interference of binder on teat results, etc. 

(5) Evaluation of new techniques where required (Thermo* 

volumetric Analysis, which plots gas evolution from DTA tests 

as a function of temperature). 
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PAEER3 NOT PRESENTED ORALLY 

43.  aaauaaz toassAiM lasmtez* last ^a^a *• v**™* 
Mi 

itissLiisassm 

A transmitter has been developed for this program to cover the frequencies 
from 300 Mc to 10,000 Mc. A miniature tape recorder is being developed to 
handle the output of 20 sensors. Some limited RF tests on ordnance items 
have been performed. Future plans include an indoor RF transmitting facility 
with RF simulation chambers for the lower frequ^n^y range. 

44. Transient Electromagnetic Field Propagation Through Charles W. Harrison, Jr. 
Infinite Plates and Into Hollow Cylinders and 
Sphyficttl S^m of Flftifre Conductivity 

Oaussian electromagnetic field pulses of several standard deviations are 
propagated through infinite plates, into the interior of hollow cylinder and 
spherical shells. It is shown that gaussian pulse fields of relatively 
long-time duration (standard deviation of 24M-see or more) defined on the 
aurfaea of plates and cylinders are propagated through the metal walls with 
some diminution in amplitude. When the incident pulse undergoes reflection 
at the boundary surface as well as transmission through the metal wall, the 
total attenuation sustained by the field is enormous. 

45.   Tto Stotta Iff Tftafeto lisiiite Mag La fegal c- v. cook 
h Statva Biaact (^HT.'lftSU.ws 

The S&ndia Corporation low level RF testing system is now a fully 
operational test facility. The changes necessary to develop the experimental 
system into a fully operational system are described in detail. Its 
capabilities, its advantages and disadvantages and the techniques of testing 
as well as the methods of automatic data acquisition are described. 
Anticipated future uses for this type of test facility are discussed. 

46. Slot Receiving Antennas as Related to R*«^    Charles W. Harrison, Jr. Slot Receiving Antennaa as Related to R*^g 
Freaueney Haaarda to QrdnaKaa 

These types of slot receiving antennas are discussed quantitatively in this 
paper. The general theoiy is applied to solve specific problems. The results 
are presented .In the form of curves relating the power to the frequency. These 
curves may be regarded as transfer characteristics for the slot receiving systems 
because from them the power in the load for any given value of field strength 
may be determined iraaediately. In the low-to-aedium frequency region, most 
of the curves have a positive slope of 6 db/octave with increasing frequency, 
and beyond 10 Me/sec they are osciUateiy in nature. 
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47. A Study of the Simulation of Instrumented to D. Boyd Barker 
Loaded EED's Richard K. fry 

With the assumption that both instrumented and loaded EED'o belmve as linear 
systems, the analysis predicts the degree of simulation in terms of basic 
thermal parameters. Measured values of parameters and evidence supporting 
the model are given. Graphs are presented characterizing the degree of 
simulation for devices under various conditions. 

48. Measurement of the Least Possible (Worst Case)        Ramie H. Thompson 

D?y49g8 

The attenuation of a protective arrangement may result from reflection, or 
energy absorption and dissipation, or some combination of the two. That part 
which is due to reflection can be cancelled or reduced under son» conditions 
cf impedance relationship; the least possible (worst ease) attenuation is 
that due to absorption alone. This value .'« shown to be that which is measured 
in a system employing matching networks on both sides of the sample under test. 
Formulas are derived by analysis of equivalent circuit», and experimentally 
verified. This method is particularly useful for the üOJCe - lOOMc range, 
where impedances are easily measured, but matching systems may have 
objectionable inherent loss. 

49. Anti-RADHAZ Device for Bombs (U) L. L. Woolston 

This device protects electroexplosive components in the bomb's fusing system 
by providing total impermeability to electromagnetic radiation £em radar and 
communication transmitters at all frequencies. This is acconplished by using 
a conductive barrier, penetrated only after boob release, between the boat» 
connector and the electrical charging cable to the aircraft. RADHAZ tests 
and recent functional tests have been so successfully indicated that the design 
principle used may be useful in future weapons as well as for the current 
application. 

50. PJcatinnv Arsenal Artillerv Amunition Stanley M. Adelaan PJotinnv Arsenal Artm 

The Artillery Ammunition Laboratory at Pieatinny Arsenal has for several 
years been engaged in a program to determine the vulnerability of 
electroexplosive devices and to safeguard sleetroexplosive devices from RF 
radiation. This has Included theoretical analysis, laboratory testing and 
field testing where possible, and also the incorporation of RF attenuators 
in sleetroexplosive devices. 
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51. Infrared Detector Teehniauea for Eatim&tlng the John P. Warren 
RF Power In a Heated Brldgewire 

A detector is mounted close to, but not touching, the bridgewire, to measure 
infrared radiation. This measurement is an indication of the amount of RF 
energy input which causes the radiation. The system is calibrated with DC 
input, because measurement of DC power presents no problems. Two such 
detestors are described in detail, with their instrumentation; capabilities 
and limitations are discussed. 

5?. Non-Electric Stimulus Transfer Systems and Robert C. Allen 

Non-electric stimulus transfer systems (NESTS), incorporating completely 
contained mild or miniature detonating fuse and through-bulkhead detonation 
or ignition transfer units, can be designed to accomplish any number of 
one-shot fonetions from ignition and destruct to the actuation of valves and 
switches. Properly designed NESTS are completely insensitive to RF, stray 
currents, and other induced or even deliberately applied electric currents 
and also eliminate the need for prlnwry «xplosive compositions, ground 
check-out equipment, and critical interface tolerances. 

53. A Fe&aibilitv Study for a Sonic ^»■pdjMf/fUflng James A. Rms»! 
iijaj rann v,j R sw 

Sonic energy is mechanical energy—not electromagnetic ener^r. Thus sonic 
energy cannot induce electrical current in firing circuits of squibs or fuses. 
This premise praspted a study which demonstrated the feasibility of a sonic 
arming/safing system for air-dropped weapons. 

54. EMR Hagarda to EEDE Lt. Col. Heuben B. Moody 

Conc«m over electromagnetic radiation hazards to electroexplosive devices 
(ord EEDs) arises from the fact that electrical leads to an EED can, under 
certain conditions, act as an antenna. There have incidents, albeit very 
few, when leads to an EED have extracted sufficient energy fro» an electromagnetic 
field environment to cause inadvertent detonation. 
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««   TRANSIENT  ELECTROMAGNETIC  FIELD PROPAGATION 
THROUGH INFINITE  SHEETS, INTO SPHERICAL SHELLS, 

AND INTO HOLLOW CYLINDERS 

Charles W. Harrieon, Jr. 
Member of the Technical Stall. 

Sandia Corporation, Albutjuerque, N, M, 

Introduction 

This study was undertaken to determine the shielding characteristics of thln-wsUed infinite sheets, 

spherical shells, and cylindrical tubes, illustrated by Figure 1, under transient conditions.   The shields 

are made of aluminum and contain no slots.  Gaussian electromagnetic field pulses are pzopagated through 

the infinite sheets, and from outside to the inside of closed containers in the geometrical shape of spheres 

and cylinders.   Time histories of the attenuated pulses are computed.   For the case of the infinite con* 

ductive sheets the propagated pulses are compared to fee associated impiagteg pulses on Has basis of 

available energy per unit area. 

Finally, the field is calculated in th« interior of cylindrical tubes of finite lengths, when «he ends 

are connected by wire to a generator delivering a current pulse of gaussian shape.   From the theoretical 

point of view, this problem Is closely related to that of calculating fee field within a missile stripped of 

interior components, when subjected to a direct lightning strike. 

The Impinging Gaussian Pulse 

The description of the impinging pulse in the time domain employed in this 

' t -W 
eM • Ae (1) 

where A is the value of e(o), t it the time,  and t  is a measure of fee pulse width.   The spectrum of 

fee pulne is obtained by taking fee Fourier transform of (1).  Thus, 

.AJ   e'^   e-^dt.At^e'^) EttJ • Al    e e*!8"* dt • AufTe        Vt' <« 

where 

In evalmting FouHar transforms by numerical methods It Is often eonvonient to truncate fee frequency 

spectrum in passing from the frequency to time domain, and truncate fee limits of integration when com- 

puting the frequency spectrum of a given time function. 
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Let ej (t) be the new time function obtained by taking the traiMform of t 

function.  Assume that the cutoff frequency is fe • S. 5it.  The error is then 

„(t) - U(t)- «jWl •   J"   E(f)e32mdf +|       Effl^df <4) 

Thus. 

■Ci i»(t)«n   |E«)idf. (S) 

Substituting (3) into (S) and integrating, *(« s 0.009U.  Thus, e t (t) dees not depart (ram e (t) by i 

than 1 pereent at any time» 

M «W is • plan« wave, the energy ill fit« £al»e is gi^rao by 

{8} 

m 

ut.fj  [.ft)]»dt.|f ^(«[»df. 

where the last relation follows from Parseval's identity. 

The energy lost by truncatton d the «peetpum is 

U|.| [  Imf*. 

(I) and 0). and pertonnUig »a bvtegratifl«. It is fmrad e>M ü| • 0.88021«^.   Thus. 0.013« af 1 

of the «nergy is tort by temcatton of the tnqamsy «peotni» at f • 2.S^. 

^ • a.« • a^t/tf^. The "W^ißea^'* i««i wMfe of the ttoi 

tt • It its th« pulse dmrattea is consider^ te be 11,4 MI. tfee 

U 34.4« kcs.   tfet l««-8m|*Stttdt width of a gaMstas puls« la 3. Säätj 

ia8sa.at1<S.3t . Th«s, 

TN 

It is re»d% shewn from tlemantary 

tot 

aid Cyltodsr« 

d for fwrmUei inetdwse« of *• electric field art  ' 

K®   aycMkd + j^ ^stahd' 
m 
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^ü l (9) 
E (f)'l coskd * jt »in itel' 

where E^f) is the electric field emerging from the f»r iide of the j*eet, Ee(f) is the incident el«etric 

field, and E t (f) is the tangential electric field on the near tide of the sheet.« This field is the vector 

sum of the incident and reflected fields. E0(f) » Ei (ft, and when f > o, E t (ft > E l (f) because of skin 

effect (refer to Figure I). 

•^ft + j). t »ym a + j). do) 

k»Jrt^ (i -«, at» 'fOUi, (i - j), 

where « • 4* x 10-? henry/m is the permeability of space and e • 3.72 x lO7 mbos/m is the conductivity 

of filuxninium» 

In deriving (8) and (1), a time dependence of the form exp(jairft) is 
s 

The transfer function for a spherical shell is 

Hltt> 1 

^'cosh^f*. 
(12) 

Her«. H! U the magneUe field Inside the spherical shell. H, is the InoWent magnetic field, a it the outer 

radiu« of the shell, b is the inner radios ot «is ätell. and  d • a - b is the shell 4 

T'^ft^d + J). »»> 

« 
The cylinder transfer funetioiM are 

E.(0   J (Itb)N. (kb) - K (JtbW.fltW 

In deriving (14) and (U), a time deiwndmce of «te form exp (JStft) is assumed.   Here 

miter and inner radii of the tube, respteUvaly,  and d • a • b is the w»U 1 

The «lAseri^a i. o. and t on the fields mean taside. »«side and tengertlal, respectively. 
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Now,' 

ykWNjOtM - Ne(kb)Jt (kb) = -^b' <18> 

(This is the WronslcUn relation.) On combining (14) «nd (15). and making use ot (16), 

E,tt) 

w' "ftf b535^^ - V*^ 
(17) 

This expression permits calculation ot the steady-state field within the cylinder in terms ot the total 

current delivered by the current generator directly connected by wire to the ends ot ate cylinder. It 

is assumed that the current is uniform in this circuit. This will be the case IT the circuit 

are small in terms of the wavelength of the highest significant freqwmcy contained in the 

pulse employed in this study. 

If a plane-wave electric field is directed parallel to the axis ot an isolated cylinder, the 

t,(f) at its mid-point is obtained from atttema theory.   It is given by tit« relation 

V«"-2?fr- (18) 

The effective length of the cylinder is 2h,, and Z, is its impedance,   HsaETandfti-^hS   

SO.!.* 

'"««•«■'aVL' (19) 

-•^fty^fe} 
where s is the cylinder «hap« parameter.   It is 

o-a lnl&, (31) 

The length of the eyUitder is ilt. 

It is of interest to note «tat as f-»o. ate transfer (8). (8), (U), (14). and (IS) 

Et(o)| 1 

Wte l+-f- 

^- 

m*t 

mh) 



tyoJ • 1. 
•»ten 

Ejfo) 
« 1, 

t 

Et(o) 

I Jo)               'to^ad- 
ieriurftr 

Also, from (18) at f —* o, 

1^0)1 • 0. 

(22c) 

(22d) 

(22e) 

(22{) 

Let 

Ott)-0,(1)   t-   jGjtt) (23) 

reprennt any one of the foregoing transfer functions. It can be readily verified by expanding the trigono- 

metric, hyperbolic, and Bessel ftnetioas in aeries, and examining the resulting expressions, that they 

satisfy the relation 

0*(f) • G(-f). (24) 

That this holds for (11) follows from the fact that Z* (f) ° Z J-f), as an inspeetlen of (30) shows. Expres- 

sion (34) sets forth MI importaai property of any transfer function applying to t physically realisable sys- 

tem. 

From (33) 

0(-f) ■ Ot{-f) ♦ JO^-O, (3») 

and by deftaltto« 

0* (ft • O^tt) - jGj«). (36) 

It foJlow» aat 

O,«) ■ C^(.f) (3T) 

is an even funetien, and 

CjOrt^-Oj^n (as) 

i« an odd funetion. 
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The Forin of the Integral« to bs Evaluated by a Computer 

For illustrative purposes, let it be supposed that the time function of the electric field within a 

hollow cylinder is to be computed in terms of the gaussian pulse current the generator delivers by wire 

to the ends of the cylinder.   In this instance, G(f) is the shorthand notation for the right-hand side of (17). 

Then, 

E^f) = G(f) !,(«. (29) 

I0(f) corresponds to (2), that is. 

Ie(f) = At ^2» 
■m 

2 

(30 

far a current pulse in the time domain corresponding to (1).   A is in amperes,   and I if) in amperes/Hz 

for this particular situation. 

The time history of the field on the interior of the cylinder is available from the Integral 

I  G(f)e   ^e^df ejft) • At^it 

-ktJ^w l'kifU) cos 2sft - Gt(f) sin Zwtt 

+ j p^n sin 2«ft + OjCf) ess 2«ft3je df. (31) 

provided the time dependence assumed in deriving G(0 is essp iflrfth   Since G (f) and cos ittt are even 

ftmettoss, and G ({) and sin 3fft are add functions, it follows that (33! reduces to 

(32) i ejft) ■ »At ^l»!   ^^(f) cos iBft - OjU) sin 8rtt]e        '  df, 

This is the final form of the integral to b: evaluated on the computer.   Note that the integral Is necess- 

arily real because e^(t) is a real function of time.  All of the integrals encountered in this paper con- 

cerning the vmrloui shields are similar in form to (32).   The constant A w«g taken a« unity throughout 

the work.   Of course, the units of A will depend on the shielding problem being considered. 
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Discussion of Graphs 

Graph 1 shows the amplitude-time relation of some of the input gaussian pulses used in the num- 

erical study.   Specifically, pulses are drawn for values tj of 6,  12,  24, and 48 Ms.   Note that the peak 

amplitude of unity occurs =t zero time.   The pulses are symmetrical on the time scale. 

Graph 2, based on (9), gives the steady-state transfer characteristic relating E^f) to Et(f) for 

an infinite aluminum plate of thickness 1/32 inch, 1/16 inch, and 1/8 inch. For example, for a 1/16- 

inch plate at 15 kes, the field emerßing from the plate E,(f) is 30 db below the tangential field Et(f) on 

the other side of the plate. 

Graphs 3, 4,  5, and 6 give the time history of the field e,(t) emerging from the plates at desig- 

nated thicknesses in terms of et(t) tor values of tj of 6,  12. 24, and 48 pa, respectively. 

The value of e   (o) is 1 volt Im.   Note that in all cases, the attenuation of the field is no; «teal, but 

progressively increases with plate thickness and decreasing values of tj.   The waves are retarded in 

time in propagating through the plates, as should be anticipated.   The delay increases with plate thick- 

ness. 

Graph 7, based on (8), is like Graph 2, except that ee (t) replacei et (t). 

Graphs 3, 9,  10, and U correspond to Graphs 3, 4, 5, and 6, respectively, except that e(t) 

replaces et ft).   Note that the wave shapes are very much alike, but the amplitude scale is vastly 

different.   Graph 8 shows, for example, that when the peak value of e  (t) is 1 volt/m, t  = 6 ßa, and 

d ' 1/32 inch the peak value ef e ,(t) I» about 1,81 x 10*' volts/m,  and occurs at 0, 01 ms.   H ee (t> = 

10svolts/m, ejjt) = 0.01S1 volts/m.   Note that ee(t) undergoes reflection at the boundary surtac«, and 

this accounts for the large Mtenuation afforded by the sheet. 

Graph 12, baaed on (12), givei the steady-state trsnafer characteristic relating H^f) to H^Cf) 

for a 36-lnch spherical »hell made of aluminum having wall thleknessei of 1/32 Inch, 1/16 Inch, and 

1/8 inch.   As an illuntratlon,   for a l/18-lneh wall 38-lnch sphere at T kes, the magnetic field H   Ö) on 

the interior of the sphere is 38 db below the incident magnetic field H   (f). 

Graphs 13.  U. 15, and 15 give the time history of the magnetic field h , (t) inside the SS-inrh sphere» 

of designated wail thicknesses when the magnetic field he(<>) • 1 ampe.re/m for tj values of 34, 48, 9«, and 

1000ys,   respectively.   As expected, a« the pulse length increages, the field hjW increases.   The thicker 

She shield, the more effective it becomes.   Note the severe distortion of the Incident pulse in prepagating 

Into the interior of the sphere. 

Graph   17 t» like Graph 13, except «hat it «ppliea to a 7S-lnch »pherical «hell. 

Graph» 18,  19, 20, and 21 correspond to Graphs 13,  14, 15, and 16,   respectively, except that the 

computations were carried out for ■ 71-inch spherical shell. 

Graph 22, baaed on <J4), gives the steady-state transfer characteristlt relating E  (f) to E  (f) for 

a cylinder 22,08 feit in length and 16 inches in diameter when the wall thicknesseM are 1/32 inch,  1/16 

inch, am! 1/8 inch. 
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Graphs 23, 24, and 23 give the time history of the field e (t) in the interior of the above cylinder 

when et (o) - 1 volt/m tor tj values of 6, 12, and 24 us. These graph» applying to finite cylinders have 

much in common with Graphs 3, 4, and S applying to infinite plates. 

Graph 26. computed from (14). (15), and (18), permit» one to obtain the db ratio of E 1<f) to E#«) 

under steady-state conditions for a cylinder 22.08 feet in length and 16 Inches In diameter, when the 

plate thickness and frequency are specified. 

Graphs 2'/, 28, and 89 furnish the time history of et(t> fop e#(o) of 1 volt/m for th« ( 

cylinder for t, values of 6. 12, and 24 MC and for wall thickiMHM» of 1/32 inch. 1/18 Inch, aid 1/8 inch. 

Note that the Interior field Is extremely minute In term at of fee incident field.   Most of this »tteBoatte 

is due to the fact that the incident :ield i« reflected by the eyUader; the field et (t) i« extremely small 

compared to e, (t).  Observe that the field on the interior of ft« cylinder is oscillatory in Mtnra.   This 

is accounted for by the fact that the transfer characteristic E^/B^tt), obtained by elimtaating 1,(0 

between (IT) and (18) rises with increasing frequency, and then IftUs off as the {reqmney is sttll I 

Increased, as Graph 26 shows.   No other transfer {«notions employed te this j 

The phenomenon Is not to be attributed to antemm reaoaaaee.   The cyltodtr rwnata» short in terms of 

the wavelength of fee highest signUicant frequency cont&iMd in the i 

analysts. 

Graph 30, eomputtd from (IT), furnishes the ratio et SJtinjXi as a Ittnettas of InKpiewsy for a 

cylinder 22.01 feet in length and 16 inch«» in diameter having wall thlelmessss of 1/31 lach, 1/1« toeh. 

and llf, inch.   Thus, for a total eurrent to any cross section of the cylinder of 1 ampere, ft« field In At 

interior of the cylinder will be «"'volts/m, if At frequency Is ISO tes «ad the cyltodtr wall 1 

is t/Si 

Grip** SI. 12, «mi 31 give the time history of el<t). when l#(») Is 1 

above tor %l value» el 13, 14, «ad 48 «is. 

Graph 34 is the same as Graph 3«. but is eompnted tor a eyUnder 10S MMS in < 

4 taeh« In hei-ht, and having a wall «hick»«»« of 1 /4 toeh.   Thes« dtneMlons arc iwpertsd to apply to a 

Graph S5 presmts the time history of the etoetrle fleU • ^t» inald« • Jugater misitto 

interior eompMMmti when i#te) it 1 ampere for tj vataes of 14, 4t. and M ps. 

dtemwion of «h« misail« is suineienUy small »tat the eurrent is vnUerm in öie 

ends of the missile to the em rent pulse 

Table I preMnts the dMibel ratio af the «wrgy avallabl« in the < 

the for side of «M plal« to «is energy In the toiptagtag plane-wave pulse on Ä« n»er tide of ft« ptate for 1 

eases of taimmtial and lucid»« tteetrte fl«W».   Hie *t«eiM ratio of *• propsgatM and im^nginf p&m 

pealia in the wrteu« altmtimm described in the piper Is maäf obtaiiHtd toy m^oettm, tmmm tiMmt mrm 



TABLE I 

Decibel Ratio of Energy Availabla in the Emerging Plane-Wave Pulse 
from the Far Side of a Plate to the Energy in the 

Impinging Plane-Wave Pulse en the Near Side of the Plate 

(a) <b) 

Case ol the tangential Case of the incident 
electric field electric field 

d t,                     db d 

1 /.IS! t^h 6 M* 

db 

1/32 inch 6 HS                   - 4 -138 
1/16 inch 6MS                 - 6 1/16 inch 5 MS -147 
1/8 inch 6 Mi            -a 1/8 inch (.„..a -158 
1/32 ineh 12MS                  -  3 1/32 inch 12 MS •138 
1/18 inch 12 MS                  -5 1/16 inch 12 Mi -149 
1/8 Inch 12 Mi                  -8 1/8 inch 12 MS ■133 
1/32 inch 24 MS                 - 3 1/32 inch 24 MS •138 
1/16 inch 24 MS                  - 4 1/16 inch 24 MI •144 
1/8 Inch 24 MS                -a 1/8 inch 24 M« •IS3 
1/32 inch 48 MS                  - 3 1/32 Inch 48 Mi -138 
1/16 inch MM»              - 4 1/IS inch 48 Mi -144 
1/8 inch 48 Mi                  • i 1/8 inch 48 MS •IS1 

Table ! was computed from the relation 

db* 10 
tov \' 10 l%. (33) 

Conelirttag Reamrics 

The shielding setiaa of »lumiiium plates, spherleal «tells, and hollow eyltodsri to transient im- 

pinging field« and current» km been investigated rigarwwly.   It hm been •••tuned that the forcing pulses 

contain BO (rtfumtcies wltkiently high to excite reieaaaess in the aphnrteal shells er hultow cylinders. 

The lowest made et a perfectly ccmdttctinc spherical ihall it X#. i, lab, «here fe la the inner radius. 

The lowest radial mad« for a perfectly eoitductiitg cylinder, when the rxeitlng electric field Is jwrmllel to 

the axis of the cylinder, is »,■ ».«lb, where, again, b is the iwitr radius.   The lowest kmgttudtoal 

mod» for tiie cylinder ©eeur» ».lien Ihsi X/2.   A moment's tnvestlfation will reveal that »11 af ®m cavity 

shields studied in this report have dimntsloM mftielently «mal) ttat no rAfMBnees can be «ucittd by a 

■ iS.M Ites, wliteh eorresponia to tj • 8 us.   Thin Is the smallest value of t, rf any gauasian 

pulse considered in the present smUyais, 

It should fee «wtdtnt to the reader that the we of gsuawian jrniaQi la not dictated by any thecrellcal 

conaideratloM.   »i|^ose e#lt> i-orresf»wllng to a ll|htnlB^ tUm it n.easursd,   ■nien, E#(n, the forcing 

faiKtis«, can b« laomt by mimerical Integration, by «slug m tnmeatid form of the Fourier Integral 

U-9 



E.w'{}. v?™*. 

(or pas«i»g from ft« tin» to the frequancy domain. 

Having (oimd the IraqiMney 

find el(t) numerlcftlly by using a 

E,(0 corv«a|Mn<iln( to t 

of the Fourier tatogr»! 

«#ft>. one CM 

•j«*) ■(   G<t>E,(n«'Ifl,*al. 

Thus, «.ft) ean 6« found for any arbitrary wave 

C 

Imp» iathi 

»tta of 

ihap« e^W—Ja« aa «aaUy 

wdaUjrteflN 

Hr. G. t, WU 

wwpregriiatdl 
ItatlM 

MqrMr. E. A. 

tommmeim. C. A. 
Tlwt tettc 
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APPENDIX t 

THE NECESSITY FOR KNOWING THE TIME DEPENDENCE EMPUSYED 
IN DERIVING THE TRANSFER FUNCTIONS 

It has been «tressed that the time aependence emjiloyett in doriving th« transfer futtctiona given in 

this paper for sheet», «pheres, »nd cyUnderi U exp <j2«(t). I' th« time depend« nc« exp (-pfft)"tevore!l 

by many electrodynamiats -• had been assumed in the development of {13), for example, the effect would 

have been te substitute k for ■». The transfer function then become« 0*(f) instead et G{t\ • H^fl/H^f). 

To obtain meaningful results in the sotittkm of transient problems this change must be reflected by appro- 

priate sign changes in the exponents of the Fourier irmsterms tor pasatng from the frequency to th« timv 

domain, and vice versa. 

Consider a series RL circuit (assumed to be linear),   Th« driving vettege is e(t> and the current 

in the circuit is l(t).   The differential «imtian Is 

•W» LSM +Ri(t). 

Let eW • e1*1**   Then. l(t> > Gm»1*^*where O<0 ■ 1HR * J»U  Canstraet the foEewtng tebk. 

ttti SftJ 

f g<f»«)e|,,*1df 

multiply by tetiW« 

IPpepeirtysf Unesr »y^em» < 

Knee e(D • J "E«^*
1
^, for cwisistw». 15« • J *»<»Se^IW%t. 

Altoimlivety, U tit»»»'1**1!» Mlows MM 6Jf» • lim • J«U, 

Mt) 
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APPENDIX II 

NOTES ON THE MACHINE EVALUATION OF THE CYLINDER TRANSFER FUNCTION 

Ut 

».  Al mmatoMd tot^e body of th« paper, as f-* e, Oto. o} • I + jo, 

b.  WhM o 4 R^Zj) i i. Oliv tj) may b« mlvatoi diraeay iMtag 

{36 bits); howaver. when 5'< R^«^. 0(^. s^) eawxH b* aceurately «valw^d dlroeny xuk 

of th« «xtrame dUticalttoa ancountarad in evslmttoir OtSj. ■,> mm mtätipU-pracision 

Ut 

whara 

D - M • Nj^l l^,,» - J,(at>} - 3M (V»,» - N,<.t>}. 

Riamwpeaafbla«oa)9andJa(t)«iidNa(i) Uia Taylor MrtaaabMtij.  RaeaUagtiMt« s,-t^ Ik 

Vi * »> • V»i>" • Ja W+ lr CS» ♦ ^ *-* <«,»♦•• • 

i tor Na(a| * I) • «„(«,!. Conbiein« powtra of V Ud rrnHtHm »»» «a 
i Bs SOP tllMf UTfttHMMt  JfUHOS 

D - M . ^j;- ^N;} +|r
,|Klj;. J^;}* .... g%." 

^a«C, • Nt4^ J,^8*.  8 ramatea to avataata C,. 

By virtna at tlia ralatfcMMhipa ^ >-^ and N J •-Nj, tt föUowa «>at Cj » 0. 

StaeaJ.^N, 

3'{t) 

N»<«> 
C•--V•N(,!,• • m       a 

C| ' »»{-I*- ^ * 'ij-t»* *}• '«I*. * J,K. * "«• 
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Differentiating J*^z)  and N^z) yields 

Jjt?)     J' (z) 
j^z) = - -?- + -V- - J'W. 

O Z J* » 

N*1i)    N*(z) 
N~'(z) « äj- +—j- - N*<z). 

As before, the terms involving J*-and N* cancel and 

M . 
z. I 

Differentiating again yield« 

J-M. . .^+ 2-S. 2  •  . j- 
% i        ,,!       ^S       e 

a »uiiilar expression holds for N^".  Now, 

^■^■l^-lV'li-t'^]' 
K was decided that four terms of the expansion would be satisfactory (or better than l-persent 

accuracy in the i 

8 < Rm(ij> i SO, 

0<V S» • wrfru« —^ /    T7  3-. 

-H^^f-v] 
•ftt» »ppmitaattenwas used for 8 <V*1>* 80" 

e.  For H^djJ > 10. two terms of the asymptotic expansion may be used. 

Wehava. 

M.-J-. 

DS ^-[-^r.h^.^l 
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h5.    THE SAND1A RF TESTING FACILITY 
USING LOW-LEVEL ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION 

A STATUS REPORT * 

C, W   Cook 

Sandia Corporation 
Albuquerque, New Moxirn 

INTRODUCTION 

In 1958. Sandia Corporation (Organization 1424) star.ted planning a radio 
frequency (RF) faculty which would determine the susceptibility of a system to 

electromagnetic radiation (EMR).  A low-power facility (lest than 1 watt) was 
decided on. 

The first consideration resulting from the selection of the low-power 
facility was that of developing a detector with which to instrument the electro- 
explosive device (EED) bridgewires so that the amount of energy being dis- 

sipated could be measured.   Prior to this time, thermocouples had been used 
to instrument EED'a; but the thermocouples weren't sensitive enough for the 
typ« of facility being built. 

There are two basic means of detecting RF signals: the superheterodyne 
system and the crystal video system.   Either one of these methods could prob- 
ably have been developed into a satisfactory RF detector; but, after considerable 
study, the crystal video system was decided upon.   The choice of this system 
eliminated one difficult problem:  no RF switching was required in the receiver. 
However, the crystal video detector is not faultless: it is a very broad band 
detector and thus picks up many unwanted signals.   To eliminate unwanted sig- 
nals, a phase-locked receiver had to be employed.   The detector and receiver 
currently used in the low-power facility are described in detail in this paper. 

The capabilities and advantages, as well as the limitations, of the Sandia 
Corporation low-power RF test 'acility are discussed in this paper, and the 
techniques of testing and methods of automatic data acquisition are described. 

Developmental facility described in Proceedings of Hero Congress, 1961, 
reference paper No. 87. 
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CRYSTAL VIDEO DETECTOR 

The criteria that controlled the design of this detector were: 

1. The detector would have to be able to measure the power being 

absorbed in the bridgewire regardless of the balance of the input 

circuits to the bridgewire circuit.   It would have to measure the 

actual power absorbed, no matter what else was happening. 

2. Neither the detector nor its lead wires would pick up any stray RF 

which would result in a false indication. 

3. The detector would have to present a very high impedance across 

the bridge circuit so that the system would be essentially the same 

as before the detector was put in place. 

4. The cable which runs from the detector to the receiver would have 

to go through the configuration of whatever was being instrumented 

with as little disturbance as possible. 

The present system has essentially met all of the above basic requirements. 

The evolution of the video detector to its present configuration is Ulu«- 

trated by Figure 1.   Detectors A and B were never used in a susceptibility test 

because they were too large for easy installation.   Detector C has been used 

in five systems with good results.   Detector D is the current miniaturised 

model. 

The miniaturized detector is basically a Sylvanla IN830 diode, as shown 

by the schematic (Figure Z).   The small capacitors serve as RF filters.   The 

33 K resistors are used to insure good isolation.   Resistors larger than 33 K 

increase the noise level of the whole system, thereby increasing the threshold. 

One-tenth volt was selected as the threshold output tor the receiver (0.1 volt 

gives a fairly stable signal, well above the noise level).   The amount of energy 

being absorbed by a bridgewire to produce this signal varies with each EED 

and with different frequencies.   Consequently, each EED has to be calibrated 
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at each test frequency.   Tests are now run in a band from 700 kc to 10 kmc. 

Fifty-seven discrete frequencies are used for each test. 

The video detectors are calibrated by establishing a reference poirt 

with thermistor-instrumented EED's.   A milliwatt of DC power is fed to the 
bridgewire of the thermisror-instrumented EED; the output obtained from the 

thermistor bridge is taken as a reference point.   In order to find the equivalent 

heating due to RF, the same bridgewire is fed RF directly.   When the bridge 

circuit responds the same to RF as it did to the DC. equivalent heating has 

been established.   Once this reference point has been established, the signal 
generator setting is not changed.   The thermistor-instrumented unit is then 
replaced with a video-detector- instrumented unit.   With this setup, attenua- 
tion is added until the receiver has 0,1 volt output.   The algebraic difference 

between these two readings is the sensitivity of the detector at the particular 
frequency being tested. 

To limit component modification, the detector was miniaturized.   The 
big advantage of the miniaturized video detector is that it requires no modifica- 
tion of the system external to the EED. 

In 1962. Denver Research Institute developed a configuration for the com- 
mercial components which was much smaller than the detectors which had been 
used in several tent».   The miniaturised detector which is installed within the 
EED case has characteristics very similar to the older models.   Figure 3 is a 

calibration curve Tor a miniaturised video detector. 

Ä note should be added about the inatrumentatiou cable connecting the 
receiver and the video detector.   Tests have shown that, to insure against stray 
RF pickups, a double shielded cable must be used.   Commercial cables or 
fabricated cables have been used satisfactorily.   The main requirements are 

that the shields be electrically isolated except at the termination and that the 
terminations make a good RF ground to the system's skin. 

A more complete discussion of shielding can be found in the following 

reference:  Cook. C. W., "Electromagnetic Radiation Susceptibility," Sandla 
Corporation Technical Memorandum 299-62(73): RS 3423/1137. 
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The output of the video detector is fed into a Tektronix Type E differen- 
tial amplifier.   The differential amplifier supplies 70 db of rejection for in- 

phase signals fed to its input.   However, from Figure 2 it can be seen that a 
voltage appearing at one end of the bridgewire will be read to some degree by 
the receiver.   Configurations can be envisioned where a voltage would be 
present at the ends of the bridgewire but not actually dropped across the bridge- 
wire.   Reading a signal of this nature would amount to false detection.   An ex- 

perimental measurement of the isolation from unwanted slgnfls is shown in 
Figure 4. 

The measured isolation indicates that meaningful data can be obtained 

from any EED; however, the type of circuit which would produce a condition 

for false detection is rare in present weapon systems. 

HOMODYNE RECEIVING SYSTEM 

Originally, one receiver (Figure 5) was used at the facility.   Testing 
with one receiver was very time-consuming, and the old system had no effi- 

cient means of presenting the data for rapid processing.   Early tests showed 
that there was a definite need to rotate the system being tested with respect 
to the transmitting antenna. 

In planning the new receiving system, provisions were made for auto- 
matically rotating the hoist table.   The new system has four identical receivers 
(Figure 6) which cut the time required to take the data by a factor of 4. Figure 7 
is a block diagram of one of the receivers which comprise the present system. 

A 1000-cps square wave with a variable time delay is used to obtain 100 

percent modulation of the transmitter output.   Another square wave from the 
same origin is used to switch a diode bridge in the homodyne. 

By getting the detector output (lOOO-cps square wave) phased with the 
homodyne switching square wave, a peak is obtained from the output of the 
homodyne.   The output of the homodyne is a DC voltage which is proportional 
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to power in the bridgewire of the instrumented EED.    From the threshold of 

the video detectors to 40 db above this level the video detectors are square 

law. 

As shown by the diagram, the necessary conversions are made so that 

the data is finally simultaneously typed and punched on paper tape.   The typed 

copy gives an immediate survey of the data being taken. 

Because of the broad band covered (700 kc - 10 kmc), the üegree of 

susceptibility varies greatly.   At frequencies above 50 mc, the angle of the 

system with respect to the transmitting antenna is an important factor.   These 

two factors necessitated the' incorporation of a memory circuit and an auto- 

matic attenuator.   Since the maximum susceptibility for a given configuration 

is of most concern, a memory circuit has been employed v/hich measures only 

the peak obtained during a complete rotation of the hoist table.   The position 

of the hoist table which caused the maximum reading is also memorized.   At 

the completion of a rotation, the channel number, peak response, and angle at 

which peak response occurred are recorded on the data tape.   The homodyne 

has a dynamic range of approximately 10 db; therefore, to read signals larger 

than 10 db above threshold, an automatic attenuator on the input to the receiver 

had to be added. 

To insure that all receivers are working properly and that the gains have 

not changed, a low-level signal is fed into each receiver before a scan is 

started.   If the proper reading is obtained, the scan is made and recorded. 

The present system which employs four receivers has completed a test 

of four configurations across a spectrum of 57 frequencies in 8 days.   Two 

days after the completion of the test, the data had been corrected for field 

strength, detector sensitivity, and the 100 percent no-fire level (NF) of the 

EED.   Figure 8 illustrates the final presentation of the data. 
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TEST ENVIRONMENT 

For a system response to have meaning, it must be related to a specific 

environment. A defined and repeatable environment is also essential in eval- 

uating system modifications or fixes. 

The EMR environment at Sandia's facility is set up as accurately as pos- 

sible and is then monitored continuously.   The field strengths in the 70Ü kc - 

1 kmc band are measured with an Empire Devices NF-205 field intensity meter. 

Since the measurements below 30 mc arc made in the induction zone of the 

radiating antenna, a theoretical correction factor has to be applied to the read- 

ings below 30 mc.     Above 1 kmc, the field strengths are calculated from data 

provided by Polarad.   For monitoring purposes a video-detector-instrumented 

EED is attached to an appropriate antenna and placed at a fixed location on the 

ground plane.   This detector is read on each scan. 

To facilitate rapid testing, direct tuning signal generators are now used. 

For comparison purposes Figures 9 and 10 show the old and new transmitter 

setups. 

Figure 11 shows the lelationship between the antenna locations and the 

hoist.   The covered material between the antenna and the hoist is an RF absorb- 

ing material used to reduce ground plane reflections at the VHF and UHF fre- 

quencies. 

Correction factors from "Memo to File, March 1960" by P. Gelt,  1424, 

Sandia Corporation. 
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ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS OF 
SANDIA'S LOW-POWER FACILITY 

Advantages 

The present system offers rapid testing ovex- u vcj.y wide spectrurn with 

continuous receiver checks. The data is immediately available for evaluation. 

Any susceptible areas are pinpointed as they are reached. 

The facility is especially useful for evaluating internal fixes.   Fix evalua- 

tion is made possible by results which are repeatable.   Tests that have been 

repeated after several months indicate that the original responses can be re- 

peated to within 1. 5 db. 

Above 150 mc, aircraft and umbilical cables have a diminishing effect; 

consequently, a system's response can be determined without any external 

simulation.   The mode of entry for microwave energy is easily pinpointed by 

observing the position of the system at which the maximum response occurred. 

The increase in susceptibility due to open access doors, discontinuities, etc., 

is easily determined. 

Limitations 

The size of the system which can be tested is limited.   Aircraft cannot be 

used.   Results have shown that, below 50 mc, external cables are the only mode 

of entry for RF.   To evaluate a system below 50 mc, the aircraft and the umbil- 

ical cable have to be simulated.   For this simulation, an external cable is 

attached to the pullout plug.   It should be emphasized that the external cable is 

merely simulating the mode of entry.   However, comparisons with field dala. 

indicate that a resonant unshielded cable is a worse condition than an unracked 

weapon. 

A second limitation is that all readings have to be extrapolated if the 

response to actual field conditions is desired.   The system being tested can be 

considered to be a mase of R, L, and C.   These are linear elements.   There- 

fore, it is felt that a linear extrapolation is justified.   The validity of low-power 

testing is discussed in further detail in another section. 
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AHEAS THAT CAN AFFECT DATA VALIDITY 

During the checkout of the present receiving system, severed factors 

were discovered which can radically affect (variations greater than 6 db) the 

results of an EMR test.   The automatic cycling and visual datr readout of the 

receiving system permit easy checks of data reruns. 

From many reruns it was discovered that moisture condensation inside 

a system can vary responses radically.   The data indicates that moisture tends 

to increase responses although many cases were observed where the opposite 

was true.   Repeatable data could be obtained only when the system was dry (no 

observable moisture).   The dry condition is felt to represent the most realistic 

condition, since all WR systems are sealed and have desiccant inside. 

A second variable was discovered when it was found that on some days 

all channels responded higher at frequencies below 30 mc than they had pre- 

viously.   This difference was finally traced to the grounded vertical antenna. 

The amount of energy radiated from the yertical antenna varied with ground 

and atmospheric conditions.   When this was discovered, an Empire Devices 

NF-205 field intensity meter was employed to monitor ths radiated field 

strength.   After the environment was made repeatcHe, the data became repeat- 

able. 

VALIDITY OF LOW-POWER TESTING 

How does low-power testing relate to the actual environment which pro- 

duces much more than 50 microamps in the bridgewire (50 mjcroamps is 

approximately the threshold level of the video detector)?   One test has been run 

which verifies the validity of extrapolating from low levels to actual environ- 

ment levels.   This test was run at 10 kmc, using a parabola and a horn to 

transmit and a parabola to receive.   A video-detector-instrumented EED was 

placed at the focal point of the receiving parabola.   With the transmitter turned 
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down, the energy being absorbed by the instrumented bridgewire was meas- 

ured.   From this reading, a linear extrapolation was used to determine the 

power level which would set off a live EED located at the same point.   The 

instrumented unit was replaced with a live EED.   On three separate occasions, 

live EED's were fired within 3 db of the predicted level. 

EMR tests have been run in Dahlgren, Virginia, at high-power levels. 

The main difficulty in correlating the results of the low-power tests with these 

tests is that of defining the environment.   The EMR fields have not been defined 

precisely; however, using the data available, the results have been favorable. 

DESIDERATA 

The facility has already demonstrated that it can be used successfully 

for usvelopment and fix evaluation tests.   It is anticipated that the facility will 

continue to be used for these tests.   After more extensive correlation studies 

are made, it is hoped that most development tests can be run at the Sandia 

facility. 

In an attempt to make continued improvement in the accuracy of the data 

acquired at the facility, the following areas will receive further investigation: 

1. Improved calibration accuracy.   A new calibration setup is being 

designed in an attempt to increase accuracy, especially at fre- 

quencies above 6 tanc. 

2. Increased detector sensitivity.   An increase in the detector sen- 

sitivity would provide more data than can now be obtained. 

3. Improved environment definition.   More research will be done in 

this area so that the number of tests required can be cut down. 
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(a) {o) 
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(d) 

Figure 1,   Video Detector Evaluation 

EED CASE 

Figure 2 Crystal Video Detector 
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rjßurc 5,   Original Ueceiver 
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" SLOT RECEIVING ANTENNAS 
AS RELATED TO RADIO FREQUENCY HAZARDS TO ORDNANCE 

by 

Charles W.   Harrison, Jr. 
Member of the Technical Staff. 

Sandia Corporation, Albuquerque, N, M. 

Introduction 

In the past several years, a number of problems in the field of radio-n w^uency h«8ardi to ordance 

have been discussed in Sandia Laboratory reports. "     This paper U another in the series—the objective 

being the evaluation of radio-frequency power transmission throu^i an access door or clreumlerentiai 

anodiaed butt into the circuitry contained within a cylinder of finite length and radius.   For convenience the 

cylinder is assumed to be perfectly conducting.   This insures that no power may enter except by transfer 

through the slot.   Transmission directly through the skin of a cylinder of even modest thickness, having no 

noies or crack», im* been proved to be negligible at all frequencies for which the cylinder Is electrically 
4-5 short. 

The slot receiving antennas examined theoretically are: 

1. A center-loaded slot cut in an Infinite, perfectly conducting plane of 

infinitesimal thickness. 

2. A thin-walled, perfectly eonduetlng «jyllodrkal tube of arbitrary length 

containing a center-loaded slot extending a portion of the way around the circumfer- 

ence of the tube. 

3. A thin-walled, perfectly conducting eytlndrieal tube of arbitrary length 

containing a complete peripheral slot loaded CD by an impedance across the slot, 

and (S) by internal Impedance».   The problem of »tray capacitance shunting the 

load when connected across the »lot is eonitdered. 

The general theory is applied to solve specific problems.   The reault» are pretented In the fom of 

curves relating the power in a load reststanee of 4. S ohms (in decibels referred to a aero-power level «t 

SO mUllwatts) to the frequency, for an incident electric field of 10 votts/m.   The slot dtoenikms are 1.4S 

by 12 inches.   In seme instances, data is presenled for a 4.3-ohm load with sufficient series rtact<iiKe to 

produce resonance at each particular frequency eonsldewd.   These curves may be regarted a» transfer 

characteristic« for th« tlet receiving system« because from them the power in the lead (or any given value 

of field strength may be determined immedistely.   In the tow-to-medtum frequency region, most of the 

eurves have a positive alafte of 8 db/octave with lncr«»sinf frequency, and beyond 10 me/sec they are 

«»dilatory in nature, 
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Center-Loaited Slut Ruceiving Anlcnna Cut jr. an Infuiitc1, 
Perfectly C'ondiielüig I'limi' 

Figures la ami lb illustrate an iropudance-luadecl slot rece.ving antenna that is out in an infinite, 

perfectly conducting sheet of infinitesimal thickness.   The sheet coincides with the plane is = 0; the slot 

extends in length from x « -hS to x - hS, and in width from y • -jtuy-j-.   The load terminals of the slot 

are located at x ■ 0, y = +  5-,   and 2 => 0.   The electromagnetic field incident upon the slot is assumed to 

originate with the dipole source of lenj^h t and the image sourec shown in Figure la.   For simplicity, the 

axes of the sources are oriented parallel to the y-axis.   Their centers lie on the z-axis, a distance R 

measured normal to the sheet.    The dimension R satisfies the inequalities /-fit >> 1 and R >> t, where fl 

is the wave number.   These conditions insure that the field incident upon the slot is a plane wave.   The 

source and the image source carry currents that are in phase opposition, as shown. 

Note that the incident field has no component of the electric field across the slot.   The only components 

of the electromagnetic field that arc tangential to the infinite conducting plane z = 0 and the slot cut in it are 

those of the magnetic field.   Thus, the incident field may be regarded as generating surface currents on the 

»onducting plane and these,  in turn, produce separations of charge that maintain a transverse electric field 

across the slot. 

In the analysis, two symmetrically placed sources are required in order to maintain complete symmetry 

between the half-spaces.    Actually, the coupling between these half-spaces is not great and essentially the 

:;an'.c rciults apply to cither hail-space, even if there is no source in the other.   The contribution of the 

second source is provided almost complete,y by the image in the conducting plane—which is unbroken except 

for the slot.   Thus the image source is almost perfect and differs little from the second source assumed in 

tin- *uialy*is. 

If the ground plane is not infinite in extent, the problem is fundamentally different.   However, if the 

plane extends many wavelengths beyond the slot, and the distance R from the source to the ground screen is 

miich leys Hinn the distance of the slot from the edge of the Mcreen, the results obtained for the infinite 

ground plane may be expected to be reasonable approximations.   If the ground screen is not large compared 

to the wavelength, the effective length of the receiving slot must include consideration cf the finite size of 

the ground screen.   Complementarity is not applicable since this actually assumes an infinite ground screen, 

(*peai-nt results evidenth throw no clear light on the problem of reception by a slot in a finite cylinder or 

siiher three-dimensional object, although a qualitative similarity mas1 i>e expected if the nvtal surface is ver) 

largi' m extent compared wall the wavelength. 

The shmn-i u'eiut runvnt i   at the terniinals of the strip receiving antenna (the complement ot ihr .;hit) 

,   211 1:"" 

x d 

■.vl..-.■.• 2ll    ... lilr effeilAr I. i.,i;lh lor parallel  Ur.deuce of the el.vtrn   f.l :d I.        ,   .11.d /.    ' It     t 
e j N 

i;r.\itiu tnHt.\ .(....fdajwr uf livf strip (v;f wt d .it the !erimral> x - J.-,  \      o,  .'.  • OJ '.vh.. n  .sed fn 
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■ INSTANTANEOUS DIRECTION 
OF CURRENT IN IMAGE 

-L 
IMAGE  ""-R 
SOURCE 

INFINITE PERFECTLY 
CONDUCTING PLANE 

INSTANTANEOUS 
DIRECTION 
OP CURRENT 
IN SOURCE 

SOURCE 

Figure la.  Slot Cut in an Infinite Perfectly Conducting Plane of Infinitesimal Thlckneea 

r'jgure lb.   Receiving Slot Antenna With Load Z, 
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Evidently the current I    is also given by the relation 

Id.2 
X 

Hddy. 
y 

(2) 

Heir H   is the mannetlu field transverse to the strip at x • 0. 
3 

The voltage appealing across the terminals of the strip antenna when they are open-circuited is 

I Eddx. 
x 

(3) 

In this relation E   is the electric field across the gap in the strip.   The principle of complementarity 

may now be applied, and conductor and air interchanged in the plane z • 0; also,the electric and magnetic 

fields are interchanged according to 

Ed.-<;H» 

Hd • E"/4 

(4a) 

(410 

where £ * 1207 ohms. 

Note that by this interchange the electric «trip antenna having an air gap in the Interval -5 1 x 1» 

now becomes a slot cut in an infinite perfectly conducting plane having a short-circuit of width S connected to 

the slot terminals y " 11-. 

Substituting (4) into (2) and (3), 

d2 
"I 

I« E^dy 
y 

(5) 

and 

-i H8dx . (6) 
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But 

E dy = (7) 

and 

„5 
2 

H-dx y 
2 

<8) 

JA 

Hence 

2  y 
<9) 

and 

2Vä 

c 

4 
(10) 

tn these expressions V     and I   are the open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current of the alot,, respectively; 

t    is the electric field across the slot at x " 0, and H° Is the longitudinal magnetic field in the slot at X = 0, 

The short-circuit current at the terminals of the electric strip antenna multiplied by it» driving point 

impedance gives the open-circuit voltage.   The same relation holds for the slot.   Thus, 

d       ^ » 

ld      ^V8 

x      4    o 

<¥ 
4V 

(11) 

Hut r/v° 
y    a 

where Z    = R" + jX" Hence 

zV=-<;2/4; (12) 

■ ■!!-k!ii>wn ;-c;,u!t. 
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Substituting (10) Into (1) and using (4). it becomes clear that the complementary formula for (1) is 

hHinc42 

vs    ,   e   ^        . <13) 
oc zd 

The equivalent circuit of the slot receiving system consists of V     driving a circuit comprising Z   in series 

with the load impedance Z?   • R.   + jX    .    The current in the load is, therefore, 
Li L, JL 

h  HinCi2 

,s   .       e   x   r (u) 

'^FpTz^) 

Using (12), (IS) becomes 

(15) 

The power in the load impedance is 

PL'/laj\. (16) 

Equation (13) may be regarded as the fundamental formula of reception for a slot antenna.   It gives the 

open-cireuit voltage V*    in terms of the effective half-length of an electric strip antenna h : the Incident 

magnetic field H      ,  and the Impedance of the strip antenna Z  .    Z   is also the impedance of a center-driven 

cylindrical antenna of half-length h   and radius a, where a • T- . 

Equations (15) and (16) were used to compute the power in a load impedance 2* » 4.5 + JO. 0 ohms con- 

nected to the terminals of a slot 2h8 • 0.3048 m in length and w • 0.03681 m in width (12 by 1.45 inches). 

For these slot dimensions the shape parameter of the complementary dipole is 0   • 2 In 2hs/a • 2 In 8h8/w > 7. 

It is necessary to determine 0   in order to evaluate h   and Z   appearing in (IS).   The values of Z   and h   for 

known (1   and ßh   may be computed from formulas or read from tts'jles and curves appearing in the work of 
7 -3 King,      Figure 2 shows the power in the load In decibels referred to P    • 50 x 10     watts as zero-level as a 

function of frequency, for an incident magnetic field H      «E     /i« 2.655x10     atnperes/m, IE      • 

10 volts/m |.   The slope of the curve in the low-frequency region is 6 db/octave, and rises with increasing 

frequency. 

This slot receiving system may be tuned by adding a reactance -Xs in series with R,  in the equivalent 
2riH2d2 n 

circuit.   Alternatively, a resistance of value i R /4[(R )   + (X ) ] may replace Z   in this circuit and give 

the same result.   A curve for this case is shown in Figure 3,   Again the slope is positive at 6 db/octave with 

increasing frequency to the point of break in the curve. 
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Kvidontly, for a slot of fixed dimrnbions, fixed load resistance, aiid fixed incident field strength, it is 

impossible for the power in the load to exceed the values given in this graph. 

Hollow Cylindrical Antenna with Impedance-Loaded Slot 

Consider a hollow cylindrical receiving antenna of arbitrary length 2h' and radius a  , illustrated in 

Figure 4a.   Lot the following inequalities be satisfied:   (Sa~ < < 1, h"  >> a , so that Ü   = 2 In 2h'/a   > 1, 

The terminals are located at the center of the antenna and are labeled a, b.   The gap between the terminals 

may be thought of as a completely circumferential slot.   (The impedance of this slot is normally considered 

to be infinite in antenna calculations.)   If the impedance Z    is connected to terminals a, b, it is clear that the 

slot and load impedances are in parallel. 

Suppose now that one would like to fill in a portion of the peripheral slot with metal.   The situation is 

pictured in Figure 4b,    Evidently, the impedance of the slot is again in shunt with the load impedance.   The 

question arises as to what value of slot impedance Z   to employ in parallel with Zj ,   Unfortunately, there 

is no available analytical expression for the impedance of a slot of finite dimensions cut in a hollow cylinder 

of finite length and radius.   To circumvent this difficulty, impedance measurements were made at the 

Physical Sciences Laboratory,  New Mexico State University, on (1) a slot 12 inches long by 1,45 inches in 

width cut in the middle of a 3-toot by 9-foot ground plane, and (2) the same configuration with the ground 

plane rolled up into a cylinder il,46 inches in diameter and 108 inches in length. 

?J- 2a 

-~T. 

iU 

& $ 
'ANTENNA TERMINALS 

Figure 4b,   Section of a Hollow Cylindrical Antenna 
With Impedance Loaded Slot 

Figure 4a.   Hollow Cylindrical Anti-ona 

Fipurc ■».   Hollow Cylindrical Antenna With Impedance 1 oaded Slot 
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Following this procedure minimizes discrepancies in the measured impedance caused by different feed 

arrangements.   The results are shown in Tables I and II.   Accurate measurements of Z   for small ßh   could 

not be mace because the slot behaves essentially as a pure reactance.    It is noted that Z    values in Tables 1 

and II are not vastly different, and it is assumed that these differences are not accentuated at lower frequencies 

where nieasurements could not be made.    Table 111 presents values of Z   computed from (12) for a slot 1.45 

by 12 inches cut in an infinite perfectly conducting plane of infinitesimal thickness.   Evidently, one can work 

to an accuracy of better than an order of magnitude (10 db) by simply assuming that the impedance of a slot cut 

in a hollow cylinder is approximated adequately by (12). 

TABLE 1 

Measured Impedance of a Center-Driven Slot Free to Radiate in Each 
Half-Space Cut in a 3- by 9-Foot Flat Plate.   (The Long Dimension of 
the Slot is at Right Angles to the Long Dimension of the Flat Sheet.) 

Slot Dimensions:   12 Inches Long by 1.45 Inches Wide, 

Zs (ohms) l2a| 

67.69 
80. 9D 
91.79 

116.9 
105. 1 
135.9 
153.0 
158. 4 
185.7 
260.0 
331.0 
385.5 
407.6 
399.0 
388.2 
352.0 
308.9 
286.0 
245.3 
213.3 
204.4 
187.5 
121.3 
117,6 
113.8 
114.8 
1 36, 0 
164.0 
150.3 
194.3 

5. 0 + J67.5 
8. 5 + J80.5 

12 + J91.0 
18 + 1116 
21 + J103 
28 i jl33 
39 + J148 

53 -; jlSO 

05 V J174 
125 * J22B 
228 + J240 
320 + J215 
388 + J125 
398 + j28 
388 + jl:5 
350 + J38 
302 1 j65 
282 t j4« 
245 -J13 
21C -J31 
202 - J31 
181 -349 
105 - J61 
112 • J22 
111 <■ ,125 
108 + .139 
136 + JO.O 
160 + J36 
136 + J.64 

178 + j's 
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TABLE II 

Measured Impedance of a Center-Driven Slot Cut Circumferentially in the 
Middle of a Cylinder 11.46 Feet in Diameter and 108 Inches in Length 

Slot Dimensions:   12 InCuea Lung u^ 1.45 Inciiei» in vViuth 

0.3192 
0.3830 
0. 44C-9 
0.5107 
0. 5745 
0.6384 
0.7022 
0.7660 
0.7380 
0,8300 
0. 8937 
Ü. 9576 
1.021 
1,085 
1,149 
1.213 
1. 277 
1,341 
1.404 
1.468 
1.532 
1.596 
1,660 
l.TSf- 
1.915 
2.075 
2.234 
2. 394 
2.553 
2.713 
2.873 

Z   (ohms) 

5. 5 + J64 
8. 0 t j72 

11 + J81 
14 + j96 
16 + jlOl 
20 + J112 
25 + J97 
29 + jlIO 
32 + J123 
40 + J137 
62 + J161 

101 + 3191 
145 + J203 
194 + J219 
183 + jl90 
184 t J175 
1G0 + J156 
150 t J156 
147 + jHO 
176 + J130 
185 + j!)4 
202 + jsa 
191 + j56 
ISO - J20 
116 ■ |4 
80 + j30 
59 ti41 
65 + j62 

118 + j64 
67 + J79 
52 + j77 

lzs 

64.24 
72.44 
81.74 
96.95 

101.7 
113.8 
100.2 
113.8 
127.1 
142.7 
172.5 
216. 1 
249.5 
292.5 
263.8 
253.9 
223, 5 
216.4 
203.0 
218.8 
207.4 
210,0 
199.1 
161.2 
116.1 
85.44 
71,55 
89,63 

134, 1 
103,2 
92.28 
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TABLE III 

Computed Impedance of a Center-Driven Slot Free to Radiate in Each Half Space. 
Slot Dimensions:   12 Inches Long by 1. 45 Inches Wide 

0. 100 
0.125 
0.150 
0.175 
0.200 
0.225 
0.250 
0.275 
0.300 
0.325 
0.350 
0.375 
0.400 
0.425 
0.4S0 
0.475 
0.500 
0.700 
0.900 
1.100 
.200 
.300 
.400 
.500 
.600 
.700 
.800 
.900 

2.000 
2.100 
2.200 
2.300 
2.400 
2.500 
2.600 
2.700 
2.800 
2.900 
3.000 
3.100 
3.200 
3.300 
3.400 
3.500 
3.600 
3.700 
3.800 
3.900 
4.000 

Z   (ohms) 

0.0012 + J15.13 
o.ooso + jie. 9i 
0.0062 + J22.69 
0.0115 +j26. 47 
0.0196 + J30.25 
0.0315 +J34. 04 
0.0479 + J37.82 
0.07U2 + J41.60 
0.0994 + i4*.38 
0. 1369 + j49.16 
0.1842 +J52.94 
0.2427 + 156.73 
0.3142 +j60. 51 
0.4004 +j64.29 
0.5033 +j68.07 
0.6248 +j71. 85 
1.255 + J94.58 
6.531 + JU9.4 

28.79 + J232.4 
134.5 + J366.8 
293.6 + 1419.1 
518.9 + J307.9 
551.8 + J38.47 
414.9 + jlOl.l 
297.2 - J124.1 
222.3 - J108.5 
175.8 - J83.85 
145.9 - 338.05 
125.7 - j33. 34 
111.6 - J8. 808 
101.4 + J13.19 
93.87 + J36.00 
87.70 + JS8.97 
82.86 + J82.55 
78.79 + J107.2 
75.28 + J132 8 
72.19 + jlS9 9 
69.69 + J188 4 
88.06 + jaia 7 
67.88 + J250 8 
69.90 + 1284 4 
73.48 + J320 8 
86.01 + J358 0 

103.3 + J399 6 
130.9 + J442 8 
173.5 + J488 3 
238.9 + J533 I 
338.5 + J566 6 
482.3 + J362 7 

Izsl 

15.13 
18.91 
22.69 
26.47 
30.25 
34.04 
3.'. 82 
41.60 
45.38 
49.16 
52.94 
56.73 
60.51 
64.29 
68.07 
71.85 
94.60 

149.5 
234.1 
390.6 
511.7 
603.4 
353.2 
427.1 
322.1 
247.3 
194.7 
137.1 
130.1 
112.0 
102.2 
100.4 
103.7 
117.0 
133.0 
152.6 
175.4 
200.9 
229.1 
259.8 
292.9 
329.4 
369.1 
327.6 
461.7 
518.2 
384.3 
660.1 
741.1 



driv 

The equivalent circuit of the receiving system is shown in the cut of Figure ft.    Tt consists of V 

ing a circuit comprising Z   in series with the parallel combination of Z   and R   .    The open-circuit 
^inc voltage is given by the formula V , = 2h E , where 2h is the effective length of a cylinder of half-length 

h ' and radius a , and E r is the incident electric field directed parallel to the axis of the cylinder. Z is 

the driving point impedance of the cylinder at terminals a, b,without slot or load. The graphs in Figures 5 

and ß wore obtained under the following conditions: 

nC = 2 In 2hC7aC • 7 

hC = 8 feet 

.Slot dimensions 1.43 by 12 inches 

Load impedance Z,   - 4, 5 t jO. 0 ohms 

Incident field strength E      »10 volts/m 

Zero level P.   = 50 x 10     watts 

Note that the cylinder is below cutoff at the highest frequency at which the perforr.ünoe of the receiving 

system was computed. 

Although Figure ä holds for a tuned as well as tor an untuned load. Figure 6 applies only to the untuned 

case.   In obtaining the data for Figure 7, which depicts the tuned case, the ihevinen equivalent generator 

was utilized.   The open-circuit voltage is the voltage appearing across Z   with R.  disconnected.   The internal 

impedance of the generator is obviously Z Zc /(Zs + 2 ),   The imaginary part of the generator impedance, 

with reversed sign, connected in series with R. , effectively tunes the slot.   U is absolutely Impossible under 

the stated conditions for a greater transfer of power to take place to a 4, S-ohm load resistor than that pre- 

dicted by Figures 5 and 7, no matter how arbitrary the circuit configuration within the cylinder, provided 
«      2      d 

Z   -4 /4Z   represents the slot impedance to a satisfactory degree of approximation. 

An objection might be raised that when h   <<■ X, Z   is the controlling impedance element in the equiva- 

lent circuit (Figure 5).   In reply, the writer mention» that the short-circuit current at the middle of the 

cylinder is always controlled by thia Impedance,   The short-circuit current is given hy the relation 

1° , • V    /zr. 

Dipole with Load Resistance Across a Circumferential Slot 
'it Infinite Resistance and Zero Capacitance 

Figure 8 gives the transfer characteristic of a dipolc with a load resistance R,  • 4 ohms «cross a 

pertt-t circumferential slot, or gap, at its center.   The voltage V      » 3h E       drives a circuit consisting 

of Z   in series with R. , as shown in the drawing.   For thi« computation, h   • 8 feet; (I • 7, E      • lOvolls/in, 
-3 and P.   - 50 x U)     watts is scro-levt>l.    As before, the electric field is directed parallel to the axis of the 

■ vlinder.    The slope of the curve is 6 rib/u.'.nv, ;imi riHes with increasing frequency. 
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Radio-Frequency Leakage of a Circumferential Anodized Butt 
Located in the Center of a Hollow Cylinder 

A section of a hollow cylinder,  showing a load Z    connected across a circumferential anodized buttt 

id illustrated in Fieure 9.    The butt capac lance C    and resistance R    must be taken into account In the 85 s s 
analysis.    Tho equivalent cin.'uit is shown in the cut of Figure 10,    Note that C   ,  R and R    are in 

parallel,   V      = 2h E""" as befoi e.   The graph shown in Figure 10 was obtained under the following -.mc 

10 volts/m)  hb = 8 feet, fl « 7, R    «4 ohms, C   = 10'   farads, and R   =0,01 ohm. conditions:   E 

Zero-level is P.   = 50 x 10 J watts.   It is thought that the values of C   and H   used are representative of 
L a " 

thoHf* encuumered in practical situations.    The slope of the transfer characteristic is positive and rises 

6 dli /octave. 

Figure 9,   Section of Hollow Cylinder Showing Anodized Butt. 
The Capacitance of the Butt is C   and Resistance 
is R  . s 

Radio-Frequency Leakage of an Off-Center Circumferential Anodized Butt 

The rut in Figure 10 shows the equivalent circuit of a follow cylindrical antenna containing a leaky 

circumferential slot having capacitance, C   ,  and leakage resistance, R   , shunted by a load resistance, R   . 

In Section 7 it is shown that the effective length of a cylinder that is short in terms of the wavelength is 

approximately one-half of its physical length, provided the terminals are not too near either end.   Thus, 

V      = 2h E       has approximately the same value for an off-center slot as for one located at the middle of 

the cylinder, providad the cylinder is electrically short, as assumed here. 

R   and C   remain the dame regardless of the slot location.   For a fixed load the only property of the 

circuit that changes with slot location is Z" ~ -jX   , 

Let Z . represent the parallel combination of the impedance elements R   , R. ,   and -j/wC   .   Assume 

that /X "/ > > /Z  /.    The power dissipated in Z   is proportional to the square of the current through Z   . 
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1; follows that the decibel loss in power in the load caused by moviiiR the slot off-center is given approxi- 

mately- bv the relation 

X 
db = 20 log^ -2ii <iv) 

10  xc 

where X        is the reactance of the asymmetrica; dipole, and X   is the reactance of the symmetrical dipole. 

As a numerical UlustraUur. consider a cylinder for which 2h   = 2.43(1 m (8 feet) and 0=2 ln2h /a= 10. 
t c -3 

Let f = 100 kcs so that X = 3 x 1U   ir..   Then, 3h   = 2, 554 x 10     radians.   The reactance of the symmetrical 
. 8 structure is 

-c - £      '     a ' 2     ' (18) 
„   „, c ) ,      2 In 2 ( 
2*0,.   ( 1 -t   ü_ 2 ) 

so that x" = -160. 2 x 10   ohms. 

Let the slot now be moved off-center, so that it is 2 feet from one end. 

g 
Using King's method of computing the impedance of an asymmetrical dipole,   it is found that Ü. * 10.81 

-3 -3 
and ft, = 8.614.   Also,  ßh   = 3, 83 x 10      radians, and ßh„ " 1.277 x 10     radians.   The corresponding 

impedances, from (18), are X, ■ -119.3 x 10   ohms and X, " -256.9 x 10   ohms.   Now, x''      = (X. + X,)/2 = 
„1 & EIS y i        & 

-188. 12 x 10   ohms.    The db loss resulting from moving the slot off-center by 2 feet is thus 20 log10 

1,174 -1.4 db.   This additional loss must be added to that given by Figure 10 at 100 kcs. 

The loss of power in the load resistance,  R. ,  rapidly increases as the slot is moved away from the 

center of the cylinder,  because X        increases.   Although the problem of the canister with screwed-on lid 

cannot be treated by methods of antenna analysis, it can be stated with confidence that the pickup of circuitry 

within a canister with a leaky slot at the end oi the container is substantially less than for a canister with a 

centrally located slot.   Since results for the latter case are now available, the pickup of circuitry in a 

canister with a lid slot is bounded.    As before,  it is assumed that the load impedance is In shunt with the slot. 

Note that a shield is effective only if currents are free to flow in all directions on its surface.   Thus, 

the lid on a canister should be secured with many bolts to reduce R   and increase C   as much as possible. 

Transfer Characteristic of an Internally Loaded Cylinder 
with Asymmetrically Lnratrfl Circumferential Slot 

This section presents a method for predicting theoretically the slope of the transfer characteristic of 

an asymmctrir dipole with internal load, and account for the break in this curve at higher frequencies. As 

defined earlier, the transfer i-haractunstu   is that quantity which must be multiplied by the incident field to 

give the turrent in the load. 
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Figure U illustrates the slot receiving system under consideration.   The cylinder is uf radius a   and 

'.ongth h   + h?.   Its axis coincides with the z-axis of a cylindrical coordinate system.   A circumferential slot 

is cut at z = 0.   The gap voltage is V   .   The incident electric field, E      , is directed parallel to the cylinder. 

The internal circuit consists of Z      and Z      connected together and grounded to the interior of the cylinder 

at the ends.    This circuit may be generalized in any desired way, as long as a connecting lead to the loads 

passes through the slot.   Normally,  Z      and Z   , are low-impedance elements, and this is assumed in the 

analysis. 

z- 0 

L2 

Figure 11,   Internally Loaded Hollow 
TvUndrical Slot Antenna 
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Let the dimensions of the slot receiving »ystam satisfy the following inequalities. 

ßa1- << 1 

ßh° < 1 

ßhl<l 

0.1 < —- < 10 

h j > > av 

^»a0. 

The cylinder is treated as an asymmetrical dipole receiving antenna.   The effective length of the struc- 

ture can be obtained by taking the Fourier transform of the current existing along the asymmetrical dipole, 

when used for transmission (driven at the slot).   The simple sinusoidal representation of current is assumed 

adequate for finding the effective length of the cylinder. 

I^s')' 
stnßh. 

■sin ß{*\ - «') (20) 

Igte') 
«inßh^ 

sin (ä^tx'). (31) 

Here I   is the input current.   The effective length is 

.■"le^e-fj«^' 

/•"l 
sin ß(h° - st) 
 i-i £ds' + 

sin ßh j 

•'o 

n e(h° ♦ »') 

sin ßhc
2 

ds" (22) 

f        ßh° ßhC
2l Sinf(h= + hC.) 

ßhj ßh^ 
ßcos -j- COS-y- 
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If both ßhj and ßh* are small, cos 0^12 = I; cos 0h!j/2 = 1. and sin |(hj + h^l - f(hi + h^)-   ThPn' 

The induced voltage in the cylinder,  under the assumptions outlined above, is 

V     = t E =i(h'r + h^JE . 
oc       e        2\  1       2/ 

(23) 

(24) 

It is important to note that V     is linearly related to E and is independent of frequency; also that V     is 

not the gap voltage, V   ,  unless the internal circuit is absent.   V   is smaller than V     because of the Internal 

impedance of the source.   The source impedance is the impedance of the cylinder when used for transmission; 

1. e., the impedance of an asymmetrical dipole of length { h. + h„ I and radius a  . 

The impedance (reactance) of an electrically short antenna of half-length h and radius a is given by (18), 

X ' - t     )     "'2     ■ 
2itßh ) .     2 In 2 ( 

(1 + ir2 

The reactance of the asymmetrical dipole is 

asy 4?B hc 177111     \cl i . 2 1n2 hlV+ff^-2/     h2V+H--2/ 

K 
'7 (25) 

2h 2h 
In (25), A, • 2 In —i j Cl, • 2 tn - 

i a        2 
- ,   3 • 2ir/X » —-., where v„ « 3 x 10   m/sec, 

'        v0' 0 
X       is a good approxi- 

mation for the source impedance. 

It is now necessary to find out how the gap voltage V   drives the internal circuit.   Herein lies the key 

to the solution of the entire problem.   Consider Figure 12,   The lower half of the structure is the mirror 

image of the upper half.   CJearly, the voltage V  /2 acts in series with the coaxial transmission line. 

Accordingly, the voltage V   in Figure 11 acts in series with the two line sections in series.   To solve the 

problem, one now regards the slot as short-circuited.   The voltage V      drives a circuit consisting of 

x- asy 
Z\ , and ZJ. in series.   Z\ is the input impedance of the line terminated in Z, . . 
12 I L,l 

Since the cylinder 

is electrically short, Z'   is approximately equal to Z     .    The same comment applies to Zl.   I'sually, one 

does not havt» an electrically long line in an electrically short cylinder.   The •line» constants are merely 

lumped ciicii.t paramcteis.   Zl   and Z' are vfry small compared to X"      at low frequencies.   The current 

in Z' and Z' is controlled by X 
1 2 asy 

The desired transfer characteristic, valid at low frequencies, is simply 

hr 
i(hC

l + hC
2)Ef 

= K't . (26) 

asy 
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Evidently, the db rise in load current per octave is 

2f db = 20 log     ■— « 20 log     2 = 6.02 db/octave. 

At higher frequencies, a break in the curve occurs because X      , a capacitive reactance, no longer 

dominates the circuit.   Hence, the slope in the transfer characteristic must change. 

Note that the pickup will increase 6 db/octave at low frequencies no matter what the internal circuit is, 

as long as it is of low impedance. 

u 

CYLINDER 

ki2, INFINITE PERFECTLY 
CONDUCTING PLANE 

' ! 
1   I I I IMAGE CYLINDER 

> ' > I 
I      1» I 

Figure 12,   Internally Loaded Hollow Cylindrical Slot Antenna, 
and Identical Monopole With Image 

Conclusions 

In this paper a quantitatively correct theory for several slot antenna receiving systems has been 

presented.   In some cases, numerical results were given for a tuned load connected across the slot in the 

dij ect field.   This insures that an upper bound hes been set for the excitation of circuitry within the cylinder, 

no matter how complicated this circuitry may be, by the propagation o( an electromagnetic field thrnugh the 

slot.    This is so because only a diffracted field can exist in the cylinder, and this field is much smaller thai. 

exists in the window if the cylinder is below cutof!. 
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1*7. A STOM OF THE SIMJUTIOH OP UISTBUMEBTED 

TO LOADED EED'S1 

D. floyd Baxter 
Richard K. Fry 

Unlveralty of Denver 
Denver, Colorado 

When the ponder Is reaoved fron an BSD s» that thenal inal.ru- 

mentation, such a* a thermocouple or tberaUtor, can be installed, 

the thenal characteristics of the device are changed. In general, 

the heat dissipation is decreased and the time constant is increased 

since the powder surrounding the loaded brldgewlre is a better 

conductor of heat than the air of an instmaented device. Thus the 

instrunented EED does not react to a power Input exactly like a live 

device; the instruaented brldgewlre teaperature is. In general,higher 

than that of the loaded brldgewlre. Ibis paper describes theoretical 

and experlaental work done to ascertain the degree of sluulation of 

instruaettted BED'S to live devices. 

STSTSM AKAIXBIS 

The differential equations governing the tine response of In- 

struaented and loaded devices to some axbitrary power-input function 

are 

era) + trm - PH) 
Cf'H)* t'T'm-PH) (l) 

1. Ais «oi% «as supported by Sandia Corporation. A sore coaplete 

discussion may b« found in reference 8. 
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vhere the superscripts refer to the "instruBaated" case, and 

T a average brldgewlre temperature rise ambient, 

r « dissipation constant of brldgewlre, 

P c power input into brldgewire 

C « beat capacity of brldgewire, and 

t » tine 

Xllainating P(t) and substituting t*C/T,  where Tls the 

brldgewire time constant yields 

(a) 

(3) 

T(i) * -p- » ^- | T'lt)  * "p- | 

whose general solution for t > 0 la 

Integration by parts results In 

Tfi)' l£(i.-i)lr,W*p(i}<H *T«,)-£Tk)]e*pH)4T'H) 

ASSUM «hat both T(0) and T'(0} arc sero («tleaeant state) and 

define the error of toaperature siaulatiOB aa 

Yd) - T'd) - Tfi) 

than froa equatlm (h) »e find that 

(5) 

YM - (f (i -p) frw •*? (4)<4} <*? (• I j (6) 
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Thus it csn be seen from these equations that the error of 

simulation, Y, depends upon time, and more explicitly upon the rate 

of Joule heating as a function of time. Before the degree of 

simulation can be completely characterized, the power function «Mat 

be known; however, some estimates of the degree of simulation can 

be made for limiting cases and certain conditions without exact 

solution of equation (6). 

Three general areas will be eousidered since in each the re- 

sponse Is of a different character; 

A. Steady-state conditions 

B. Short pulse transieatg (duration less than Xi> of 
bridgewire tine constant) 

C. Transients not covered In B 

A. Steady State Slaulatloa. 

With a steady, continuous power flow into an tB) the brldgewire, 

after a few tise constants, reaches a final steady-state temperature. 

Under these conditions the rate of ehsage of teaperature is sero and 

equation (8) reduces to 

r-F7, r (7) 

Thus in the steady-state the average brtdgewtre trnterature of the 

loaded device is related to the instruaented value through the ratios 

of the heat capacities aad tlM constants. Since under steady-state 

eonditione t la also equal to saro, the siimlatloa error is omdaisad 

and baa a value 

r (r'~T)     s ( i- LX) r' 
(8) 
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B. Slttulatlon In the Cwe of Short-pulie Twrnelant«. 

For short-pulte transltnts It has beta «how (r«f. l) that the 

brldgewlre reaches a peak teaperature given by 

:r„., - E/C 
(9) 

«here E Is the pulse energy. Thea 

7-—' = F T'"" do) 
thus for short-pulse traaslenta the peak bridswlrt te^erature of the 

loated device Is related to the lastruamted value through the ratio or 

the beat capacities only, 

C. Pegree of BlwOatlcB for Other than (feort-Palse graaslwts. 

at degree of slwdatloa for traasients other than short-pulse 

twmslents lie« between that for short-pulse transients and steady 

state. 

To coapletely characterise the degree of slafalatlon for such 

trSMlents, a detailed kaowledge of Vom power Into the bridgewlre 

a« a function of tlae 1» refoired, ud In general, the ratio of 

the loaded and inatnaaated bridgtwlre tanperataree is a funatleo 

of tiM.   To ettlwte the degree of sUnlaUsB for such tnaslants a 

aiaplt ealoulMion rikows that the M»1MH tw^tratiapit aehicnd by tt» 

loaded and lastnwantad bridgevires, In raaponM to a S«HW« pjlae 

of power of duMrtsloa a«»l to 1*e last wanted bridgevlra's ttiw 

eonstwt, a» minted by 
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where 

y = Clc' a»* 

x= rlt' (12) 

A repetition of the calculation for the case of'a square pulse 

of duration r, instead of r' as la the above case, results in 

Figure 1 compares the degree of simulation for the several aodes 

of Viridgewlre response as a function of the ratio of the loaded to 

instrumented brtdgevara tiae constants, x. Notice that the ordloat« 

is the ratio of the loaded to instrumented brldgewire temperature«, 

T/T1, Bultlplled by the ratio of loaded to Instrusiented brldgewlrc heat 

capacities, y. Usus these normalised curves can be used as universal 

curves, since the ratio of the temperatures can be found by dividing the 

ordinate by y, the ratio of the beat capacities. For the three transient 

curves, T/T' is the ratio of the maxlmums of T and r , since in general 

the ratio between T and 1' is a function of time. Sotlee that the curve 

representing •hort-pulse transients Is not extended to small values of x. 

nils Is because the crl^ria for a short pulse Is that Its duration bt 1% 

(or less) of the brtdgwlre time constant (r«f. 1). It is possible for a 

pulse to be considered a short pulse for the Instrumented brldgevlr« and 

yet be too long to be considered a short pulse for the Identical brldgtwlr« 

when loaded. 

VKRIFICATIOB OF »DSL 

Two pieces of experiaHtntal «vlrt#nee indicate that the mathematical 

dependence of Ute simulation upon the basic thermal parameter«, ?" and C is 
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essentially correct. In the first place, It tos been verified, vlthin 

experimental error, that the model predicts the degree of simulation for 

the steady-state case. This verification Involves measuring the relative 

heat capacities and time constants as veil as the resistance changes ex- 

hibited by the loaded and instrumented brldgewlres when subjected to 

the sane steady-state power input. Secondly, the model is based upon the 

assumption that the brldgwlres behave in both eases as linear systems. 

This assumption can be verified u a by-product of the nay la which the 

time constants were measured. The time constants were measured by di- 

rectly comparing the bridgewire's temperature (or more exactly, re- 

sistance) decay with that of a true exponential decay. It was found that 

the decay of both the iastrumented and loaded bridgewlres were nearly 

exponential, although the iastrumented decay «as more truly exponential 

than the loaded. 

Bmomxiiii issmsn 

Relative heat capacities of the loaded and lastruMated bridgewlres 

were measured by means of the temperature respanae of bridgewlres to 

short-pulse traasleats (rtf. 1.} 

* *•      c (13) 

where. In addition to syribolt previously used, 

R^is the bridgwire reeistanee at aabiest temperature 

R Is the brldgawlr« reeistanee at temperature T, and 

a is the bridgewlre's temperature coefficient of 

resistance. 
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Pulses of known energy and short duration «ere Introduced Into both 

Instrumented and loaded bridgewlres. The hrldgewire being tested VM 

one ant of an Initially balanced «heatstone bridge. Sie bridge un- 

balance due to the change In resistance resulting from the short pulse 

was observed on an osellllscope. The ratio of pulse energy to peak 

osclUlscope deflection can be taken as a aeasured value of the bridge- 

wire's relative heat capacity. 

the decay of the bridge unbalance with Use was eoapared on toe 

scope with an exponential generated by an R-C circuit. The decay drove 

the vertical deflection «ad the generated «xpeneatlal drove the 

feorlsontal deflection. By this mmm the Use eoostaate «ere Maaured 

and the verification of the exponential decay «as obtained. 

Table 1 gives the averages of Maaured values of tlae constants 

and relative heat espaeltles for several devices' bridgewlres In the loaded 

aad instnanated eoadittoBs. fbe data rapresaats « average over the 

vafetss found for 3 of ««oh type In loated eoaditioa ted 8 or f of each type 

la the lastruMBted nm&Ltim,   The aprMd la values for a givan type «aa 

in tta KMMMI eoaAttloB than in the 
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OF vmmtm 

Device fine Conataat (ainistooade) Bmt C^«otty (NUtiwr 

= 3t iMtol ^«tr« Miiotf 

MC-l 5.1 14.6 • 35 5.015 4^7 1.12 

«-727 8.1 13.5 .60 3-358 2.00 1.67 

lC-7^9 3-0 7.36 .1*1 ZM3 1.67 1.31 

Bk-im 3-7 7.66 M 2.33 1.60 1.W 

8A-586 6.3 13.06 M 3.07 8.56 i.ao 

Tk* äst« of tabl« i WM u»< rtwitäi Pftyh l to etet«lB tii« data of 

of tl tele 2. 

■ cp SXIC7IATtC9l 

Btrlet 
-tap 1 

W 

am    8 0M«3 "lüünH 

M'X .31 M .67 .* 

MB-TW •36 M •50 .60 

m-ik9 •31 M •» .76       1 
mAm •33 M •ss .68      | 

8*-$86 M •56 .«r •es     1 

8 !• « of « 

•triMBB 

U 

UMttal. 

of « 
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It is not surfrising that there U • spreaA aw»tg tim davlee« 1B 

their degree of »iBulatlon. Several dlffermt eaplosive powder« an 

used each with a eharaeteristle heat eapaelty aa& thaxaMl ccmtoetlvlty. 

The brldgewlres are of venous Materials (of dlffereat tbeiwd cos- 

ductlvltles), various laagths and diaeeters. the arreet of a givea 

upon time constant depends upon the geoMtrjr as well as tit« aadia, siaee 

the resultant tisw constant is a balance between the «ffaet of heat beiag 

conducted down the brld«wHre to the biadlag posts and (Mat being «a- 

dueted into the ««terlal turrouadlng the brldgwirts. 

the results are valid for low fregency if, 1 .cM for 

the bridttwire are sot «bsortdag energy directly fr«n «he 

ndiatlra. Whether ease 1, 8, $ et h is realiied 

of the ex^tatioe. 

i. tam cwpared to 

Case 2. About ««Ml to lastnawnted bridgwirt UM 

Case 3. About e«tal to loaded brldgwrirt Um» 

h.   Short eoapared to both loaded tmA lastrasented brldfewlre 
tla» eoaatsnts. 
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Hltb • knowladg« of the durstion of the «xeitatli» vA the 

relative value» between loaded aad iMtnweBted tiwsaal paraMte» 

of the device, fairly aeaaiagful estlMtee of the te^ierature of the 

loaded hridgewlre can be aade. 

1. Denver Research Institute of the Iteiversity of Vmmr, 

P. 0. «o. 73-2588, fartt 1 Report, Traaslyt Sesgaase of ftowoeongle 

iBstnatnted BED*«, SeptoAer 1962. 

2. Denver Research laatitute of the University af 

f. 0. Mo. 73-2588, S»sk 3 aad 1», 

Siaalatloit. aad Increased fbeBaoeouBle Senaltivilar (eaataet). to 

be pubUriied. 
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48. M£4SUR£K£NT OF THE LEAST POSSIBLE (MDRST CASE) 
ATTENUATION OP PROTECTIVE UE\nCES FOB EED»S 

by Ramie H. Thompson 
The Franklin Institute 

ABSTRACT 

Devices used to protect electroexplosive devices EED's from 

radio frequency energy (RF) are usually rated in db of attenuation. In 

many cases the quoted attenuation of a device is actually the measured 

insertion loss. Since the device may be used in systems where both the 

load impedance and the equivalent generator impedance are considerably 

different than those of the system in Which the stated attenuation 

(insertion loss) was measured, a method has been developed for calculating 

the least possible or "worst case** attenuation from input-output impedance 

measurements of the device. This worst case attenuation is shown to be 

the same parameter whiah we have previously mmsured in a qrstem employing 

matching networks on both sides of the sample. 

The determination of the least possible, or worst-case, attenuation 

of a two-port network is analysed, using non-^mnetPical-f network equivalent 

circuits. The analysis assumes that the two-port network is composed of 

Imped or distributed elements or combinations thereof, and is passive, 

bilateral and linear. Formulas for computation of the worst-case 

attenuation from input-output impedance measurements are presented. This 

method may be particularly useful at frequencies from 20 Ko to 100 Mc where 

Impedances can easily be measured but matching i^stems may become lossy. 

The effectiveness of a protective device for «leotroeäqpdosive 

devices (SD's) is usually stated as being "so many db of attenuation«'. 

Prior knowledge of the system in which the particular protective device 

is to be installed can be used to Justify seme particular definition of 

attenuation. Many such definitions have been developed. AH of these 
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definitions imply that attenuation in db is equal to ten times the 

logarithmic ratio of two values of power, and that these values are 

measured (or predicted) when the energy source supplies voltage (or 

current) sinusoidally at a single frequency. The specific type of 

attenuation defined depends on what values we insert in the ratio and 

under what conditions power is to be measured. In the ease of two-port 

protective devices, the powers to be measured are in am» my associated 

with an overall system consisting of a power supplying subaysie», the two» 

port device being evaluated, and a subsystem that receives the output 

power. 

In circuit teminology the system that supplies the input 

power can be completely described by an equivalent (fhevetdn equivalent) 

voltage generator and series impedance or an equivalent (Morton equivalent) 

current generator and shunt impedance. The aystea that receives the 

output power can be represented as an equivalent load lapedaneet 

Qy using the above cirouit tendnology w» implicitly make the 

assmption that the overall ayst« !■ ocopoted of finite, linear, passive, 
bilateral element». The above string of adjectives «sually contains the 

word "lirapedl It can be ahoMn that f er anqr one flrequieney a two-port 

mtlfon distributed oosponent ayatea can be reigtsentad by an equivalent 

Iwaped-component T network. Since we «re diseussing attenuation, which 

has a fixed meaningful value only for a single frequency «eeitation, we 

may include «lie type of distributed eompenent network in mar lumped 

Semonly given for the value of "attenuation?' is the insertion 

loss of a proteotivt devioe. AH insertion loss «ktinitions put reetrictioni 

on both the equivalent get^rator ü^adaase «id the tquivalent load 

For instance, fifty-ohm insertion loss (in (S») equals ten tiaws the 

logarithm of the ratio of output power to the available generator 

when both the equivalent load Sapedanee and the fhevenin equivalenfc 

gsneratwp impedance are equal to fifty ohms. In general, we my categorise 
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all types of "attenuation" that put restriction on the equivalent generator 

impedance as a type of insertion loss. 

All other types of attenuation are defined in terms of the 

input and output powers of the two-port device and put restrictions on 

the equivalent load impedance only. They are therefore completely 

independent of the power-supplying subsystem. 

We will refer to this type of attenuation as terminated 3.o«8 

(TL), since it depends only on the two-port network and its temLnation. 

A classic example of this type of attenuation is that of 

"characteristic impedance termination". In this definition no restriction 

is set on the power supplying system, but a strong restraint is placed 

on the equivalent load impedance. Characteristic impedance attenuation 

is defined as ten times the log of the output to input power ratio when 

the equivalent load impedance is equal to the input characteristic Impedance 

of the device being evaluated. (The input characteristic impedance of a 

device is equal to that Impedance which when applied to the output tewdnals 

causes the input impedance of the coabination to equal the terminating 

impedance). This definition of characteristic impedance attenuation can 

be applied to both symmetrical and disaymstrical devices • Characteristic 

impedance attenuation is associated with the voltage propagation constant, 

(Y ■ a + 9) which is much used in transmission line work. The equivalence 

of the network propagation constants and transmission line propagation 

constants is based on an exact electrical equivalence (at on« frequency) 

between a uniform transmission line with propagation constant Y i «^ 

chactsristie impedance ZQt and a «pawtrioal T network as shewn in 

Figure 1. (The T network is not necessarily reaUaabls). 

In many eases the equivalent load impedance and equivalent 

generator impedance of the actual system in «Mch the protective device 

is to be used are not known. IMer those conditions none of the types 

of attenuation mentioned previously will be correct j moreover, «ay or 
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all of them may be either greater than or less than the actual effectiveness 

of the device in the unknown system. The problem of evaluating the 

effectiveness of a universal protector ( one which wiH provide at least 

some specified reduction in power between input port and ggj^ terminating 

EED) illustrates this last case perfectly. The solution in the past 

has been to evaluate the device in a system siailar to that diagraiaaed In 

Figure 2. In tola arrangement, a lossless piece of transmission line is 

inserted between the supposedly lossless matching systems, and the systems 

are adjusted for aaxtamm power into the termination j this adjustment 

will give sero reflected power. The maximum power is noted, and the 

device to be tested is inserted between the matching systems which are 

then readjusted so that again the reflected power is aero and the power 

to the termination is maxim». The logarithm of the ratio of the two 

powers, multiplied by ten, is the matched attenuation in d«oib«ls. If 

the lossless matching system» are perfect (i.e. are capable of transforming 

«sy impedance into any other impedance) the above procedure is seen to 

be equivalent to holding the input power to the device constant while 

vaxying the equivalent termination iapedaaes until the output power is a 

maxin». Fron our previous definition of terada&ted loss it is dear 

that the matched attenuation is the worst-oase (or least) tewimted loss 

and fro« here on will be referred to as worst-case attenuation (db ). 
Wu 

This quantity is a characteristic of the protective device alone, which, 

under any lapedaiMe condition, will afford this attemation at the very 

least. At high frequencies the matohing system method can be anpkyed 

with a amaU margin of error, einee almost perfect aatoMng «ystawi can 

be constructed of coaxial oompottsats . At lower irequsaales Imped 

must b« «apleyed, and the matching t^rstsms become lessr« Thls 

not only limits the rang« of impedance transfoimtion of the network but 

it also adds a less associated with the matcMi« systems to the 

The losses ia a matching system are alsc a ftostion of the internal WM.» 
The statowsnts in this paper hold for mm*» less than a 
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loss of the device under test. The net result is that, at low frequencies, 

the matching method of determining the worst-case attenuation is very- 

uncertain, particularly if the same matching system is used for a wide 

band of frequencies. This is not meant to imply that the matching method 

cannot be useful at low frequencies (J+0 Mo or less) for evaluating some 

particular device, but that it is extremely difficult to design a matching 

system that will transform the extremely smaU impedances encountered in 

some prssent protective devices to a common transmission line impedance 

without excessive losses. The design problem is even more difficult if 

the system is required to work over a wide range gf frequencies and 

impedances. 

Since the worst-case attenuation is a oharacteriatio of the 

protective device alone, a complete electric desoription of the protective 

device must contain the information necessary to calculate the worst-case 

attenuation. 

WORST-CASE ATTENmnON AS A FUNCTION 

If we represent the electrical behavior of th« protective 

device as a dtssymstrlcal T network (this is a consistent with our 

earlier assumptions) and the equivalent load impedance as £., as shown 

in Figure 3; the expressions for input and load power arej 

Pin-^in^L-^L3? ^ 
Where the asterisk indicates the conjugate of the oomplfoc 

quantity or 

since ^ » Zin Iin, ?L " ^ V «< Tin ^"1 ^f« ^ ? " 1^ 

(2) 
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Z2 
Now, by inspection of Figure 3, \'=\n   z   + Z   + Z, (3) 

and the ratio of load to input power, from Equation 2, is therefore 

Pin    Ihf^K 7 (4) 

If we square the magnitude given by Equation 3 and oub:*itute in 

Equation 4, we obtain 

il   l^2    Re{ZL} (5) 

The input impedance can be mitten as 

Zin ^ Z2 + 23 + ZL 

If we substitute this in equation 5 then, with a little maaipulation, we 

obtain 

(6) 

(7) 

The temijated loss «pressed in decibels of the dis^wtilcal- 
T network (and therefore of its eleetrieaUy eqoiwdeiife proteetive dsrlee) 
temin&ted hy an iBtpedanoe Z, would be given as ten tiiiHis the logaritha 

of elation ?, aooafding to our early deHnitian of TL»   To obtain an 
«^TMsion for the worst case attegnsation we must find the worst case 
teisdn&ted loss,wliioh would be associated with the aaxiM value of 
equation 7.   If we let Z1 - G + J H, Z2 « K + j L, E3 - P + j Q, 2^ » 

x + | y and substitute these values in Equation 7 we obtain 
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where D = x2 [G + K] + y2 [G + K] + y V + x U + R 

V «= 2GQ + 2GL + 2KQ (9) 
2 

U = 2GK+2GP + 2KP + K2 + 

R - GK2 + 2GPK + K2P + C3>2 + KP2 + PL2 + 2001. + GL2 + C«2 + Kft2 

Taking the two partial derivatives of equation 8 with respect to x and y, 

setting them equal to zero, and solving the resulting equations 

simultaneous^, we obtain the load lapedanoe that will maadmiae the power 

ratio. We will refer to this iapedanoe as worst caäs iß^rdance (Z^)« 

^^wc-^ + J^v. 

i.e. ^-•'^[ni]-f 

^ ■ frhv <10) 

*äier« E and V are defined ^ equation 9.   'Rie worst-oase attemation for 
the dissyraaetricai T mtvork is therefore given by ten ttaes the Xogwitta 
of equation 7 when E^. (as defiwd by equation 9} is m&atitaiei for Z^, 

The analysis above was actually carried out after a sULlar 
analysis of a apiaefcrlcal T nstwork was |»rfoa»d,   Tfe« s^Lafcion to this 
ease can of course be isd tem th« ak>ve disi^Bset*!«»! scaHti«» ^ {üaeing 
P - G and Q - B.   The «a^pression Sorx^ " *• [g^} oan be faotortd , in 
the spMtrleal ease, yielding 

»Re [Z ) Jm±MhÜä,f E S (n) 

k tea. ps^os« o«p*«p prognm MM mitten both to eheek 
■Uie analysis and to aca^ste db    if the qpea and start oirouit ixf/vA 
i%m m& 2M) are IOSSMI (f«r a spewtrioal T). 

Hi« part of the pevgem ft» Ateldi« ttm analysis 
F^  if 2^, Z^ and ^ are ^.vea (am Hgo* 4).   «• a«to the etoeek by 

^ 

*f^r tM», the aateor idAei to thank Mr. J.S. X^La^o, ^val 
Evalnatio» Pwillity, Albutperq^, i. M. 
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picking particular values for Z, and Z2, calculating Z^ (from the 
analysis), and then letting the computer evaluate fL for Z^ equal to Z^. 

Pin 
We then compute the ratio with Z. very close to not equal to Z^,.   If 
Z. » Z     does truly maximize the ratio (that is, if our analysis is 
correct) then all the values of the ratio assoeiated with 2. elose to 
Z^, win be less than the ratio evaluated with ^ " ^Q«   Th» resulte of 
two cheeks are presented in Table 1.   The results iadioate that the 
analysis is correct.   A worst-case analysis usiisg Z   and v to desoribe 
a uuifora transmission Urn, and Z. as the independent variable, 
been psrforasd fcy Mr. Charles Stonseypher   ind the results check those 
of the ^rianetrioal T solution.   Table 3 shows the results of two such 
eoasparisoas of results firos the separate analyses. 

If equation 10 is substituted into equation 7 eloaf with ^ - 0 + JH, 
Zg - K ■♦• JL, Z- » P ♦ Jft we (Main the worst^ase power ratio as a funetien 
of 0, K, L« and P   . Mote that this worst oate poMsr ratio is ixAe^mämA 
of Q und H, the reaetaaees of the series ares ©f the «Ha^mstrteal T. 
^is pr«^er^ ean be dMased by reasäbeslng toat W» worst ease attemiation 
is, for perf««t satoMng systoMiüic tsne attwMittoi ttot wmad be 
»»Mred *? «it ersten ii^ieat«i in MfWMi 2.   iar« it mtm ttovitm that 
th« «tdititm of f«a«tive Mtw«^s between the dsvie« beinf UaMk and tbt 
aateMx« lystess will not oiwme the rrault of the mffiMuren^bmuiM 
we can alw^rs ceaiider 'öies« re^Btiv« awtwite a« part of the lesslet» 
■ctofali« 

*Of the WmeMUM Xantitute UKmit<»l«8, Angled RQwies Ub. 
miMM mmlmim was net aetaaUy wmili«* 

of the nmi-ipMtriea Tt but is wOM as win 
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QF THE PRrngTIVB P^YICES 

The worst-caoe attenuation of a known T network can be oomputed 

by use of sqs, 7 and 9« A computer program was written to ceopute the 

equivalent T network of a protective device from impedance measurements 

at the terminals of the device and evaluate the worst-case attenuation 

of the T network by the formulas of preceding sections. There are two 

sources of errors in the calculated worst-caae attenuations round-off 

error in the computer, and error in the impedance measurements. Hie 

computer round-off errors are estimated to lead to an error of no more 

than 1$ in the calculated attenuation. With the Smpedanoe measuring 

equipment that we are using, worst-case atvenuations of more than 20 db 

are uncertain. Better measuring equipment would inprov« this figure. 

As mentioned earlier a very important property of the worst-ease 

attenuation parameter is that it should not vary if lossless networks 

are inserted between the measurement points and the device. For instance, 

we should arrive at the same result for worst-ease attemuiticn (see Figure 5) 

Aether we perform impedance measurswmts at teminals W and SB' or at 

tendnale 11% 22», We cheeked this property of the worst-ease attetmtion 

parameter by acswing the device shown in Figure 6« We assigned various 

values to t.   14,, Z», Si*» then seaputed what input and output impedames 

would be measured at tenimls 11', and 22* for each selected set of 

values for the lossless networks. These calculated iapedanees were used 

as input data for the ooiaputer program. The results «re shown la Table 2. 

The sixth colts» of Table 2 indicates Aether the equivalent T 

network (determined by the Computer prügMar.) between twwtaaXs U*, 22» 

(Figure 6) is realisable or not. 

We mentioned earlier that the equivalent f •» of network« containing 

uniform transmission line» were not necessarily physieaUy realisable. 

We bellewd that our analysis of the power transfer ratio In T networks 
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waa s-u-fficlently genera] to Include non-realizable elemerabs (we had made 

no assumption that would exclude them) but we had no easy way to showing 

this. Fortunately, seme of the equivalent T networks of our check in 

the worst-case attenuation program gave this condition« Since we obtain 

the same worst-case attenuation with a non-realisable T as with a 

realisable one (Table 5) we consider the point proved. 

The dissymnetrical-T computer program most calculate the equivalent 

T network between the measurement points, from the msasurements of 

impedances at these points. It can be shown that this is a simple 

calculation if any three of the following four impedanees are known 

(see Figure 5» in which the measurement points would be termiimls 11 * 

and 22*, and the computed T would be equivalent electrically to the 

entire circuit between these terminals). 

Zll' Z22' 222. 

^L-O  ZL--  h» 

The objection to using three of the above parameter» was that at 

high frequencies the location of an open eirouit and an open cireuit 

itself are notoriously difficult to define. We decided to derive the 

equivalent T network in terra» of any three of the following four Japedances. 

2m m 

h- 

" ^' hz*    " *» Z2Z%   " **» 

h-\        h- hlh 
Z7 - e is any taewn impedance. We intend«! to sake Z. -> §0 

in toe actual measursoant» since this Is a comouly available termination. 

Appendix A gives the derivation for the equivalent f for two groups of 
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the above parameters (ä, b, ö, e) and (ä, b, d, e). The computer 

program detemlnes the T networks corresponding to each of the groups 

and presents them as part of the program output; therefore, the actual 

measurements are those of a, b, e, and d when e = 50 ohms. If the two 

independently derived networks do not agree we imssdiately know that th« 

impedance measurements are not correct. This affords a built-in check 

of the measurement procedure. As a check of the solution given in 

Appendix A, data from each row in Table 2 were substituted into the 

variables shown in Figure 6} i.e., H and Z . Each equivalent T network 

was calculated from the ä, S, c, 3 parameters which were obtained by 

terminating the actual network (Figure 6, with values from a row In 

Table 2) with e equal to 1, 7, 50, 500, 103 and 109 ohms. This procedure 

yielded 12 independently derived equivalent T networks for e&eh row of 

Table 2. The elements of the equivalent T*s agreed to at least six 

significant figures within each row. The ä, b, o, 3 parametere for this 

check were, of course, calculated by another computer program, since 

hand calculation would have been impractical for the degree of accuracy 

required. 

COMMEMTS 

An interesting property of the worst-case impedance of a synaetrical 

network is that it can be defined in mueh the same way as th« eharaoterlstie 

in^edanea. The characteristic impedance is defined as that impedance 

which when used as th« terminating impedance causes the input impedance 

to equal the termination impedance. For a symmetrical network, the 

worst-ease impedance is that iapedanae which, when used as the terminating 

impedance, causes the input impedance to become the complex conjugate of 

the termination Impedance . Using equation 5 (and recalling that for the 

a^nasetrical case Z. « 2.) and the above definition for symnetrical Z , 

the worst-case attenuation expression for a symotrioal network can be 

This can be shown by solving for the iapedance which fulfills the above 
definition and noting that it is the same as ^»metrical Z as defined 
by the worst-case analysis. 
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expressed as 

dV=101og izi+?+2wci=20108 v^r^, (W) 

a considerable simplification. It is possible that equation 12 can be 

used as the basis of a design equation for uniform distributed networks. 

An effort has been made to obtain Z  (for the ^ramitrtcal case) as a 

simple function of various pairs of comonty used network coefficients 

but we have had no success. 

Equation 7, which expressed the terminated power ratio as a function 

of the load, can be used to develop another method of measuring worst- 

case attenuation. If the partial differentials of equation ? in relation 

to the real and imaginaiy parts of the load impedance are set equal to aero, 

the worst-case power ratio is found to be an expression containing four 

constants. The power ratio itself can be expressed in tenus of these 

four constants and the real and imaginary parts of the load impedance. 

It tun» out that the four constants, and hence the worst-case power 

ratio, can be uniquely defused if the power ratio is measured four Mae» 

using a known real texmnating impsdanee for three of these 

and a known complex terminating Impedance for the fourth 

Me are investigating the feasibility of such a aysten sf-^e the upper 

limit of the attenuation that cut be measured »ay be very high. 
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Table 1 

RESULTS OP CHECKING PRCKBAM 
FOR S3MMETRIGAL-T ANAMSIS 

Case I   Z, - 1 + J 1 = Zj 

Calculated Zwo 
(Fr« toriaafau 
1.936 - i 1.5 

Value of ZL 

1.936 - i 1.5 
1.8 - .1 1.4 
1.8 - i 1.6 
2.0 - i 1.4 
2.0    - j 1.6 

Resulting 

'in 

Resulting 
P. 

10 log s^* (db) 
Fin 

.12701 

.1267 

.1267 

.1269 

.1269 

- 8.961J 
- 8.970 
-8.970 
- 8.965 
- 8.965 

Case II   Z1 « 2 + j 3>Z2 -4+35 

5.8214 - 4.6666 5.8214 - 4 4.6666 .271780 - 5.6578 
5.72 - i 4.5 .271708 - 5.6589 
5.72 - i 4.75 .271748 -5.6583 
5.92 - i 4.5 .271732 - 5.6589 
5.92 - i 4.75 .271750 -5.6583 
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Table 2 

RESULTS OF 1CEST-CASB ATTENIÄTION PROSUM CHECK 

\ f*l S H2 Calculated 
Equivalent 
Network 

Ohms 

50 0 

Ohma 

50 

Radians 

0 7.40 yes 
50 .5 50 .5 7.40 yes 
50 1 50 1 ?.¥» no 
50 1.5 50 1.5 7.40 no 
2 1.5 2 1.5 7.39 yec 

1000 1.5 1000 1.5 7.40 yes 
2 1.5 1000 1.5 7.40 yes 

50 0 50 1.5 7.40 no 
2 1.5 1000 .5 7.40 yes 

Table 3 

COMPARISON OF T AIS) DISIEXBUTEO NETWORK PREKLCTIOKS 

MmLift. 
T - Network Distributed 

Z0 - 7.68 /5^£ 
V   - 1.01 + j ,ök 

|g-7.46 
V 38.7- 

T - Network 

W 7^ 
^ 38.4« 

Distributed 

\ ~ 7.04 /Ifcitl 
V - 0.258 + j 0.549 

ig-9.33 (ij - 9.37 
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APPENDIX A 

DISSYMMETRICAL T NETWORK DETERMINATION 

Given the network is shown in Figure A-l. We wish to find 

x, y, a from either I, F, c, and e or from a, F, 3, and e, where these 

parameters arc dofinsd as follows: 

5 = Z 11' F = Z11, 

'/■, ZL = e 

°=Z22' ' 3 » Z22t 

ZL-e 

(A-l) 

e " arbitrary impedance. 

From Figure A-l, by inspection 

(A-2) a >= x + 

% + 

y + s 

y + x 
(A-4) 

g,x + yU + «l        (A-3) 
y + z + e 

y + x + e 

For our first solution we use Equations A-2, A-3, and Ä-4, 

>diioh can be rewritten as 

i (y + s) = xy + xz + yz 

b(y4-«)+be-e(y + x)'l"3qr + 3Q8+y8 

c(y4-8)"'xy+x« + y8 

If we let •* 

y + a - * 

y +x - ^ f 

ssy+xa+y»"©    j 

(A-6) 

(Ä-7) 

(A-8) 

(A-9) 
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then we can rewrite Equations A-6, A-7, A-8 as 

af -9   =   0 

b * - e 0 - 6   =   -be 

e 0 - 6   =   0 

These may be solved by determinants. 

'-W- *-'*¥■ "W 
where 

|D| - I (e + o)  - b 

(A-10) 

(A-ll) 

If we substitute Equations A-ll in Equations A-9, and solve 

the resulting system by substitution, we obtain 

a (e + e) - b e 

iJa-s 
(e + e) -hi 

jL£-£. 

(« + c) - b 

(A-12) 

Equations A-12 are the desirad solution for our first parameter group 

(1*, S and 5). 
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For the second group we use Equations A-5, A-6, and A-7 and make the 

same change of variable as before (Equations 9). We obtain 

If -6=0 

b f-7 * - e = -be 

et + d0-o   -   -de 

which »dien solved, give 

* ii^il 

3   -  a d 

vhtrs 

|D|    =   e CI + el + d El - bl 

(A-13) 

(A-U) 

If Equations A-14 are st&stiluted in Equations 9 and the rssulting syatsm 
solved bjr substitution, w« obtain the solution for the second group 

(a, b, d and e). 
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This solution is 

where 

x ID! y 

• -ii^ffl^ 

|D|   -   e Ca + bl + d d - bl 

(A-15) 

The solutions for both groups were checked bjr substitution 

in equations A-2 thru A-5. It should be {»ted that x, y and g are in 

general cra^leac, as are a, b, e, d and e. 
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50.     Pfaatliaigr kramal RF 
Stan3*y M. Adelmn 

Plcatinegr Ar8«Ml( Dowr« N. J. 

Introduction 

Plcatiany Arsaaal first tacawt actively Involved is the 

in 19S2.    For a maafcer of years the ftmding «veilable for title work mt 

extreaely limited and of necessity we conducted « she« «trtag operation 

Most of the effort had to be ehemelled tato an area «tore It 

that the returns would he greatett in proportion to the aoaay 

fbe Mjor ehjeetive w« the developeent of a solid etete atteamtor 

which could he easily incorporated into existing initiator desifwi and 

which would net degrade the perComanee or the stahility el the initiators 

the developMat of the powdered iron natcrtal and it« eue^eeftil ineorpe- 

ration into a Masher of initiates has pwrtlally fulfilled this ehjeetive. 

Xt is qualified as a partial eelatlea becatit« this Mterial does mt 

prwiie as meh attenuation for «eat initiators at the loner fsntuetieias 

as is neeessary. 

ficattnay IT ftevm 

Buri^ tto past few years, met* support hacaaa mailahla tor this 

Geaaefwmtly, not« effort hM ham expended in arees iritteh were peaeed by 

before and «hieb sheald be inelnded in My wall-integracnd IT pt^raa.   Ih 

in which the Arsenal is new mmuM mn be btotoo dom as follows! 
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1. Design, devalojwent and teiting of attenuating material» 

and dcvlcei. 

2. Design, dewslopnent and testing of electvoexplosive devices 

incorporating RF attenuators. 

3. Engineering the item developed and aanufaeturing techniques 

to qualify these itens for Mas production. 

4. Analysis of vulnerability of warhead sections by MtNsantical 

detersiiMtion. 

5. Vulmrabtlity testing of cl«"troexplosive devices ami 

assaabUes in the laboratory and In the field. 

6. Seteralnstlc« of safety llsits for vulnerable sruntttona. 

7. Beiig», acquisition and lastallaticn of equt^Mnt and 

lnstn»enUi,ion f«r prforidag IF sensitivity tests and attenuation masure« 

■ants. 

1.   Setign, aequisitioe and iastallatloa of equipnent and 

iMtfuMntattoB for deteeninini the ffobebl« vulnerablliey of 

f.    fantrumael^i wirhead Meeions for field testing. 

ef Prograas 

1, 2 oad S Iww been actively pirsMd frost the ineeptten of an 

IT pregraa at nrntiway.   Mm® Mtarial« «w* devices ham bean tested for 

atcnuatieB *ei related propertlee and W attewtaters have beet 

into a mmtott ef elaetroaxplosive devices.   %ese are now in variotn st 

of the prodwetien eegimerii^ phase of their devetopsent which is Rwae 3. 

As tafwrtant eeretlwrf to those I is an iavestigaUon into the awehaatci of 
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and installing equipment foi deterainlng the probable vulnerability of 

warhead sections and assemblies. Fortunately, an existing building has 

been obtained for housing this equipment and considerable hardware has 

already been procured. 

During the period when this capability has not bean available, warhead 

sections have been instrumented for exposure tests in the field. Since this 

type of testing does not penait the controlled conditions attainable in oar 

planned setup, it is regarded as an interim procedure. 

Conclusion 

This outline of ficatinny's activities in the RF progra» has haen presented 

in order to give you an idea of their scope and their nature. A nunber of 

speakers will follow who will give a more detailed insight into specific 

phases and problems. However, this is the general picture of Ficatinny's 

Rf progra». 
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51.    IMFRARED DETECTOR TECHNIQUES FOR ESTIMATING 
THE HF POWER IN A HEATED BRIDGE WIRE 

By 

John P. Warren 
The Franklin Institute 

When electroexplosive devices are exposed to a source of RF 

energy, a knowledge of the amount of this energy %-hioh actually reachss 

the bridgewire is extremely desirable. A direct measurement of this 

energy would be preferable if at all possible. Such a measurement made 

at the leads of the device is practical when the source of exposure is 

a direct current or a low frequency ac generator. We simply measure the 

power entering the leads of the device and assume that the major portion 

reaches the bridgewire. 

However, as the frequency is raised into the RF region, direct 

measurement of power at the leads becomes increasingly difficult and the 

assumption that all of this power reaches the bridgewire becor-s invalid. 

We must, therefore, make our measurement directly or indirectly at the 

bridgewire itself. A measurement of this type implies removal of the 

explosive material in the EEC and substitution of a detector in the 

vicinity of the bridgewire. This detector may be physically or 

electrically attached to the bridgewire. However, physical attachment 

immediately causes questions regarding the effect of this attachment 

on the RF and thermal characteristics of the EED. To avoid this dif- 

ficulty we use an Indirect method for estimating the thermal effect of 

the RF power In the bridgewire. 

It should be emphasised at this point, that modification of an 

EED, In any way at all, is likely to change the RF characteristics of 

the device to some extent. This is particularly true at very high 

frequencies such as 1 to 10 6c. Therefore, ail currently known methods 

for inatrumentini an SED at the bridgewire tend to degrade the device to 
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the function of a "simulated" version of the unmodified device. Results 
(]) from our precision firing studies  have shown that the use of simulators 

Is valid provided that the loss in the base of the EED is not excessive. 

One obvious method for estimating the amount of energy in a bridgewlre 

is to compare the heating effect of applied W  energy with that of a 

known dc power. When the heating effect is the same for both, the two 

power levels are equal. The principle will be recognized as the "transfer 

technique" employed for precision ac measurements in standards laboratories. 

The transfer technique is valid in principle when appllfed to the 

bridgewire of an EED, if we nay safely assume that the same amounts of 

power (RF and dc) produce identical heating effects. If the bridgewire 

is small in diameter (.002 inch or less) and on the order of several 

tenths of an inch in length, we have every reason to believe that the 

above principle holds - at least up to frequencies of 1000 msgacycles. 

We have therefore employed this principle during most of our current RF 

firing tests. Such a test will be very briefly described in the following 

paragraphs. 

The case of the EED is cut open at the explosive end and the 

explosive material is removed to expose the bridgewire. The EED is then 

installed in a specially constructed RF mount. A light-tight housing 

containing a photo-conductive infrared detector is then placed over the 

mount to intercept radiation from the bridgewire. The mount and the 

housing used for tests of the MARK 1 MOD 0 squib are shown in the 

Figure 1. 

The mount and detector assembly is then connected to a source 

of RF power. RF power sufficient to raise the bridgewire to a te^jerature 

roughly corresponding to the 50^ RF firing level is then applied. The 

output of the infrared detector is noted. The mount is then disconnected 

from the RF system and connected to a variable soiree of dc. The power 

is increased until the infrared '»©teeter has the sans output as it did 
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for RF, when it is measured accurately using a Leeds and Korthrup "K" 

pot. The transfer technique is fully described in one of our reports 

Our methods for comparing the heating effect of RF and dc 

energies in bridge-wires are not unique since similar techniques are 

employed in various laboratories throughout the country. Thermocouples, 

bolometers, thermistors and photo-conductive as well as phoLo-voltaic 

detectors are utilized in this work. The complexity nf the companion 

instrumentation for these detectors varies according to the sensitivity, 

stability and accuracy requirements imposed by each particular user. 

In our own work, we have chiefly used infrared detectors to 

determine the amount of RF energy in a bridgewire when it is energized to 

the 50% firing level. When testing at this level there is no rtquirement 

for a highly sensitive detector and ultra-sophisticated instrumentation. 

Stability and repeatability of results are far more important than 

sensitivity. Two of the detectors which we have found most satisfactory 

will be described in this report along with pertinent details of the 

instrumentation necessary for their use. 

While there ara many types of photo-conductive detectors 

available that are responsive to light and infrared radiation, our 

discussion will be limited to several specific ones which we have used 

extensively. These detectors are the Clairex CL-404 and the Ektron type 

N-2 cells. 

The CL-404 detector is a cadmium sulfide photo-conductive cell 

with a spectral response peak at 0.69 microns (6900 Angstroms). However, 

the response extends past 1 micron and into the near infrarod region. 

This detector requires a minimum amount of instrumentation and is most 

useful for detecting radiation from a bridgewire whose temperature is 

near the glow point. The cells and further information regarding their 

characteristics may be obtained from the Clairex Corporation, 19 West 

26th Street, New York 10, New York. 
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The Ektron N-2 detector is a lead sulfide cell with a peak 

spectral response at 2 microns. The useful response extends to about 

3.5 microns. It is therefore useful for detecting radiation from 

bridgewires heated to temperatures well below the glow-point. However, 

it requires more elaborate instrumentation than the Clairex cell and is 

therefore less attractive for purposes which do not require the extra 

sensitivity. These cells and additional information regarding their 

characteristics may be obtained from the Eastman Kodak Company - Special 

Products Sales Section - Rochester 4» New York. 

The instrumentation necessary with the Clairex CL-404 cell is 

relatively simple. This cell is photo-resistive and has a dark resistance 

on the order of thousands of megohms. The actual dark resistance for a 

particular cell will depend primarily on the voltage whicl.4s-.applied 

across the cell. Exposure to a bright light will lower this resistance 

to thousands of ohms. The resistance is typically around 500 kilohms 

when mounted above the glowing bridgewire of a MARK 1 MOD 0 squib. It 

is thus evident that an ordinary ohmrr.eter may serve as an output indicator 

for the cell when the bridgewire is at a relatively high tsaperature. 

A Triplett Model 630 multimeter has been used for this purpose in our 

work. 

Bruceton tests with the 1-ikSK  1 MOD 0 squib and the MARK 2 MOD 0 

ignition eleiaent indicate that these devices have a 50% firing temperature 

below that corresponding to a visible glow of the bridgewire. The 

ordinary ohmmeter proved inadequate for detecting radiation from the 

bridgewire when its temperature is at the actual firing level. We 

therefore designed an instrument which would satisfactorily detect the 

output of the cell at the firing level of the previously mentioned squib 

and ignition element. A schematic diagram of the instrument is shown 

in Figure 2, Figure 3 is a photograph of the instrument with a firing 

mount and photo-cell housing attached. Complete details will be found 

in Reference 1. 
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The instrumentation described above is unsuitable for detection 

of RF energy in 'oridgewire operated at temperatures very far below the 

50% fire level. However, a similar but more sensitive instrvment is 

currently under developnent for Hicatinny Arsenal and preliminary details 

have already been reported  . This is a battery operated instrument 

intended primarily for field tests with EED's such as the M6 blasting cap, 

which are instrumented with the Clairex CL-404 detector. We have extended 

the capabilities of the Clairex cell-ohmmster combination just about 

to the limit in this instance. We expect to detect a bridgewire 

temperature roughly corresponding to the 1% fire level of the M6 cap 

with this equipment. 

A somewhat more intricate system of instrumentation is required 

with the Kodak-Ektron N-2 cells. These cells are photo-conductive and 

have a dark resistance which is very low compared with that of the Clairex 

cell. The resistance of the N-2 cells varies with the dimensions of the 

exposed sensitive area. Those m use have an exposed area 0.25 x 2.5 am 

and have a nominal dark resistance of 60,000 ohms. Optimum results are 

obtained when a matched pair of the cells are used in a bridge circuit, 

where the effects of ambient temperature are cancelled. One cell only 

is then exposed to a source of chopped radiation, and the output of the 

bridge is amplified by a narrow band amplifier with a center frequency 

equal to the chopping rate. In our present work, however, a modulated 

bias is substituted for the chopped radiation, 

Ä schematic diagram of our present system is given in Figure 4. 

Details of the operation of the system will be found in several of our 
(3) 

reports  . This system is more sensitive than the one used with the 

Clairex cell, but it is cumbersorae to operate during firing tests. We 

therefore use the other system for most of our work; there are instances, 

however, when this system can serve a very useful purpose. An example 

of this Is «dien a bridgewire glows upon application of power but then 
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extinguishes, or if an arc occurs instead of bridgewire heating. The 

response of the Clairex detector with its ohasmeter indicator will not 

respond to these two conditions. In the Ektron cell system the output 

is displayed on an oscilloscope and a deflection in these two cases can 

be measured. We have found this application invaluable in determining 

why the sensitivity of some devices does not fit a predicted firing level. 

One word of caution should be spoken at this time. It should not be 

construed from this discussion that the Ektron cell can be used for 

evaluation of repetitive pulses applied to the bridgewire. This is not 

the ease. The response of the cell is too slow and will integrate the 

pulses. 

SUMMARY 

The methods described in this paper will usually be found 

adequate for an estimate of the RF power dissipated in a bridgewire. 

The Clairex cell, with its electronic indicator, was employed for 

precision sensitivity studies of the MABK 1 MOD 0 aquib and the MARK 2 

MOD 0, ignition element. In this work, a repeatability of one or two 

percent was consistently observed. The error of measurement for 

frequencies up to 1000 Mc was at most ten per cent and was probably closer 

to 5 per cent. To obtain this type of accuracy, dc calibrations were 

made immediately following each individual RF measurement. 

The more sensitive Ektron cell and bridge circuit was not 

found suitable for the above precision sensitivity studies. The system 

was not stable enough to produce consistently repeatable results. This 

was probably due to the fact that we substituted a 1000 cps modulating 

bias in place of the radiation chopper which the supplier of the cells 

recommends. Greater sensitivity, and stability, could no doubt be 

achieved if the radiation chopper and a narrow band amplifier were 

employed. 
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The majority of photosensitive devices are insensitive to 

the radiation from bridgewires which are heated below their visible 

emission point. Other types of detectors such as thermocouples and 

thermistors are sensitive to temperatures just above ambient. Therefore, 

when extreme sensitivity is required one may resort to detectors of this 

type. The sensitivity will probably be obtained with some sacrifice 

in repeatability and accuracy. The photosensitive detectors, however, 

have been adequate for most of the work at The Fraiiklin Institute and 

are recommended when employed within their prescribed limitations. 
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52- NON-ELECTRIC STIMULUS 

TRANSFER SYSTEMS 

AND HiROWa-BULKHEAD IGNITION 

By Robert C. Allen 

Product Manager 

High Explosive Components and Syst 

McCormick Selph Associates, Incorporated 

Non-electric stimulus transfer systems (NESTS), incorporating 

completely contained mild or miniature detonating fuse and 

through-bulkhead detonation or ignition transfer units, can 

be designed to accomplish any number of one-shot function« 

fro« ignition and destruet to the actuation of valves and 

switches. Properly designed NESTS are completely insensitive 

to RF, stray currents, and other induced or even deliberately 

applied electric currents and also eliminate the need for 

primacy explosive compositions, ground check-out equipment, 

and critical interface tolerances. 

The purpose of this paper is to merely introduce the reader, 

by example, to the concept of a relatively unique non-eleetrie 

stimulus transfer system (MBSTS) followed by a more detailed 

discussion of through bulkhead ignition, a single application 

suited to the specific NESTS system described. It is hoped 
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that time will permit the compilation and publication at a 

later date of additional data concerning HESTS auch as alter- 

nate systems, history of applications, design flexibility, 

reliability data, environmental tests, a»*.d component» among 

other unclassified information. 

Of course, the basic concept of HESTS is not new •• evi- 

denced by the percussion fired high pressure gas emergency 

escape Systems used in sons aircraft or consider the simple 

and, by far. the more antifuated rope and pully. tie will 

restriet the present discussion to a RESTS which utilises 

only a detonation stimulus. Again the basic concept is not 

new, for example, oonwwitsial detonating fuse, such as 

"Cordeau" «nd "Primseord", has been used for years to initi- 

ate multiple explosive charges for both NUitacy demolition 

and cosntercial blasting applications. Ths MBSTS discussed 

herein, however, is unifue in that the detonating fuse used 

to transmit UM stimulus is eempletely confined so that no 

shrapnel or other potentially hasardous, particles are 

rated when the material detonates. 

The subject RESTS is designed to uHlis« mily mild detonating 

fuse CMW) type A2 or B2 eempletely confined. Hie confined 

l©f ineorporates 2 grains of PETS or RISC high explosive per 

linear foot contained In a O.fMO1' diameter flexible metallic 

tubing. The tube, in turn, is cowered by plastic and fabric 

rsinforcinf material sufficient in strength to contain all 

the shrapnel and potentially hasardous products of combustion 

generated by the detonating high explosive oors. The material 

may be passed through crews quarters or near dolieat« 
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instruments and detonated without endangering personnel or 

damaging equipment. The confined MDF has an outside diameter 

of approximately 0.3" and a detonating velocity of approxi- 

mately 23,000 feet per second which is reproducible to ± 1% 

within a lot. The tensile strength of the confined MDF is 

in excess of 250 pounds. Also, the confined VOW will reliably 

propagate a detonation through tight knots or similar kinxs, 

loops, or twists that may be inadvertantly introduced into 

the assembly during installation. 

Figure 1 shows a typical NESTS designed to accomplish three 

specific functions in a single completely redundant system, 

or partially redundant dual system. Consider, for example, 

a dual system, illustrated on Figure 1, involving two large 

solid propellant booster rocket motors attached to &  liquid 

propellant sustainer motor. The booster motors arc to be 

separated from the sustainer motor at a predetermined time. 

In such a system functions h,  B, and C, referred to in Figure 

1, may correspond to thrust neutralization, booster discon- 

nect, and booster separation, respectively. The confined MDF 

is incorporated into the representative NESTS to multiply 

and transmit the detonation stimulus generated by a single 

redundant initiator, such as a conventional safe/arat to 

accomplish functions A, B, and C, for both booster motors. 

The confined MDF is supplied for the representative NESTS as 

an assembly of the type shown on Figure 2,  detail A. loth 

ends of each assembly will terminate in a standard, inter- 

changeable, quick disconnect end closure. The interchange- 

able quick disconnect may be connected to, or disconnected 

from, any mating receptacle by a simple push-and-turn 
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action similar to that used to operate some standard elec- 

trical connectors. Once properly attached to a mating recep- 

tacle the confined MDF assembly may be safetied in place to 

preclude inadvertantly breaking the continuity of the NESTS 

explosive train. In the event it is desirable to code the 

connector to the function, the connector size and/or pin 

location can be varied in a manner similar to that used to 

code electrical connectors. 

The confined MDF assembly for the representative NESTS is 

designed to be assembled with inert hardware to manifold or 

initiate multiple lengths of confined MDF from one input. 

Typical examples of the inert manifold receptacle assembled 

with confined MDF assemblies are shown on Figure 2. The 

incoming detonation from any one of the confined MDF assem- 

blies will initiate the remaining assembled MDF assemblies 

connected to the manifold receptacle. 

A pyrotechnic delay manifold, shown on Figure 1 detail, is 

provided to separate functions A, B, and C with respect to 

time. Conventional pyrotechnic 100 ms to 200 ms delays are 

accurate to only approximately t 20% through a temperature 

range of -60 to +160*F. It is within the present state-of- 

the-art, however, to produce 100 to 200 ms delays reproducible 

to approximately t 1% through this temperature range. Repro- 

ducibility of ± 1/2% already is being realised through this 

temperature range using previously developed 50 ms pyrotechnic 

delays. Depending on the accuracy demanded by the application 

either type pyrotechnic delay can be used. 

A variety of previously developed or designed and tested 
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components and assemblies are available for accomplishing 

each of the functions mentioned for the representative BESTS. 

Typical examples are as follows: 

Thrust Neutralization 

1. MDF initiated explosive bolts or nuts to release 

thrust neutralization port covers. 

2. MDF initiated linear shaped charge systems for sever- 

ing burst diaphragm port covers, or actually cutting 

the motor case. 

3. MDF fragmented sector used in conjunction wj -.h a 

spring loaded port retainer ring. 

Booster Disconnact 

1. MDF initiated explosive bolts or nuts to release 

points of attachment. 

2. MDF initiated linear shaped charge systems for sever- 

ing attachment structures. 

3. MDF separation systems involving the impulsive loading 

of linear piston arrangements retained by shear pins. 

4. MDF initiated pin pullers, pistons, or other cartridge 

actuated device, by application of through bulkhead 

ignition components (See Appendix "A"). 

Booster Separation 

1. MDF or "Pyrocore" through-nozzle ignition of solid 

propellant rocket thrust motors. 
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(Booster Separation, continued) 

2. MDF initiated rocket motor or cartridge actuated device 

by application of through-bulkhead ignition component«. 

All of the described MDF initiated components and systems, 

for accomplishing the described functions, except the through- 

bulkhead components, have previously been developed or designed 

and tested for various applications in several rockets and 

ittlsailFS including, among others, the Ninuteman, Nike Zeus, 

Eagle, Davy Crockett, Polaris, Skybolt, Saturn, Project 

Mercury, Samoa, Pershing, and many AEC systems. 

The feasibility of through-bulkhead ignition components has 

been proven by tests performed utilising (1) a shock-transfer 

type system Incorporating a solid steel bulkhead integral 

with the igniter and (2) a self-sealing type system incorpo- 

rating a compressed or compressible resilient material to 

automatically seal the path of the detonating MDF. The 

details of the through-bulkhead component tests and design 

approaches are discussed in Appendix "A" to this paper. 

Tvalcal WESTS System Performance and Advantages 

Referring to Figure 1, the application of a proper "Fire" 

signal to the armed safe/arm initiator will initiate the 

safe/arm-to-delay manif>ld confined MDF assembly. The deto- 

nation thus initiated will propagate to and, for function 

"A", directly through the delay manifold at a velocity of 

approximately 23,000 feet per second. If the assembled MDF 

system is properly designed so that all "A" function events 

are equal in over-all detonation path length from the safe/ 
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arm initiator and this length does not exceed 200 feet, 

then all twelve (12) "A" events will be initiated with a 

simultaneity of approximately ±0.1 millisecond. 

Functions "B" and "C" will be delayed approximately 0.1 second 

0.2 second respectively before the shorter tolerance delay 

in each of the two parallel delay cartridges will initiate 

the remaining confined MW assemblies. No shrapnel or 

hazardous blast effects will be generated by the detonating 

NESTS. 

Some of the advantages to be realized by adopting NESTS of 

the type represented by Figure 1 and 2 and through-bulkhead 

igniters of the type described in Appendix "A", in place of 

conventional electroexplosive devices or other "one-shot" 

electrical systems, include the following« 

1. Considering only the integral bulkhead type detonation 

transfer assembly, Appendix "A", the system, properly 

applied, can eliminate the need for drilling, tapping, 

or otherwise disturbing the hermetic seal or unit cons- 

truction of rocket engine cases, or other pressure 

^••Siisels to accomplish ignition or stimulus transfer. 

2. The complete elimination of ground check-out equip- 

ment and procedures, except for simple visual ins- 

pection. 

3. The complete elimination of primary high explosive and, 

in turn, associated problems of safety and transport- 

tlon. In fact, the most temperature and shock insen- 

sitive explosive and pyrotechnic compositions known 
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3. (cont'd) 

may be utilized effectively in NESTS. 

4. System and component design simplicity unmatched 

by any previous electroexplosive or electric system 

or component resulting in a proportionate increase 

in reliability. 

5. This design simplicity also renders the system and 

components amenable to economic mass production tech- 

niques . 

6. The developed component designs may be easily stand- 

ardized and can be utilized for all ignition and 

detonation applications. 

7. The utilization of the rapid and reproducible deto- 

nation phenomenon will give extreme ignition reproduci- 

bility and« when properly interconnected, simultaneity 

that cannot be approached by conventional electro- 

explosive igniters. Only properly designed exploding 

bridgewire or arc fired igniters can approach the 

performance of the through-bulkhead igniters at the 

expense of system weight, volume, and simplicity. 

8. nie inherent int>ensitivity of the through-bulkhead 

transfer components will allow them to be installed 

and sealed into the missile or booster system during 

production assembly eliminating the need to disturb 

hermetic seals in the field. 

9. Because the igniters are non-electric, they are 
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(9. cont'd) 

completely insensitive to RF, stray currents, or other 

induced or even deliberately applied electrical currents. 

10. Because the proposed igniters incorporate all activ- 

ation energy in the form of a potential chemical 

reaction, no supplementary power or impulse sources 

and accessories in the form of batteries, generators, 

capacitors, switches, piezo cells, etc., are required. 

11. The system is unaffected by environmentil extremes 

of altitude, humidity, vibration, shock, and low 

temperature. 

12. Electric circuitry and accessories with the attendant 

problems of improper corroded, and loose connections, 

and contacts are completely eliminated. 

13. Unlike electroexplosive systems, firing the proposed 

non-electric system will, in turn, generate no RF or 

other spurious electrical signals. 

14. The performance of the system is dependent on the 

proper initiation and reaction of a very minimum 

variety of detonating and deflagrating compositions 

instead of a complex chain of reactions for each 

event, i.e., bridgewire, to primer, to booster, to 

base charge, etc. 
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APPENDIX "A" 

'fHROUGH-BULKHEAD INITIATORS 

McCormick Selph Associates, Inc., recently completed a 

study program for North American Aviation to determine the 

feasibility of transmitting a non-electric stimulus gene- 

rated by contained explosive energy, through a bulkhead 

and initiate a nyrogen rocket igniter, without jeopardizing 

the integrity of the bulkhead seal. 

Two TBI design approaches were investigated, (1) a deto- 

nation shock-wave transfer system incorporating a solid 

steel bulkhead as an Integral part of the igniter assembly 

as Illustrated by Figure 3 and (2) a self-sealing type sys- 

tem Incorporating a compressed or compressible resilient 

material to automatically seal the path of a detonating 

length of mild detonating fuse (NDF) as illustrated by 

Figure 4. 

Each concept is discussed separately along with the signifi- 

cant test results generated during the referenced feasibility 

study. 

Shock Wave Transfer System 

The through-bulkhead transfer assembly shown on Figure 3 is 

designed to transmit a detonation shock wave through a solid 

steel bulkhead and initiate a deflagration on the opposite 

side without perforating the bulkhead or otherwise destroying 

the integrity of the seal. 
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Detonation of the MDF and retainer booster charge will 

initiate, in turn, a small PETN or RDX charge on one side 

of a metal diaphragm machined into, as an integral part of, 

the igniter main body. 

Sufficient energy will remain in the detonation shock wa/e, 

which is transmitted through the metal diaphragm and emerges 

from the side opposite the booster charge, to initiate the 

detonation of a PETN pickup charge. For the evaluated 

design the shock from the pickup charge was attenuated and 

ignited, in turn, a boron/potassium nitrate ignition pellet. 

The feasibility study of the shock wave transfer system 

involved a total of 23 tests which investigated various 

parameters affecting the transfer mechanism as wall as 

confined MDF quick disconnect assemblies. The results of 

all tests are included in Table I. 

Although the assembly shown on Figure 5 was the most optimum 

design evaluated, interface problems introduced in the 

internal construction of the unit resulted in inconsistant 

results. 

The final evaluated design eliminated all but an absolute 

minimum explosive-to-metal and metal-to-metal interfaces 

and the test results indicated that the assembly was func- 

tionally reliable. Due to the limited scope of the program 

only three assemblies having the final functional configu- 

ration were tested. 

The final test assembly was further designed to attenuate 
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the detonation of the PETN receptor charge and ignite a 

pressed pellet of boron/potassium nitrate ignition composi- 

tion. For these specific tests the quick disconnect assem- 

bly was not evaluated, instead an X-349 crimped to plain 2 

grain per foot PETN core MDP was used to initiate fhs ?ErN 

donor charge. Each unit was fired into a 25 ec closed 

chamber. The results of this series of tests are as follows! 

(Also see Table Z). 

«Start of Rise ••Rise to Peak Peak Pressure 
(milliseconds)  (milliseconds)    PSX 

21 10.0 40.0 1200 

22 11.5 30.5 1275 

23 11.5 38.5 1375 

*  Time from application of current to a standard blast- 

ing cap, attached to the MDP, and start of pressure 

rise within the closed chamber. 

** Total time from start of pressure rise to peak 

pressure. 

In all units the shock wave fro» the detonating donor charge 

propagated through the bulkhead and initiated the receptor 

charge the detonation of which, in turn, initiated the defla- 

gration of the boron/potassium nitrate pellet. Attenuation 

of the detonation is evidenced by the slow pressure rise 

characteristic of a deflagrating pellet of propellant. With- 

out proper attenuation the shock wave would have pulverised 

the ignition pellet resulting in a very sharp pressure rise. 

The fired units later were tested for bulkhead integrity by 
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applying 3,000 PSI to the output side of each unit. No 

evidence of leakage was detected. 

One of the cross-sectioned fired assemblies is shown on 

Figure 6. The transfer resulted in no detectable damage to 

the integral bulkhead, nie bulkhead was 0.123" thick. 

The concept of the self-sealing through-bulkhead initiator 

is represented on Figure 4. Detonation of the quick discon- 

nect booster by the confined MDF will, in turn, initiate a 

short length of .040" diameter plain 2 grain per foot MDF 

permanently assembled into the main body of the transfer 

assembly. Previous tests have proven that th« output of 

properly initiated 2 grain NDF will reliably and reprodueibly 

initiate certain deflagrating charges or detonate some other 

charge such as a second length of MDF. For instance, 2 grain 

per foot MDF is easily capable of Initiating the deflagration 

of aluminum/potassium perchlorat« or boron/potassium nitrate 

ignition compositions. 

A highly compressed resilient packing gland is incorporated 

into the self-sealing unit so that the perforation Itift by 

the detonating MDF will automatically close or collapse 

diately following the detonation creating a positive leak 

proof barrier. 

The feasibility of the self-sealing transfer system 

proven by application of the relatively crude teat fixture 

shown ©n Figure 7. After proving that the assembly would 
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the detonation of the PETN receptor charge and Ignite a 

pressed pellet of boron/potassium nitrate ignition composi- 

tion. For these specific tests the quick diHCOänect assem- 

bly was not evaluated, instead an X-349 crimped to plain 2 

grain per foot PETN core MDF was used to initiate the PETN 

donor charge. Each unit was fired into a 25 cc closed 

chamber. The results of this series of tests are as follows: 

(Also see Table I). 

»Start of Rise **Rise to Peak Peak Pressure 

Test No. (milliseconds) 

10.0 

(millisecond 

40.0 

s)    PSI 

21 1200 

22 11.5 30.5 1275 

23 11.5 3S.5 1375 

** 

Time tx&m application of current to a standard blast- 

ing cap, attached to the MBF, and start of pressure 

rise within the closed chamber. 

Total time from start of pressure rise to peak 

pressure. 

Zn all units the shock wave isom the detonating donor charge 

propagated through the bulkhead and initiated the receptor 

charge the detonation of which, in turn, initiated the defla- 

gration of the boron/potassium nitrate pellet. Attenuation 

of the detonation is evidenced by the slow pressure rise 

eharaeteristie of a deflagrating pellet of propellant. With- 

out proper attenuation the shock wave would have pulverised 

the ignition pellet resulting in a very «hasp pressure rise. 

The fired units later were tested for bulkhead integrity by 
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applying 3,000 PSI to the output side of each unit. No 

evidence of leakage was detected. 

One of the cross-sectioned fired assemblies is shown on 

Figure 6. The transfer resulted in no detectable damage to 

the integral bulkhead. The bulkhead was 0.123" thick. 

The concept of the self-sealing through-bulkhead initiator 

la represented on Figure 4. Detonation of the quick discon- 

nect booster by the confined MDF will, in turn, initiate a 

short length of .040" diameter plain 2 grain pec foot MDF 

permanently assembled into the main body of the transfer 

assembly. Previous tests have proven that the output of 

properly Initiated 2 grain MDF will reliably and reproducibly 

initiate certain deflagrating charges or detonate some other 

charge such as a second length of MDF. For instance, 2 grain 

p»r foot MDF is easily capable of initiating the deflagration 

of aluminum/potassium perchlorate or boron/potassium nitrate 

ignition compositions. 

A highly compressed resilient packing gland is incorporated 

into the self-sealing unit so tl»at the perforation left by 

the detonating KDF will automatically close or collapse 

diately following the detonation creating a positive leak- 

proof barrier. 

Hie feasibility of the self-sealing transfer system was 

proven by application of the relatively crude test fixture 

shown on Figure 7. After proving that the assembly would 
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seal against 1,700 psi following detonation at ambient 

conditions similar units were tested using a high temper- 

ature, high pressure test fixture of the type shown in 

Figure 8. 

The specific test procedure was as follows, presented in 

the sequence each function was performed: 

1. Calibrate the transducer for the pressure monitoring 

apparatus. 

2. Pressurize chamber and check for any leaks in the 

system. 

3. Record the pressure at 5 minute intervals for 10 

minutes. 

4. Take a continuous reading of pressure While the part 

was actually being fired. 

5. Turn on induction furnace for 20 minutes. 

6. Record the pressure at 5 minute intervals for 20 

minutes. 

During test No. 7 the NDF failed to initiate due to improper 

application of the test initiator. The test was re-run as 

test No. 8. Immediately after firing the NDF pressure losses 

were noted and the test was discontinued. Xt is not known 

if the abortive attempt to initiate the NDF during test No. 7 

Influenced the results of the re-test No. 8. 
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Because of the thermal expansion of the confined nitrogen 

the pressure increased within the chamber during tests No. 

4, 5, 6, and 9 when the induction heater was energized. As 

expected the pressure dropped after the heater was turned off 

and the test fixture and nitrogen cooled, test No. 6. The 

results of these tests are shown on Figure 9. 

In each test, discounting No. 7 and 8, although the resilient 

packing was damaged by the long application of intense heat, 

the test assembly did not leak. It is estimated from the 

color changes and oxidized condition of the metal surface 

that the test fixture containing the resilient packing 

attained temperatures approximating l,000°F daring this 

extreme 20 minute test. The tungsten rod attained a temper- 

ature of approximately 2,000oF. 

Considering that the assembly shown on Figure 4, in an actual 

application, will be exposed to extreme pressures and temper- 

atures for only 20 seconds to 2 minutes maximum duration, 

these teats prove without a doubt the feasibility of trans- 

mitting a detonation through a bulkhead by the proposed self- 

sealing method. The main advantages of this system Include 

(1) it is not limited to a maximum bulkhead thickness; (2) 

multiple systems, for redundancy can be Incorporated without 

seriously sacrificing component size; and (3) it requires an 

absolute minimum total explosive charge to achieve reliable 

transfer. 

It is expected that a number of materials and construction 

methods can be adapted to successfully accomplish this 

particular means of detonation transfer. 
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It is significant to note that both of the final evaluated 

through-bulkhead NESTS igniters evaluated during this feasi- 

bility study are readily adaptable to generating either an 

ignition or detonation on the sealed side of the bulkhead 

without destroying the integrity of the bulkhead seal. 
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9i.   SMR HAZARDS TO BEDS 

by 

Lt. Colonel Reuben B. Moody 
Directorate of Missile Safety 

Concern over electromagnetic radiation hazards to 
electro-explosive devices (or EEDs) arises from the fact 
that electrical leads to an BED can, under certain condi- 
tions, act as an antenna. There have been incidents, al- 
beit very few, when leads to an EED have abstracted suf- 
ficient energy from an electromagnetic field environment 
to cause inadvertent detonation.!* 

The equivalent circuit of a receiving antenna is 
represented by Figure 1. 

ZL 

Za " Antenna Impedance 
ZL " Load Impedance 
e - Induced emf 

Figure 1 - Equivalent Circuit of a Receiving 
Antenna.  (2) (3) 

When an antenna length precisely accommodates a parti- 
cular wave length it becomes a resonant circuit, and its 
impedances bocome pure resistances. Therefore, the 
equivalent circuit for a resonant antenna reduces to ,that 
indicated by Figure 2. 

♦Parenthetical numbers refer to the bibliography listed 
at the end of this paper. Footnote number« also refer to 
bibliography. 
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\\ 

Rr - Radiation resistance 
Ra - Antenna Loss resistance 
RL ■ Load resistance 
e - Induced emf 

Figure 2,  Equivalent Circuit of a Resonant 
Receiving Antenna 

The radiation resistance shown in Figure 2 is a 
fictitious quantity resistance which indicates the radia- 
tion properties of the antenna.  It is defined as a resis- 
tance which, if inserted in the antenna circuit with cur- 
rent flowing, would dissipate the same energy as is actually 
radiated by the antenna.^2) (3) The antenna loss resistance 
is a lumped quantity to account for losses which arise from 
the presence of earth, the RF ohmic resistance of the 
antenna wires, dielectrics in the neighborhood, etc. (3)(4) 

The total power (Pt) that a receiving antenna abstracts 
from an electromagnetic field can be determined by the 
equation: _ 

Pt -     (Eh)2     1 
TTT Tfp + 

where E - field strength (r.ra.s. value) of 
the electromagnetic field in volts per meter; 

h is the effective height of the antenna; 
RL> 

Rr* and Ra are defined by Figure 2. (3). 

Of the total power abstracted from the environment a 
fraction is re-radiated by the antenna. Another fraction 
is dissipated through the antenna loss resistance, and a 
third fraction Is delivered to the load. This latter or 
third fraction is represented by the ratio Rj/CR^ + Rj^ + Ry), 

The power delivered to the load (P^) can therefore be 
dai-ermlned by multiplying equation I by this ratio. 

pL "   0flOaRL 
(R^ + Ra * 11^)2 

II 
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It can be shown mathematically that maximum power is 
transferred to the load resistance when RL * Rr + Ra. In 
this case the resistances are "matched" and the antenna 
is operating at maximum efficiency. 

Antenna configurations most likely to be assumed by 
an EED and its leads are a half-wave dipole, a quarter-wave 
grounded stub, or a short-stub antenna (e.g., where the 
antenna length is l/20th the wave length). T^ese possible 
configurations are shown in Figure 3. 

r     i\     T    T 
Pi i         I \      A        1 

If   [Ml    2     TT 

\      T 
\ i 

TT 

\          \ 

\       20 
! 2 

1 
\ 
i 

10 \ 
\ 

4 

1 

1         1        i ^ ;J i_ 
(a) Half-wave ( b) Quarter-wave (c) Short-stub 

Antenna load 
Wave length 
Current distribution 

Figure 3. Antenna Configurations 

fen 1 ■£  «»«>« v tOA *  aaü wavö dipole or  doublet antenna, the radia- 
tion\is 73.2 ohi« and the effective height (b) ia^/Tf    . (2) (6) 
The volts per meter field strength can be expressed as a 
power density (I'dJ? wa^Sf P61* square meter) by the rela- 
tionship E* ■ 1% 

d - watt; 
Alsg, the antenna loss resistance 

can be considered neiliglble." Substituting these values 
in equation II yields the power delivered to the load of a 
resonant dipole antenna. 

P^ (dipole) - 120 pdJ*a SL 
T^RL 

+ Ra + ^P 
.III 

The bridgewlre resistance of an EID may be considered 
as the load resistance of an antenna when the leads are 
configured as a half-wave dipole as indicated in Figure 3. 
Ordinarily tb« bridgewlr« resistance is soawthing less than 
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one ohm and, consequently, Is very much less than the 
radiation resistance of 73.2 ohms. Equation II can there- 
fore be approximated by the simpler expression: 

PL (dlpole) - (7.2 x lO"
3) Pd > 2 ^ IV 

o 
Also, PL - I, RL, so that 

{- - - ■"-3' I (dlpole) = ^J (7.2 x 10 ) Pd^s 

Similarly, for a quarter-wave grounded antenna with 
the load located at the grounded end (Figure 3b), the 
radiation resistance is about 38 Obips and the effective 
height of the antenna Is 7*/2"T«  If, again, the antenna 
loss resistance Is considered negligible and the bridge- 
wire resistance is very much less than the load resistance, 
then equation II simplifies to: 

PL ( r/4) - (6.6 x 10-3)Pd>
2RL VI 

and, I ( 7-/4)      i(6.6 x  10-3)Pd ^. VII 

Equations IV, V, VI and VII are valid only when R_ 
is negligible and RL is very much less than Hy. «ith these 
conditions in mind the equations permit the conclusions 
that (a) the power delivered to the load is directly pro- 
portional to the intensity of the electromagnetic field 
environment, the square of the wave length, and also to 
the ohmic value of the load resistance; and (b) the currant 
through the load resistance is independent of the value ox 
the load resistance. 

For the short-stub grounded antenna (see Figure 3c} 
the load resistance can no longer be considered as very 
much less than the radiation resistance. In this case the 
radiation resistance is only one ohm.and the effective 
height of the antenna Is 0.5 >/20.W If the antenna loss 
resistance is negligible equation II becomes: 

PL ( >/20) - 0.24Pd>
2RL VIII 

■(iiL +I;ö)2  

and,  I  (  PV20) - i   0.24 Pd> #       jX 

(Rx. + i.oy 
SL vTiT 

Equations IV, BSAND'Srare plotted la Figure 4 for 
the case where the brldgewire resistance is one ohm and 
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Figure 4. Power delivered by 
a resonant antenna to a one ohm 
load; when PD - 100 watts per 
square meter, L - antenna 
length, > > wave length and 
f - megacycles. 

s 

1 

3.5 4.0 
85.7 75 
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for the 100 watts per square meter considered to be zhe 
biological hazard level of an electromagnetic field.1* 
Since most EEDs have a power dissipation capability of 
less th£.n one watt, the power levels indicated by the 
equations and the graph are quite formidable. However, 
these power levels represent the worst case predicated 
upon an ideal antenna and optimum conditions. The 
validity of these values depend on a most improbable chain 
öl  circumstances"! """ 

a. The EED must be immersed in a very strong electro- 
magnetic field. 

b. The leads to the EED must be exposed and config- 
ured as an antenna. 

c. The EED itself must be configured as an antenna 
load, 

d. Leads must be of a precise length to provide a 
resonant circuit for the wave length of the electromag- 
netic field. 

e. Leads must be oriented in a three-dimensional 
space in order to accommodate the polarization and direc- 
tivity of the electromagnetic field. 

Deviation from any of the above conditions will 
diminish the magnitude of power transferred to the EED 
bridgewlre. It Is extremely improbable the several condi- 
tions can be accidentally met to the extent an inadvertent 
detonation occurs. An extensive research covering more 
than a decade1 has revealed only a handful of confirmed 
incidents wherein EEDs have been accidentally detonated 
by electromagnetic radiation. More to the point, In 1956 
the Institute of Makers of Explosives published a pamphlet® 
which states, in part: 

"From a practical viewpoint, the possibility of 
premature explosion due to RF energy is extremely 
remote. This has been demonstrated by numerous 
tests on representative transmitting equipment, 
and it is confirmed by many years of experience. 
The annual consumption of electric blasting caps 
is well over 100 million, and they are used la 
every section of the country. Yet them have 
been only two authenticated cases of a cap being 
accidentally fired by radio." 
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Notwithstanding the improbabilities, Incidents have 
occurred and, because of the possibility of catastrophe, 
protective or safety measures should be taken. 

a. The power density of an electromagnetic 
field decreases as the square of the distance from the 
radiating source. Therefore, published distance taboos>5)C9) 
should be observed insofar as is operationally possible. 
This is particularly true for long wave lengths or low 
frequencies. 

b. To decrease the susceptability of EEOs, design 
criteria should require the largest possible no-fire current 
that Is compatible with the EEO application. However, the 
susceptability is not necessarily decreased by increasing 
the bridgewire resistance. The equations show that an 
ideal bridgewire resistance (insofar as protection against 
electromagnetic radiation is concerned) wwuld have either 
an infinite or zero value. 

c. The electromagnetic radiation hazard to 
ordnance depends on the probability of SED leads acting 
as an antenna. This particular hazard can therefore be 
removed by any technique which destroys the BSD antenna 
characteristics (e.g. shielding, twisting leads). 
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56. DISCUSSION HIGHLIGHTS 

Charles T. Davey 
The Franklin Institute 

Terndnology A Conflict 

One problem emerging from the Congress appeared to be in supplying 

an adequately comprehensive definition of terma. Such terms as "RF Proof" 

"RF Safe" "Insertion loss," "attenuation" and "RF Protected" were repeatedly 

questioned. Some of these tenas have no standard dsfirJHon as yet but do 

deserve a place in the discussion of HERO problems; others are clearly 

defined. A glossary of HERO tenas and definitions nay be helpful. 

* ISM sgaEsa. aOmida 

A primary problem wea that was rediscovered in this Congress is 

that of the sensitivity of electroexploeives In modes other than through the 

bridgewi«. While net all of the problems involved In the bridgewire mode 

of excitation have been solved, there appears to be an even more difficult 

problem, that of excitation in the pins-to-eas« mode. In this mode, results 

in many cases have indicated that far less power is required for initiation. 

Apparently many think of this problem as infrequent or Insignifleant. 

Many fixes wer« discussed that offer excellent chances of 

resolving the HERO problem over a wide range of frequencies. The carbonyl 

iron plugs appear to provide an excellent fix for frequencies that an In 

the tens of negaeycles through the radar bands and upward. These devices 

have been applied to military eleetrotxplosivei of both the Aray and the 

Navy. They have been put through MIL Standard tests and have ptrforaed 

■atlefactor^Iy. This material is curmitly being used on newly developed 

air.tayy blasting caps. Production tests are being mftde. One of the 

greatest advantages of this material Is that it sty be «»de to occupy 

little or no additional »pas« eoopared tu th»*. of the eonvanti<»al insulated 

plug. 

Still elaaaifted a« a problem area is the regie» that eneompassee 

the lower frequencies of the speetms. Ferrites appear to offer en« of the 

best ehanecs for a solution in the intermediate regions of frequency. 

Thl« range extends froa 1 Me to 30 Mc. These aaterlals, like the earbonyl 

iron, will probably be a replaceaent for the Insulator normally used In 

the plug of the initiator. It appears to offer the same space-saving 

advantage. 
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Ferrites still remain difficult to manufacture and even more 

difficult to machine and assemble. Solutions to some of these fabrication 

problems is one of the points that deserves further attention and a powerful 

approach. The testing and proof of these devices both with respect to 

conventional firing pulses and to RF are another requirement although this 

is not considered a technical problem area, but may introduce some problems 

that are not evident at this point. 

For frequencies below that at which the ferrites are effective 

there are a number of devices that create very high decoupling for RF and 

yet allow the device to be fired readily by i predetermined signal. Some 

of these involve magnetic coupling that entirely prevents the electric 

field from being coupled from the firing line side of the EED system to 

the EED side of this system. There are unique relays for providing this 

same function. A single device that operates on atomic radiation was 

introduced at this Congress that appears to be one of the first "coded 

pulse" or keyed arming and firing devices. All of these fixes appear 

to offer solutions to the lower frequencies of the HERO problems. Most 

of these, in opposition to the iron and ferrite fixes are mounted external 

to the EED. In some cases this is an advantage, in that it requires no 

modification to the elsctroesqploslve. In other eases, where handling of 

the EED and other clreuitzy is carried out separately, there is a distinct 

advantage to the internal fix. 

LJ&aaatigB AaJiüAa« 
It was brought out that the United Kingdom insists that electro- 

explosive Initiators u:9 female connectors to avoid extending pins' and 

lead wires which may act as RF antennas or make accidental contact with 

charged bodies or power Urns. 

While the practice has not been Introduced as standard procedure 

in this country, perhaps it should be given sons serious thought. 

Saffitr SiaiBdiBli at MigaJi ffljiüj faanta 

The most widely discussed and controversial topic was the 

"Interim Standards to Miniaise the Hasards of Electromagnetle Radiation 

to Eleetroexploslve Devices," inpesad upon users of th« National Missile 

Ranges by the Air Force Systems Cowamd who operates the Atlantic Missile 

Range. There was such a lively interest and the problems seem so vital 
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that General Chairman Pajrie deleted presentation of two papers and 

scheduled an impromptu discussion period which held the majority of the 

attendees in the conference hall well after the scheduled adjournment. 

There was discussion both for and against the Interim Standard 

and nsny called for clarification and for information regarding methods 

of testing arri of assessing the RF hazards to electroexplosive devices and 

systems. 

The 1-amp 1-watt for five minute dc no-fire requirement was 

challenged on the basis that dc sensitivity had not ceen shown to corrsspond 

to RF sensitivity particularly in the pin-to-case mode of EF coupling. It 

was pointed out that 1-afflp 1-watt initiators must be considared as new 

devices and thoroughly evaluated from all aspects before one conndts 

himself to their ure. One m»n coHaented that the initiator iMnufaoturers 

in attempting to make 1-amp, 1-wafct initiators had to throw away all past 

knowledge and experience and start all over again. H« claimed that lead 

azide and lead styphnate are now obsolete as ignition mixes. We need to 

develop design data to help the electroexplosive developers and 

manufacturers. 

Mandatory use of insensitivity devices was also challenged on 

the basis that it arbitrarily increases the size, weight, and cost of 

power supplies relays, wiring and so forth, and seriously limit» the 

designer in his choice of eoi^sonents to meet mission requirements. 

Test data on 1-amp 1-watt initiators with respect to long time 

storage, thermal stacking, prapulses and RF sensitivity both through the 

bridgewlre and pin-to-case,and other performance data were called for but 

appeared to b« lacking. 

How much safety if any, is gained by going to 1-aap 1-watt 

initiators appears at this tlae to bo an unanswered question. On the 

other hand no one seems to have the necessary equipment, know-how, ti.BS or 

funds to determln« the RF susceptibility o'" their systems (.üd lUair 

initiators in order to satisfy the Interim Standards. Using 1-amp 1-watt 

initiators appears to some as the easy way out, but they question whether 

it is really a solution. 

«Thv-, tnxt. nf the Interim Standards appears in these Proeeadings, at 
PP 35-7. 
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Full scale testing by irradiation in the field of missile systems 

does not appear to be technically feasible or economically practical. A 

compromise minimum testing program, which involves determination of the 

RF sensitivity of the initiators in controlled laboratory tests and analyses 

of possible antennas in the firing systems and during the transportation, 

handling, installction and checkout procedures, was described as a method 

that appears acceptable to the Range Safety people. However, some expressed 

doubts as to its adequacy and objected to the time and cost required to 

perform the tests and analyses. RF fixes, l-amp 1-watt initiators included, 

were challenged as solutions on the basis that they are not yet readily 

available, have not been thoroughly evaluated, are expensive, bulky, aad 

weight, and in many instances will require additional power supplies and 

auxiliary equipment and in some cases will degrade the overall mission 

performance. 

While the discussion centered primarily on the range safety 

standards and the RF fi-.ld intensity limits stated therein, it was pointed 

out that most EED's and systems must also be able to survive in tactical 

environments, some of which may be many times worse than those at the 

range. 

Good engineering and design practices can go a long way in 

reducing RF hazards but many feel that they alone can ever be a complete 

solution to the RF hazard problen. Thus, it appears that the HERO problem 

remains unsolved. However, zate progress seems to have been made especially 

in making more people aware of the various facets of the overall problem 

and, in these Proceedings, making available to many people sources of 

information which can assist them in minimizing RF hazards with respect 

to their particular systi:--?. Programs that are just beginning to get 

under way, some of which were mentioned at the Congress, should shed 

additional light on the RF hazard assessment problem, particularly with 

respect to the Interim Standards, and will undoubtly lead to modifications 

of the Standards as time gees on. 

Lightning and its effect on missile systems containing EED's was 

given considerable attention. The theoretical and analytical approaches 

to the problem face difficulties that are similar to the RF problem. 

Testing is difficult but what has been done shows good agreement, at least 
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in two instances. Skin bonding is very important in reducirj? induced 

energy. Due to the extensive equipment required for experimental research 

in lightnir^, it has been suggested that results of these investigations 

be given wide circulation. This seerjs the logical course of action. 

Statistical Test Plans 

The well established Bruceton sensitivity test plan was challenged 

on the basis of extensive testing of several electric initiators. It is 

claimed that these tests show a log-logistic test plan and analytical 

procedure gives a better fit to the actual distribution curve. The claim 

was made that, because the Bruceton method concentrates testing data «bout 

the mean, large errors can result when attempting to predict the "all-fire" 

and "no-fire" levels. This is because the Bruceton plan assumes that the 

response is normally distributed with respect to this stimulus. If this is 

n>.c true, then the extremes predicted from Bruceton data will be in error. 

Tlie log-logistic plan requires more initiators to be tested but is claimed 

to give a more accurate estimate of the "all-fire" and "no-fire" stimuli. 

It was further claimed that use of small samples in the Bruceton can lead 

to even greater errors in predicting the extremes. Another challenge to 

the Bruceton technique was made on the basis that people did not run the 

test properly or perform the calculations properly thereby leading to 

errors in the test results. A MIL Standard to assure uniform Bruceton 

tests was suggested. Exponents of the logistic plan objected to a Bruceton 

MIL Standard on the basis that the Bruceton should not be used unless the 

true distribution is normal but presumably have no objection to a MIL 

Standard for the log-logistics plan. Time did not permit complete discussion. 

It is hoped to continue it at the Electric Initiator Symposium, to be held 

October 1 and 2, 1963, at the Franklin Institute, Philadelphia 3, Pa. 

A Maeic Number 

Several requests were made for some magic number such as the 

personnel hasard limit of 100 watts/sq milter that is elear-uit safe on one 

side and clear-cut hasardous on the other. There is no such number that 

can be quoted generally. Thu hasard to EEDs depends upon the sensitivity 

of the BED, the antoient power density, the gain or aperture of the "antenna" 

and the system losses. Most of these parameters are frequency sensitive 

and vary from systea to system. As consaquence, no one na,rh*r is 

adequately expressive to assure safety. 
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An attemiAtion of 60 db is the aim of fixes. This represents a 

power reduction of one miilion. An attenuation of 10 db (10 to 1 pow .■ 

reduction) is not considered high. 

One of the most hazardous conditions has been found to occur 

during aa.tlng connections and servicing. 

Instrumented EEDs 

Several methods of instrumenting EEDs to measure bridgewire 

heating were discussed. As general rule these devices where thermocouples, 

photocells, IR cells or resistance thermometers. One exception was the 

Golay cell that operates by thermal expansion at air. Means of computing 

transient response were considered and it was pointed out that direct 

measurement on the Input of EEDs excited by RF will probably upset 

measurements to the point where they are useless. 

External arc-over, mentioned in connection with pin-to-oase 

initiation was also considered as a possible protection from RF. While 

this nay work. It Is at best a marginal condition. Arcing In EED circuits 

is a frightening thought. 

Changes In sensitivity and other characteristics can be caused 

by HF exposure and by direct current less than the maxinum no-fire current. 

Some experienced ordnance people show great concern over this problem. 

Others, while generally wary, have convinced themselves as a result of 

experiment that exposure to certain levels on certain devices is not 

harmful. 

Fundamental Information on prepula« effects is lacking. The 

need for this information is rapidly becoming apparent in the field. Present 

testing is limited to one exposure level with tubsequent sensitivity 

testing and casparlson of a control lot with an exposed lot. Better means 

are needed to determine 

(1) If there is a sensitivity change with a given device, 

(a) At what exposure level this change occurs. 

(3) The asehanlsms involved. 
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Atvtenna J or Maximum Hazard 

Arbritrary choice of an antenna that is dubbed a maxinnun hazard 

has been described. A half-wave dipole was chosen in one instance. In 

another case, other investigators found that a rhOHble configuration 

yielded an aperture roughly 8 times that of the half-wave dipole. The 

choice of a maximuni aperture is a matter for conjecture at this point. 

The antenna is one very inportant part of the RF hazard. Until many 

aperture or gain measurements or confutations are made, we must consider 

and check out all of the Dossible antenn» conflpnirstions ■'n »aoh c»se. 

A 20-ampere blasting cap was suggested as a solution to protecting 

them from RF. This suggestion was made because caps are used on the 

ground. However, weight efficiency is important to the foot soldier Just 

as it is to the missile. Strings of blasting caps are fired from power 

sources that are of limited weight and output. Further, blasting caps 

are in need of RF protection because of their inherent long, unshielded, 

untwisted open-lead construction. 

The problem» associated with a dissipative RF protecting device 

were discussed at intervals throughout the Congress. The ability of the 

attenuator to withstand heat as a result of power dissipation was questioned 

as well as the voltage breakdown characteristic of various materials and 

fixes. The power dissipation for any input can be computed if attenuation 

is known. From the current and power reported in EED circuits, this value 

may theoretically approach several hundred watts. Actual experiments 

have shown that the mounting of the EED can act as a heat sink. Especially 

In the case of EEDs with integral attenuators, this is all important. 

Some devices fire within seconds from heat build-up when they are suspended 

in air, while with metal surroundings they last minutes or even longer. 

With no size limitation imposed, most attenuators can be built to dissipate 

a great deal of power as heat. 

The need for high temperature initiator material« was brought 

forth in two aspects. First, there is a gain in using high temperature 

explosives along with dlsslpatlve attenuators of RF; and second, there is 

a current need for steriligatlon of all compontnts that are to b« placed 

into space which calls for exposure to 135'C, 
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The Effncts of Fixes 

The effect of filters and attenuator and the normal functioning 

time characteristics of an EED are important. With the development of 

must fixes, sume effort has been made to obtain information on the effect 

of the fix on functioning tine and sensitivity. This information is 

lacking, or at the very best, sketchy In iii&ny of the newer fixes. 

Reliability and environmental performance data is also badly needed on 

those fixes. 
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PROCEEDINGS OF HERO CONGRESS-1963- ON HASARDS OF ELECTEOKAGIETIC RADIATION 
TO ORDNANCE, held a-; The Franklin Institute on 30 April, 1,2 May 1963. 
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Identifiers: HERO 

The Second HERO Congress, of 392 representatives from govemnent and industry, eoeiprlsed 

52 papers, continuing 'ihe work of the First HERO Congress of 1961 (Proceedings, AiJ-326-263). 

The papers gave broad coverage of the Kaaards of Electroi&iguBi.iv, Radlition to 'Vlnanre, 

The opening session was for statements of approaches and programs j ■i-.-.s :z.t  f^^OM^d by 

nine papers on theoretical analysis and field studies of vulnerability, and on methods 

of measuring radio frequency power, and determining sensitivity of initiators to E7, 

There were 16 papers on fixes, including filters and absorptive attenuators; relays, 

transformers, and magnetic coupling; Inherent protection by initiator design; and pro- 

tective shielding. Nine papers -./ere devoted to special aspects, such as th« effects of 

lightning, RF field distribution over a carrier deck, statistical studies, new attenu- 

ating BBterials, and thermal analysaa. Twelve additional papers, in the same general 

areas «entioned, are printed in the Prcceedlngs Although they were not presented at the 

Congress. 

The report contains abstracts of the Individual papers, and a sunnar- rf the discussions. 

Twelve papers «re classified; they '.re bound separately in a 174 p»ge suppl«>ent 

(Report No. P-B1982 Supplement; -i     } 


